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Car, decidement, l'etranger, la brousse, l'exterieur nous
envahissent de toutes parts. Nous sommes tous, soit des
chasseurs qui renions tout, nous vouO:tJ.s volontairement au
monde du dehors pour etre penetres, faire notre nourriture
et nous enorgueillir de certaines forces superieures, grandes
·comme Ie sang qui bout au coeur des animaux, l'inspiration
fatalement diabolique, Ie vert des feuilles et la folie; soit des
possedes que cette meme maree du dehors vient un jour deborder et qui, au prix de mille tourments qui parfois les font
mourir, acquierent Ie droit de signer de£initivement Ie pacte
avec l'eternel demon imaginaire du dehors et du dedans
qu'est notre propre esprit.
Michel Leiris, L'Afrique fant6me
a(;!(xvaTOt 8VTJTOi, 8VrjTOi a8aVaTot,
'WVTB<; TCJV EKelVWV 8avaTov
TCJV ae EKelVWV f3iov TB8VBWVTB<;.

Mortal immortals, immortal mortals,
living each other's death,
dying each other's life.
Heraclitus, The Fragments
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Translator's Note

For references to and quotations from foreign works cited in this book,
I have used previously published English translations if they exist
(preserving the original spellings and syntax of early texts)i in all
other cases, I have given my own renditions.
A certain portion of the references cited by the author are to sixteenth- and seventeenth-century texts (concerning the major comparative case, the Tupinamba). The original dates are relevant to the
context and are needed to distinguish them from contemporary ethnographies. However, since it is distracting and redundant to indicate
both published and original dates every single time, I have compromised by placing the original date in brackets the first time the citation appears in each chapter, as well as in the bibliography. Some
works written in this century also have their original publication date
indicated when relevant, for instance, to give a sense of when they
appeared in the course of certain debates or to avoid confusion over
the general period covered by the ethnographic present.
For help in clarifying the meaning of certain Brazilian idioms, the
archaic Portuguese of the chroniclers, and various difficult passages in
the original text, I would like to thank Ana-Maria Lima, Lecturer in
Portuguese at the University of Chicago, who was generous in providing advice in response to my questions.

Preface

This book is an ethnography of the Arawett\ a Tupi-Guarani people of
eastern Amazonia (Middle Xingu, Brazil), that intends to situate them
within the South American ethnological corpus-in particular, within
the panorama of the Tupi-Guarani linguistic family. Its focus is the
description and interpretation of Arawete cosmology, approached
from the perspective of concepts about the person, death, Divinity,
and systems of shamanism and warfare. The theme of divine cannibalism, central to the Arawete definition of the human condition,
will be treated as part of the complex of Tupi-Guarani ritual anthropophagy. Along this guiding thread, I will propose a vision of Arawete
metaphysics that explores the place of humanity in the cosmos, its
fundamental inscription within temporality, and the logic of identity
and difference that governs the distinctive ontology of this group.
A considerable part of the book describes the social organization of
the Arawete, tracing parallels and contrasts with other groups of the
same linguistic family. Broadly, this book is an exercise in the comparative analysis of South American cosmologies; more narrowly, it
concentrates on the construction of a global cosmological model for
the Tupi-Guarani. Thus, coexisting in this book are an ethnography,
a middle-level synthesis, and hypotheses with a broader sweep. The
somewhat culturalist idea of "the Tupi-Guarani cosmology" should
be understood as a provisional heuris~ic instrument permitting the
consolidation of materials that until now have been dispersed and superficially thematized. In the near future, South American ethnology
will allow less intuitive formulations than this present work. The
linguistic-cultural criteria employed here should be seen as a mere
scaffolding for structural models of greater empirical breadth and analytic power.
This examination of Arawete cosmology proceeds in two registers:
the category of the person, as elaborated in discourse about eschatology and the gods; and the Arawete conception of society, as revealed
in social and ritual practice. The consideration of certain substances,
xv
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modes, and attributes of the Arawete universe-the gods, the dead,
enemies, shamans, warriors, cannibalism, songs-will lead to the depiction of a native anthropology where concepts of alterity and Becoming will emerge as the defining qualities and processes of human
Being. The inchoate state of the person, the paradoxical character of
the society, and the "minimalist" functioning of the institutional arrangements will be examined to see how their implications challenge
the representation of "primitive society" current in anthropological
discourse.
This book is a modified version of my doctoral thesis, written from
May to July and defended in August of 1984 at the National Museum
of Rio de Janeiro. It was published (with additions) in Brazil in 1986.
The modifications for this English version are aimed especially at textual clarity and fluidity, but some, enjoined upon me by time, colleagues, and a return to the Arawete in 1988, are corrections of faulty
observations or interpretations. Excessively rambling passages and
some of the usual apparatus of an academic thesis were deleted, as
well as numerous comparative notes and a chapter summarizing the
Tupi-Guarani literature.
The effort of reducing the original version prevented me from undertaking a serious updating of the comparative references. Moreover,
some works written prior to 1984 receive less attention than their relevance would demand: this is especially the case for Robert Murphy's
monograph on Mundurucu religion (1958). Of works that appeared
later, J. C. Crocker's book (1985) on Bororo shamanism and especially
Bruce Albert's thesis (1985) on the warfare-funerary system of the
Yanomami discuss questions that closely concern those developed
here. Within the Tupi-Guarani arena, I must mention the theses by
William Balee (1984) on the Kaapor, Isabelle Combes (1986) on Tupinamba cannibalism, Regina Muller (1987) on the Asurini, Dominique
Gallois (1988) on Wayapi cosmology, and Alan Campbell's book (1989)
also on the Wayapi. Concerning the Arawete, the articles by Balee
(1988, 1989a, 1989b), covering aspects of the group's praxis that I was
not prepared to deal with, represent a fundamental contribution.
Perhaps I should warn the reader that this is a traditional ethnographYi the questions it pursues were imposed by the Arawete but
handled according to my own concerns. I suppose that if the Arawete
were to bother themselves with what I have to say in this book, my
approach would strike them as simply another enemy's point of view
on their society-although, as will become clear later on, even this
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may be a somewhat presumptuous thing to say. My theoretical leanings and orientation will be evident from the outset. I have no doubt
that another ethnographer, observing the same "facts," would come
away with a much different image of the Arawete. At no time did
I aspire to conduct experiments with literary genres or anything of
the sort. Although it will be clear that polyphony and dialogism are
marked characteristics of Arawete culture, they do not pervade the
fabric of my description. But I have lost no sleep over this. I do not
suffer from what Sahlins once called "epistemological hypochondria"
and I am convinced that the Arawete are sufficiently interesting and
unknown (by myself included) as to dispense with discursive fantasies. At any rate, this book is somewhat less technical and rigorous,
and somewhat more rhetorical and philosophically pretentious, than
the standard monograph. Between the absences and the excesses I
can only hope that something remains-which will be, no doubt, the
part that falls to the Arawete.
From the beginning of my research among the Arawete through the
writing of this book, I was helped by a considerable number of people.
To name all of them would fill up an entire chapter, a pleasure I must,
unfortunately, forgo. I would like, however, to extend special thanks
to certain professors, colleagues, and friends of mine in Brazil and
elsewhere: Anthony Seeger, Bartomeu Melia, Bruce Albert, Bruna
Franchetto, Berta Ribeiro, Carlos Alberto Ricardo, Dominique Gallois, Gilberto Azanha, Gilberto Velho, Joanna Overing, Manuela Carneiro da Cunha, Marshall Sahlins, Nadia Farage, Patrick Menget,
Peter Fry, Peter Gow, Peter Riviere, Roque Laraia, Steve Schwartzman, Tania S. Lima, Waud Kracke, William Balee, and Yonne Leite. I
would also like to thank my students of the Graduate Program in
Social Anthropology (PPGAS) at the National Museum in Rio de
Janeiro, who form an enthusiastic team of promising ethnologists.
The Department of Anthropology and \the PPGAS of the National
Museum, where I graduated and now teach, gave me all the necessary
support: I thank the professors and staff for this exceptional, sine qua
non situation. The National Council for Scientific and Technological
Development (CNPq) supported a large part of my work through
grants for graduate study and research, and the Research and Project
Foundation (FINEP) followed up with further financial support.
Working with my colleague Catherine V. Howard, who translated
this book, was a pleasure. We kept up a correspondence that lasted a
year and a half and filled hundreds of pages. I pestered her with com-
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Note on Orthography

ments and suggestions, oftentimes impertinent, and she proposed
various improvements in the text. The translation she has worked out
fully satisfies me.
lara Ferraz, fellow anthropologist and my former wife, first brought
me to the Arawete. Without her I would not have begun and would
not have understood many things.
I wrote this book because of Toiyi, lwa-Mayo, Araiyi-kafii-no,
lwa-kafii, Maripa-no, Tapaya-hi, Kafii-newo-hi-my dearest Arawete
friends j they should know I did my best.
August 1989

All words in foreign languages are written in italics. Arawete personal
names, when designating human beings, are not in italics, but names
of spirits and divinities follow the norm of italicization.
The spelling of Arawete words is not phonological, since this language has not yet been described by a specialist. The approximate
phonetic values of the symbols are:
VOWELS

like the a in "mama"
like the e in "ebb"
i like the ee in "meet"
i high central unrounded, similar to "ooh" but without
rounding (close to the vowel written "y" in classic TupiGuarani dictionaries)
i' similar to the i in the English "bit," but produced with the
tip of the tongue turned downward (probably an allophone
oU)
a a shwa sound (middle central unrounded), similar to the
vowels in "abut"
The tilde (-) indicates nasalization and can occur with all
vowels
A vowel is underlined to indiCate that the syllable receives
the stress, which otherwise falls on the last syllable
a
e

CONSONANTS

b, h, k, ill, n, p, t, w approximate the sounds of English (with

c
c
d
t1
ii

varying degree of aspiration)
like the ch in "chair"
like the ts in "mats"
a flap similar to the d in "body"
like the voiced th of "that"
like the ny in "canyon"
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r

a flap similar to the r in the Spanish or Portuguese"caro"
y like the y in "yes," with greater palatization
An apostrophe ('I indicates a light glottal stop
An asterisk (*1 indicates a hypothetical or reconstructed form
of a word
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Cosmology and Society

1. The Cannibal Gods
The Arawete say that the souls of the dead, once they have
arrived in the heavens, are devoured by the Mai~ the gods, who then
resuscitate them from the bones; they then become like the gods, immortal. This assertion, which draws together central cosmological
themes of Arawete culture and encapsulates its concept of the person,
is what the present book will attempt to understand. For the Arawete,
the person is inherently in transition; human destiny is a process of
"Other-becoming."
To trace out all the implications entailed by this motif, I will turn
towards a comparative horizon to see how other Tupi-Guarani treat
the same questions. In turn, analyzing Arawete discourse about the
person will make it possible to open up a path linking the other peoples
of this linguistic family, and then to formulate some hypotheses about
the properties of a single Tupi-Guarani structure of the person. This
method, therefore, will be recursive: inserting the Arawete facts into a
system, which in turn will be built upon these facts.
This is only a first step in my broader aim to conduct an experiment.
To construct the Arawete conception of the person, I will explore certain facts about their social organization and cosmology. I will then
line up a series of considerations (admittedly schematic) about TupiGuarani cosmologies to show that the same metaphysics underlies
phenomena as disparate as cannibalism, shamanism, social morphology, and forms of marriage. Here too I will be guided by the Arawete, taking the question of the person as the connecting thread.
I start with the hypothesis that there exists something in common
among the different Tupi-Guarani societies beyond their linguistic
identity and behind their apparent morphosociological diversity. It remains to be seen in the course of this work if such a hypothesis is
acceptable. For now, I advance a few generalizations.
The Arawete, one of the formerly numerous peoples of the region
1
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Chapter One

between the Xingu and Tocantins rivers, do not display any striking
features or anomalies that would make them stand out from the physiognomy common to the Tupi-Guarani peoples of eastern Amazonia.
If they are to be distinguished in some way, it is rather for having relatively few of the institutional and ceremonial forms present in the
other societies of this family. This cannot, in my opinon, be attributed merely to disorganization caused by contact with Western
society, nor to pressure from enemy tribes that in recent decades have
dislodged them from their former territory. Indeed, I believe that the
Arawete have been much less affected by contact than have most of
the other groups in the region-at least up to now.
The Arawete parsimony of social categories and institutions has as
its counterpart a complex, highly developed cosmological discourse,
albeit not architectonically elaborated or dogmatically invariant. The
Arawete imaginary is mariifested in speech and in song. Very little of
what really matters is visible; the essential takes place on another
stage. In a certain sense, one could say of them what has been said of
the Guarani: here too "all is Word" (Melia 1978: 57). But the words of
the Arawete seem less to echo the ascetic withdrawal of their Guarani
relatives (adherents of logos) and more to evoke the excessive gestures of the remote sixteenth-century Tupinamba.
On the other hand, perhaps the very nature of Arawete society,
both "simple" and "archaic," will allow us to discover fundamental
structures of the Tupi-Guarani by revealing principles that also operate in those societies having more differentiated social and ritual
institutions. l
One question in particular stands out about the Arawete and resonates with what has been written about other Tupi-Guarani societies.
It concerns what appears to be an excess or a supplementary quality
of cosmological discourse as compared to social organization. How to
account for the coexistence of, on the one hand, a "loosely structured" organization (few social categories, absence of global segmentations, weak institutionalization of interpersonal relations, lack of
differentiation between public and domestic spheres) with, on the
other hand, an extensive taxonomy of the spiritual world (not easily
reducible to homogeneous principles), an active presence of that
world in daily life, and a thoroughly vertical, "Gothic" orifntation of
thought? What is to be done with this preponderance of discourse
over institution, of the spoken word over the schematism of ritual, of
the cosmological over the sociological series?
Societies such as the Arawete reveal how utterly trivial any attempts are to establish functional consistencies or formal correspon-
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dences between morphology and cosmology or between institution
and representation. The ethnological literature on the Tupi-Guarani
has found it difficult to avoid alternating between theoretical truisms
and anecdotal descriptions, when it is not lamenting the social disintegration of the peoples studied. But neither is it enough to say that
among the Arawete (and other Tupi-Guarani groups), cosmology"predominates" over social organization,l nor to acknowledge that cosmology is a constitutive part of the social structure and the inevitable
means of access to it. Rather, it is essential to grasp the problematic
sense of this cosmology and then try to account for the "fluid" character of the morphology.
Upon reflection, one is struck by a certain "something," obscure
but distinct, that seems to determine Arawete society. It is as if some~
how the society were submitted to a centrifugal dynamic, a turning
towards the exterior, an exiting from itself towards those regions
above and beyond the social, as if something crucial were occurring
out there. But to achieve this, Arawete society seems to occupy itself
with undoing any internal divisions and articulations, real or virtual.
It presents itself as smooth, unified (but not around a center), homogeneous (but dispersed), equal in all its parts, as if it were a monad
floating in a populous and fractured cosmos defined by multiplicity
and open-endedness. This internal nondifferentiation, however, is put
to the service of a radical difference, of an impulse leading outside itself, a passion for exteriority which, despite the apparent repetitive
calmness of Arawete daily life, inscribes Becoming in the very heart
of this society. Thus, its "center" is outside, its "identity" is elsewhere, and its Other is not a mirror for man, but his destiny.
The Arawete case appears to invert the traditional representation
that anthropology makes of "primitive society" as a closed system,
a taxonomic theater where every entity, real or conceptual, finds its
place in a system of classification; where the order of the universe
reflects the social order; where temporality is recognized only to
be denied by myth and ritual; where what is defined as exterior to the
social (nature and supernature) exists merely to counterproduce the
society as a haven of interiority and self-identity. Such a vision cannot
be accommodated to the Arawete by any means whatsoever. Not for
the obvious reason that .it cannot be accommodated to any real society
(societies change, temporality being their very substance; classifications are political instruments; and between norms and practice there
must be a rupture, or else social life would be impossible), but rather,
because the Arawete lean in another direction. I believe that in fact
many cosmologies approximate the traditional representation, and
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that many societies attempt to remain, in a nontrivial sense, identical
with themselves and coextensive with the cosmos. To do so, they must
be capable of introjecting and domesticating difference, by means of
devices that put difference to the service of identity. For such societies,
opposition is the precondition of compositionj to divide is to prepare a
synthesis j and to exclude is to create an interiority.
Against these societies without an exterior that struggle to conjure
away difference and congeal Becoming (as far as this is possible), I contrast the Arawete, a society without an interior~QI' to put it less
bluntly, a society with a dynamic that dissolves those spatial metaphors so common in sociological discourse: interior, exterior, center,
margins, boundaries, limen, etc. Here, we move into a non-Euclidean
social space.
The simplicity of Arawete society masks a complexity of another
order. We shall see that the Tupi-Guarani method of constructing the
person follows the same non-Euclidean tendency. It has nothing to
do with some mirror chamber of reflections and inversions between
the Self and the Other that tends toward symmetry and stability.
Rather, the Tupi-Guarani construct the 'person through a process of
continuous topological deformation, where ego and enemy, living and
dead, man and god, are interwoven, before or beyond representation,
metaphorical substitution, and complementary opposition. We move
into a universe where Becoming is prior to Being and unsubmissive
to it.
I will attempt to demonstrate that the complex of relations between human beings and the gods is the most strategic avenue to
understanding Arawete society. In such a complex, death is the productive event. It is not merely the moment when it is possible to analyze the person into its componentsj it is the place where the person
is actualized. We will see that here, as with the Ge societies, "the
dead are the others" (Carneiro da Cunha 1978), and death is where the
conceptual determination of alterity takes place. But in the case of
Tupi-Guarani, the difference between the living and the dead cannot
be conceived as an opposition, either formal or real. Nor can it be reduced to the model of phonological contrast or to "the work of the
negative." They envision a positivity in death that does not imply a
vision of life as a negativity. If the Ge use the method of double negation to posit the person, the Tupi-Guarani risk a double affirmationj
this and that, the living and the dead, the Self and the Other. 3 Arawete society is not dialectic.
The reference to the Ge is not fortuitousj they will be the exemplary
contrastive case throughout this book, although not always explicitly
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so. If there exists such a thing as dialectical societies (Maybury-Lewis
1979), the Ge and Bororo would rank as perfect examples. In them we
find the maximal development of complementary oppositions in social categories and cosmological values, oppositions that fold, refold,
intersect, and echo each other in a vertiginous baroque progression.
The person is constructed as a delicate synthesis between nature and
culture, being and becoming, achieving its reality by articulating itself with symmetrical positions determined by ceremonial names,
formal friendships, and rites of mortuary impersonation. In such societies, everything signifies: from tihe landscape to the body, the
socius inscribes its principles in the universe. The Ge are justly famous for their sociological complexity and conservatism, and for
being the best-studied peoples of Brazil. They were the point of departure for the work of Levi-Strauss on native American mythologies,
and they appear to.be one of the strongest cases supporting structural
anthropology.
None of the attributes I've just described, unfortunately, are applicable to the Tupi-Guarani. Compared to the crystalline properties of
Ge societies, the Tupi-Guarani evoke images of amorphous bodiesclouds or smoke-in their weak and casual social organization, their
absence of clear conceptual boundaries between cosmological arenas,
their fragility in the face of contact with Western society (though
more in appearance than in essence I, their plasticity, and their otherworldly style of thought.
The contrast between the Ge and Tupi-Guarani forms becomes all
the more evident when considering their long history of ecological
competition, warfare, and cultural interchange. But this point should
be qualified: we must not overlook the internal differences of each
group nor assume that language and culture coincide (ignoring the intense pre-Columbian cultural dynamic). Above all, we should not
ignore the innumerable other South American cosmologies that as
a set form a vast system of transformations: Ge, Tupi, Tukano, Yanomami, Carib, Upper Xingu. Ever since Levi-Strauss's Mythologiques (1969b, 1973, 1978, 1981), it has become increasingly evident
that the sociological, linguistic, and cultural units of the continent
are combinatory variants of a structure that operates with the same
basic symbolic materials.
Thus, the Tupi-Guarani do not enjoy any privileged relation with
the Ge, and the Ge are certainly not the only pertinent contrast.
Nevertheless, the Ge are strategically valuable for comparisons made
on a continental scale. They are a "pivotal element" in the history of
South American ethnology (Levi-Strauss 1963a, 1969b: 91, as testified
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by the special place they occupy in recent syntheses (Kaplan 1981b,
1984; Riviere 1984). Every Americanist will find it easy to confirm
the basic similarities between the Arawete and other minimalist societies that serve as points of departure for such syntheses, such as
the Trio (Rivere 1969) and the Piaroa (Kaplan 1975) of northern Amazonia. It is easy to understand as well why the crystalline features and
terse institutional dialectic of the Ge serve as a heuristic counterpoint and define a theoretical ,problem.
What is notable about the dIfferences between the Ge and the TUpIGuarani is that they can be found within a common ground. Both utilize what Heritier (1982: 158-59) calls the "elementary symbolics of
the identical and the different" with which a society arranges the parameters of its self-representation. But each of them uses the same
symbolic materials to pursue a different strategy, with results that appear to diverge radically in their philosophies. This is why I view with
reservation the idea that the same basic macrostructure corresponds
to the same social philosophy for all South American cosmologies, a
philosophy that considers identity to be an impossible security, and
difference a dangerous necessity-meaning that difference is either
introjected and domesticated, or banished and denied (as J. Overing
Kaplan has so well formulated). We shall see that Tupi-Guarani cannibalism complicates the essential question of the differential forms
of conceptualizing difference.
A

'

2. Living with the Arawete
I spent twelve months among the Arawete, divided among periods
from May to July 1981 j February to April, June to September, and December 1982 j January 1983 j and February 1988. I did not observe the
activities that occur during the part of their annual cycle falling in
October and November.
After short research experiences among the Yawalapiti, Kulina, and
Yanomami, which were not continued for various reasons, I began to
turn my attention towards Tupi-Guarani peoples. The impression I
got from the literature on these groups was ambiguous. ~lthough the
material on the early Tupinamba and Guarani suggested a great complexity, the monographs on contemporary Tupi-Guarani groups were
discouraging. The majority of them, characterized by the problem of
"acculturation," portrayed the ethnographic present as little more
than a fleeting instant between a remote past of sociocultural plenitude that was reconstructed at risk, and an imminent, inevitable future of disaggregation or disappearance. The picture that emerged was
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of simplified social systems, where demographic losses had led to a
generalized disfunctional state, an emergency adaptation in which
only fragments of the themes common to almost all South American
societies persisted: bits and pieces of the great cycle of mythic twins,
the couvade, the extended family, shamanism. It was impossible to
know whether the impression of superficiality that these works left
was due to the authors' theoretical perspectives or to the situation of
the peoples studied-or if, after all, the Tupi-Guarani were not especially "interesting."
Moreover, in the 1960s and early 1970s, the Tupi-Guarani practically disappeared from the ethnological scene. What little research
was undertaken and published about them was not only outside the
main current of ethnographic discussions, but also failed to clearly
delineate a problematic that could be contrasted with the models
constructed for other South American systems. Everything led one to
believe in the end that the Tupi-Guarani really were peoples of the
past, dominated by the glorious shadow of the Tupinamba.
Since the rilid-1970s, however, interest in Tupi-Guarani societies
began to reemerge, as part of a general increase in field research
proj~cts. The relative maturity of Brazilian ethnology, especially since
high standards of description were established for the societies of
Central Brazil, made it necessary to reexamine "marginalized" social
systems such as those of the Tupi-Guarani.
My choice of the Arawete took place within this context. Thanks
to the books of F. Fernandes (1963 [1949], 1970 [1952lJ on Tupinamba
warfare and that of H. Clastres on Tupi-Guarani prophetism (1978
[1975lJ, I became aware of a remarkable conception of the person and
of society, percept~ble even in the "acculturation" monographs on the
Tupi of eastern Amazonia. I decided to experiment with synthesizing
the Tupi-Guarani facts based on research in the field, given that the
available syntheses relied almost exclusively on historical sources or
secondhand ethnographic descriptions. \
The Arawete were among the groups of the Xingu-Tocantins region
that the expanding frontier in southern Para had recently overtaken
with the construction o~ the Transamazon Highway. From their "contact" in 1976 to 1980, only one anthropologist, who worked with the
Asurini (neighbors of the Arawete!, made a short visit to Ipixuna, an
affluent of the middle Xingu, where the Arawete had been settled by
the,government's national Indian agency, FUNAI (Funda~ao Nacional
do Indio). I knew nothing more about them.
In May 1980, I requested authorization from FUNAI to do research
in the area. It was granted to me in January 1981 to begin in May of
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that year. The long interval between my request and the granting of
permission was due to the fact that relations between the governmental organ and the anthropological community had deteriorated to an
even lower level than usual.
After overcoming a long series of bureaucratic and political obstacles, I finally arrived among the Arawete on 2 May 1981. I left the
area at the end of July for what I thought would be a period of only one
month. But the rapid fall in the waters during the dry season meant I
had to wait seven months before returning. Navigating the Ipixuna is
practically impossible between September and December, since the
river dries up to expose miles of bare rock. I returned in the rainy season at the end of January 1982. In March, a violent influenza epidemic
fell upon the village, brought by the family of a FUNAI worker and
which caused one death. I left the area in early May, responding to a
request from FUNAI that I present a proposal for delimiting an Arawete area (Viveiros de Castro 1982) with a view towards its demarcation, which FUNAI has still (as of 1991) not undertaken. 4 I returned in
early June, leaving the Ipixuna in late September after I came down
with malaria. I returned in December, staying until February, when
repeated attacks of falciparum malaria, resistent to medication, made
it dangerous for me to continue fieldwork. s
My stay at Ipixuna was thus not only rather drawn out, but also intermittent. This made it more difficult for me to learn the language.
The group was practically monolingual, and not even my reasonably
good ear for language nor my recourse to the Tupi-Guarani literature
could compensate for the lack of continuous exposure to Arawete
speech. Its prosody follows a rapid rhythm, with a predominance of
nasal vocalics and weak articulation. Wagley (1977: 20) said that he
always felt there was a "linguistic haze" between himself and the
Tapirape; I have a feeling that something thicker than that lay between myself and the Arawete. Although I managed to understand
everyday speech (especially when they spoke directly to me), and although I could use metalinguistic resources to learn how to learn the
language, I was not able to understand the shamanic songs without
the help of glosses. For this reason, my interpretation of the songs of
the gods and of warfare-central aspects of Arawete culture-is
somewhat superficial.
Likewise, I was unable to obtain more than fragmentary versions of
the corpus of myths. Arawete mythology operates as a kind of implicit assemblage that serves as an underlying context to the daily
proliferation of shamanic songs. People rarely told myths as discursive events separated from the flow of informal conversation, nor
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were they willing to recite artificially prompted versions to a tape
recorder. Not out of any sort of shyness: they needed no urging whatsoever from me (quite the contrary) to sing and tape-record the musical repertoire of the group. The songs of the shamans, living or dead,
far from being "sacred," are popular successes, and war songs are often
used as lullabies. But my attempts to record prosaic speech, whether
myths or stories, always produced timid and confused reactions. As a
final reservation, I should note that although the Arawete, due to their
characteristic politeness and irony (or lack of comparative cases), declared that I had a reasonable command of their language, I have no
doubt that they had little interest in narrating stories to me, knowing
that I would only comprehend them in part, given my problems with
the linguistic code or my ignorance of their context. Therefore, I had
to cling to the "implicit mythology" and to rely on more general cosmological attitudes expressed in discourse and practice.
Living among the Arawete-"affable savages" like Huxley's Kaapor
(1956)-was easy. What was difficult was "to do anthropology." Few
human groups, I imagine, are as amenable in nature and as amusing in
their sociability-as long as one has a good ability to laugh at oneself
(and mine is at most fair to middling).6 Fond of touch and physical
closeness, informal to a sometimes overwhelming degree, demanding
in their giving and requesting, exaggerated in their demonstrations of
affection, lovers of the flesh and of the feast, free with their tongues
and constant in their laughter, sarcastic and at times delirious-the
Arawete, it always seemed to me, could not be adequately described
using concepts such as rules and norms. Their long history of wars
and flights and their demographic catastrophe upon contact were not
extinguished from their memory, but these did not diminish their vital energies and essential joyfulness. Brazilians who have lived with
both the Arawete and the neighboring· Asuririi (very close linguistically and culturally) commonly establish contrast between the
"melancholy" and "defeatism" of the Asurirrl and the "optimism" of
the Arawete. This difference translates into opposite demographic
politics, recessive in the case of the former, expansionist in the latter.
In compensation, the Asurini are always praised for their moderation
and their artistic taste, while the Arawete are portrayed as happy
and carefree barbarians, technologically poor, perhaps only recently
turned sedentary (Ribeiro 1981).
A mixture of truth and superficial stereotypes underlies this contrast. But I should note that even at the end of my stay, when I knew
them a bit better, the impression never left me that, with the Arawete, everything was possible. PerhapsJ:his simply suggests how little
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I actually knew them. But I cannot forget my surprise at seeing a
mother-in-law delousing the head of her son-in-law (a gesture of intense affective intimacy), seeing a boy suckle at his sister's breast,
hearing children joke about the dead, seeing a man take a walk
through the village 'wearing the new clothes of his wife "just to try
them on" (with nothing "symbolic" about it). My previous ethnographic experiences with the Yawalapiti, Kulina, and Yanomami
had not prepared me for any of this. One of the most surprising
features of Arawete life was the boldness with which women treated
men (foreigners or fellow tribesmen) and the strong presence of women
in collective affairs.
Little reflection is needed to perceive that this Olympian (or rather,
Dionysian) indifference towards what is conventionally called "social
conventions" is itself a convention, and that the prescriptions of exuberance and extroversion proscribed sentiments such as anger, envy,
jealousy, or the desire to be alone. It should be added that the assertiveness and volubility of the women had as its counterpoint an
extreme corporal modesty. 7
Social conventions, however, are the privileged raw materials of social anthropology, whether we take this notion to mean ritualized behavior or rules of interaction. The Arawete indifference towards
conventions, although not disagreeable to me as a lifestyle, disoriented me in its sociological indifference: the nondifferentiation of
segments, categories, roles, and social attitudes. Their society seemed
to me little institutionalized or little ritualized-if we understand
"ritualization" as that set of procedures (gestural, graphic, spatial,
verbal) that materialize the cognitive premises and basic categories of
a culture.
What I call ritualization is more than a mere envelope of ideas and
social differences that might exist on their own; it is in fact the very
mechanism that produces these differences, The ritual apparatus that
inscribes meanings in the land and in the body is society itself, and
nothing less than that. For the Arawete, however, this apparatus
seemed to produce nondifferentiation, which could not be considered
the product of some kind of regression or simplification of any prior,
more "differentiated" form. The Arawete ethos struck me as being articulated with some determinant global posture of their own.
This is a provisional oversimplification, of course. In later pages, I
will describe the processes and categories of Arawete social organization, but for now I am speaking of tendencies and nuances. Resorting
to a loose and analogical way of speaking, it is as if societies, when
faced with the imperative of classifying, were able to choose between
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two opposite directions. One leads to a multiplying of internal difand a generalized segmentation-a highly productive mechamsm, where each opposition automatically generates a counteropposition, intersecting the first, due to a kind of drive towards parity
that seeks to deter the asymmetrical dynamism and brute difference
inherent in the real (Levi-Strauss 1977b: 181). Furthermore this direction leads towards the emblematic exteriorization of all differences
and towards the capture of discontinuities from the real in order to
impose on them a surplus value of signification.
'
In the opposite direction lies the dispersion of differences to the
threshold of nonsignification, the circulation of a supplementarity
throughout the e~tire social body (the parts of which are not complementary, but eqUlvalent and redundant) and the projection of differences to the outside of society. This direction also reveals a drive to
~inimize oppositions, to make significations invisible by emphasizlllg the internal continuity of the social system. And more: an effort
to reach beyond the external limits of the system to recuperate the
d~erences that were ejected, using metonymical or metamorphic deVIces (processes without mediation).
This contrast might be phrased as one between "metaphoric" and
"metonymic" societies, or (using a well-known opposition) between
"totemic" and "sacrificial" ones (Levi-Strauss 1963b: 15-29; 1966:
22~,-281: ~e groups can be recognized in the first case, being "legi.
ble SOCIetIes (Da Matta 1982: 381 while the Arawete and others
would fit in the second, being "imperceptible" ones.
Before I began to reflect on all these questions I could not avoid the
dispiriting fact that the Arawete "did not have" ~ great many of those
fea~ures that awaken the professional interest of anthropologists. Such
an lllventory of absences would include: no rule or form of avoidance
between af~n~~, ~ low struct~ral yield to the naming system, an
absence o~ InItiatIOn ceremomes and little emphasis on life-cycle
ch~nges, SImple funeral rites with no marking of the mourning phase
o,r ItS termination, a fluid division of labor, a seemingly chaotic spatl~l morph?logy, a simplified ceremonial pattern, a minimal repertOire of SOCIal roles, and an absence of any global segmentation. Added
to t~is is a rath,er simple material culture, technologically and aesthetically speaklllg, and an agriculture rudimentary by Tupi-Guarani
standards.
The violent depopulation the Arawete suffered in 1976-77 and especially the long history of forced transhumance and dislocations due
to the pressure of successive waves of enemies cannot be discarded
when explaining the simplicity of their social system. Nevertheless, I
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believe that these factors had a more significant effect on technoeconomic aspects. Nothing authorizes us to postulate that in some
hypothetical and remote period of "peace" and territorial isolation,
Arawete society had at its disposal a more differentiated social organization. It should be noted nonetheless that the demographic reduction
and the recent concentration of the tribe in a single village modified
certain fundamental patterns. The status quo up to the 1960s consisted of the occupation of a vast territory by small local groups that
were linked by marriage and war alliances, with mutual visiting during the feasting season (a typical morphology of the tropical forest).
In my opinion, the mechanisms of production and reproduction of
Arawete society never depended on a large' population. From the
standpoint of the infrastructure, it is the cultivation of maize that
produces village aggregations; from that of the superstructure, it is
shamanism that guarantees its integration and symbolic reproduction. A garden of maize and a shaman are enough to define a village
and a horizon of life. The Arawete explain their seeking contact with
white people in 1976 by the fact that they could no longer plant maize
in lands infested with enemies: "We were tired of eating only meat."
As for shamanism, although I know of no moment in their history
when they were deprived of this institution, it will become clear later
on how the shaman incarnates the local group.8
Thus, I had to confront Arawete simplicity in all its complexity,
without resorting to hypotheses .about simplification by depopulation
or regression. Even if there is some truth along these lines, such a hypothesis is neither necessary nor interesting, I had to find a TupiGuarani explanation for a Tupi~Guarani society, and not speculate
about historical vicissitudes. It was necessary to look in the right direction to see what it was that interested the Arawete themselves.
I am not referring here to the topics that dominated everyday talk.
These were more or less the topics that have interested humanity
ever since it began: food, sex, death, and so on. Rather, I am referring
to the task of discovering the idiom in which the Arawete spoke
about their society. If the sociological code is not the privileged one,
what is the dominant language? Where is the vantage point from
which to formulate, if not an impossible totalization, then at least a
meaningful description? Where do the Arawete place meaning?
From the time I first arrived among the Arawete and throughout my
entire stay, I was surprised by the extreme contrast between the diurnal and nocturnal life of the village. During the day, nothing happened. Of course, there were the hunting trips, the Pantagruelesque
collective meals, the interminable conversations in the family patios
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at nightfall, the never-ending tasks revolving around maize; but
everything was done in that peculiar manner at once agitated and apathetic, erratic and monotonous, cheerful and distracted. Every night,
however, in the small hours of the morning, I heard emerging from
the silence a high, solitary intonation, sometimes exalted, sometimes
melancholic, but always austere, solemn, and, to me, somewhat macabre. It was the shamans singing the Mai'marakli, the music of the
gods. Only during the most acute phase ofthe influenza epidemic and
for a period after the death of a middle-aged woman did these songs
cease. On certain nights, three or four shamans sang at the same time
or successively, each experiencing his own vision. Sometimes only
one sang, starting with a gentle humming and droning, gradually raising his voice, tracing a staccatto articulation that stood out against
the continuous, sibilant backdrop of an aray rattle, until it reached a
pitch and intensity that was maintained for over an hour. It then descended back slowly into the first light of sunrise, the "hour when the
earth is unveiled" (iwi pi'dQwa meL until it returned into silence.
More rarely (which meant once or twice a week for each active
shaman), the climax of the song brought the shaman outside his
house to the patio. There he danced, bent over with his cigar and aray
rattle, stamping his right foot on the ground, panting, singing continuously-this was the descent to earth of the divinities.
It was hard for me to believe that these solemn voices, these somber
figures that I watched from the door of my house, had anything to do
with those men who spent their days either laughing or whining, bantering or begging, and scorned by the employees of the government
outpost. But they were the same men. Or rather, they were not, since
the contrast that I perceived (which does not exist as such, as something to be "perceived/, in the eyes of the Arawete) was the difference
between the diurnal human world-a people struggling with the misery brought about by Western contact and a society that seemed too
fragile to sustain this closeness-and the nocturnal world of.the gods
and the dead.
Through the shamanic songs, I was introduced to the cosmology of
the Arawete (as well as to their rhythm, spending much of the night
awake and sleeping a Jew hours in the afternoon), I began to learn the
names and some of the attributes of a legion of beings, facts, and actions that were invisible in the light of day. I discovered that the "music of the gods" fulfilled multiple functions in the daily life of the
group and marked the economic rhythms of the year. I came to perceive the presence of the gods,as a reality or a source of examples, in
every minute routine action, Most important, it was through them
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that I could discern the participation of the dead in the world of the
living.
Even if I seem to exaggerate, it is important to maintain this contrast between day and night, the human world and the divine world,
so that the omnipresence of the other-worldly does not lend the impression that the Arawete are a mystical people. Nor does the affective tone of their life present any traits customarily associated
with the notion of religiosity: reverence, psychological withdrawal, or
devaluation of the "real" world. On the contrary, if anyone appreciates the good things of life, it is the Arawete. Besides, the daily contact with the gods breeds familiarity; nothing is more natural to them
than the "supernatural" evoked by the nightly litanies of the shamans.
Although tradition holds that the contrast between the earth and the
sky was founded on a primordial separation, such a contrast is not
thought of as constituting an ontological barrier. Arawete society,
with all its gods, is "atheological," as H. Clastres (1978: 32) described
the early Guarani, precisely because the difference between men and
gods is established in order to be overcome. Man becomes the equal of
god-not dialectically, but directly. Death is where this ambiguous /
and complex operation takes place.
The Arawete not only took pleasure in unraveling to me the names
of their innumerable races of celestial, subterranean, and forest spirits, but enjoyed no less enumerating names of their dead during conversations we entertained at night. These recitations grew as soon as
they perceived that both subjects interested me. Soon they began to
give me periodic "exams" to see if, through my pieces of paper, I had
in fact registered their w o r d s . )
With time, I came to see that the Arawete spoke a great deal about
their dead, and not just to me. They spoke about what the dead said,
what they did, their appearance and gestures, their qualities and
quirks. And the dead spoke plenty as well. Even years after a person
had passed away, he could spring up in a shamanic song or come down
to earth to take part in a banquet of tortoise, fish, or honey served
with fermented beverages. The songs of dead shamans and warriors
were always remembered. For whatever reason, I myself was frequently compared to people who had died. The Arawete are great appreciators of individual peculiarities: the dead are remembered in
detail, and the memory of the living is extensive. 9
In the beginning, I thought that their interest in the dead, which is
not veneration or fear and does not constitute anything like a cult,
might be an obsessional formation linked to the trauma of the contact
situation, when fully one-third of the population died within two
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years. The years 1976-77 are always remembered with deep sadness
and anguish. But the experience of seeing entire families disappear, of
losing all of one's close relatives, of liaving to disperse and hide in the
forest-all appear to have been part of Arawete life for a long time. Their
history reveals an incessant movement of fleeing and dispersing, and a
state of war seems to have been the rule and the custom.
Their interest in the dead is not, however, merely a matter of familiarity with violent death. The dead populate Arawete daily discourse,
history, and geography. Death is the event that literally puts society
and the person illto movement, as we will see.
I hasten to add that the importance of death and the dead does not
imply that the Arawete "desire" death, envy the destiny of the dead,
or anything of the sort. They certainly are not morbid; they lament
the dead, not the living. 10 Nevertheless, the importance they attach to
such events and activities, evident in the ambit of daily conversation
and ceremonial life, points to the value of death as the structuring
locus of Arawete cosmology. In sum, it is through the gods and the
dead, those two legions that populate the cosmos, that we will best
come to know the living'
During my stay, Tatoawi-hi, a middle-aged woman, mother of several children, died of pneumonia. Four infants died during 1982 of th~
same cause. The first death, occurring at the peak of the influenza
epidemic, plunged everybody into profound anxiety. The only thing
that prevented the village from dispersing to the forest, as customarily occurs after the death of an adult, was their general state of
weakness, as well as the arrival of an employee of the government Indian Post bringing the first thirty shotguns ever used by the Arawete.
Staying in the village not only intensified the presence of death in
daily discourse, but also brought to the scene the ta'a we, the fearful
earthly specter of the recently deceased.
i

o
The Arawete live in conjugal houses arranged in "residential sections," groups of houses of close relatives facing onto their own
patios. There are no clearcut boundaries between the cluster of buildings of the FUNAI Indian Post and the sections of the village, but
there are conceptual boundaries: the surroundings of the Post make
up the "patio of the whites" (kamara nika) and are not identified with
any section. After trying out a few different accommodations, I realized that living in any particular residential section meant becoming
the property of its members. While this did not impede my visiting
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the houses of other sections, it inhibited their members from coming
to visit me. There was an intense competition to monopolize my
trade goods and myself, at least in the beginning. Also, the residential
sections have boundaries that can be activated in situations such as
the presence of outsiders.
Since none of the houses available to me were located in sections
where I wanted to live, I decided to occupy a small abandoned house
near the FUNAI Post next to the path leading to the river. There I
could be visited by anyone who so wished, and many things could be
told to me without fear that indiscreet neighbors would overhear. But
there were also some disadvantages. My house was distant from the
main cluster of village houses, so I could not hear the movements of
the shamans who lived in the other extreme of the village complex.
I cannot claim that I had informants, except during the final
months of 1982 when Toiyi came to my house late at night to talk
with me over coffee. I developed stronger ties with certain people, either out of friendship or because some of them seemed to have special
inclinations and talents for teaching me what I wanted to know.
Naturally, I was able to obtain much richer explanations about events
that occurred while I was among the Arawete. Had I been living in the
village during the Parakana attacks in 1983, I would know much
more than the little I did learn about the posthomicide rites. I was
told that the Arawete brought back the head of the Parakana they had
killed in retaliation for a previous attack by that group. However, my
tiresome questions about their practice of this custom (common to
various groups in the region) always received vigorous denials. The
ones who did such things, they said, were the Tow[!ho (an archetypal
enemy group) with the heads of the Arawete. It was true, someone
told me on a certain occasion, that once the Arawete brought back the
skull of an Asurini, but it was just once ...
My apprenticeship thus occurred less through interviews with isolated individuals than in group situations: in the clamor of collective
meals or during conversations in the patio of a family house before
bed. Usually, any of my questions of an "anthropological" nature
prompted a shower of laughter and replies of "Why do you want to
know that?" followed by a confusing polyphony of humorous, untrue
explanations or a rapid recitation of names. On the next day, however,
some charitable soul would come to help me discriminate the true
from the false, to explain some fortuitous impropriety I had committed, and to elaborate on the topic. At other times, everyone would
take a genuine interest in what I was investigating and would start to
collaborate. That was what happened when I began to draw on the
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memories of one of the oldest men of the village, asking him to tell
me about the people and events of his boyhood and to recount the
story of the beginning of the world. Upon seeing me head for the section where Mena-no lived, people from various parts of the village
would run over to listen to the old man's stories. They would then
explain them to me, asking me afterwards to play back the tape recorder so they could amuse themselves by identifying one another's
voices.
On the eve of my departure, an adolescent girl jokingly told me that
when the old people of the village died, the children would have to
turn to me to learn the stories of their ancestors, since, after all, I was
now a piroM'hii, a wise old man, who knew everything about such
matters. B~t what kind of knowledge was it that they were attributing to me?
The concept of "stories of the ancestors" (pirQM'hii mo-erape) refers to a miscellany of genres: etiological and cosmogonic myths, histories of past wars, deeds of the ancestors, and a long saga of titanic
beings. But the concept must not be thought of as designating an impersonal knowledge, since the Arawete do not do so. I cannot imagine
them saying anything like "thus spoke our ancestors" (Grenand 1982)
without specifying who said "thus spoke the ancients." Whenever
someone referred to any event he had not Witnessed, he added, "thus
said so-and-so." This form of citation and the prevalence of direct discourse can lead to an interminable embedding of citations within citations before finally getting to the person who spoke directly to the
primary transmitter of the message. Such a style makes a curious impression on the non-native listenerY When the topic is something
commonplace (especially malicious gossip), the impression is one of a
cautious disengagement by the speaker from the veracity of the message. But when speaking of something distant in space or time (the
realm of the gods, the beginning of the world, or the like), the effect is
to attribute a special authority to the one who "spoke." Two traits of
Arawete discursive practice are entailed by this: first, the importance
of the pirQwi"hii necii he re, "those who saw the ancestors"-that
is, the elders who saw, or who heard from those who saw, the events
of the past. In the second place (and most importantl, it is a way of
giving the message the authority of a shamanic statement. All information that was imparted to me about the nonterrestrial worlds was
guaranteed by the clarification, "thus spoke so-and-so [a shaman
living or dead]." In a certain sense, it is the shaman more than the
"ancestors"-hence, the individual more than an impersonal tradition-who is responsible for the prevailing state of the cosmology.
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The shamanicsongs are, properly speaking, myths in action and in
transformation. 12
Despite this importance of the words of elders and shamans, Arawete knowledge is quite democratized. Esoteric themes or prohibited
subjects are apparently absent. I was astonished by the amount of cosmological knowledge that children possessed. Women, for their part,
were generally more loquacious and precise than men concerning the
world of the Mgj'. It was perfectly natural for cosmological knowledge
to be so widespread, since everyone listened night after night to such
knowledge being expounded and elaborated in the shamanic songs.
But as I soon came to understand, no one could be less appropriate as a
commentator on shamanic songs than the very ones who produced
them. A shaman would act as though he were ignorant of what he
sang, and he did not like to speak directly about the songs and visions
of others. The discomfort such matters entailed is associated with the
prevalence of cited discourse: it is easier, or more proper, to talk about
what someone else said, abolishing oneself as the primary source of
discourse and preventing the coincidence of the s~ject in the utterance (enonce) and the subject who does the uttering (enonciation).
For this reason, women (and youths who were not shamans) always
showed more interest in discussing "theology" and eschatology, at
least when dealing with the shamans' songs. Such a stance towards
discourse, in which citation is an oblique form of assertion, but
which distances the words for any center and makes them always emanate from someone else in an infinite recursivity, presents complex
problems of interpretation (Sp,erber 1985: 23). The shamans, as we
will see, are not themselves the focus or the subject of their songs;
they too make citations.
Meanwhile, I cannot omit my own role in the relations I established with the Arawete. Let me comment on my position at the Ipixuna Post and how this affected my methods and research results.
Having spent most of my time living near the Indian Post, I could
not help being identified by the Arawete with the things happening
there, the whites living there, and the processes of interaction occurring between the village and the Post. By this, I do not mean to imply
that had I opted to live in some residential section or had I tried to
copy the group's lifestyle (as far as I could) I would have avoided being
identified as a kamala, a white (a subspecies of awl, enemy). But neither does this mean that the Arawete put up barriers between themselves and the kamala, protected themselves behind a fac;ade, or
impeded interchanges between themselves and "us." To the contrary:
the most difficult thing for me was to resist the power of seduction or
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suction exercised by the group, in the sense of their trying to transform me into one ot their kind. As an open and "anthropophagous"
society, its radical desire for the Other led it to try at any cost to be
just like the him (i.e., like us) or else to pull him (i.e., me) into itself.
Of course, this openness of Arawete society is derived in part from its
minimal contact with whites and from its still unclear perception of
the catastrophe such contact involves; but I believe that it is also
rooted more deeply in a movement essential to its mode of being.
The situation at the Ipixuna Indian Post is less a matter of an Indian
Post being next to a village, than of a village being next to an Indian
Post. Until November 1981, there were two Arawete villages, one
next to the Post and another a short distance away on the other side of
the Ipixuna River. Then the residents of the latter moved into the former in order to be closer to the source of trade goods the Post represented. But shifts had begun earlier. In 1976, the population of various
villages, fleeing the Parakana, came to the banks of the Xingu River
seeking contact with whites. After a series of tragic vicissitudes, they
were gathered together by FUNAI around an "Attraction Post" on the
upper Ipixuna. In 1978, after renewed attacks by the Parakana, both
Indians and whites moved to the middle course of the river and
formed two villages. Finally, in late 1981 and early 1982, all 136 of the
Arawete gathered around the Ipixuna Indian Post (see maps in Appendix l-A)Y
The Arawete depend on a series of goods and services offered by the
Post: kerosene, salt, matches, pots, clothes (for the men), soap, batteries, flashlights, plates, spoons, sugar, knives, machetes, axes, scissors, combs, mirrors, cooking oil, rifles, ammunition, and medicines.
During the acute phase of the flu epidemic in March 1982, when the
maize had barely begun to mature, they depended on imported foods
as well. Until 1987, the canoes they used were made by whites or
Asurini Indians contracted by the whites. At the Post are also certain
collective pieces of equipment, such as the large pan for toasting
maize and manioc meal, a machine for grinding maize, and another
for squeezing manioc. 14
The degree of dependency on each of these items varies, and the
Arawete, a people of simple technology and a high capacity for improvisation, know how to go without almost all of them if necessary,
although the introduction of firearms has provoked important modifications in the availability of game and the techniques of obtaining
it. What was alarming, however, was the rapidity-between 1981 and
1983-with which the majority of these goods were introduced and
adopted. Until March 1982, the counterprestations from the Arawete
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were limited to some game meat and maize for the whites' food supply at the Post. Then FUNAI tried to establish a "consignment canteen/, introducing firearms and considerably increasing the amount
of imported goods, in turn obligating the Indians to produce artisanry
to finance these imports. But Arawete material culture is sober and
simple; few of their articles are able to sell well on the market (controlled by FUNAI).lS
The dependency of the Arawete on Western medicines and types of
cures (to the extent that they exist at the Post) is quite high, although
without having reached a point of extinguishing traditional curing
methods. They apparently never had an especially elaborated pharmacological knowledge. But I observed an excessive number of requests for medicines and an intense demand for the services of the
health worker (and of all the other whites), which greatly amplified
the real or imagined necessities of the Indians, thereby attaining a
politico-ritual dimension. If this could be seen clearly in the case of
medical care, it was due in part to the crisis provoked by the epidemic
of 1982 that plunged the Indians into a deep dependency, both objective and subjective, on the whites. But I had already witnessed something similar in 1981 during a phase of good health of the group. In
fact, such a complex of ritual dependency on the whiteman's goods
and services manifested itself in various other arenas of life beyond
that of physical ailments. This same attitude underlay the voracious
and rapid adoption of a wide range of the kamara's technological and
symbolic paraphernalia, and a certain enthusiastic mimicry of all that
came from the whiteman's world. Everything seemed to lead to the
conclusion that the Arawete were definitively in the hands of the
whites, condemned to follow the rapid and pathetic path of ethnic
disfiguration.
This dependency, however, was ambiguous. Their "mimicry" had
something subtly aggressive about it; their hyperactive soliciting had
the character of a constant test or experiment to which we whites
were submitted. I came to realize that all of this was a kind of intellectual enterprise through which the Arawete, in their characteristically overstated style, were elaborating. the conceptual difference
between themselves and us. They seemed ready either to fling themselves into the world of the whites,16 or to demand just as insistently
that the whites turn into Arawete-which affected me even more
strongly, as they wanted me to plant a garden of maize with theirs, to
marry, and to never leave again. Allor everything, as it were, in one
direction or the other. If they could, they would have brought the en-
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tire population of the city of Altamira, maybe even all the kamara, to
their village on the Ipixuna.
Perhaps there is nothing striking in this, or even anything particularly different from what happens with any indigenous tribe that has
been recently submitted to the methods of "attraction and pacification" used by the Brazilian state. But there are certain features specific to this case, and the system of power relations established at the
Ipixuna Post is based on certain traits of the Arawete social structure.
One of the fundamental characteristics of the Arawete village is the
absence of a communal patio, an area equidistant from all the houses.
The unity of society is not expressed in a clear or constant manner in
the ritual use of space. The limited nature of their chieftaincy does
not suffice in producing this unity either. In the present conditions,
with the village being an aggregation of the remnants of divers local groups, this sociomorphological noncentralization becomes even
more accentuated. As a result, the Post and its personnel assume a central place in the life of the group. The FUNAI teams who were active
at the Post ever since contact seem to have encouraged the Arawete to
transfer decisions that affected the entire population to the whitemen's hands. The successive crises befalling the group (epidemics, enemy attacks, relocations) consolidated this tendency.
Without a public space but only individual patios belonging to each
residential section or extended family, the area of the Post and its installations (some used collectively for production) have become this
space. However, it does not lose its identification with the kamara
who are the owners and disciplinarians of this area and its resources.
This means that the Arawete collective space is at the same time
"communal" (a free zone without restrictions on access by any of the
residential sections) and of the whites, who have come to exercise a
preeminent power over the entire Arawete society. The patio of the
whites becomes the "central patio/, a politically encompassing element. This is the stuff power is made of. For if those things that the
whites say "belong to all the Arawete" (the canoes, health station,
toasting pan, and so on) in fact belong first and foremost, both in time
and in causality, "to the head of the Post/' "to FUNAI/' then the Arawete, as a totality, become determined-one should say constructedfrom the outside, i.e., from the whiteman's point of view. What was
outside becomes a center, and the Arawete village becomes a function
of the Post.
Could this objective contradiction, sensed in some way by the Arawete, explain certain curious attitudes that drove the Post employees
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madl such as the Indians I IIvandalism ll or their IIcarelessnessll in
maintaining the equipment and installations of the Post l whichl after
alII Ilbeionged ll to them? Moreoverl is it not this double movement of
production-expropriation of an Arawete Ilbeing'l by the kamala that
lies behind that aggressive mimicry whereby the voracious Arawete
end up being the devoured? 17
But is this just an issue with the whites? Or ratherl in contrast with
societies like the Ge (with their internal self-constituting dialecticL
won/t the Arawete and other Tupi-Guarani always need this relation
with the exterior in order to constitute and move themselves? In factI
the celebrated sociological conservatism of the Ge involves an internal dialectic and an encompassing center (physicall politicall ceremoniall from which the whites and the others are in principle
excluded. On the other hand l it could be that the relative fragility
of the Tupi-Guarani societies in the face of the impact of llcivilizationll-which may very well mask other forms of resistance-is
rooted in this search outside for an Other l propelled by an allomorphiq impetus which has nothing to do with the unhappy consciousness
or al;!ything like seeing oneself with the Master's eyes. Cannibalisml
with its ambivalence, is more than a metaphor for the Tupi-Guarani.
In sum, it was from the Post and as a kamala that I spoke of and
with the Arawete. From this centerl I situated myself in relation to
them as a totality objectified by my presence (and that of the Post
and the whites). My constant circulation through all the patios and
residential sections (which led some people to censure my lIinconstancyll) only reinforced my generic and abstract exteriority in relation to them. I do not know if I had any other choice.
When we first arrived in May 1981 1 we were received not with surprisel but ratherl curiosity.18 They did not know many kamara. Moreoverl I had brought some gifts. I participated as much as I could in the
routine of the group: huntingl going to the gardenl working on corn I
participating in the dances and nightly conversations. I accompanied
a collective hunting trip that lasted a weekI part of the ritual cycle of
maize beer. I spent a few days in the garden camp of a certain set of
familiesj I went on fishing excursions and in search of honey. Nevertheless l I went out of the village much less often and for less time
than what is normal for an Arawete man. Availing myself of a reserve
of food brought from Altamiral I could establish food exchanges with
various residential sectionsl compensating for my laziness and ineptness as a hunter. Because I was not in the area during the months
of October and November l I did not see the collective fishing trips in
which they used fish poison. Nor was I able to participate in an im-
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portant seasonal movementl the awaci motiara, whenl during the
rainy season between the planting of maize and its maturationl the
entire population abandons the village and camps in the forest l living
off the products of hunting and gathering. Although they had done so
in 1981 1 they did not leave for the forest in the rainy seasons of 1982
or 1983. This was probably due to the increasing effects of sedentarization and concentration induced by the Post.
In 1981 1 the Arawete were just learning to handle firearms. Myarriving with a shiny new shotgun caused great excitement. Even after
March 19821 when almost all the adults possessed their own weapons l someone was always asking to borrow mine. The Arawetes interest and curiosity about me were concentrated on two objects and
one activity of minel which in a certain way were concrete symbols of
my relationship with them: my shotgunl my tape recorder l and my
writing. Because of the shotgunl I was invited to hunt innumerable
timesj later I entrusted the weapon to the most experienced menl and
the competition over my .20 shotgun practically led to lines forming
at my door. The tape recorder was everybody/s favorite diversion. The
Ilmusic of the enemies/ the nocturnal solos of the shamansl and the
recordings of maize beer festivals were requested daily, and the various patios jealously competed for the recorder at night. During the
dead hours of the daYI someone usually came and asked to sing into
the recorder. They thoroughly enjoyed hearing the singing voice reproduced/19 but they never showed any interest in Western music.
Even though they liked to see photos I brought of them and other Indians l nothing substituted for listening to the tape recorder. I discovered that the dead sang when someone once jokingly referred to a tape
containing a shaman/s song as II Maid-no riro,tl IIMa'icl-no/s bodyll
or IIMa'icl-no/s container/ alluding to someone who had died some
time ago.
Such were the two objectsl the shotgun and the tape recorderl that
interested the Arawete the most: an instrument that increased the
productivity of the huntl and an ideological apparatus that reproduced the singularity of the voice. Production and reproducibilitYI
nature and supernaturel eating and singingl animals and gods. These
themes will come up again throughout the pages that follow.
My incessant activity of writing produced no less curiosityI although not so much objective interest. Many would ask me for paper
and pencill and produce lines of hieroglyphs l parodying my lettersj
some made Ildesigns ll (kuca) of the deceased. Othersl as soon as they
realized that certain topics of conversation would unleash my graphic
activitYI would ironically order me to write down what they told me.
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Eventually they decided that I was there "in order to write" and that I
wrote "in order to know" (to kQtiJ. One time, while discussing with
Toiyi the manner of training shamans through tobacco intoxication, I
was told that they did so "in order to know/learn" about the gods. I
asked about the word "to know" IkQti) and he clarified, "It's like what
you do with your writing-it is in order to know, it's the same thing."
So, if the Arawete confronted the magic of my technology through the
shotgun and the tape recorder, in writing they glimpsed the technology of my magic. Later on, I came to learn about a whole set of associations between graphics and the Other-the jaguar, the gods, the
dead, and enemies. Through my writing, I came to be integrated into
this series, after a fashion.

3. The Tupi-Guarani Landscape
The peoples of the Tupi-Guarani family (who today in Brazil number
at least 33,000 people speaking 21 languages) are found dispersed over
an enormous area of South America, from northern Argentina to
French Guiana, from the Brazilian northeast to the Peruvian Amazon.
At the time of the European invasion, they occupied almost the entire
eastern coast of Brazil and the Paraguayan basin; their population was
somewhere around 4,000,000 (Rodrigues 1986).
The first thing that calls the attention of anyone who examines the
literature on these peoples is the association between a minimal differentiation at the linguistic level, a maximal dispersion in geographic terms, and a marked heterogeneity in social morphology. If
the connection between the first two phenomena is due to the TupiGuarani "migratory complex" and the population dislocations caused
by the European invasion, the relationship between the last two phenomena can be articulated causally, at least as a first approximation. By
this view, the variability of organizational forms would be attributed to
adaptations to the different ecological and cultural surroundings.
Of the various peoples who speak such closely related languages,
we find groups ranging from small bands of nomadic hunters (Guaja,
Siriono, Heta, Ache) up to the enormous Tupinamba villages of the
sixteenth century with their sophisticated economy, and from almost
amorphous social systems where no intermediary structure lies between the nuclear family and the "tribe" up to segmentary morphologies that are dualistic (Tapirape, Parintintin) or based on clans
(Suru!, Tupi-Kawahib). Equally varied are the forms of residence, village morphologies, kinship terminologies, ceremonial structures, attitudes towards war, and the importance of shamanism. The variation
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in all these features is strikingly similar to the likewise dispersed and
"metamorphic" Caribs (Basso 1977: 19).
As a rule, attempts to account fOf such a situation start from an
ideal origin: Tupinamba society. Tupinologists like to speculate
about the fate of the Tupinamba population that moved deep into the
interior starting in the first decades of the sixteenth century. Baldus
and Wagley, for instance, saw the lost Tupinamba in the Tapirape. As
for the Guarani, the problem is understanding the relation among the
contemporary groups, the Indians of the Jesuit missions, and those
who were never missionized. The anomalous situation of the nomadic
groups is explained away as a regressive process caused by geographical confinement, pressure from more powerful groups, and forced
transhumance. Anthropologists usually approach the variation among
the agricultural groups by considering them to be fragments of a
mosaic which, if recomposed (discarding alien influences and cultural
losses), would restore the true image of Tupinamba society, an image
that would thereby serve as a model.
The reliance on the Tupinamba is explicable in part by their being
historically anteriorj in part, by the Tupinologists' tradition of using
their language as a sort of Latinj and finally, by the supposition that
the Tupinamba, as described by the chroniclers who encountered
them on the southeast coast of Brazil (not in Maranhao where they
were described a century laterl, were a set of "pure" societies where
almost nothing could be considered an effect of the European presence. Even though this last point is problematic, it is usually taken
for granted.
But we should look at things from the opposite point of view. The
historical Guarani and Tupinamba societies, which were in the midst
of a process of expansion when Europeans arrived, should not be considered the civilizational matrix that later degenerated into the contemporary societies, but rather, a specialized and hyperbolic development of a more flexible and generalized social structure. Therefore, it
is less a matter of reconstituting routes of historical degradation than
one of inserting the facts, past and present, into a neutral series where
not only do the Tupinamba throw light on the Kaapor or Tapirape or
others, but the latter, for their part, illuminate the former.
Such a task still remains to be done. The first necessary step is to
point out the very fact of the morphosociological variability of the
Tupi-Guarani. Rather than a testament to the mutual independence
of language and culture (since this is not exactly the caseJ, such a fact
indicates the eminently plastic capacity of the Tupi-Guarani matrix
at this level. The Tupi-Guarani social structure reveals itself to be ca-
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pable of diverse surface actualizations; it resists radically different
demographic and ecological situations, being capable of absorbing
morphological traits prevalent in the regions where it occurs and
transferring basic functions from one institution to another. I would
argue that this signifies that the social structure has a low degree of
specialization, being capable of reproducing itself as much in the periphery of the city of Sao Paulo (such as some Guarani groups) as in
the forests of the Oiapoque to the far north.
This would also signify that its privileged locus of integration, ignoring specific sociological conditions, is situated elsewhere than in the
social morphology. Here it is necessary to consider a persistent feature:
language. Tupi-Guarani linguistic homogeneity carries a memorythrough mythology, religion, and institutional vocabulary-that has
resisted five centuries of changes. What appears common to all the
Tupi-Guarani groups is language and what can be stored in this medium, a "cosmology." In contrast to other South American situations
where a linguistic unity corresponds to a basic morphological structure (such as the Gel, or where a geographical community unifies diverse languages under the same culture (Upper Xingu, Vaupes), what
seems to be common to the Tupi-Guarani peoples is an eidos manifested in discourse.
It was precisely this empirical fact of close linguistic relatedness
that led me to restrict the comparative horizon of this book to the
Tupi-Guarani 'peoples, leaving aside materials on peoples of the Tupi
stock but of other linguistic families. We can be certain of studying a
substantive unity at the level of the linguistic family; beyond that,
there appears to be no privileged basis for comparisons.
But to take refuge in linguistic homogeneity is a simplistic manner
of viewing the question. In the first place, what is conveyed by their
common cosmological-institutional vocabulary varies significantly
from group to group in the semantic drift of key concepts and in the
inflections they receive by articulation with diverse sociological conditions. In the second place, the plasticity of Tupi-Guarani social
structure presupposes that such a structure can be elaborated, i.e.,
that it "exists." Thus, it is not possible to be rid of the question
of sociological variability by simply appealing to a cosmologicaldiscursive unity.
As a matter of fact, the Tupi-Guarani case is a privileged example of
the precariousness of the functionalist distinction between "cosmology" and "social organization." This distinction is perhaps useful
as a point of departure, but it must be soon abandoned in the case of
societies where the principles of social organization are at the same
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time metaphysical principles, where every attempt at sociological reduction brings us back to cosmology, or where there is no way to
privilege the sociological codification because we risk finding almost
nothing-or something else: the gods, the dead, and discourse.
This issue is not simply a question of method. For that matter, as
Levi-Strauss has argued, a social structure is not an empirical resultant, but the formal cause of certain aspects of the praxis of a particular human group; moreover, it operates on multiple semantic
materials. The real problem is ethnological. For some time now,
Americanists have been dealing with the impropriety of applying the
so-called classic models of anthropological analysis, which posit a determinant or fundamental order (kinship, economy) that reduces the
symbolic dimension to the condition of a direct or inverted reflex of
that order (Kaplan 1977; Seeger, Da Matta &. Viveiros de Castro 1979).
Against the "African" juralist problematic has been counterposed a
problematic of social identity, an analysis of conceptualizations of the
universe and the interrelations among their various domains, and a
description of social units as aggregations of symbolically determined
categories.
However, this antimorphological reaction 20 is not sufficient in itself for specifying the questions posed by Tupi-Guarani ethnology. We
cannot simply proceed-whether because of theoretical choice or by
following the "idealistic" penchant of South American societies-to
the logical subordination of social organization to native metaphysics. These metaphysics do in fact appear to order concrete organizations according to a symbolic logic of identity and difference, same
and other, human and extrahuman. But the question that concerns us
here is accounting for the low degree of specialization on the sociological plane of the Tupi-Guarani structure, when that structure is
articulated with an overabundance or density of discourse about cosmology: on the one hand, fluidity and variability of the social organization; on the other, conceptual insistency.
Tupi-Guarani cosmologies (in the strict senseI do not replicate homologously the sociological armatures from which they spring (as in
the Ge caseI, nor do they possess a high degree of symbolic-taxonomic
integration (as in the Tukano mode). On the contrary, the TupiGuarani of Amazonia are frequently described as having a vision of
the supernatural world that is "not very well organized" (Wagley 1977 :
174ff.) or "not having a high degree of elaboration" (Holmberg 1969:
238). In those cosmologies that are more developed, such as the Arawete, Asurinl, or Wayapi, the luxuriant proliferation of supernatural
beings evokes Borges's famous Chinese encyclopedia, it being diffi-
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cult to reduce them to homogeneous principles of classification. If we
turn towards the Guarani, on the other hand, we see the great importance of individual "theologies" of religious shaman-chiefs, who idiosyncratically interpret a set of basic dogmas (Schaden 1969). It is
difficult to detect at first sight any "general principle" of these TupiGuarani cosmologies that would correspond to Ge dualism or Tukano
clanic-functional hierarchy.
If, however, we search for a recurring theme in descriptions of the
Tupi-Guarani, we run up against a certain word used to characterize
different aspects of these societies: "ambivalence." The literature has
said that the attitude of the Guarani in the face of death was ambivalent (Schaden 1969: 173); that the role of the Tapirape shaman was
the object of ambivalent evaluation (Wagley 1977: 193ff.; Baldus 1970
[1949]: 401); that a Tupinamba war prisoner exemplified ambivalence
and contradiction (Huxley 1956: 254); that the natural and supernatural worlds appear ambivalent from society's point of view (Kracke
1983: 34-35); that the place of authority is essentially ambiguous
(Kracke 1978: 71); and finally, that ambivalence is constitutive of the
human condition or cultural state (H. Clastres 1978: 93-97).
It is tempting to associate the frequent use of the notion of ambivalence in characterizing the Tupi-Guarani with the central role of cannibalism in their cosmologies. An anthropologist of a psychoanalytic
orientation would certainly do so, since ambivalence, orality, and
sadistic-cannibalistic impulses form a conceptual complex in psychoanalysis. But this idea could also be linked to the constitutive ambivalence of the sacrificial system, what Hubert and Mauss (1964
[1898]: 67) called the "fundamental complexity of sacrifice which we
cannot overemphasize." For Tupi-Guarani philosophy, indeed, does
not seem to strive for a totemic correspondence between the natural
and the social series, but rather, for an immediate transformation of
one series (the social) into another (the divine). The cannibal short
circuit brings forth the figure of Becoming, irreducible to a problematic of representation (as Hubert and Mauss had already perceived).
I know that ambivalence is one of those words that create more
problems than they solve (in the context of cannibalism, it could even
lead us to the "ambivalence of the primitive sacred"). Nevertheless, I
would follow the intuition of H. Clastres about Guarani cosmology
when she proposes that ambivalence, according to the Tupi-Guarani
conceptualization, is nothing less than the distinctive quality of society. Culture or Society is thought of as a moment interposed between Nature and Supernature. The "active refusal" of Society, which
she saw in the early Tupi-Guarani prophetism, is found in a form
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that is less spectacular, but still efficacious, in contemporary Amazonia. Here we are far from the Nature/Culture dialectic of the Ge
cosmologies: ambiguity and ambivalence do not mark the boundary
between these two domains and their processes of intercommunication, but are an intrinsic property of the social state itself. The socius
is a margin or a boundary, an unstable and precarious space between
Nature (animality) and Supernature (divinity). Perhaps for this same
reason, the social morphology and the "sociological code" are plastic
and fluid in these cultures. The unfolding of the cosmological series-animality and divinity-may also suggest an answer for what I
have called an excess or supplementarity of cosmology (stricto sensu)
over sociology.
Of course, the ontological triad Nature/Society/Supernature is not
restricted to the Tupi-Guarani; it is found in times and places as
venerable in the history of Western thought as classical Greece and
the Renaissance (Detienne 1972; Panofsky 1970: 24). What distinguishes the Tupi-Guarani case is the way in which it is hierarchically
ordered: the focus is not on the central domain, humanitas, but on
the other two, feritas and divinitas. Society is a space of dispersal and
a time of transition, encompassed by that which is exterior to it.
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1. The Country
The Arawete live in a single village next to the Ipixuna Indian
Attraction Post (LP. Ipixuna) (4°45'40/IS / 52°30'15/1W) on the middle
Ipixuna, an eastern tributary of the Xingu River, in the state of Para.
The Ipixuna is a blackwater river with many rapids and waterfalls,
flowing in a rocky bed from the southeast to the northwest from the
watershed of the Bacaja-Xingu rivers. The dominant vegetation near
the present village site is liana forest, where trees are rarely over 25
meters and great quantities of vines and thorny bushes made travel
arduous (Pires &. Prance 1985; Balee 1989b). The area is dotted with
granite irruptions and small rocky hills crowned with cactus, bromeliads, and century plants. Game is abundant due to the great variety
of fruit-bearing trees, especially palms. The high feline population led
to the penetration of the area by fur hunters in the 1960s and the consequent "discovery" of the Arawete.
Rainfall is quite high from December to March; the remaining part
of the year could be called a "dry season." Between August and November, the river becomes impassable, exposing extensive beds of flat
rocks and forming stagnant pools of water favorable for fishing with
ichthiotoxic vines. During the rains, which fall with greatest intensity in February, the waters of the river rise five meters or more above
its lowest level. The Ipixuna is not especially rich in fish.
The Arawete numbered 136 people in February of 1983 and 168 five
years later. They are the survivors of a population of hunters and
agriculturalists of the terra firme forest who were dislocated by the
Kayap6-Xikrin about thirty years ago from the headwaters of the
Bacaja River and who migrated towards the Xingu. Since then, they
have been living within an area lying between the river basins of the
Born Jardim in the south and the Piranhaquara in the north, which
includes the Canafistula, JatoM, and Ipixuna rivers. The Xingu River,
which they never cross, represents the westernmost limit of their ter30
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ritory. The region of the Bacaja-Xingu watershed to the east has not
been traversed for a long time; there lies the domain of the feared
Kayap6-Xikrin. Nor do they venture beyond the Born Jardim where a
Parakana group (the same that attacked them in 1976 and 1983) was
contacted by FUNAI in 1984. On the eastern banks of the Piranhaquara begins the land of the Asurini, another traditional enemy. The
area most thoroughly exploited by the Arawete, given their present
state of dependency upon the FUNAI Post, covers a band of almost
sixty kilometers on each side of the Ipixuna from its mouth to its
headwaters.
This area showed no sign of invasion or occupation by ranchers during the years 1981-83. After the decline of the big-cat hunters (the
commerce in furs having been prohibited in 1967), the only nonArawete to be found there were less than a dozen peasants and rubber
tappers living on the banks of the Xingu. The territorial situation of
the Arawete, however, is far from secure. Only in late 1987 did FUNAI
decide to "interdict" (an innocuous juridical measure) an area of985,000
hectares, after innumerable proposals were submitted by anthropologists (and certain members of the agency itself) for the creation of
an Arawete reservation and the joint demarcation of the Arawete,
Asurini, Xikrin and Parakana territories. The probability that this or
any area will be effectively demarcated is low (at least for one that
would be larger than a two-kilometer circle around the village), given
that the question of indigenous land holdings is in the hands of the
military, whose dominant ideology is "national security and integration./I They consider the Indians to be a hindrance to the development
and Brazilianization of Amazonia, an inferior race that must be dissolved into the regional population.
Two major threats are waiting for the Arawete in the near future:
the inundation of part of their territory by the reservoirs of the Xingu
Hydroelectric Dam Complex and the crossing of its southern and
eastern boundaries by mining and logging companies. In fact, the first
sign of the coming crisis appeared in 1986, when two clandestine loggers penetrated Parakana and Arawete lands, opening airstrips and extracting enormous quantities of mahogany. FUNAI reacted with only
slightly less sluggishness and complacency than usual, obtaining a financial compensation in 1988 earmarked for the two plundered areas
(Fausto 1989). The invaders pulled out of these lands, which FUNAI
recognizes halfheartedly as the Indians', but they continue to extract
wood within the "corridor" along the Bacaja-Xingu watershed. It is
imperative, however, that this latter area be reserved for the exclusive
usufruct of the indigenous peoples of the region.
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The two poles of influence on Arawete country are the municipal
seats of Altamira, to the northwest, and Sao Felix do Xingu, to the
south. The first city, capital of the middle Xingu, grew vertiginously
with the construction of the Transamazon Highway in 1970. The regional headquarters of FUNAI are located in Altamira; to them are
transported the most seriously ill Arawete, and from them come the
goods and services destined for the Ipixuna Post. The second city is
one of the fastest growing in Para (and in Brazil); the municipality is a
critical area of frontier expansion, the site of intense mining, cqlonization projects, plantations, and ranches.
To speak of the boundaries of Arawete country only makes sense
from an outsider's point of view. The Arawete conception of territoriality is open; until recently, they did not have a notion of exclusive
dominion over a continuous and homogeneous space. Dislodged by
other groups from the area they previously occupied, they migrated to
the Ipixuna River and in turn dislodged the Asurini. Their history testifies to a constant movement of fleeing more powerful enemies.
Apart from the vague notion that they are now on the edge of the
earth (which is sadly true from the political perspective) and that
their ancestral site was in the center of the earth, the Arawete do not
appear to have a mythical geography or sacred sites. Their objective
and subjective inclination was to push forward incessantly, leaving
behind their dead and their enemies. The idea of reoccupying a former
area seems strange to them; they avoid doing this even within the
present limits of their territory.
The wars they were involved in were never conceived of as territorial disputes; the tribes that invaded their area were seen less as menaces to the group's territorial integrity than as threats to its physical
survival. Similarly, when fur hunters entered the Ipixuna region during the 1960s, they were not viewed as invaders who had to be expelled, but rather, as a welcome source of iron tools, provided they
manifested no hostile intentions.
Only when they were contacted and fixed in a restricted area did a
closed conception of territory begin to emerge. On the one hand,
establishing a single village next to the FUNAI Post broke with the
traditional geopolitical pattern of several contemporaneous and dispersed villages, smaller than the present one; the dependency on the
Post also diminished their radius of movement. On the other hand,
contact with Western concepts of territoriality (transmitted directly
or indirectly by the whites) and the situation of geographical confinement has been leading to a closed and exclusive territorial notion,
consecrating a new historical situation: an "Arawete territory" still
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awaiting recognition by the national state (Seeger &. Viveiros de Cas.
tro 1979).
The Arawete, like so many other groups, sought contact with the
whites-whom they pacified (mo-kati)-not because they felt territorially hemmed in, but in order to flee the hostilities of enemy tribes
that, for their part, were invading foreign territory after being dislocated by the national frontier (the reach of the whiteman being long
indeed). The Parakana attacks during the 1960s made the Arawete
seek the populated banks of the Xingu. Their incessant drifting in
search of lands far from enemies ended. From now on, they will also
have to cohabit with their dead-if even this much be granted them.

2. The Regional Context
From the basins of the Gurupi and Pindare rivers in the eastern extreme of Amazonia to the forests of the Tocantins-Xingu river basin
stretches a region occupied since at least the seventeenth century by
peoples of the Tupi-Guarani family, with a single important intrusion, the Arara of the Carib family. Its northern limits coincided with
the channel of the Amazon River; to the south and southeast were
various Ge groups (Kayapo, Timbira). In the Xingu region and farther
to the west, in the Tapajos basin, large Tupi tribes of other linguistic
families (Juruna and Shipaya, Mundurucu and Kuruaya) interrupt the
continuity of the Tupi-Guarani, who reappear on the Madeira River
as the central Tupi (Kagwahiv, Tupi-Cawahib). Many of the groups
have disappeared, known only through missionary chronicles and reports of provincial presidents.
In the Xingu-Tocantins area, where the Arawete live, the list of former occupants includes the Pacaja, Tapiraua, Kupe-rob, and Anambe,
all in the forests of the western banks of the Tocantins; and the
Takunyape, near the Xingu. Of the ethnonyms still heard today, there
have been reports of II Asurini" living between the Xingu and its tributary' the Bacaja, since the end of the last century (Coudreau 1977
[1897]); the "Parakana" appeared on the western banks of the Tocantins at the beginning of the present century (Nimuendaju 1948a:
206-7). During the 1920s, the Surui and the Akuawa-Asurini began
to be sighted in the region of the lower Araguaia, Itacaiunas, and
Tucurui; their definitive contact occurred only in the 1950s (Laraia &.
Da Matta 1967). Separated from this homogeneous bloc by Kayapo
territory are the Tapirape, far to the south in the transitional area between the forest and the central Brazilian scrublands, and the Tupi-
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Guarani g.roups of the Upper Xingu regional system, the Kamayura
and AwetI, near whom the Kay:abi, a central Tupi group, recently
settled.
The Tocantins-Xingu mesopotamia was also occupied by the
Juruna and the Arara. The former, a canoe tribe probably coming from
the Amazon channel, dominated the lower and middle Xingu in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Their migratory movements
the result of conflicts with whites and the Kayapo, brought them t~
the upper Xingu at the beginning of the twentieth century. The
Shipaya, linguistically and culturally close to the Juruna, do not appear to have ever settled on the eastern banks of the Xingu. The Arara
have also been known since the nineteenth century-or at least this
e.thnonym was applied to Indians sighted on the Pacaja,l the Tocantms, and on both sides of the Xingu. However, it is doubtful that all
belonged to the same group, the ancestors of the Carib-speaking Arara
contacted in 1891 on the Iriri River.
Finally, another contemporary Tupi-Guarani group originating from
the middle Xingu should be mentioned; the Wayapi, who occupied
the confluence of the Iriri and the Xingu in the mid-seventeenth century, then initiated a long migration northwards in the following century. Fleeing attempts to settle them in mission villages, they crossed
the Amazon River and reached the upper Jari and Oiapoque rivers
(Gallois 1980: 55-59).
It is ~i£~cult to trace the historical origins of this group of TupiGuaram tnbes of. eastern Amazonia, which should include groups beyond the Tocantms such as the Amanaye, Kaapor, Guaja, and Tenetehara. Some writers associate them with the Tupinamba migration
from Maranhao towards the mouth of the Amazon at the beginning of
the ~e~e~teenth century. Grenand (1982:150-53lt speaking of the
WayapI, mcludes them in movements of the Tupi-Guarani who after
hav~ng failed to master the varzea in the seventeenth centu:y, occU~Ied the terra firme forests between the Gurupi and the Xingu. In
thIS same era, the groups on the fertile varzea were destroyed by
the Eur?pean~, who t~en forced the Tupi-Guarani groups to disperse
yet ~g~m to mterfluvlal areas. According to Grenand, the Wayapi,
Asunm, Tenetehara, and other modern Tupi-Guarani tribes were the
result of this process.
~etr~ux (1928:308-12L in fact, believed that these peoples (of
whIch lIttle was known at the time he. wrote) were associated with
the last. great migration of the Tupi from their ancestral site of dispersal, whIch he located on the upper Tapajos.2 However, casting all the
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current Tupi-Guarani as direct descendents of a "Tupinamba" tribe is
problematic, given that peoples such as the Pacaja and Tenetehara
existed contemporaneously with the Tupinamba of the coast.
The reconstruction of the Tupi-Guarani movements in the region is
a task that still remains to be done. Laraia (1985) points to a recurrent
theme in the oral traditions of the current peoples: the fissioning of a
large ancestral group, usually after disputes over women. He notes
that the Kaapor were formerly located much further west of their current territory and that they have a tradition about the migration of
part of the tribe to the other side of the Tocantins. The Surui and
Akuawa-Asurini say they came from a region to the northwest of
their current site. If we add to this the Arawete tradition of an origin
from east of the Ipixuna, it is tempting to speculate on an ancestral
Tupi-Guarani location in the Xingu-Tocantins interfluvial region,
maybe on the headwaters of the Pacaja-perhaps even suggesting that
the origin of the contemporary groups was the oft-mentioned tribe
of the Pacajas, whose light skin, "bluish" eyes, and chestnut hair
evoke so strongly the appearance of the Arawete (Daniel 1976 [175776]:273; d. Adalbert 1849 [1847]:269, who gives the samedescription of the Takunyape).
Two great movements, separated by two centuries, bore down upon
the Xingu-Tocantins region, with profound impacts on the TupiGuarani. The first proceeded in a north-to-south direction, following
the course of the large rivers: this was the Portuguese invasion, initiated in the beginning of the seventeenth century, shortly after the expulsion of the Dutch and British in 1623, with intense catechizing
and settling of the Indians at missions (Castello Branco 1956). The
missionaries were followed by military expeditions from 1650 onward (Gallois 1980: 56). The effects of this conquest were the usual:
the "reduction" and "descent" (dislocation and resettlement) of different peoples to form mixed mission villages where the Lingua Ceral
was imposed/ with conditions that often provoked the missionized
populations to resist by fleeing to join their relatives who were still
roaming free in the terra firme forests further from the main rivers.
In the middle of the past century, the second movement began, this
time south-to-north. The expansion of the Kayapo from the plains of
the Araguaia (taken over by the pastoral colonization front) towards
the forests of the Xingu radically transformed the demographic situation of the Tupi-Guarani, Juruna, and Arara. In 1936, alreadyestablished on the middle Xingu (near the Fresco River), the Gorotire, "in
their expansion northwards, attacked and defeated the Asurini"
(Nimuendaju 1948b :225). Also dating to this era was the fissioning of
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the Xikrin and the migration of part of the tribe to the Bacaja, where
they collided with the Asurini, Arawete, and Parakana. But even the
part that remained in the Tocantins basin made occasional incursions
against these groups (Vidal 1977).
Finally, since the 1970s, the construction of the Transamazon
Highway and the expansion of the frontier towards the Xingu region
completed the process of enclosing these indigenous peoples. All the
groups of the Xingu-Tocantins ended up coming under the control of
the Brazilian state-in 1971, the Asurini; in 1976, the Arawete. in
1981, the Arara; in 1984, the last of the Parakana. Or almost all:' recent information indicates the presence of unknown Indians at the
headwaters of the Ipia<;ava in Asurini country ...

o
There were no references made to the Arawete until the 1970s. The
scarce descriptions of extinct groups do not warrant drawing any clear
c?nclusions. The Takunyape would seem at first sight to be good candIdates for the status of the Arawete's ancestors: the eastern banks of
the Xingu near the Great Bend WS / 53°W) was known in the seventeenth century as the "land of the Takonhapes/' and the "river of the
T~konhapes" was probably the Bacaja (Nimuendaju1948b: 222). This
tnbe ~as settled in mission villages several times, but part of it fled to
the mIddle Curua. In 1863, an epidemic decimated its numerous
population; by the end of the century, it was thought to be extinct. A
vocabulary was collected in 1919 (Nimuendaju 1932), but it does not
reveal any special resemblance to contemporary Arawete. Other than
a "dance of the souls" that the group on the Curua had in common
with the Shipaya, nothing more is known about this people.
The eastern side of the Xingu and the region of the Bacaja were
known at the end of the nineteenth century as "the land of the
Asurini" (Muller et al. 1979: 1). This ethnonym is of Juruna origin and
means "red Indians." It could have been applied to different TupiGuarani groups, among which are the contemporary Asurini (called
"Asurini of the Trocara [PostJ/' in contrast to the Akuawa-Asurini
called "Asurini of the Koatinemo [PostJ/' who live in the Tocantin~
basin). It is not improbable that some of these "Asurini" who in the
beginning of this century attacked rubber tappers on the Bacaja and
warred against the Arara and Takunyape, were the Arawete. Nimuendaju stated in 1948 that the Kayapo applied the enthnonym "Kubekarnreg-ti" (which also means "red Indians") to the "Asurini." More
recent information, however, indicates that the Xikrin of the Bacaja
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call the Arawete "Kube-kamrek-ti," while the Asurini of the Koatinemo are called by another ethnonym, "Kra-akaro" (Muller et al.
1979: 341. The descriptive label "red Indians" perhaps applies more
properly to the Indians of the Ipixuna than to those of the Ipia~ava,
since the Arawete use red annatto paint more abundantly than the
Asurini. Possible inconsistencies made by Coudreau (1977[ 1897] :37,
48), such as when he asserts that the Bacaja is the habitat of "most of
the tribe" of the Asurini and that the Ipixuna is the site of their "main
village," may be due to a confusion between two distinct groups. If so,
it could be that the "Asurini" of the Bacaja were the Arawete who
managed to reach the Ipixuna only around 1960, dislodging from
there the contemporary Asurini.

3. The People
!I

The Arawete do not denominate themselves by any descriptive ethnonym, using instead the form bIde, "human beings," "we," "people."
The word "Arawete" is an invention of the FUNAI expeditionist J. E.
Carvalho (1977), who derived this pseudoform from *awa ete, "true
humans." Arnaud (1978) consolidated the use of this designation. The
expression *awa ete does not exist in the language of the grouPj
rather, it is the Asurini who designate themselves by this term, while
calling the Arawete the Ararawa, macaw people. The neighboring
Parakana call them the Orowijara (perhaps surubim [catfish] people
[e. Fausto, pers. comm., 1989]).
The Arawete language belongs to the Tupi-Guarani family, but it is
quite idiosyncratic. It could be included in the northeastern group
(which Nimuendaju called the"He group," according to the form of
the first person singular), but such a classification is considered illegitimate in modern scholarship. Their language has still not been
studied by any specialistj the criteria used for establishing subgroups
within the Tupi-Guarani family (Lemle 1971 j Rodrigues 1985) do not
permit its unequivocal classification. The most that can be said is
that it is an eastern Amazonian Tupi-Guarani language, displaying
variations that are not shared with any other language.
The Arawete are aware of their obvious linguistic relatedness to the
Asurini and the Parakana. The language (ne'e) they speak is the "correct (able) mouth" (yiri kara kati), in opposition to the "hampered (or
mixed) mouth" (}'iri parawi) of whitemen and other enemies. The
other Tupi-Guarani are thus closer to true human beingsj although
this does not modify their current definition as enemies (aW11, it can
sometimes lead to their reclassification as bide pe, "ex-Arawete," or
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ire ani neme pa re, "descendants of our deceased siblings/relatives"
'
referring to a tradition about an early fissioning of the group.

o
The Arawete have a material culture that is comparatively simple
~ithin the spectrum of Tupi-Guarani groups. Their dearth of objects
IS perhaps surpassed only by the nomadic Guaja, Siriono, and Heta,
with whom they have been compared. Berta Ribeiro, who spent two
months in 1981 on the Ipixuna and wrote preliminary but excellent
accounts of Arawete material culture, especially of their weaving
t~chniques, describes them as having "rustic" equipment, a "low agrIcultural technology," and "little artistic sense" (1981 j 1983 j 1985).
Even putting aside the author's value judgments, one cannot avoid acknowledging the parsimony of the Arawete in their ergological and
artisanal techniques and the casual character of the visual or visible
aspects of their culture: body painting, architecture, cuisine, and etiquette. Such simplicity can be explained in part by the constant state
of alarm and flight from enemies they have endured in recent decades
and in part by the trauma of contact. But this austerity is a given of
Arawete culture that appears consistent with their more general
orientation.
The very simplicity of the material culture thwarts attempts to
associate the Arawete with any specific Tupi-Guarani group (Ribeiro
1983: 22). Furthermore, certain unexpectedly complex items are
unique to them, such as their shaman rattle (made of woven itiriti 4
strips and covered with cotton) and their lovely female clothing. The
absolute predominance of the cultivation of maize over that of manioc also distinguishes them from the rest of the Amazonian TupiGuarani.
The people are attractive, of modest height (men average 1.6 metersj women, 1.5), generally light-skinned, with hair and eye color
between pitch black and light chestnutj although very strong, they
do not have obvious musculature, and the women tend to be plump.
The variety of physical types is nevertheless great. Men have sparse
whiskers and usually let them grow into goateesj they go about nude
and o~ly depilate their eyebrows. Traditionally (before using pants),
they tied the prepuce with string. Women wear an outfit of four tubular pieces (girdle; skirt, sling-blouse, and head covering), used as a
complete set after puberty, woven of cotton and tinted with red annatto dye. 5 All women wear earrings made of tiny macaw feathers arranged in a flower shape that hangs from strings of black soapberry
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seeds (Gind), the same kind of seed used in their necklaces. Men use
similar earrings with shorter pendants, and some wear wristbands of
crocheted cotton, which, used since infancy, sometimes cut deep
grooves in the flesh. Their haircut features straight bangs across the
forehead to the top of the ears, while in back it hangs to the base of
the neck for men and down to the shoulders for women.
The basic dye and coloring of the Arawete is the bright red of annatto (made from the pulp surroUIiding the seeds of the Bixa orellana
tree), with which they coat their hair and smear their entire bodies.
On the face, however, they trace only the yirid pattern: a horizontal
line at the top of the eyebrows, one along the nose, and a line from
each ear to the corners of the mouth. This pattern is also used for festive decoration (there being only one type of ceremonial body ornamentation for any category of person); in this case, it is traced in
perfumed resin and covered with the minuscule feathers of the moneme, an iridescent blue cotinga. Harpy eagle down is glued to the hair
and on the back and chest in a rectangular pattern.
Genipap dye 6 is rarely seen in the village; it is associated with the
forest, warfare, and the dead. On hunting and gathering expeditions,
men and women often blacken themselves with genipap. But they do
not make delicate designs on the body; their appearance usually has a
blotchy and incomplete look, even at festivals, since they leave body
ornamentation to the last minute. In contrast, the gods and the souls
of the dead have a splendid appearance, elegantly painted (with genipap, since they do not use annatto) and seductively perfumed.
During the nocturnal dances and the ceremony of strong maize
beer, men wear a diadem of macaw feathers, a symbol of masculine
and warlike values. One of the epithets for the male community in
the context of beer festivals is "masters of the diadem" (yiakd nd).?

o
Agriculture is the basis of Arawete subsistence. The two main products of their gardens are maize (four varieties), consumed from March
to November, and bitter manioc (three varieties) for the complementary season. Other important cultigens are sweet potatoes, yams, and
sweet manioc. Also planted in the gardens or in the village are cotton,
tobacco, sisal, papaya, banana, pineapple, calabashtree, soapberry, and
annatto. 8 Maize (awaci') clearly predominates over manioc (mamea)
in both thought and practice. Manioc is only consumed when the
stock of maize is exhausted and the green maize has not yet been har-
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vested, i.e., in the rainy season. The garden (ka), opened annually by
slash-and-burn techniques, is a garden of maize (awaci' dipd, support
[ground] of maize), interspersed with manioc, yams, potatoes, etc.,
planted with greater or lesser density.9 Maize is consumed in various
forms depending on the season: roasted ears, green maize porridge,
flour made from untoasted maize, toasted cornmeal, and two kinds of
maize beer-a weaker type (of low fermentation) and a stronger type
(of medium fermentation). Cornmeal, made of ripe maize that is
toasted and ground, is the basic form of meal in the diet, being consumed for nine months of the year. K!l'i'da, the stronger maize beer
made by saliva-induced fermentation, is the focus of their most important ceremony, enacted several times a year during the dry season.
Manioc, grated on paxiliba roots, squeezed manually, then dried in
the sun or smoked on wooden racks, is consumed as tapioca bread or
as toasted meal made from freshly harvested roots (a different technique of soaking manioc roots for several days to soften and decompose was introdused by white people). Although the Arawete
appreciate the products made from this plant, they say they consume
them in the rainy season because there is no more maize or because
the green maize is not yet ready-clearly indicating the subordinate
role of manioc. Sweet potatoes, yams, and sweet manioc are consumed boiled or roasted. While maize is obligatorily planted by all domestic units in quantities sufficient to last through the dry season
and for ceremonial purposes, the other products vary greatly in the
quantity planted from year to year and from house to house. A large
portion of the potatoes, yams, and bitter and sweet manioc is harvested in gardens planted up to two years earlier (ka pel. Tools used in
opening the gardens are fire, machetes, and iron axes/o digging sticks
are used in planting. Gardens cover an average of l.S hectares; the size
of each varies according to the production unit involved, whether a
single house or a residential section. They are cluttered with incompletely burned trunks and branches; apparently not much care is
taken in making bonfires. Bitter manioc, sweet manioc, cotton, tobacco, and bananas are planted in separate sections on the periphery
of the plots of maize. Potatoes and yams are dispersed through the
maize fields in clumps growing at regular intervals.

o
Hunting is the focus of intense cultural investment. The accusation
of "laziness" (Ciranahi), frequently levelled in marital separations, re-
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fers only to women's domestic work and men's agricultural chores. In
the heavens, no one gardens, since the plants grow on their own, but
everyone hunts. The gods are hunters, not agriculturalists.
The Arawete hunt a variety of animals larger than those usually
pursued by other Tupi-Guarani groups, and they appear to have fewer
food prohibitions, either general or specific. The following are in approximate order of nutritional importance: land tortoises, armadillos,
curassows, guans, agoutis, collared peccaries, white-lipped peccaries,
howler monkeys, capuchin monkeys, pacas, deer, tinamous (three
speciesL II macaws, toucans, trumpeter birds, and tapirs. Toucans,
macaws, harpy eagles, smaller hawks, curassows, oropendolas, and
two types of cotingas are sought for their feathers to make arrows and
adornments. Scarlet and caninde macaws and parrots are captured
alive and raised in the village as pets (temima) (in 1982, the village
had 54 tame macaws). The harpy eagle (kanoha), if captured alive, is
kept in a cage.
Tortoises and armadillos are not so much hunted as "collected/,
given that they do not require weapons (the generic verb for "hunting" is simply iata, to go for a walk; for tortoises and armadillos, the
verb kati, to fetch, is usedl. Tortoises are available in any season of
the year, even though they are associated with life in the forest and
with the rainy season when ar[!.ha (sapodilla fruits) are ripe. These
fruits fatten them and enlarge their livers, the favorite dish of the Arawete. Tortoises can be kept as a food reserve for difficult days, and
they are the object of ceremonial hunts. Armadillos are an important
food at the beginning of the dry season, when they are at their fattest.
In the village, game from the hunt is eaten boiled, and the broth is
used to make a mush or soup of maize. Roasting is used for parts of
certain animals, such as armadillo tails and the fatty lining of their
shells, and for a few birds, such as the trumpeter bird. Aside from
these, roasting is viewed as a selfish form of food preparation, since it
limits the number of mouths that can be fed. Alimentary generosity
is an essential value in Arawete society. Their ceremonies are little
more than great collective meals; to eat alone is the mark of a stingy
person (hakatai}. In the forest during the men's expeditions that are
mounted to bring back a large quantity of game, smoking is used as
the method of preparation, or more precisely, the method of treatment,
since smoked meats are usually boiled back in the village before being
consumed. At the hunting camps, game is eaten roasted. When excursions include women and children, pots are always brought for boiling
the meat.
Cleaning and preparing the meat are male tasks, although women
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can help, which is in line with the characteristic fluidity of the Arawete division of labor. But the association between men and meat
extends from its acquisition and preparation up through its consumption. During collective meals, it is always the men who crowd around
the pot or serving vessel containing the meat; it is they who divide
up the pieces, eat first, and then hand over the rest to their wives
(who divide them up among their children). Perhaps that is why the
hunter's wife jealously calculates the quantity of meat her husband
brings back and tries to contain his impulses towards generosity
when he invites other houses to share in the meal.
The weapons used for hunting are a short wide bow made of bow
wood (Tabebuia serratifalia), admirably fashioned, and arrows with
points of lanceolate bamboo (which can be as long as 70 cm), howler
monkey legbone, or fire-hardened wood. The first type, used for large
game and warfare, bears harpy eagle feathers; the other two, curassow
feathers. Men sometimes go out into the forest without their bows,
searching for tortoises or armadillos (in general, a hunter goes out with
a particular prey in mind). Their capacity for improvising weapons in
the forest is notable-which does not prevent many who brought
only a machete from seeing their lack of foresight punished by the
sudden appearance of a herd of peccaries.
Although the Arawete claim that the introduction of firearms in
1982 increased their capacity to obtain game, their use led to the
flight or exhaustion of the animal population near the village as early
as 1983, obliging them to cover a wider range of territory. The shotguns made it necessary for the bands of hunters to break up into
smaller units during the ceremonial hunts for beer festivals-due as
much to the noise of the gunshots as to the risk of accidents. With the
adoption of flashlights, the paca, an animal stalked at night, became
an important source of food.
Fishing is divided into two periods: the season of "beating (killing)
the fish" (pi'dii napi m4 when poison, vines are used (OctoberNovember); and the months of daily fishing outings using bow and
arrow or hook and line. To fish with poison vine, the village fragments into smaller groups that camp next to deep pockets in the
waters of the Ipixuna and the nearly dry streams. Both men and women
participate in such trips. The fish are prepared by smoking. The paradigm for this kind of fishing is the trairao (pi'da aha, "large fish"). The
daily fishing trips increase in frequency as the water level of the rivers
drops. Boys and girls between five and fifteen years old are the most
assiduous fishers; the products of their efforts contribute substantially to the village food supply. Women fish almost as much as men.
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Although fish is a highly valued food, it is less so than game, and fishing is a secondary activity for adult men. Besides fishing with poison
vines, men participate in collective fishing with the hara, a manual
fusiform fishtrap made of splints of babassu palm, used in ponds during the dry season.
Most elderly people do not know how to swim. Water for drinking
and cooking is drawn by the women from water holes dug on the
sandy banks of the rivers and streams or in groves of assai palms. The
Arawete say river water is hot; they greatly appreciate the milky coloring of the water from the water holes, which they compare with
colostrum,12 within a complex of associations among water, milk,
maize beer, semen, and fish poison (i.e., water made turbid by the sap
of the poison vinelY
Gathering is an important activity. Its main products are: 14 honey
(eL which the Arawete classify into at least forty-five categories,
edible or not, from bees and wasps; assai palmfruits, consumed with
honey during a particular ceremony; bacaba palrnfruits; Brazil nuts,
an important food during the dry season; babassu nuts, eaten and
used as a binder with annatto and as a lubricant for the wood of bows;
cupuac;u fruits; various fruits of lesser importance in the diet such as
cacao, hog plum, inga, various species of the sapote family; river
turtle eggs, the objective of family excursions in September (although
the small number of beaches on the Ipixuna hampers this activity);
and palm grubs, eaten toasted. IS Gathering is pursued by both sexes,
usually by couples (except for honey and assai, which are sought on
collective expeditions).
Other resources important to the Arawete way of life should be
mentioned: leaves and splices of babassu for houses, mats, and basketry; the spathes of babassu, cokerite, and assai palms, used as bowls
and serving vessels; two types of bamboo for arrow points and shafts;
splices of taquarinha and other plants for sieves and shaman rattles;
wild gourds for dance maracas; special types of wood for pestles, axe
handles, bows, arrow points, house supports and beams, and chisel
sharpeners; digging sticks; fibers and vines; and clay for the simple
Arawete ceramics.
The sexual division of labor is summarized in table 1. The first
thing that should be noted is the relatively high fluidity of the division of labor. Tasks exclusively associated with men are those that
involve the use of weapons or great physical strength (e.g., felling
trees); those with women, weaving and ceramics. No interdiction
exists, however, against the handling of bows and arrows by women or
against the occasional participation of men in female tasks. It is not
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uncommon to see men carrying water, spinning, boiling potatoes,
husking and toasting corn, etc., along with their wives or if the latter
are busy with something else. 16 For their part, women do not avoid the
task of felling trees for firewood, assisting in the construction of
houses, capturing tortoises, and so on. Tobacco is a masculine plant
important in shamanism, but women prepare the cigarettes for their
husbands, hold the cigars of shamans in trance, and also smoke. In the
range of tasks performed during planting, the division by sex is not
rigid either. Men or women can open furrows for receiving seeds, and
both can plant maize. Only manioc is planted exclusively by men. As
for the rest of the tasks, the two sexes oyo pitiwa, cooperate, substituting for each other in the same activities.
Similarly, the average work load is equitably distributed between
the sexes (see Ribeiro 1985: 363-64); perhaps if weighed on the
scales, the balance would favor women, contrary to what is customarily said about the "burden of the Indian woman" (d. similar observations about the Kayabi in Grunberg n.d. [1970]: 109). Arawete
women, in short, show a great deal of assertiveness, independence,
and extroversion. The relative lack of differentiation in the sexual division of work has repercussions in the political sphere, kinship relations, and other contexts.
Nevertheless, there are some significant oppositions. The forest
(hunting) is a masculine domain, and the garden, with maize as its
focal cultigen, a feminine domain. The garden is cleared "by the husbands for their wives, who in exchange make them cotton hammocks." Although both sexes dedicate themselves to agriculture,
maize and its processing are associated with women in both practice
and discourse: they pass the greater part of their time between cotton
and maize, spinning and grinding. In the garden, manioc is under the
care of men, who plant it; manioc is a "man's affair" (kime'e apa). It is
opposed to maize and subordinated to it, just as man is to woman in
the garden.
The typical and ideal meal consists of meat and maize. Meat is
never eaten without some type of flour (tiepe) of either maize, manioc, or even the mesocarp of the babassu coconut, the last resource in
the final months of the rainy-season excursions, when manioc flour is
used up. But maize is the model of vegetable foods, which complete
the carnivorous meal-or rather, the other way around. Toasted cornmeal (awaci' mepi) accompanies other foods besides meat (papaya, banana, nutsl; it can be eaten alone when nothing else is left. On the
other hand, the eJe4austion of the supply of cornmeal carried by men
on hunts is the signal for their return to the village. Meat is not eaten
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Sexual division of labor

Assist in harvesting (except cotton
and annatto)
Construct platforms and containers
for storing ears of maize for planting, transport seeds to new
gardens
Hunt all animals, prepare fish poison, fish with poison, arrows,
hooks, and fish traps
Carry, skin, pluck, and clean game
animals
Gather assai and bacaba palmfruits,
gather honey by felling tree or
erecting platform
Collect Brazil nuts and other fruits
Cut thatching and wood for houses
Cook game
Assist in grinding maize and grating
manioc
Assist in grinding and cooking
maize beverages, homogenize fermenting beer
Cut and carry large firewood, make
fires

Construct and maintain houses

Dry and prepare tobacco and sisal
Bury the dead

Assist in burning
Plant maize, potatoes, cotton, annatto, papayas, pineapples,
flatsedge, yams
Harvest all plants (except tobacco
and sisal I, carry maize and potatoes to village
Separate and shell maize for plantings, prepare seedlings and
cuttings for planting
Assist in locating tortoises, fish
with poison and hooks
Assist in plucking game birds, clean
fish, open tortoises
Make receptacles in forest for
honey, carry honey to village
Collect Brazil nuts and other fruits
Fetch clay for ceramics
Assist in cooking game
Shell, grind, and toast maize; cook
other vegetables; grate, press
manioc; and dry manioc meal
Prepare and cook maize beverage
and masticate maize for
fermentation
Cut and carry smaller firewood,
make fires, supply firewood during men's collective hunts, fetch
water
Weave mats to use as doors on traditional houses, prepare babassu
leaves for roofs, keep houses
clean
Husk, beat, and spin cotton; prepare annatto dye
Paint and decorate the dead

Women
Artifacts constructed *

Activities
Select new garden sites, clear trees,
burn brush
Plant manioc, sweet manioc, tobacco, bananas, sisal

(continued)
Men

Women

Men
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Bows (male use)
Arrows (male usel
Chisels and sharpeners (male use)
Feather ornaments
Necklaces and earrings (perforate
soapberry seeds)
Combs
Maracas
Storage boxes for feathers
Sieves
Manioc grater (cut sections of
paxiliba root)
Final decoration of shaman rattle
with cotton string, feathers (male
use)
Mortar and pestle
Wooden spoons
Spindles (female use)
Awls
Looms (female use)
Digging sticks
Bowls, vessels (gather and prepare
palm spathes l
Sisal twine
Fishtraps
* Except

Female clothing
Cotton headbands
Cotton thread
Hammocks
Fire fans
Burden baskets
Small baskets for cornmeal
Mats for sitting and for front and
back walls of traditional house
Gourd bowls
Ceramics (4 types)
Woven portion of shaman rattle
(male use)

where indicated, artifacts are used by both sexes.

without maize, the mark of civilization. The Arawete say they sought
out the gardens of whites on the banks of the Xingu because enemy
attacks left them without maize and they were tired of eating just
meat-which meant living like a savageY
Nevertheless, meat is the most valued food from the point of view
of taste and nutrition. A meal without meat induces discomfort and
psychological depression. If a meal without maize is unfit, one without meat is insubstantial. One can be hungry (ho'imii) in the midst of
an abundance of maize, potatoes, and other vegetable foods. IS Although the Arawete may be considered somewhat careless and improvident agriculturalists, they are excellent hunters and live in an
area of plentiful game. Except during the months when a violent flu
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struck the village, no one failed to eat meat at least once a day
throughout my time there. Food reciprocity and the reserve supplies
of tortoises guaranteed this situation during difficult days.
Of the edible parts of animals, the fat (cewel is the most esteemed.
The first thing a hunter does after killing his prey is to make a slice in
the chest and observe the quantity of fat; when someone brings back a
wild pig or deer to tp.e village, the men crowd noisily around the animal exclaiming, "C[1ne, cewe heti!", "Look how fat it is!" The fat
from the throat of the male howler monkey is especially appreciated,
since it makes anyone who eats it a good singer. The fat from the neck
of the white-lipped peccary is also a delicacy; its bone marrow is coveted by women. But the greatest preference falls to the liver and eggs
of tortoises. It could be said that if maize is the paradigm of vegetable
foods, the fatty liver of the tortoise is the quintessence of meat. This
pair, maize/tortoise, is central in Arawete life. 19

4. History
Before moving to the region of the Ipixuna, the Arawete lived at the
headwaters of the Bacaja River. At the end of the 1950s, repeated attacks by the Kayapo made them seek out the banks of the Born Jardim, Jatoba, and finally, to the north, the Ipixuna, where they came
into conflict with the Asurini and expulsed them. They always point
towards the east and the southeast as the direction of their ancestral
villages. This is where the center of the earth (iwi piteJlies, today the
domain of enemies. A somewhat obscure tradition says that before
reaching the headwaters of the Bacaja, they crossed two large rivers,
broad like the Xingu, in the east. I do not have data that would confirm if they were the Pacaja and Tocantins rivers.
The movement towards the Ipixuna, however, was not uniform.
Part of the tribe arrived at its headwaters twenty-five years ago, leaving relatives in several villages further south on the Born Jardim,
Canafistula, and JatoM rivers. This part of the tribe assaulted the
Asurini villages established on the Ipixuna much earlier (see Muller
et al. 1979, for the history of the Asurini movements). Another bloc,
also composed of various villages, settled in the region of the Piranhaquara to the north and maintained tenuous contacts with the other
group for ten years. At the end of the 1960s, this bloc divided in half in
the face of new Kayapo attacks; one part went to join the group on the
Ipixuna, which had abandoned the southern villages and gathered on
former Asurini territory; the other part, the larger, crossed the Ipi-
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xuna on its lower course and moved into the region of the Born Jardim
to the south. Two new blocs were thus formed, separated for another
ten years. A Parakana assault caused the southern bloc to flee towards
the group on the Ipixuna, where villages were attacked by the same
enemy, but both parts of the tribe only succeeded in meeting up again
on the banks of the Xingu, south of the mouth of the Ipixuna, where
they decided to take refuge. A synthesis of these movements is shown
in map 3.
Many indications suggest that the Arawete did not make a direct,
single relocation from the Bacaja headwaters to the Ipixuna region.
The middle and lower courses of the Bacaja and its affluents are
recognized and named as the locale of earlier villages. The earliest
identifiable movement of the tribe was probably from the middle to
the upper Bacaja, and from there to the region of the Xingu. My historical data are unfortunately vague, which reveals as much about the
difficulties of obtaining this type of information as it does a certain
lack of interest by the Arawete in detailing for me their trajectory
through time and space.
The number of villages built by the Arawete from approximately
1945 to 1976 is surprisingly high: about sixty villages for the tribe as a
whole during these thirty years (data on these villages are presented
in Appendix I-B). On occasion, six or seven villages coexisted; the
average was four. My estimate is that the total population did not surpass three hundred people during this period. The average population
in each village was therefore about sixty-five individuals in periods of
relative peace. Attacks by the Kayapo caused successive divisions of
the tribe into blocs that were geographically semi-isolated; on the
other hand, they also prompted some fusions of certain villages. In addition, these attacks diminished the average length of time that a village was occupied. 20 Finally, the main factor in the decision to move
the village was death. I was told that a village was abandoned as soon
as a death occurred there. Another village would be erected nearby so
that the gardens could still be used while others were being planted in
a more distant site.
The manner of naming villages (ta, ta pe) reflects the importance of
death. There are four basic forms of names:
1. Name of a vegetable species or a notable tree, followed respectively
by -ti (a collective) or by -(r}ipa, "ground" or "support." For example: Orokoyi'i ti, "place where mbocaya palms trees abound";
[a'i ripa, "place (support) of the Brazil-nut tree."
2. Verb phrase that describes an action, followed by the locatives -he
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or -pi. For example: Tiwawf-no iwa-iwa he, "where Tiwawi-no
was shot [with an arrowL'~r Pi'da ihi pi, "place of the fishing line"
(where a line left by white hunters was found).
3. Descriptive names of topographic peculiarities or historic associations: Ita piki, "long rock/' Awi ka pe, "enemies' clearing."
4. Name of a person, followed by the form -ripa. In this case, the village is named after a person who died there: Todi'na-hi ripa, "the
grounds of Todinii-hi."
Villages can be referred to by more than one name, but one of them
tends to be used much more. Of the 62 villages about which I was able
to obtain good information, 37 are usually named by form 4, 16 by
form I, and only 9 by forms 2 and 3. Apparently, only the villages that
were abandoned for reasons other than death keep names of the first
three types. No village has alternative designations using the names
of more than one deceased person. But the statement often made to
me that only one death was needed for a village to be abandoned has
little verisimilitude: were this true, the villages would number as
many as the dead. I will return to this later; in any Cllse, death is obviously important in this necronymical geography, where past villages are not so much places where certain people were born, but
rather, places where others died. Earlier villages are the grounds of the
dead and must be left behindY Grenand's observation (1982: 237) applies perfectly to the Arawete: "The relation that the Wayiipi maintain with their dead profoundly determines their territorial mobility."
Other toponyms are constructed according to the same semantic
principles, such that it is not always possible to differentiate by their
form common placenames (river, waterfall, hill) from those that designate villages. Nevertheless, the names of the dead are much less frequently used for such toponyms, and seem to apply only by extension
to landscape features or areas that lie near a village. The most common usage in this case is form 2. 22 Other marks used in toponymy are
hunting camps struck during expeditions to supply large feasts (I was
honored with such a toponym, YiQdo reyipa, "Eduardo's camp") and
concentrations of fruit-bearing trees. In the area surrounding a village, toponyms often refer to places where children were born (mothers seek out the nearby forest to give birth). Garden clearings are also
called by the names of the people who opened gardens there.
Arawete geography is thus impregnated with memory, particularly
that of people's deaths. But it conforms to the trajectory of the living
as they move through space. Neither in their current territory nor in
the memory of the oldest persons do sites appear to be endowed with
mythological value. This does not mean that the most archaic history
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is not stamped on the world. For example, the large patches of wild
banana trees (the fruits of which the Arawete consider nonedible) are
the former "gardens" of the MQi' who ate this plant before learning
about maize. The rocky hillocks are fragments of those suspended by
the gods to form the celestial dome, and they display scars of the cataclysm. The rocks in the Ipixuna rapids (showing ancient signs of
stone tool sharpening) still have the imprints left by the feet and
bodies of the MQi', vestiges of the time when rocks were soft (ita time
mel-the primordial world. No particular hill or rapids, however, is
singled out by a name; the signs of the gods are everywhere.

D
The conflicts with enemy peoples are deeply inscribed in Arawete
memory and were responsible for their migrations. The expansion of
the Kayapo was especially lethal. Of the 477 persons who died in the
last six generations (counting the children of 1982) whose names I
was able to obtain, 167 (35 percent) were killed or captured by enemies/ and of this total, 114 (74 percent) occurred at the hands of the
Kayapo,23 who attacked them at the headwaters of the Bacaja, Bom
Jardim, and Ipixuna. Some women they had captured managed to escape, bringing back various personal names still used today. The
Asurini, for their part, suffered many more losses at the hands of the
Arawete than vice versa. The familiarity of the latter with the former's
culture can be explained in part by the Arawete occupation of Asurini
villages abandoned in haste. But tradition identifies them as an ancient
group, the Todi~ from whom sweet potatoes were obtained. There are
tales about captives being taken from one another in a long series of
retaliations, accompanied by reciprocal anthropophagy. This was the
time of the ancients (pirQw1'ha) when the Arawete used, in addition
to the bow, the irape club (which can still be seen, transformed into a
miniature ritual ornament, among present-day Asurini [Muller 1987]).
Various personal names are derived from the Tool.
The Parakana are the most recent enemies of the Arawete and have
had the upper hand in their attacks. Some elders assert that they are
the former lrim pepa na, "Masters of vulture feathers" (with which
they feather their arrows).
An important group that combated the Arawete in the Bacaja region about eighty years ago are the TowQho. This term may be a form
of the Tupi-Guarani *towaja, enemy, plus the suffix -(o)ho, large. I
was told how they wore their hair long over the neck and parted it in
the middle; their .bows were very long and made of Tabebuia wood.
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They used to carry off the heads of their enemies as trophies; the Arawete also claim (in a typical fantasy) that they cut off the women's
vaginal lips to eat them. The TOWg!lO are conspicuous in the cosmology; war songs use many images taken from accounts of warfare
against them, and one type of celestial spirits is called TowQho peye,
"Shaman of the TowahO."24
A considerable legion of enemies, more or less imaginary, existed in
the early days: the Iapi"i' wi, the Kipe iwawi (who carried beehives on
their backsL the Ayiri awi, "parrot enemies"
, the Anira awi" "bats"
(who sleep hanging upside-downL the Tato awi, "armadillos/, and
many others, in a quasi-totemic proliferation in which natural species or other criteria differentiate the types of people who populate
the earth. The "totemic operator" of the Arawete is utilized not to
classify groups in the interior of society, but species of enemies in the
cosmos. This is an essential conception: human beings proper (bide)
are a species within a multiplicity of other species of human beings,
who form just as many other societies, more or less different from
Arawete society. This open seriality of the various species of people is
reflected in the composition of celestial populations.
Finally, a persistent though vague tradition speaks of a fission of a
large Tupi-Guarani group-or rather, an Arawete one, given that they
think of themselves as the only group that has maintained a continuous identity over time. This fission generated diverse peoples: the
Todi', the Ireiere wi, the Irani'i oho, and others. Some are said to be
inoffensive (mari i me'e); others Qdi'moawi, turned into enemies.
The era of this separation is not clear; it is sometimes confounded
with the originating event, the separation of men and gods. On both
occasions, the reason for the fission was a conflict between husband
and wife, which led the man's relatives to leave forever. On the other
hand, the historical memory registers various disputes about women,
with wives being captured between villages and lasting hostilities
arising between them. The AmQ'i' wi were one of these groups, separating about half a century ago. In any case, the Arawete conceive of
themselves as being the fruit of a speciation that began from an initial
state in which they were confused with the "future others" (amite ri)
or "ex-Arawete" (bi'de pel. In this sense, the difference between "us"
and "enemies" is not diachronically clear. The conceptual boundaries
of the group are thus fluid, even if synchronically it is quite obvious
who its enemies are. Such a lack of definition in the contours of collective identity has innumerable implications; being Arawete, in a
certain sense, is an open question-for them.
The Arawete were divided into two large blocs, which, after being
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separated by the Kayapo and united by the Parakana, sought contact
with whitemen at more or less the same time. These blocs, without
mutual interaction for ten years, were nonetheless linked by kinship,
and began to intermarry again in 1977-78. The identification of a person with one or another original bloc is always present in people's
memories and can be activated in situations of interpersonal conflict.
Each bloc defines itself as "we" (exclusive: ire) and specifies the pronoun by the expression X wi, "those with X," where X is the name of
one or more important persons, alive or dead, normally the "owners"
of early villages in each bloc. The names of former villages are never
used as identification.
Each bloc, moreover, defines the other as iwi amite pa re: "children
(ex-inhabitants) of another country." This sets up a distinction between the tii di, nearby villages-those that belonged to the same
bloc as the speaker's-and the villages "on the other side of the
earth" (iwi rowQflii ti hii) or "of another land" (iwi amitel. 25 But this
is as far as the matter goes. The different origins of the inhabitants
of the present village are not spatially marked, do not imply political
or cultural differences, and do not form the basis of any type of collective action. In short, affiliation to former villages does not have
significant repercussions on morphology or social practice. The sentiment of belonging to a village is notably vague from the sociological point of view, which reflects the historical variability in the
composition of the villages and their rapid abandonment. Possibly in
the past the situation was more marked. But my general impression
was that the kindred predominates over the village as a category of
identification. 26
Contact with whites occurred long before the 1970s. At least fifty
years ago, a group of whites massacred thirteen Arawete in the Bacaja
area. Epidemics that probably originated from the whites also raged
among the Arawete while they still lived on that river. In addition,
the custom of obtaining iron axes from abandoned clearings suggests
a long-standing ecological symbiosis, even if marginal.
But adults assert that they only managed to really see whites for the
first time when they arrived on the Ipixuna; in other words, that was
where they had their first peaceful interactions with them. Present on
the Ipixuna in great numbers in the 1960s and 1970s, hunters were
encouraged by their bosses to give presents to the Indians; this did not
prevent some armed conflicts from occurring, with deaths on both
sides.
In 1970, FUNAI was alerted of a visit made by some Arawete to the
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banks of the Xingu (brought by a friendly fur hunter); faced with repeated reports of Indians in the region, the agency began the work of
"attraction" between the Ipiac;ava and the Born Tardim. The Asurini
were discovered in 1971; that same year, the Arawete had brief encounters with the FUNAI expeditionists, but did not permit visits to
their village. In 1974, FUNAI constructed a Post and opened gardens
on the upper course of the Ipixuna, 100 kilometers from its source,
near an abandoned Arawete village. But it was only in 1976 that
contact with them was successful. At the beginning of the year, the
Parakana attacked villages on the upper Ipixuna and the Born Tardim,
causing residents to flee to the TatoM. One part of the group sought
the banks of the Xingu, where they camped in a peasant's garden. The
attraction team encountered them in May 1976 in a terrible state of
health. The expeditionists then convinced the Indians to move to the
Attraction Post. They made the trip by land, a trek lasting twenty-two
days; the majority were too weak to walk and at least thirty died on
the trail or were abandoned. At the end of the year, a Parakana attack
on a village that still existed on the TatoM impelled the members to
join the group that had moved to the Post. They remained there until
1978, when the Indians and expeditionists decided to move to the
middle course of the Ipixuna, due to a new Parakana attack attempted
at the end of 1977. They built two villages, which by early 1982 came
together to form a single one, next to the new Post-and there they
are to this day.27
I would estimate the population to have been 200 people immediately before the enemy attacks and the move to the Xingu. The
number of deaths caused by epidemics and malnutrition was higher
than the losses due to war. Between May and December of 1976 when
they were settled in the FUNAI village, 60 people died. The first census in March 1977 registered 120 Arawete. In 1979, the population
rose to 133, indicating a rapid demographic recuperation. In 1980, an
epidemic interrupted the upward impetus; in February 1983 the Arawete numbered 136. The population under twenty-five years old was
55 percent of the total, with 32.7 percent in the age bracket of zero to
nine years old, indicating a good birth rate. The sex ratio was reasonably balanced; the difference in favor of women (72) over men (641 was
due to the higher rate of female births and survival (see population
data in Appendix 2-A).
From October 1977 (the first birth record) to February 1983, there
were 38 births, a rate that was sufficient to compensate for the epidemics and a relatively high incidence of miscarriages. Infant mor-
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tality was high: each adult woman had on the average fewer than half
of her children living.

o
Upon my return to Ipixuna in February 1988, the Arawete numbered
168. Three women (among them the eldest of the group, over eighty
years old) and 4 children had diedj on the other hand, 35 children had
been born, considerably elevating the high spirits and noise of the village. The growth rate of the group continues to advance steadily.
This census, however, gives us a difference of four people: 136 - 7
+ 35 = 164. From where did the additional four come?
In September 1987, the Kayapo-Xikrin of the village of Catete, hundreds of kilometers to the southwest of the Ipixuna on the other side
of the Carajas Range, attacked a small group of unknown Indians,
killing a man and a boy and capturing two women and another boy. A
FUNAI doctor passing through recognized the fair complexion and
light eyes of the Arawete and the characteristic earrings worn by the
women. It was soon learned that an elderly man had remained hidden
in the forest. Notified by radio, the Arawete sent emissaries to rescue
these lost relatives, without the least idea of who they might be. The
negotiations were complicatedj the Xikrin demanded from FUNAI a
quantity of items in compensation, but eventually everything was
worked out. The Arawete then went out to search for the old man. At
first he resisted their calls and shot arrows at them. Finally, however,
he recognized the emissaries and approached. He and the freed captives were then brought to the Ipixuna to join the rest of the Arawete.
In the village, the mystery was cleared up. They were the survivors
of IwarawI's (the old man's) group, which had split off thirty years ago
at the headwaters of the Bacaja when Iwarawl was still a youth. During a Kayapo attack, he escaped into the forest with an adolescent girl
(his sister, MZD) and two little boys (his nephews, ZS). They were
given up as dead or captured. In fact, they had gotten lost from the
rest of the group, which had gone in the opposite direction towards
the waters of the Ipixuna. Iwarawl and his sister had two daughters,
who married the two boys, and all lived together for thirty years as a
miniature Arawete society. A hard life, always on the run from enemies: without even time to wait for cotton to grow, the women substituted their customary outfit with small bark skirtsj having to move
their camping spot with each maize harvest, they depended most of
the time on babassu flour.
That February, Iwarawl was sent to Altamira to treat a severe case
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of pneumonia that he caught soon after contact. The two women had
married: Mitaiia-Idiii-hi and her son went to live with a recent widowerj Pldi-hi, wife and mother of the two killed in the Xikrin attack,
was given to an unmarried cousin. Although surrounded by close relatives in the village, these survivors did not have an easy time. They
were constantly held under the sarcastic lights of collective attentionj they were obliged to sing and recount their life innumerable
times to anyone who ordered them to do so. Their demeanor was considered bizarrej they were laughed at for their timid and bewildered
air, their difficulty in employing traditional techniques, and their
lack of familiarity with clothes. In a sense, the women were viewed as
everybody's wives, not unlike war captives. But a youth mused to me
that when their father returned from Altamira, things would change:
Iwarawl was feared as a great killer of enemies. They showed me his
weapons. His wide bow, riddled with shot from Kayapo guns-he had
used it as a shield-had killed both whites and Indians during those
thirty years. The arrows were strange, crooked, dirty and poorly feathered, a caricature of Arawete arms. Examining them, an elder of the
village declared that Iwarawl was becoming less and less an Arawete
and was starting to "become an enemy." Moreover, all had a strange
accent and used words that they alone comprehended.
The story of Iwarawl is not uncommon: for instance, it echoes
Wagley's account of Kamaira (1977:40-53). How many other small
bands of fugitives still wander in the forests of the Xingu-Tocantins,
lost survivors of so many once numerous peoples?
Iwarawl died by drowning in the mouth of the Ipixuna River in August of 1988.
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The Forsal<en Ones

1. The Separation
"We are in the middle," say the Arawete about humankind.
The initiating event in their cosmogony was the differentiation between the layers or supports (hipa'jI which today compose the universe. Besides our earth, there is a subterranean world and two celestial
tiers. The assertion "we are in the middle" IbIde ipite re) summarizes
a conception of the terrestrial world as being surrounded by the MfP.·
dipd, the supports of the divinities, defined as other l~nds or ~ldes
(iwi amite, iwd amite) that separated from our layer dunng the maugural cataclysm.
Humans are defined as those who were left behind, the forsaken
ones (hend mi reI. Before that, humankind and the future gods (MfP.·
di)lived together on the earth, a world without work or dea~h, ~ut
also without fire or cultivated plants. Then, as a result of bemg msulted by his wife Tatli'tle, the god Arandmi decided to leave, exasperated with humans. 2 Accompanied by his nephew (yi'i, ZS)
Hehetle'a, he took up a shaman rattle and started to sing and smo~{e.
As he sang, he caused the stone ground on which they stood to ns~.
upwards, forming a firmament. With them went a multitud~ of.MQl
and beings of other categories. Others rose even higher, constltutmg a
second tier; they were the Iwd pi'di pa, inhabitants of the red heaven.
The material used for the celestial supports were large itape, granite
formations similar to those found in the forests of the Ipixuna. The
heavens are made of stone-as are the houses, pots, bows, and axes of
the gods. Stone is as malleable to them as clay is to us.
The ascent of the heavens unleashed a catastrophe. Deprived of its
stone foundation, the earth dissolved (ikie) under the waters of a fl~od
that, according to some versions, was caused by a river or, accordmg
to others, by heavy rains. Pako aeo and Yieire aeo, the monstrous
piranha and alligator, devoured the humans. Only two men a?d a
woman (no one could tell me their names) saved themselves by chmb-

ing a bacaba palm. They were the tema ipi, the "origin of the creeping
vines"-the ancestors of current humankind. 3 After the flood, there
followed an era when mythic heroes rehardened the terrestrial crust.
The current landscape is therefore the mold or the negative of the disengagement of the celestial surface and the ensuing deluge.
.
Other beings (also MfP.·1 fled from the monsters of the flood by smking in the waters and consolidating the lower world. They were the
Tarayo and Motind dca, who ever since have lived on the islands of a
great river. The subterranean world has an aquatic connotation. It
does not, however, play an especially significant role in the cosmology. Of all the nonterrestrial layers, the most important is the
first above us, its underside being the visible sky. Its name is MQi' pi,
the place of the divinities.
.
.
Our earth is conceptualized as a disk that rises progressively at ItS
edges until being intercepted by the sky, which is a dome that curves
down toward earth. At the far edges of the world (iwi yeee pd we,
"where the earth enters," or iwd neyi pd we, "where the sky descends"), all the different cosmic tiers communicate with each ot~er.
Each of the layers of the universe has its own stars and moon, which
shine from the lower part of the layers immediately above. The stars.
are iwitaha 'i', a species of luminescent caterpillar found in swidden~.4)
The moon(yahiJ that we see is a masculine being. His occasion~lred
halo is the blood of women with whom he has copulated and i.thus
caused to menstruate. The visible sun (karahi), on the other harl~, is
the same that shines in all layers of the universe. It is a piece ofithe
Rainbow snake, cut up by the gods. When it is night on the earth! the
sun is traveling across the lower world (iwi katiJ from west to east,
bringing day upon its arrival. However, the Arawete also assert that
during the night the same sun illuminates the upper worlds. Such a
topical inconsistency does not worry them; they insist on the singularity of the sun, which contrasts with the multiplicity of moons.
Not only does each tier have its own, moon, but each lunar cycle
brings forth another (amitel moon as well, which wanes as it is carved
up with an axe by the female spirit Maraiama. 5 Time is counted in
terms of lunar cycles; shorter periods are indicated by the position of
the moon at nightfall.
The concept of a single sun that shines at night in the lower and
upper worlds expresses a global opposition between the human world
and the worlds of the Mai': when it is day here, it is night there, and
vice versa. 6 A similar in~ersion explains why shamanic songs are always nocturnal.
.
However, representing the universe as composed of supenmposed
,
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layers proves inadequate, even if it finds support in Arawete modes of
speech. For example, the different races of M!!)' pi gods live at varying
distances from the earth in terms of both the horizontal axis and the
vertical, although they inhabit the "same" tier.
No one showed much interest in explaining to me the origin of the
sun and the moon. Some told me the M!!J-' put them in the sky; others
said they were created (mara) by the twins Nti-M!!J-' and Miko ra'i. The
pygmy owl (orokQro'ti) is generally considered to be the creator of the
night, that is, of the periodicity of light and darkness. Before that,
there had been only day, so the world of long ago was terribly hot. 7
The pygmy owl also seems to have been the donor of celestial fire to
the Mgr Cooking fire was revealed to the gods by a human, PiIpl
(which is also the name of an unidentified red bird).
Rain is the water exuded from the body of a large celestial hawk,
the Tami howl"hti, Another animal, this time terrestrial, that is associated with the rain is the small tarayo lizard, which must not be
killed by humans lest he provoke a deluge similar to the primordial
one. 8 The end of the rains and beginning of the dry season are attributed to brown tinamous, which dry the rivers, and to cicadas, the
song of which announces the time for clearing new gardens in
September-October.
Thunder (o'i pepo) is the sound made by the bow of Mal oho (the
"great M~.i''') when he shoots his arrows, lightning bolts-(tatti ipe).
Other versions say that flashes of lightning are the bodies of the gods,
which glitter, or that they are caused by the gods' shaman rattles.
Others say that the lightning bolts are hung inside the celestial stone
house, where they get hit when the gods' children bump their heads
against them as they play, making them light up here on earth.
Such variations indicate less a lack of interest in these meteorological phenomena than a proliferation of different versions in shamanic
discourse. Meteorological phenomena in general are interpreted as indices of processes to which the dead are being submitted in the sky.
Thunder is linked to the cooking of their souls and their rejuvenating
bath; lightning bolts are indirectly associated with the apocalyptic
theme of the splitting of the sky; 9 and even high winds represent
some divine will, which is interpreted according to circumstances.
Lightning is moreover a metaphor for ejaculation, and vice versa; the
scrotum is called tatti ipe riro, sac of lightning bolts, which "Mai'
oho's semen" is one of the tropes for lightning.
So, although the Arawete certainly do not worship meteorological
phenomena-as chroniclers thought the Tupi did-there is no doubt
that the celestial population (especially the god who causes thunder
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and lighting) is central in their cosmology. The original separation between the M!!J-' and mankind is the precondition and the reason for
shamanism,
The universe is crossed by innumerable path.s that lead to other
cosmic layers and, within each one, to the villages of the varh:ms races
of divinities. But there is one main road, the kirepe (d, hepe, trail I,
which follows the sun's path. By this route, shamans ascend to the
heavens, and gods and souls descend to stroll (ipoho) and participate
in ceremonial banquets. The kirepe is a broad path, shaded and perfumed, that extends from the zenith to the east, or alternatively, rises
from the village here on earth up to an indefinite point in the easterly
sky. Upon reaching the world of the M!!J-~ it passes through a sort of
portal, the dangerous Rainbow snake. This path was opened by the
mythic hero Irayo-ro. The gods close it on certain occasions, such as
during an epidemic or the period immediately following a death.
The western part of this road, which extends from the village to an
indefinite point in the western sky, is the route followed by the souls
of the recently deceased. It is a narrow and dark path-one of the reasons for lighting fires on top of graves, This path is called Mo'iroco
kati, "Mo'iroco's way," named after one of the two Masters of Whitelipped Peccaries, who inhabits the western edge of the earth. Another
Rainbow snake resides in this western extreme.
As soon as the souls of the dead reach the heavens, they are greeted
by Irim morQdi' tti, the Master of Vultures. This divinity is said to be
very close to the earth ("just up there," say the Arawete, pointing
with their lips to the western sky). The Mg.i' hete, the "real gods," into
which the dead will be transformed, inhabit the zenith in the center
of the upper world; but they also inhabit the "middle" of the skies,
that is, an intermediate distance from humankind along the vertical
axis, in between the gods who are the closest and the farthest away.
The following system of equivalences summarizes the values analyzed up to this point:
Sky
East
High
Center/Middle
Zenith
Stone
Gods

Earth
West
Low
Edge
Nadir
Water
Dead

Such a system represents my reconstruction, not an explicit framework of Arawete cosmology, which is as little articulated as possible
around polar oppositions.
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To lend the above schema some solidity, it should be compared to
other Tupi-Guarani materials, especially to the widespread association of the underworld with the terrestrial portion of the soul of a
deceased person. This association is not found among the Arawete,
however, except in the weakened form of a "lower" location of the
earth-sky path in the west taken by the celestial soul of the deceased
(while the terrestrial specter moves along the horizontal axis with no
reference to the cardinal points).
Some further remarks are necessary. In the first place, the association between "West" and "Edge" is based on the Arawete idea that
they now inhabit the brink or edge (hem~ 'i) of the earth, relative to
the center of the world in the East, their ancestral site. In the second
place, the notion of -pite, "center," has a connotation that is both radial and serial. That is, -pite is opposed to hem~ 'i, "periphery," and
also belongs to the triad tenotii, ipite, taCipe: "in the front, the first";
"in the middle"; "behind, the last" (a system used, for example, to
designate the birth order of a group of siblings). This semantic ambivalence (which I also see at work in the central/intermediate situation
of the MQi' hete) appears to be correlated with the insignificance of a
radial concept of the "center" in village morphology.
The separation of the cosmic layers is referred to as the time of the
dispersal (obi-ohi me) or time of the division (iw~wa me). This refers
as much to the separation of men and gods as to the dispersal of the
different human tribes on earth. In apparent contradiction to the version that says the flood spared only the ancestors of the Arawete, it is
also asserted that the ascent of the skies generated a sociological speciation. An obscure passage of the myth narrates how the awl (enemiesl, thought of as either Kayap6 or whites, attempted to shoot
Araniimi and his companions as they rose with the sky; this aggression is then cast as the cause of the prior event, the ascension of the
gods. I should emphasize my ignorance about the events of this era of
dispersal, due in part to linguistic difficulties. But the Arawete always
told me that they did not know exactly what happened during that
time. "We are children" (ire ta'i £loho), "We have existed for only a
short time" (ire deme ika), hence we cannot know what occurred in
that era.
The oft-repeated idea that we are children, advanced even by mature men to my questions about ancient times, may be more than
simple irony or the result of disinterest. It evokes some sort of conception that the living are by definition children, that is, incomplete
beings. The notion, therefore, does not refer merely to the past (we
have been on earth only a short time, we know nothing about its ori-
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gins), but also to the future. The gods, despite their vitality and capacity for rejuvenation, are described as having long white beards and
are sometimes called tamay, grandfathers (alternatively, by affinal
terms). The gods are also much taller than humans. Some people emphasized to me that our teeth will grow out again in the sky; adult
dentition, thus, is as transitory as the milk teeth of children. And one
of the processes to which souls are submitted in the sky is "stretching" (ipiha)-they are made to grow. The celestial gods and souls are
thus considered adults in comparison to the living.
Paradoxically, the era of dispersal was not so distant. Beyond the
second generation above the eldest men begins a time that merges
into this mythic phase of dispersal. The grandparents and great-grandparents of Aya-ro, an aged man of eighty years, are referred to as iwi
ikie me he re, "belonging to the time when the earth dissolved," that
is, people who witnessed the ascent of the skies. The period between
this era and that of ancestors who are genealogically identifiable is
filled with numerous heroic feats and replete with personalities who,
although human, rose to the heavens without dying. They wandered
on the edge of the earth and interacted with the tribes living there,
such as the Towiiyiiiwiiy (people with pierced lips and masters of perfumed resins), the Ararifiii, and so on. These rhapsodic accounts tell
how numerous cultural items were obtained then, such as the rattle,
glass beads, and annatto. To this same heroic period belongs the
above-mentioned dispersal of a Tupi-Guarani proto-group.
Thus, in the formation of the present cosmos, two original separations were essential: that of heaven and earth, with the abandonment
of mankind, and the dispersal of the latter. This creates the differences between men and gods, and Arawete and enemies, the central
problems of Arawete philosophy.
Like other Tupi-Guarani peoples, the Arawete say a day will come
when the earth will end. The sky, heavy with so many dead, will burst
open and collapse upon the earth, annihilating the living and restoring the world's original nondifferentiation. The gods and the dead will
return to live in our tier. This event is highly feared. The expression
iwii ihana, "the sky is splitting," is the most severe oral interdiction
in Arawete culture; one should not even think about it, much less
speak about it. lO

2. Who's Who in the Cosmos
The various cosmic domains are the habitats of different categories of
beings. The terrestrial layer is first and foremost the berth of human-
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ity (bide ripaj, while the others are the homes of the gods (M~' dipaj,
but spirits exist in all of them, just as do animals and plants. I will
now offer translations of certain concepts and justify the use of interpretive terms such as "gods" and "divinities."
The Arawete language does not offer simple equivalents of categories such as "humanity/' "animality," "spirituality/'ll Their generic
monolexemic concepts have significations that depend on context
and levels of contrast, and they may be dissolved into specific names
that cannot be subsumed within more general categories. On the
other hand, a certain number of descriptive oppositions can bereconstructed: between beings that were "created" and those that were
"simply existent"; between "the forsaken ones" and "those that left";
between those that are "really existent" and those that "inhabit a fabricated environment"; between those "to be eaten" and those "that
eat us." Some of these oppositions partially coincide in extension.
But first, let us explore the monolexemic categories and see how
the Arawete conceptualize the general forms of being in the universe.
Bide is the first of these categories. Its principal meaning is "human
being/, "people."12 In its most extensive usage, it designates everyanthropomorphic being, including the various races of spirits. This level
of contrast is rarely activated; bide in this sense is not opposed to any
single general term that would correspond to "nonanthropomorphic
animate being."
There is no way to distinguish unequivocally between humans and
what we would call spirits, a notion that covers very heterogeneous
beings. The form bide herl, "similar to humans/' can be used to specify that the beings under discussion are not exactly bide, granted one
knows on what level of contrast this latter term is being used. 13
What characterizes all the beings that we would call spirits is that
they possess a shamanic power or quality, ipeye ha. Actually, since
ipeyeha is inherent in such beings, it may be better to invert the definition and say that shamans (peye) are endowed with a spiritual potency.
Thus, it would be less a matter of defining all spirits as shamanic than
of defining some humans as "spiritual." 14
In its minimal extension, the notion of bide means"Arawete": it is
the auto-denomination of the Indians who live on the Ipixuna. On
this level, it contrasts with awl, enemy or stranger: the Kayapo, kamara, Asurini, and sundry other species of humans who people the
earth.
The opposition bide/awl is the strong form of a central opposition:
bide, "we/' "us people/, and amite, "other/, "the others." Amite is
not a category of person, but a position, one of alterity in relation to
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the unmarked pole, an "other" versus a / l same." Thus, bide and amite
can be opposed in all contexts of contrast in which the first term enters: an anthropomorphic being versus anything else; humans versus
spirits; Arawete versus other tribes. It is equally possible to construct
the form bide amite to designate the ambiguous status of the early
"Arawete" who fled at the time of the ancestral fissioning. 15
Beings defined as amite in contrast to bide have as their paradigmatic focus the position of enemy, awl. Like bide, awl is not a
substantive essence, but a position or quality: humans, jaguars, spirits, and divinities are awl in contrast to bide as humans, Arawete, or
gods. The Arawete themselves are awl from the point of view of peccaries, howler monkeys, and Asurini. 16
The concept of bide, beyond its substantive signification (human
being or Arawetel, is therefore endowed with a kind of logical overdetermination, due to its contrast with purely positional notions.
Bide, in the final analysis, connotes a position: the position of Subject, in a linguistic, logical, and metaphysical sense. In its radical or
"transcendental" sense, it contrasts with the maximal determination
of the Other: awl, the Enemy. But this Self/Other opposition, although basic, is not stable. Such a conceptual dualism does not exhaust the philosophy of the person. It still remains to be determined
in a positive sense what bide is-in other words, what the person is.
To do so, it is necessary to examine the concept of M~~ which I
translate as "gods," "divinities," or "Divinity."17 Its most inclusive or
indeterminate meaning can be glossed as "transcendental cause"-an
abstract but not impersonal agency. The "M~X-effect"is distinguished
from the natural effects or these produced by chance (which are cosmologically insignificant) and from those produced by human agency.
Thus, high winds may be interpreted as "iwito te,""just the wind," or
they may be met with the comment, "MQi/' without this implying
anything more than an indeterminate manifestation of a MEl-cause.
As a transcendental agency, the notion of M~' can include (although only in a rare and inexact extension of its sense) the effects or
manifestations or terrestrial spirits. This might be explained by considering the concept of M~' as the "subjective" counterpart of the
shamanic potency (ipeye ha). characteristic of all spirits-a force that
is concrete (and localized in the aray rattle) but impersonal.
The most common use of the term, however, is as a designation for
nonterrestrial beings, "those who went away" (iha me'e pel from here
in the primordial separation. They are thus distinguished from humans and terrestrial spirits, all referred to as iwi pa, inhabitants of the
earth. It is in this sense of the term that the Arawete speak of "seeing
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M!l/" (MEi'deca) and hearing the "music of the gods" (M£!i'maraka) in
the trances and songs of shamans,
More specifically, Mai' designates the divinities of the celestial
tiers, above all the inhabitants of the first heaven, the Mai' pi, When
one speaks in generic way of M!p~ one looks upwards.
In its maximal determination, M[!.i' are the MEi' hete, the "gods par
excellence" or "real gods," and their specifications: Mai' oho, the
Master of Thunder, and his MEi' "children," "wives," and "grandparents."11t These divinities live in the same cosmic tier as the other
celestial races, but do not occupy the samdogical plane. This species
does not have a proper name, since it refers to "the very Mai' themselves," M[!.i' in its proper sense. Nevertheless, they have a ~oncrete
and distinct existence. The village of the Mai' hete, as mentioned earlier, lies in a central and medial position inthe sky.
The MEi' hete do indeed occupy a central place in the cosmology.
They are the ones who devour the souls of the dead and the ones into
whom these souls will be transformed. They epitomize the generic
attributes of all gods. They are beings similar to the Arawete, but
taller and stronger, with long white beards, a glistening appearance,.<
and elaborate bodily decoration. They are fond of perfumes and own
many pet birds; they are imbued with abundant sexuality, expertise in
singing, and absolute shamanic potency (capable of elevating the sky,
resuscitating the dead, and dispensing with agricultural toil), Above
all, they know the science of perpetual rejuvenation: the Mai' are
immortal. 19
The notion of M[!.i' hete is thus correlated with the concept of bi'de
in its maximal determination. These gods are the celestial equivalent
of true human beings, the Arawete. The other divinities, Mai' amite,
are scattered throughout the sky in their own villages at variable distances from that of the Mai' hete, The distinction the Arawete make
between ta di and ta amitevillages, i.e., those close to Ego's and those
located in "another land," applies to the celestial ones too. Certain
gods live close to the MEi'hete; others live far away, at the "end of the
sky" or in "another sky."
Finally, there are certain inhabitants of the heavens whose definition as M[!.i'is problematic, such as the Iarad cannibals. Another important class of beings is called Awipeye, "shamans of the enemies,"
who represent attributes of the Arawete's enemies in the sky. I will
discuss these species at greater length later on.
Everything, in sum, would seem to suggest that the general concept
of Divinity, M[!.i~ corresponds to the general concept of the Human,
Bide, and that the real gods, M[!.i' hete, correspond to real humans,
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bi'de (Arawete). Accordingly, the heavens would mirror the earth-or
rather, the latter would be a residual image of celestial perfection. But
things are not as simple as this,
In the first place, no direct correspondence exists between the races
of humankind and the species of celestial gods (or the species of gods
found in the lower world and in the second heaven). It is only the form
of the relation among the different divinities that resembles the Arawete vision of the earth, Moreover, only the Arawete have a place in
the sky after death; deceased enemies are not transformed in to Awi
peye. The various divine races do not correspond to either personifications or hypostases of species of animals, plants, or the like, in the
manner of those "Masters" we encounter in other South American
cosmologies. Rather, they form an essentially heterogeneous set.
In the second place, different kinds of humans and humanlike beings live in the sky: the souls of the dead, a number of ancestral heroes who rose to the heavens without dying, and the gods. The
Arawete distinguish between ire lema ipi, "our ancestors," and entities described as bi'de ki:re, literally, "pieces of humanity," fractions
of the human species who are not related to the Arawete but who ascended to the skies in the primordial separation. Among these bi'de
kire are precisely the M[!.i' hete, who accordingly are not conceived of
as ancestors, creators, or parents of humankind.
In the third place, M[!.i' is a category tinged with temporality. It is
said of all the bi'de who inhabit nonterrestrial worlds that "they made
themselves into gods" (Qtii'moMEi') or "they transformed themselves
into gods" (Qm' M[!.i' m6).20 One of the ways of referring to the original
cataclysm is a curious tautology, e'e me M[!.i' Qfli' moM[!.i~ "when the
gods divinized themselves," which suggests that Divinity is not a
substance but a movement. To be divinized is to be separated from
humans, to leave the earth. The gods, therefore, were once humansjust as humans, after death, will be transformed into MEi',
A detailed account of the celestial races follows in the next section.
For now, it is time to introduce a third population of beings that complicates the opposition MEi'/humans: the t~rrestrial spirits, who are
also legion. They are not subsumed under any general category, being
"inhabitants of the earth" like ourselves. They include Iaratli' and
Mo'iroco, father and son, Masters of White-lipped Peccaries, who live
at the ends of the earth, one in the East, the other in the West. They
keep the pigs inside large stone houses. When lightning flashes on the
horizon, it is a sign that the masters of the pigs are releasing their
pets. Another terrestrial spirit is Ayaraeta, who wanders through the
forest during the season of honey gathering. There is also the feared
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1wikatihti, Lord of the River or Master of Water, who steals women
and carries off the souls of children. A series of spirits are called "Masters" (nti) of plant species or notable landscape features such as rocks
or clearings. Then there is 1wi yari, "Grandmother Earth," a necrophagous subterranean spirit. And finally, there is the large family of
the Ani and their relatives, KolOpi', KarQti, Yiripadi'.
The Ani are spirits of the forest, ferocious, cannibalistic, kidnappers of women, and assassins of men. They live in the hollows of
trees, walk around without ornaments, and have an ugly style of singing and unmistakable stench. They can infiltrate the village at night,
where they are detected and killed by the shamans with the MQi'
hete's assistance. The Ani are not "masters of animals" or "masters of
the forest." However, various animal species call them by affinal
terms. They are defined as ika hete me'e, an expression that translates as "really existent" and connotes savagery or deculturated existence; it implies that the Ani do not live in villages as do humans, the
Mai~ and even certain animals. Men call them "our big grandfathers"
(ire ram6y aha) and are reciprocally called "grandsons" (htitim9n6),
suggesting distance as well as a kind of primeval quality of the Ani. 21
The Ani are conceived above all as enemies (awi), savage and brutish. They do not distinguish people from beasts; they view humans as
if the latter were wild pigs. 22 Finally, they have a particular relationship to the dead. The terrestrial specter of the deceased is said to accompany the Ani, to be a thing of the Ani (just as the celestial asp~ct
of the human soul is said to be a thing of the gods, M~.i' dapa). The Ani
are, moreover, necrophagous, banqueting on the flesh of the dead and
making flutes out of their tibias.
All terrestrial spirits, with the exception of the distant and benign
Masters of Peccaries, are dangerous: some so for all humans (especially females), others mainly for small children or the parents of
newborns. The principal danger they pose is shooting or capturing
people or carrying off their life principle (ij, causing the victims to
languish and die. People who have been killed or kidnapped by these
spirits do not have access to the sky, and thus "truly die" (imani nete).
All these spirits (except the Masters of Peccaries) are classified as
yokti mi, "to be killed": they can and should be killed by shamans.
Nevertheless, the malignity of the Ani and their congeners does not
mean the Arawete regard them with respect (except for the Master of
Water, whose name must never be pronounced near his domain). Humans are afraid of these beings, but hold them in contempt. They bear
quite different attitudes towards the MQi, who have an impressive appearance and induce fear-respect (Ciye) in the shaman, who trembles
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upon seeing them. The MQi' are ipQihi: extraordinary, splendid, but
also dreadful, weird-in a word, awesome. 23
Although the term Ani designates a particular species of beings, the
variety of spirits of the forest is simplified by the expression Ani heri,
"similar to the Ani." This suggests that the Ani as a species are to
terrestrial spirits at large what the MQi' hete are to the celestial gods.
Indeed, a series of oppositions can be established between the Mai'
and the terrestrial spirits epitomized by the Ani. A similar dual classification would correspond, on the plane of the human person, to the
two "souls" liberated after death, the benign celestial soul and the
malignant terrestrial specter. If the Mai' could be seen as correlates of
the Arawete, the Ani would be the hypostasis of the Enemy. Accordingly, we would have:
Mai"
Sky
Village
Perfume, beauty
Immortality
Celestial soul
(Super-)Culture
Human
Arawete

Am
Earth
Forest
Stench, ugliness
Mortality,lethalness
Terrestrial specter
Nature (Pre-Culture)
Animal
Enemy

This system, although pertinent in glOSSa modo, omits some irreducible oppositions and ambivalent factors. In the first place, the opposition sky/earth does not exhaust the cosmology. 1wikatihti, the
Master of Water, whose name connotes his belonging to a lower
world, is never confounded with the Ani class of beings; he is not a
savage, since he has houses and gardens on the river bottoms and
wears elaborate ornamentation. Nor do the Masters of Peccaries or
Ayaraetti, the hypostasis of honey, fit into any simple classification.
But the fact that such a binary machine only precariously divides
up the Arawete cosmology is not the major problem. The real problem lies in the fundamentally ambiguous status of the celestial divinities, especially the M!!J' hete.
The Mai' hete are more perfect than humans, without a doubt: they
manifest- a superabundance of being and a splendid vitality that
makes terrestrial beings seem like pale copies. Their abode in the Mai'
pi is called teka kati we, the "place of good existence"-the Arawet6
Land without Evil,24 There, everything is redolent of permanence (objects are stone, rejuvenation is perpetual), abundance (food is never
lacking, maize beer is drunk all day long), beauty (MQi' men and
women are models of beauty, and macaws and cotingas abound, pro-
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viding feathers for earrings and diadems), great size (in the MEl pi
everything is much larger, from maize to Brazil-nut treesL and ease
(the forest has no vines, there are no mosquitos, axes cut by themselves, maize plants itself),
But the Mai' hete are not culture heroes who extricated humanity
from a bestial state (as attributed by other Tupi-Guarani peoples to
the Maira). On the contrary, they manifest a fundamental primitivity.
They knew nothing about fire or cultivated plants until humans
(tema ipi, Arawete ancestors) or other mythical beings revealed such
things to them. Ignorant of maize, they used to eat the fruits of wild
banana trees growing spontaneously in the forest, said to be "something planted by the MEl" (M!fL' rgni'-ti we) or "the former maize of
the gods" (M!fL' awaci' pel. A strange epithet recalls the savage nature
of the MQi': me'e wi a re, "eaters of raw flesh/' an expression that also
describes jaguars. 25
Thus, the inimitable shamanic power of the gods, which relieves
them of agricultural toil and of death, is paradoxically associated with
a cultural primitivity. Less than and more than humans, the gods are
consequently super-natural and extra-cultural; they evoke the archaic
background of a bestial humanity, but point towards a blissful future-an eternal life in the Land without Evil.
Strange gods indeed. The M!fL"s physical aspect and body ornamentation are hyperboles of the Arawete ideal model. However, they abhor annatto, emblem of the living. They paint themselves only with
the black dye of genipap in delicate and complex designs. Notably,
body designs that are made with genipap juice are considered the emblem of the spotted jaguar (the "owner" of genipap); they are also the
body-painting style used by enemies (Kayapo and Asurini) and by the
dead, who are decorated in this way as soon as they arrive in the sky.
The Arawete only use genipap on hunting and war expeditions, and
always apply it on continuous areas of the body, never in lines or geometric patterns. The appearance of the gods is thus a mixture of the
figure of the Arawete (wearing diadems of macaw feathers, harpy
eagle down, and cotinga earrings) and of the figure of enemies.
Finally, when I would ask if the M!fL' hete were bi'de or "like bide,."
the first answer I would receive was always in the affirmative. After
all, the M!fL' are anthropomorphic and live like the Arawete (or as the
latter would like to live). But soon after, my interlocutors would
muse that no, actually the M!fL' hete are like awl, since they paint
themselves with genipap, are ferocious (naniL and above all are cannibals, killing and devouring the souls who have recently arrived in
heaven.
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It is true that, in contrast to the numerous other races of celestial
and terrestrial cannibals, the MEi' hete, after having eaten the dead,
recompose and resuscitate them, tnereby transforming them into
beings akin to themselves. As such, this is an initiatory and regenerative cannibalism, as opposed to the savage and destructive cannibalism of the rest of the spirits. 26 But this does not prevent the Mai'
hete from being anything less than piri 0, cannibals, and bide yokd
hd, killers of people. Nor does their having fire nowadays (and eating
the dead cooked) prevent them from being "eaters of raw flesh," Nor
does their being beautiful mean they are not fearful or do not resemble enemies. Strange gods: primitives, enemies, cannibals, but
ideal. Indeed, gods who are strangers: for what the Mai' incarnate is
the essential ambiguity of the Other. The M!fL' are th~ Enemy-but
the MQi are the Arawete. This is the problem-and divine cannibalism is the solution, as we will see later, For no~ we may say that
the exterior of society is not an immobile mirror where man gazes at
himself peacefully, constituting his identity as interiority. Heaven is
neither a reflection nor an inversion of the earth; it is something
other than an "image."

o
The difference between men and animals is not clear either; I cannot
find a simple manner of characterizing the place of "Nature" in Arawete cosmology. As mentioned earlier, there is no taxon for "animal";
there are a few generic terms, such as "fish/, "bird/' and a number of
metonyms for other species according to their habitat, food habits,
function for man (tlo pi, "for eating/' temimd ni," "potential pets"L
and relation to shamanism and food taboos.
The distinctions within the domain of animals are essentially the
same that apply for other categories of beings, MQi~ humans, and spirits have always existed, they were not created; the same is true for
certain animals, such as the tortoise (said to be very old, jrniJ and certain species of fish and insects, All these beings simply exist, ika teo
The majority of animals, however, were created, mara mi re, The verb
mara translates literally as "to place; to put, to present/' in both a
locative sense (to put something in some place) and a metaphysical
one. Creation is a positing of being; it is distinct from fabrication
(moni or apa), an act conceptualized as the gradual elaboration of a
raw material. Cultural objects are "fabricated/' but songs, for example, are "placed" or "put forth." Mara is, properly speaking, to
posit as existent, to actualize. 27
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Created animals used to be humans long ago. During a great maize
beer festival, Nii-M!Jj' ("Jaguar-God," brother of Miko ra'i, "Opposum's Son"), seeking revenge for the death of his mother at the
claws of the monstrous jaguar Nii nowi"hii, transformed all the human guests into the animals of today: harpy eagles, vultures, jaguars,
giant river otters, howler monkeys, capuchin monkeys, saki monkeys,
agoutis, collared peccaries, tapirs, curassows, toucans, deer, guans,
pacas, and anteaters. Nii-M!Jj' transformed or "created" them with the
help of his aray (shaman rattle) and tobacco. Then he transformed
cultural objects of vegetal origin into various fishes: the serving vessel made of cokerite palm spathes turned into the trair30; the tupe
mat turned into the matrinx3; the fire fan, pestle, and so on turned
into other species of fish. Miko ra'i, for his part, transformed the
smoke of a bonfire into mosquitos and other insect pests.
The mythic cycle of the twins "Jaguar/Opposum," so widespread
among the Tupi-Guarani, is in the Arawete case exclusively associated with the creation of animals. The cycle unfolded during the
epoch following the separation of the sky and earth by Araniimi.
After transforming the animals, Nii-MQi' ascended to the heavens,
taking with him the majority of each species he had created, leaving
behind some of each; thus, terrestrial animals were, like humans,
those forsaken (heiiii mi re).28
The divinity Nii-MQi' has a son (in some versions, a brother),
Tiwawl, who is the shaman responsible for resurrecting the cannibal
victilns of the Mai' hete, which transforms the human dead into MQi".
This function is at times shared with his father/brother. These gods
are thus associated with retrogressive or progressive transformations
of human material (which is apparently the primordial substance of
living entities): from the human to the animal, and from the human
to the divine, involving, in other words, transformations into the
hunted or the hunter.
The closest idea to what we would call "animality" or "nature" is
the form ika hete me'e, "those that are really existent" (ika means to
be or to exist). This expression has various connotations. First, it refers to beings that are not hikiiy pa, inhabitants of enclosed or encircled areas (-ikiiy being a root that designates altered, delimited
spaces, such as a house, village, or pen). It includes certain enemy
tribes who are nomadic. Another fundamental characteristic of
"really existent" entities is their being bereft of gardens and fire; even
the MQi' hete can be jokingly referred to as examples of ika hete me'e
beings. 29 On the other hand, some animals are not ika hete me'e. Vultures, fish, and peccaries are hikiiy pa entities, since they are pets of
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certain spirits and therefore live in pens or villages; they are domesticated and cannot be eaten by their owners.
Similarly, in the sky exist ika heie me'e animals, those that are
hunted and eaten by the gods,a° and those that are not, being the gods'
pets. Such pets often appear in shamanic songs, frequently serving to
characterize a "modulation" of a general concept of Mal. These animals are identified by the suffix -aeo, great, or -yo, yellow (meaning
eternal or perfect).31 They should be distinguished from the entities
that have the name of an animal followed by the expression -odi'
moMQi' ("divinized"J, which indicates fully anthropomorphic gods.
They are also distinct from hQwi"hii animals, "great" or "monstrous"
ones, which are either beings from mythical times, of animal form
and human behavior, or else animal manifestations of the Mai~ such
as Nii nQwl'hii, which is a "God turned jaguar" (and not a"jaguar
turned God").
When applied to animals, the notion of ika hete me'e thus designates the untamed, that which one eats, as opposed to that which one
raises and cares for. But it is also opposed to a more general notion,
that of beings and things "of the divinities" (MQi' apa), a category that
includes not just the pets of the gods, but everything that has a relationship to Divinity.32
Here, ika hete me'e connotes less a nonpossessed mode of existence than an indeterminate or insignificant mode. "Really existent"
signifies an absence of transcendence, that is, an existence pure and
simple, so to speak. The expression thus conjoins two senses that are
not wholly equivalent: absence of culture and absence of transcendence. Humans are the M!Jj' apa beings par excellence, since they have
a dual condition: they possess not only culture, but something more.
They are "things of the gods" or "matters of divinity," not because the
MQi' hete are their owners, but because they bear a celestial destiny.
Men are not brutes because they are other than themselves-they are
not simply and really existent.
In sum( we see an insistent theme in Arawete cosmology: the division of the cosmos between that which left (ihaJ and that which
remained (opitii) or merely exists (ika teJ-that which was abandoned. The human race is the most notable species of these forsaken
beings. The most notable because, despite having stayed behind, their
destiny is to leave; contrary to the rest of the beings who ika, exist,
humans are said to be ilia me'e ri, "those who will go." This is, in the
final analysis, the distinguishing mark of the human within the
world; temporality constitutes its essence. Animals have a spirit
(hQ '0 we) and a vital principle (il, but they will not "leave." Beings of
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the earth belong to the earthj those of the sky belong to the sky. Only
humans are between the earth and the sky, the past and the futurej
only they will not "really die."
The abandonment of humanity was less a matter of its fall than it
was an ascent of the gods, Left behind, men are, properly speaking,
the absence of divinity. Many cosmologies of the continent conceptualize Culture and the human condition as a conquest over an original
Nature or animality, and as a stable state defined as a positivity that
negates Nature (defined as anti- and ante-Culture). In contrast, the
Arawete conceptualize the human in terms of separation from Supernature, as the abandonment of a superhuman, extracultural condition. Contrary to cosmologies such as those of the Ge, which posit
Culture as that which animals no longer have, the Arawete cosmol()gy defines men as no longer being what the gods are. The problem humans face, therefore, is not how to distinguish themselves
from the animal, but how to transform themselves into the divine.
The Other of humanity is not animality, but divinity. Actually, it is
men who are the Others of the gods, their forsaken remains. Made of
time, existing in the interval between the no-longer and the not-yet,
men turn towards the latter: the cosmogony prepares an eschatology,

3. Gods and Spirits
The manner and extent to which the dozens of supernatural entities
are involved in human life is highly variable. For example, among the
Mai' beings are well-defined species with determinate functions in
collective religious life, but also entities that are fortuitous modifications of a "Mai'-substance" that emerge in a single shamanic vision.
Some Mai' a~ characters in etiological myths in which they are
thought of as individuals, but on other occasions, the same names
designate a race or family of beings. An extensive series of gods has
names of animals (mostly birds). Some gods are conspicuous, while
others have never come down to earth, little more being known about
them other than their names,
When elaborating the characteristics of a divinity, the Arawete invariably cite passages from shamans' songs. All celestial and subterranean beings can be identified by their songs, Certain refrains and
themes are associated with particular gods and are repeated from
shaman to shaman with slight variations, The form of communication between the gods and the living is essentially by song: the gods
are singing as they descend to earth, while the shamans sing as they
go up to the sky to meet them. The presence of the MQi' in daily life is
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astonishing: for each and every purpose, they are cited as models of
action, paradigms of body ornamentation, standards for interpreting
events, and sources of neWSj shamanic songs easily become popular
successes.
Among _the MQi: as among terrestrial spirits, certain· beings are
Masters (Na) of animal and plant species and natural domains. But,
with the possible exception of Me'e Na, the "Jaguar-Thing" (a Mai'
who keeps jaguars as his intimates and agents of intimidation), the
celestial spirits are not Masters of important things, or at least this is
not the form in which they are present in Arawete life. 33
On the other hand, only among the celestial gods do we find a category of beings that contrasts clearly with the iia beings. They are the
'a, "eaters" of certain types of food that must be brought to earth by
shamans on occasions when these products are ceremonially consumed. Each kind of food belonging to the class defined as "food of
the gods" /MQi' d§.mi'-tlo), which coincides with "shamanizable" foods
(ipeyo pi), is associated with specific divinities. Only the Mai' hete
and the dead may eat everything. Both these "eater" spirits and those
who come to earth simply to "stroll" may surge forth in shamanic
songs at any time, but those of the first category customarily appear
most during the season when their preferred foods are abundant,
All Arawete collective ceremonies are organized in the form of a
banquet of the gods and the dead, followed by a meal for humansj the
gods partake of the food ipeye ha iwe, "in the shamanic mode"
, leaving its substance intact. Thus, the feast is not actually a matter of
commensality, but rather, involves a divine prelibation of the productive force of the communityj it exhibits, in other words, a sacrificial
structure. The foods of the gods are invariably those resulting from
acts of production and consumption by the village as a whole. The
notion refers less to the specific types of food as such than to the collective form of producing and consuming them. These foods of the
gods are: mild and strong maize beer, fish, honey, assai palrnfruits,
tortoises, howler monkeys, and sweet potato porridge. The gods also
come to eat tapir and deer, which, due to the quantity of meat they
provide, are consumed by more than one residential section. The only
game animals that are not the object of such prelibation, even when
slaughtered in quantity, are white-lipped peccaries-a food belonging
to humans (there are no pigs in the sky) and a meat on which no restriction weighs,34
Inasmuch as these eater-gods are not masters of the species of food
consumed, they lack direct powers of sanction against humanity (for
instance, by preventing these products from being obtained or by pro-
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ducing illness if the food were not brought to them for consumption).
As far as I know, only Me'e Na, "Jaguar-Thing," and his partner Morapid: the Master of Snakes, both of which eat tortoises, may become
enraged and release their pets against humans who are negligent in
inviting them to banquets of tortoise meat. But even here, this is not
the reason for their being summoned. The'system of food offerings to
the Mai' does not suggest an intention to propitiate or any similar motive. The gods come because men like them to come: they like to hear
the gods' songs. True, some nocturnal songs of the shamans are interpreted as manifesting the anger of the MQi' when feasts of some food
or other in season are lacking; they threaten to eat the shaman. But
such threats are common and are not restricted to this context; the
gods are "eaters" par ex~ellence. I was also told that if banquets are
not offered to the gods, they close the kirepe, the path to the heavens,
impeding shamanic communication. The danger, therefore, is that of
cutting off relations between heaven and earth, not that of prejudicing
the relations between humans and food sources. 3S
It should be noted that, apart from the case of fishing with vine poison (which involves work teams broader than one residential section),
none of the foods of the gods technically requires the economic coordination of the whole village. The gods and the dead impose such a
unification by positing themselves as the recipients of a global offering from the community of the living. Such collective banquets mark
the Arawete annual cycle in a form similar to that observed among
the Guarani, where "not infrequently the economic activities appear
as simply a pretext for the performance of ceremonies for contact
with the supernatural ... the annual economic cycle is ... basically
and primarily a cycle of the religious life" (Schaden 1969: 49-50).

o
Apart from a division among celestial, terrestrial, and aquatic beings,
it is not easy to determine taxonomic criteria for the spiritual population. The quality of information I obtained on each type of being varies a great deal. Moreover, the list is open: shamans constantly create
new modifications of Divinity.36 I will enumerate the supernatural beings in a somewhat arbitrary fashion, lingering on these I know
best-which no doubt reflects their importance at the time I lived
with the Arawete.
As far as I can tell, all the spirit names denote categories of beings,
not individuals. However, in the following list I often refer to these
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beings in the singular, not the plural (for instance, the "Master of Assai Palms"), in much the same way that we sometimes characterize a
type through its token (as in "the jagUar is a carnivorous animal"). Actually, the ontological question of whether spirit names refer to
unique or multiple incarnations of a particular category is quite foreign to the Arawete (their language, moreover, does not inflect nouns
according to number). More interesting to them is the question of
whether the particular spirit category is comprised of beings who live
gregariously or alone. Throughout the book, I tend to use singular
forms either for solitary kinds of spirits or as a shorthand way of
speaking about a spirit type, while I tend to use the plural form for
broad classes of spirits or for kinds of beings that the Arawete appear
to conceive of as living in groups.
i. Celestial beings (iwa hal
a. The Mai'
MQ.i' hete and their manifestations, designated by kinship terms
("MQi"s sons," "daughters," etc.), are associated with thunder and
lightning. Their favorite pets are swallows (tapera) and oropendola
orioles (yapi).
Aranami, who raised up the firmament, is also called hiwa oho,
"large forehead," because his use of a macaw diadem exposes his forehead, and kipe oho, "large back," because he walks bent over. He is
not a cannibal. He comes to earth to eat xupe honey (iwaho) and tortoise. Holding up the celestial disk, he was the last to follow in the
ascent of the skies. 3? He lives with the Mai' hete and has two wives.
Hehed~'a, his nephew, also raised up the skies. He is associated with
the swallow-tailed kite (tape).38
Maraira, his wife Mo'irewo ("perfumed beads"), and daughter Manato are consumers of honey, tortoise, and strong beer.
Awerika, Master of Bacaba Trees, was 'one of the last to ascend in
the time of the deluge, having taken refuge inside a blind in a bacaba
palm. He is evoked in an incantation that brings on the wind and
makes gardens burn well. He is called "our father-in-law."
An important triad is Na-MQi: "Jaguar Divinity" ("it's just a name,"
I was told j he has nothing to do with jaguars), his brother Miko ra'i,
"Opossum's Son" (idem), and TiwQwi: called the maker of our bones
because he reassembles them and resuscitates us after we have been
devoured by the MQi' hete.
A spirit called YiCire aeo, "large alligator" (who bears no special
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relation with the animal), is the chief drinker of strong beer, He is
described as hemiyika me'e, provided with many wives, and as a licentious spirit,
Iapidad is the main consumer of xupe honey.
Moropi'ci' is the Master of Snakes, which he carries tangled up in his
hair. A drinker of strong beer, when intoxicated he releases the snakes
to prowl about the village during the feast. He also comes to eat tortoise, after which he gathers up his pets and brings them back to the
sky. This Medusa lives apart from the MQ.i' hete along with his friend
(api'hi-piha) Me'e Na, Jaguar-Thing, the main eater of tortoise among
the divinities. Another name for the latter being is Mai' eiye ha, the
gods' tool of fear. He is associated with other celestial jaguars, such as
Grandmother Jaguar and Monstrous Jaguar. If a shaman dreams of any
of these big cats, it indicates the desire of the Jaguar-Thing to eat tortoise and so foreshadows a ceremonial hunt. The Master of Snakes
and his feline partner are called bide rati, "our fathers-in-law," by
humans.
Mai' paraei'pe is the main consumer of howler monkeys. He is the
master of stone hills in the sky.
Haka Qt1i' mo-MQi', "Heron-turned-Divinity," comes to eat fish
killed by fish poison.
Iriwi: morotli' ta, Master of Vultures, makes his earrings and diadems out oIking vulture feathers. He partakes of deer and tapir and
greets the souls of the dead, His domains close off the MQi' pi, that is,
they lie at the lowest level of the sky, as do villages of other "bird"
gods, such as Kanoho Qt1i' mo-MQi~ "Harpy-eagle-turned-Divinity,"
Iwadi' ti peha, "those-living-with-blue-macaws," and the ArQ'i' ti
peha, "those-living-with-blue-headed-parrots." The latter live in hills
in the sky and come to eat tortoise. Close to the terrestrial tier is DQ'i'
na, the Master of Small Birds, who inhabits the level at the top of the
tallest trees. Nearby too are the domains of Orokoro'a mo-MQi~
"Pygmy-Owl-turned-Divinity," whose song is associated with the arrival of enemies.
Among the most dangerous cannibal gods are the Ayiri ti peha,
"those-living-with-parrots," the Teretleta and the Iwa pi'di pa, "inhabitants-of-the-red-sky," who live apart in other heavens.
The Ita oho peha, "those-living-close-to-boulders," are gods associated with the Towaho enemies, their dance companions (anawe).
They come to drinkstrong beer. They have no buttocks. 39
Ayirime or Tato-MQi'is "Armadillo God." Eating armadillo snouts
is said to inspire dreams in which this divinity makes us sing.
There are four species of female divinities who shamanically cause
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the celestial maize to plant and harvest itself. They do not usually
come to stroll about on earth. They are Tapi'doka kani, "waspwoman," Mamana-yo kani, "bumblebee-woman," Kawawa-yo kani,
"kawawa-wasp-woman" and Moiyiawadi'do.
Another series of divinities is assocG.ted with natural phenomena
or living species and rarely come to earth, They include lwito yari,
Grandmother Wind; Matli'tle toti, "Matli'tle's uncle," Master of Lightning; the Topi and their daughters, who are masters of babassu flower
buds and associated with lightning (in some way that I did not understand); Payika, whose name is the same as that of the Anadenanthera
peregrina tree, the pods of which are psychoactive; and NatQ'i eiri
oho piha, "he-who-lives-by-the-large-babassu-buds," master of capuchin monkeys.
Tepere and his son Moia'iwoti are gods who do not eat any food but
who merely come to earth for strolls. Tepere's pet is the laughing
falcon. A myth recounts how he died, was buried, and rose from the
grave; his song tells of the worms that devoured him, He is responsible for the presence of loose rocks in the Ipixuna rapids (which get
exposed during the dry season), formed when he blasted or burned
(hapi) them.
Various other gods have names formed by that of an animal followed by tereki, "carrier'" such as Tukahayi rereki, the carrier of the
tocandeira ant, one of the occupants of the Mai"s canoe when it descends to earth to fetch the dying. Another co~mon way of forming
the names of the MQi'is by using the name of an animal followed by
peye, shaman. Many of these gods are individual creations of shamans. For example, the Mamana-yo peye, shaman of the eternal
bumblebee,40 appeared at a tortoise feast I attended in 1983 and was
said to have emerged for the first time in the song of a deceased
shaman some years ago. "Ipapa-papa te ki, peye," someone told me,
"They sure give a lot of names, these shamans!"
Finally, there are certain spirits who, although celestial, are not
properly called M!fi:
b. Those who live in the Mgj' pi (MQi' pi hal
The Awipeye, "shamans of the enemies": the most important are the
TowQho peye, who come to eat sweet potato porridge, and the Kamara
peye, "shamans of the whites," whose song mentions machetes, mirrors, and axes. The latter are "the ones who brought the metal axe to
the gods/'
The most dangerous cannibals of the cosmos are called Iaracl,
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Kap~wa, or Ipi'd oho ("Big Liver"). This race lives on the banks of a
celestial river that runs above the Xingu. They eat the livers and
brains of victims, human or divine. They are MQi' yokd hd, killers of
gods. Their name must not be pronounced out loud, except by those
who have already killed an enemy. They eat the fruits of assai palm
(the usual manner of naming them is "eaters of assai"); they come
down to earth when this fruit is ripe. When a shaman sings the sinister song of Iaraci, talking of human livers and of the big pots in
which they will be cooked, the whole village rushes immediately to
the forest to spend several days collecting assai and xupe honey. Upon
returning, humans hold a great banquet of assai sweetened with honey.
A shaman brings the Iaraci to eat first. This spiritual feast may not be
witnessed by anyone; only after the cannibal's ascent can people
come out of their houses and eat. Feasts of assai sweetened with other
types of honey are eaten by different beings, such as the Mal hete and
the Awipeye. The Iaractlike all the other celestial cannibals, cannot
be killed by shamans.
ii. Gods of the underworld (Iwi kati)

The Tarayo are those who live on islands in the subterranean river
(mentioned at the beginning of this chapter). They are frequently invoked in combats against the Alii. The other subterranean race, the
Motfud dca, is one I know little about.
iii. Terrestrial spirits (Iwi pal
The Alii are the epitome of terrestrial spirits. Various other forest
spirits are classified along with the Alii, especially three called toti,
"maternal uncle" (a position that connotes familiarity and sexual
partnership) by the Alii.
Koropl is a hunter and cannibal who lives in the hollows of Brazilnut trees.
KarQd, Master of the Hills (iwiti lid), has large plantations of bamboo. He is also ferocious and cannibalistic.
Yiripatli~ Master of Calabash Trees, carries their fruits strung together on his back. As Master of Assai Palms, he punishes anyone
who cuts them down (the Arawete do not eat assai palm hearts).41
These spirits habitually attack hunting camps and must be killed
by shamans. Besides them, there is a series of owners of trees and
landscape features:
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lwird f1d, Master of Trees, is apparently the one who plants the forest trees that do not have specific spirits as owners.
YiarQ. 'i lid, Master of Mumbaca Palms, is a spirit who trembles and
smells bad, Pregnant women must not have sexual relations near a
mumbaca palm tree or else their children will suffer convulsions
(hadi).
lwiaho lid or Kopi"i' lid is Master of Termite Nests,
ItQ'a lid is master of a certain type of soil, the sludge that gets parched after the waters recede in areas of the forest that were flooded.
ihd lid is Master of ihd (a large, red, and ferocious species of ants).
ltd lid is Master of Stones. Like all the spirits described above (with
the exception of YiarQ.'i lid, dangerous for pregnant women), these are
dangerous for the fathers of newborns; they pierce their feet with arrows if they venture out of the village. 42
Hikaroho lid is Master of Clearings, and Orokoyi'i lid, Master of
Mbocaya Palms.
The eight spirit types above form a special group. They are entities
defined vaguely as me'e lid, owners of things, who are seen by shaman
apprentices. Men often gather together for collective smoking sessions, When "killed by the tobacco," those who are not yet shamans
see these entities rather than the MQi'; this prepares them for the superior experience of viewing the Mai'. The owners of things are dangerous, but not as much as the Alii and their uncles, who often
ambush men and capture women, and who can only be confronted by
shamans.
The terrestrial spirits are savages. None of them sing or paint themselves. They always carry heavy, wide-blade arrows. Nevertheless it
- and their uncles have large plantations of manioc,
'
is said that the Alii
not of maize. This marks them with a masculine nature, reinforcing
their definition as kidnappers of women.
The same spirits who threaten the fathers of newborns play an important positive role. The lwird lid, ihd lid, and Ita'a lid blow on the
face of a killer to revive him when he enters a temporary state of
death after his deed. They thus associate themselves with the spirit of
the dead enemy, who urges the killer to get up and dance. 43
Also inhabiting the earth are the lwi yari, Grandmother Earth, a
race of fat old spirits who eat human corpses, which thereby links
these spirits to the necrophagy of the Alii,
The Ayaraetd: these beings are not owners but hypostases of
honey, particularly xupe honey (iwahol, the most abundant kind in
the region. 44 They "come along with honey" and are called the fathers
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of xupe (iwaho ri), just as bees in general are called fathers of honey, (e
ri). They have not a single hair on their bodies (undoubtedly because
the bees cut it all off) and begin to wander through the forest starting
in the middle of the dry season.
An Ayaraetii. is an "eater of honey," but by nature different from the
Mai' who descend to earth for this reason. He is dangerous and must
be-killed by the shamansj his manifestation prompts a general flight
to the forest to collect honey. If people stay in the village, the
Ayaraetii. captures their souls and keeps them inside his great aray
rattle, where they remain eternally eating honey.
The Ayaraetii. are male beings who often appear to women in
dreams, saying in a soft voice, "Here is my semen, take it; here is my
bowl filled with honey." Various deaths are attributed to Ayaraetii.
who have extracted a person's soul (iJj such thefts, typical of these
mellifluous beings and the Master of Water, must be confronted by
the shamans, who recapture and return the i to their owners through
an operation called imone.
iv. The Master of Water
This is a well-known figure in Lowland South American cosmologies.
In Arawete he receives various names: lwikatihii., "He-of-Underneath" j
I pa, "Water-Dweller"j Mai' damirii. pe, "Former Pestle of the Gods"
(possibly referring to the iilyth of the creation of fish); Pi'da aha nii.,
"Master of Trairao Fish." The lwikatihii. race lives at the bottom of
rivers. Although cannibals and very dangerous, these spirits are not
savages like the Ani and their kind. They live in villages and have
many cultivated plants (especially tubers). Their pets are the gypsy
birds that fly loudly over the roofs of their houses on the riverbanks,
like macaws do in Arawete villages. lwikatihii. controls fish in generalj during fish poisoning expeditions, a song is sung that aims at
convincing him to liberate his "stock." His name must never be pronounced while fishing or swimming.
Menstruating women should not bathe in flowing waters, or else
the Master of Water will provoke floods, as well as shoot spindles and
combs (typical female objects) into the body of the guilty person,
causing death. He habitually copulates with pregnant women while
they sleepj this mixture of different semen produces monsters, if it
does not first kill the woman. Another way he attacks is by kidnapping the body and soul of any woman who goes to bathe alone.
lwikatihii. also captures the souls of small children when, during
their baths, they escape from their mothers' hands and plunge their
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heads underwater. One of the most common activities of the shamans
is returning infants' souls to their proper place.
Arawete men call this spirit, semijocularly, "our brother-in-law"
(ire rado'il, due to his predilection for their wives. In contrast to the
Ani and similar beings, he is the object of great respect. Nevertheless,
he can be killed, he does not sing, and he does not come to earth to
partake of human foods: he is not a Mal. His role in Arawete cosmology is lesser than that of his analogs -;mong the Tenetehara (ywan:
Wagley &. Galvao 1949: 102-4), Kayabi (karuat: Grunberg n.d. [1970]
156), Wayapi (mayo, anaconda: Campbell 1982 : 276-77 j 1989), and of
other cultures (Roe 1982 j S. Hugh-Jones 1979: 127 j Menget 1977: 173).
He does, however, maintain the same complex of associations: hypersexuality, pathogenic power, and aversion to the smell of blood.

4. Tupi-Guarani Cosmologies
A stratified conception of the cosmos is common among the TupiGuarani, but the values attributed to each layer are variable. Thus,
the Kaapor distinguish three layers: the celestial world inhabited by
the souls of the dead and associated with the creator hero Mair; the
terrestrial human worldj and the lower world, linked to the specters
of decomposed bodies, to jaguars, and to femininity (Huxley 1956:
169, 214-16, 232-33). The subterranean world is especially important, since from it originated the bodily ornaments that distinguish
the Kaapor. The celestial world, conversely, is little elaboratedj sometimes it blends with the far ends of the earth (a "burnt world"), while
at other times it is associated with the east and an island (Huxley
1956: 200,214-161. The Kayabi distinguish the same three worlds j in
the celestial one (iwak) towards the east lives the immortal part of the
souls of the dead (Grunberg n.d. [1970]: 166).
The Wayapi also differentiate three layers (or four, if we distinguish
the lower sky, domain of the bicephalous Vulture, from the upper sky
[Gallais 1984]), but the terrestrial world receives more elaboration, involving contrasts between village and forest, land and water. The celestial world, where the souls of the dead go, is the domain of Iane;ar,
master of the human race-an entity who is relatively distant (and
should remain so). The underworld is inhabited by giant sloths and
has as its master the kinkajou; 45 it has little importance in Wayapi
cosmology (Grenand 1982: 42 j Gallais 1985). But when the firmament falls, humans will go to the subterranean world and transform
themselves into anii. (terrestrial specters of the recent dead); the celestial souls will then occupy the place of the living (Gallois 1984, 1988).

----,
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The Parintintin distinguish two skies, like the Arawete, but for the
former, the second sky is the most important, being the domain of the
"celestial people," a powerful race that caused their abode to ascend
and abandoned mankind on the earth (Kracke 1983: 18). The subterranean domain is the abode of the aiiang, spirits of the dead, but they
are also said to be living in villages in the forest. The terrestrial domain is associated with the hero Mbahira, who is opposed to the celestial people. 46
The Tapirape data are ambiguous. Baldus (1970 [19491 :357f£.) mentions a representation of the cosmos with two skies and a· lower
world, but he emphasizes that the horizontal axis predominates over
the vertical. Wagley (1977: 169) believes that the version of the cosmology with a lower world and a single upper world is due to missionary influence-although he also reports that shamans travel to the
skies, encounter celestial jaguars, and the like.
Among the Tapirape, the East/West axis apparently assumes some
of the functions of the Sky/Earth axis found among other TupiGuarani. Thus, the opposition between the destinies of the souls of
shamans and those of common people is expressed in horizontal
space: the souls of the latter wander ceaselessly in the forest (with no
precise localization), while those of the former go to the village of
Maratawa, located west of the village of the living (Wagley 1977:
169). But Baldus (1970 :358) cites another work of Wagley (1940) that
states that the village of Maratawa is placed to the East, counterposed to a village in the West that is the destination of the souls of
shamans executed for being sorcerers; there the souls stay until they
have recuperated from their wounds and then go on to Maratawa.
Hence, there is a progression: forest ~ western village ~ eastern
village, which reflects a system of recursive oppositions: (Forest:
Village):: (Commoners: Shamans) :: (Dead: Living) :: (Humans: Gods)
:: (West: East). The opposition "Humans: Gods" is justified by the fact
that Maratawa is the place of mythic heroes and eternal life, and is at
times confounded with a celestial place (Wagley 1977: 178ff.).47
The Tenetehara situation resembles that of the Tapirape. The nonterrestrial domains are weakly elaborated in favor of oppositions on
the horizontal axis: village/forest, woods/rivers. The subterranean
world is only mentioned as being the domain of the jaguars that
taught humans the Feast of Honey (Wagley &. Galvao 1949: 143-44).
The "village of supernaturals," home of Maira and other creator heroes and the souls of those who died a "good death" (i.e., those who
were not killed by or executed as sorcerers), is distant from mankind
and does not have a precise localization.
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The Tupinamba materials are not very informative with respect to
the architecture of the cosmos. There are strong indications of a celestial world (the Gua;upiaj, paradise of the souls of the valorous
dead. Some chroniclers situate it in the West ("beyond the high
mountains," meaning the Andes). But I would argue that this is the
direction of the ascent of the souls to the sky, as among the Arawete.
Montaigne, who had a good informant (a French sailor who was left
among the Indians to become an interpreter), reports that worthy
souls resided in the eastern sky; the "damned," in the western (1943
[15801: 83). Since the souls of cowards, according to other sources,
stayed with the forest-dwelling, necrophagous spirits on earth, here
too is found the same equivalence of (East:West) :: (Sky: Earth) ::
(Village: Forest).
The Ache conceive of a primeval subterranean world from which
humanity emerged and a celestial prairie or forest, the domain of
Thunder and destination of a part of the deceased's person. Both domains play little part in daily life (and the Ache do not have shamans
[Po Clastres 1972: 16-17, 303]).
Among the Guarani is found the most detailed elaboration of the
celestial domain and of vertical oppositions. I did not find, however,
any reference in the literature to a subterranean world. On the other
hand, the Guarani cosmologies include seven or more paradises (Cadogan 1959: 28ff.), intermediate skies functioning as limbo (Nimuendaju 1978: 60ff.), divine regions arranged according to the cardinal
points, and so on.
It is not my intention to discuss at length the complex Guarani
pantheons. Suffice it to say that the general opposition that predominates is between the celestial domains and the forest, with the human
domain (village) in an intermediate position. The East/West axis
echoes the significance seen elsewhere. The apocalypse will begin in
the West: for this reason, Guarani migrations move towards the East
(Nimuendaju 1978: 87-88). The Land without Evil is located either
in the East or at the zenith (Schaden 1969: 207). To reach it, it is necessary to become lightweight by dancing and then ascending.

D
The data above suggest some general propositions. The vertical axis is
the dominant dimension of the Tupi-Guarani "proto-cosmology."
The separation gods/mankind entails the differentiation of the universe into layers. The most complete elaboration of this axis involves
an underworld, a human level, and two or more celestial worlds. The
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opposition sky/earth surface is the canonical form of this vertical polarization; the underworld is little marked and is frequently projected
onto a horizontal axis of cosmological oppositions. The second celestial tier appears redundant in cosmologies such as that of the Arawete; it is, like the underworld, a sort of frame for the central duality,
sky/earth.
However, the actual weight of the sky/earth opposition varies
among the Tupi-Guarani cultures. The greater the presence of the
gods and celestial souls of the dead in the culture's ritual life, the
greater the weight of this opposition. Consequently, the opposition
sky/earth can be transformed into, or articulated with, horizontal
oppositions.
When a horizontal transfer of the sky/earth axis occurs, it corresponds to the opposition east/west. In such cases, the relationship between the human world and the animal world (represented by the
Masters of Animals) prevails over the relationship between humanity
and the "vertical/' humanlike gods (such as the MQi.' hete).
The celestial portion of the person is associated with these divinities and with immortality. The earthly and corruptible portion of
the person is associated with the subterranean world. In its pristine .
form or when transported to the horizontal axis (when it coincides
with the forest, in opposition to the village), this lower world is associated with pre- and antisocial values: primitivity, animality, beings
of the Ani sort.
This model of Tupi-Guarani cosmology contains three domains:
(I) gods, divinized souls, sky; (2) living humans, earth surface, village; (3) animals, specters of the dead, forest (or subterranean world).
These domains correspond to ontological categories that can be
glossed as (11 Supernature, (2) Society, and (3) Nature. These three levels of being may be qualified respectively as metacultural, cultural,
and infracultural, and are associated with the future, the present, and
cultural, and are associated with the future, the present, and the past.
Such a structure is complex, exhibiting hierarchical oppositions.
The two modalities of the extrasocial (supernature and nature) are opposed globally to the central term of the triad (society), and encompass it hierarchically. In turn, one of these two forms of the extrasocial
will be emphasized to the detriment of the other, and the set they form
will thereby contain a secondary encompassment. Each Tupi-Guarani
cosmology will vary according to the relative weight conferred on the
forms of the extrasocial. The invariant of the Tupi-Guarani cosmological structure is the metaphysical encompassment of the domain of
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the social by the macrodomain of the extrasocial. The interior of the
socius and its values are subordinated to exteriority.

o
Throughout this book, I will offer evidence that supports the propositions advanced above. For now, I return to the spiritual population of
the Arawete for final comments.
There are many things 1 cannot explain. The relationship between
the "eater" divinities and their foods is rarely clear. While it seems
clear why the heron divinity eats fish (the diet of his eponymous
bird), I do not know why Araniimi eats honey and tortoise but not,
say, howler monkeys or some other food. Yet again, besides some
relatively stable associations, the entire system appears to depend
not only on economic circumstances, but also on what I would hazard to call the oneiric caprices of the shamans. Thus, for example,
one night in January 1983 a shaman brought to earth a iriwii-yo
rereki, a M!!/ whose emblem is the iriwii bird. Since this occurred at
a time of ceremonial tortoise hunts, the song referred to the expedition that would take place the next day. Granted that my ethnographic knowledge may be lacking, I can only say that there is no
obvious association between the iriwii and tortoises. Several examples of this sort occurred.
I also do not know how to explain why certain gods descend to
earth more often than others, or why some are "eaters" and others
not. This is the same type of problem I encountered in attempting to
document the reasons why a particular deceased person was chosen
as an eponym for an abandoned village. The same problem will come
up again later when I discuss why certain deceased souls, but not
others, return to earth in shamanic songs.
In sum, the current Arawete cosmology appears to me as a contingent summary of the versions created by the shamans and remembered by the community. Apart from a few stable general principles
that I can identify-among which is precisely the inventive power of
the shamans-I am at a loss to push it further. 48
Another question remains. How to explain the heteroclite proliferation of the supernatural population? Why, within the MQi' category,
does one find such disparate entities, in both their conceptualization
and their mode of existence? Beyond the limited considerations reviewed above-such as how the multiplicity of the celestial series
replicates the variety of races in the terrestrial series, with the MQi.'
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hete and the Arawete in the central positions-a great deal remains to
be accounted for. In the first place, it is not possible to take the M!!/beings as celestial doubles of all that exists in the visible world, either
as "owners" or as "spiritual hypostases," The notion of MQi' does not
attain the abstraction encountered, for example, in the Kamayura and
Kayabi concepts of mama'e (Lins 1985) or in the Wayapi iiar, In the
second place, although the creation of a large portion of this pantheon
falls to the shamans, the M!!J' are neither their spirit "familiars" nor
associated with specific shamans.
The number of gods with names of animals should be interpreted
not as an anthropomorphization or spiritualization of such animal
species, but rather, as animal modifications or animalizations of the
concept of Divinity. I am suggesting that, perl1aps contrary to the etymologies, it is not a case of, for example, a harpy eagle turned divinity, but of Divinity conceived as a harpy eagle, a "harpy eagle
mode" of Divinity, The position of the M!!.i' hete as the celestial counterpart of the bi'de justifies such an interpretation. The M!!J' hete are
the human modification of the Divinity-substancej they are, so to
speak, "humans-turned-divinity"j the divinization of man is the humanization of the god. And, if indeed the gods with names of animals
are "humans" (bi'de) and not animals, it is because divinization (Qdi'
maMai') is, in general, a humanization,
ThiS is not the place to analyze the semantic slippages that occur
between certain concepts about the spiritual world from one TupiGuarani cosmology to another, But some notions, which usually have
an abstract or generic nature, are endowed with a concrete and specific nature in the Arawete case. This occurs, for instance, with the
term Ani, which designates a well-defined race of beings, Among the
Tapirape, Parintintin, and Kayabi, their cognates designate the spirits
of the forest in generalj among the Wayapi, the term connotes the
spiritual force of shamans and the Masters of nature, as well as the
specters of the dead. Nevertheless, in all these languages (and in those
where the concept has a range comparable to the Arawete case: the
Kaapor, Asurini, Guarani), the reference that remains constant is the
association of this concept to the specters of the dead and to the position of the enemy. 49
On the other hand, the notion of M!!J' has been developed in such a
way that it comes to partially fulfill the role of a causal operator,
which in other cosmologies falls to notions such as karowara,
mama'e, etc. The Tupi-Guarani cognates of the form *Mahira tend to
signify something like culture heroes or creators, although there are
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important variations. Thus, for example, the Kayabi Ma'it are the
souls of deceased shamans, resident in the sky, who descend to help
living shamans. This calls to mind the Tapirape Thunder, with whom
the souls of shamans go to live (Grunberg n.d. [1970]j 157 -58 j Wagley
1977: 200). Among the Arawete, the Mai' hete are associated as much
with thunder as with the souls of the-dead (shamans or otherwise),
The Maira of the Tenetehara, Kaapor, and Asurini are beings distant
from humans, associated with mythic times.
If the Arawete M!!J' have kept some of the associations present in
the Maira of the other groups,50 they have also been endowed with
supplementary attributes, Only among the Arawete do we find the
system of the descent of the Mai'to come eat, the central ritual of
their religious life. This transforms the role of shamanism: in contrast to what occurs among the rest of the Tupi-Guarani of Amazonia,
curing is not the main activity of the shaman. The Mai' do not interfere in a decisive way in therapyj they are not assista~ts or familiars
of the shamans, although they help in capturing the Ani. To the contrary, shamans often have to release the living from the hold of the
MQi', for they capture souls that wander in the sky during dreams,
Thus, the Arawete shaman is less a curer than a singer. He presents
greater affinities to the Guarani Pai than to his Amazonian congeners
(Nimuendaju 1978: 92fC Schaden 1969: 119f£.).
The M!!J' assert their presence in Arawete life much more than do
their counterparts among other Tupi-Guarani. The motif common in
other cosmologies, which situates the Maira apart from humans, beyond shamanic contact, and accessible only to the dead, is not found
here. The MQi' are indeed those who abandoned US,51 but they return
frequently. This is a consequence of the strong presence of the celestial souls of the dead in Arawete life, greater than what is usual
among other Amazonian Tupi-Guarani groups (here again we are
closer to the Tupinamba and the contemporary Guarani). Such an emphasis keeps the cosmology oriented along a vertical axis and diminishes the importance of the terrestrial and aquatic spirits, the Masters
of nature. The relationship of humans with their "own" kind-that
is, with the MQi' and celestial souls-prevails over the relationship of
Society with Nature. Although their pantheon includes the usual cast
of characters of Amazon cosmologies (such as spirits of the forest,
masters of animals, Lord of the Waters), Arawete cosmology subordinates them to the diversified and rich celestial population.
Comparative data allowed us to establish a system of oppositions
between the gods or celestial heroes and the spirits of the forest for all
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Tupi-Guarani cosmologies. But such a structure, although pertinent,
conceals something essential in the Arawete case: the constitutive
ambivalence of the Mai' hete from the point of view of human society.
The ambivalent evaluation of the precultural state of humanity is
common among the Tupi-Guarani. Before the separation of gods and
mankind, there was neither fire nor cultivated plants, but also no
death or work. The Arawete project such a state into the future as
well. That is, they identify the M~.i' hete, symbol of this past-future
(the constitutive nonpresence of the human condition) with the maximum of ambiguity: splendid cannibals, enemy Arawete, savage gods.
The ambiguous status of the Mai' can be synthesized in their double
characterization as "singers" and"eaters" par excellence. They thus
establish two poles of orality: speaking and eating, which in the case
of the Mai'hete assume their maximum values: song and cannibalism.
Thesesinger-eater gods are distinguished clearly from the spirits of
the terrestrial level. All of the latter (with the exception of the Masters of Peccaries, said to be "almost gods"l are dangerous, cannibalistic, and kidnappers of women. They are unequivocally enemies;
men can and should kill them. In confronting the celestial gods, on
the other hand, men want to (and must) establish exchange relations,
both verbal and alimentary. Nonetheless, they do not cease being cannibals or cease threatening to steal the souls of the living; like all
inhabitants of the realms outside society, they covet humans. But
contrary to the case of terrestrial spirits, the desire between gods and
men is reciprocal.
The gods are given that curious epithet, "eaters of raw flesh/' an
oblique manner of calling them jaguars. Thus, if the Ani are associated with the rotten, the Mai' hete connote not the cooked, but the
raw. I( as Levi-Strauss would have it, the rotten is a natural transformation of food, and the cooked a cultural transformation, then its
brute state, pure potentiality, is the raw-the perfect metaphor of divine ambivalence.
What do these contradictory determinations of the gods signify? If
we note that, of all the Tupi-Guarani, the Arawete are the only ones
who do not conceive of the Mai' or their equivalents as paternal
figures-masters, creators, or cultural heroes of humanity-but identify them as both separate from, but close to, humans, a hypothesis
emerges: the gods are affines. The game played out between heaven
and earth is alliance.
The cannibalism of the Mai' hete constitutes the core assertion of
Arawete cosmology. It is as if here the Tupinamba cannibal complex
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had undergone a translation into an axis both vertical and diachronic.
The operation resembles that noted by H. Clastres about the theme of
the Land without Evil when turning from the Tupinamba migrations
to the shamanic self-discipline of the contemporary Guarani (1978:
109ff.). The M[!j.· are, in a certain sense, divinized Tupinamba.

r
The Frame of Life
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The Frame of Life

1. The Year
If I asked any Arawete why they would leave their villages to
camp in the forest during the rainy season, when it became so disagreeable to walk through the forest (an opinion they sharedl, the response was invariably, "Why, there's no maize during the rains, and
tortoises live in the woods ..."
Despite its tone of ironic annoyance, the explanation is not all that
obvious; after all, tortoises live in the forest all year round, and the
Arawete don't. What it indicates are the values associated with the
rhythms of life. One lives in a village because of maize. Their social
morphology knows two phases, concentration and dispersal, which
depend on the economy of maize. Maize concentrates; it is practically
the only force that does so. Many other forces work towards dispersal.
In the first rains of November-December, people plant their gardens ("the maize"). As each family finishes planting and stocking up
on manioc meal, they start abandoning the village for the forest,
where they will stay until the maize is ready for harvesting about
three or four months later. The men hunt, stock tortoises, gather
honey. the women collect Brazil nuts, babassu palrnfruits, larvae, and
fruits,'and toast the last reserves of the old maize they brought. This
phase of dispersal (ohi) is called awaci'mo-tiara, "making the maize
mature." They say that if they do not go to the forest, the maize will
not grow. In February-March, after several trips to inspect the gardens someone finally brings some maize silk to the camp to show
how 'mature the plants are. They then perform the last tortoise peyo
(shamanic rite, or "shamanry") and the first pirahe dance, then return
to the village. It is the "time of the green maize" (awaci' ci me), the
beginning of the year.
The weeks of the green maize are marked by the making of nonfermented maize porridge (kayi) and, soon after, mild maize beer (k~'i
he'e), a thinner type of porridge of low fermentation. Then the first
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maize shamanry is performed, which summons the gods to come
drink the beer; this rite is called the k!1.'i peyo, said to be the counterpart (pepi ka) of the tortoise shamanry performed in the forest before
heading back.
The return to the village is gradual and uncoordinated, like all collective movements of the Arawete. Only when all the families are
back is the first peyo of mild beer held, to be followed by others. For
every feast, the maize is harvested collectively from the garden of a
single family, but processed by each residential unit of the village.
This manifestation of the unity of the local group opens (lpi"d~wa) the
season of maize beer. l This is also the time when women process
great quantities of annatto paint, which, lavished liberally on bodies
and garments, spreading thence to hammocks, utensils, and so on,
casts a reddish tinge over the entire village. From April on, the rains
diminish and the phase of village life stabilizes, filled with the incessant chores of processing mature maize, which furnishes mepi,
toasted cornmeal, the basis of their diet in the dry season.
The season of strong beer, called k!1.'i'da me (after the name of the
drink), extends from June to October. It is the height of the dry season. The nights are animated by the pirahe dances, which intensify
during the weeks when the beer is being prepared. These dances are
said to "make the beer heat up" (k!1.'i mo-aki). This beverage is produced by a family or residential section with maize from their own
garden. Different sections sponsor various drinking parties during the
dry season. The festival of strong beer is a great pirahe in which the
men, served by the host family, dance and sing, drinking until dawn.
In the final phase of fermentation (a process lasting about twenty
days) the men go out on a collective hunt. They return a week later on
the day of the feast, bringing a large quantity of smoked meat so as to
relieve them of the need to hunt for several days. On the eve of the
hunters' arrival, a session is held for the descent of the gods and the
dead to partake of the beer. Although this spiritual prelibation follows the general style of food shamanry, it is not called a peyo, a
"blowing" or "gusting" (referring to the movement of the shaman's
rattlel, but rather, a doka, a "serving" of the beer. The festivals of
strong beer used to bring together more than one village; they are still
the culminating moment of sociability and the occasion when the
group experiences its greatest physical density.
In July and August, the frequency and duration of the movements of
dispersal begin to augment. Families move to the gardens, even if located near the village, and camp there for a fortnight or more. This is
the season of "detaching the maize" (awaci' mQ'i'), the time when the
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rest of the maize is harvested and stored in huge baskets placed on
platforms along the periphery of the gardens. Food supplies are drawn
from these baskets until the end of the dry season, when the remaining baskets are carried to the new planting site, where the ears of
maize are shelled for seeds (the shelling may also take place in the
village).2 More than one conjugal family gathers in the camp during
this period, either because the garden belongs to a multifamily residential section,. or because the owners of nearby gardens decide to
camp together. During this time of picking the maize, the men go out
every day to hunt while the women harvest the ears and make cornmeal. The women also spend time weaving, since this is the time of
picking cotton as well.
Such periods in the garden are considered very pleasantj after five
or six months of living together in the village, the Arawete get restless and bored. In the garden camps, everyone feels more relaxed and
able to speak freely without fear of neighbors' ridicule.
During the peak of the dry season, rarely a week passes without a
group of men deciding to mount a hunting expedition, when they
spend one to five days away from the village. Starting in August, families often take excursions to look for tortoise eggs, to fish and hunt,
and to capture macaws. Except during the months from March to
July, there are very few occasions when all the family groups spend
the night in the village at the same time. 3
In September, the season of maize beer begins to give way to .the
period of assai and honey. The village disperses to gather these products, prompted by the arrival of the spirits Iarad and Ayaraetii. Even
before these spirits appear in shamanic visions, families begin to
spend the day in the forest, individually (in the case of assai) or in
groups (for honey). October to November, with the waters at the
lowest level, is the time for fishing with poison, which also causes the
village to split up into smaller groups. All these products present opportunities for peyo feasts, being the food of the Mal. 4
However, the dispersal caused by these gathering ~nd fishing activities is yet again counterbalanced by the requirements of maize. In
September, the felling of trees for new gardens beginsj at the end of
October, the burningj with the first rains of November and December, the planting. In the case of more distant gardens, the period of
planting may bring families to camp for a few days in the garden.
While felling trees, however, the men go out and come back on the
same day. Garden burning is accomplished in one or two days, often
being left to the women and children to dO j other people may be asked
to do the burning if the owners want to go on a trip at the time. To
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guarantee a good burning, howler monkeys should be hunted and
shamanized, for this has the power of delaying the rains. S
In December and January, the season for the rites of tortoise shamanry begins. Since the Arawete did not disperse while the maize
was maturing during the years that I was with them, this peyo was
performed several times in the village. But like the shamanry of
honey, it is characteristic of life in the forest. The tortoises offered in
the village are boiled, but the "true" peyo of tortoise is held in the
forest over smoked animals.
At the end of the year, the exhaustion of the supplies of maize leads
to the harvesting and processing of manioc for meal used in the forest.
Such is the Arawete annual cycle: an oscillation between the village and the forest, agriculture and hunting-gathering, the dry season
and the rainyj or, as they would put it, between corn and tortoise. Life
in the village falls under the aegis of maize and its most elaborate
product, strong beer, while life in the forest falls under the aegis of
tortoise and honey.
In the village, interaction between different domestic groups is episodic and weak, except during ceremonies. In the forest, the families
that camp together interact in a much more intense fashion, if only
because the shelters in the campsite do not have walls. In the village,
the most conspicuous unit is the couple, the conjugal family, which
occupies an individual house. The forest, on the contrary, is the place
and time to consummate a central institution of the Arawete:
the api'hi-pihii relationship, the exchange of spouses as lovers, or
"friends." Thus, the village is the domain of the greatest extension of
contacts at a much lower intensity, with the conjugal unit being relatively closed, while the forest is the domain of a narrower extension
but greater intensity of relations, with the couple being open.
It can be said that in the context of village life, women predominate
over men, to the extent that the village is a function of the maize and
maize is "women's business." If, as stated earlier, manioc is planted
by men and consumed during the rains in the forest (a masculine domain) we have:
VILLAGE

(Female> Male) :: (Agriculture> Hunting) :: (Maize> Manioc)
In the context of the forest, the principal opposition lies between
hunting and gathering, or between the two most important products
of these activities: meat and honey. Men hunt and women gatherj but
honey is gathered by the men "for the women" (kiifli ne), who are the
first to consume it, whereas meat is consumed first by the men.
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Honey and manioc are linked by a double inversion: the former is obtained by men and consumed preferentially by women; the latter is
planted by men and processed preferentially by women. Honey is associated with female sexuality by a series of metaphors, but it is also
the sperm of the Ayaraetii spirit; its position is ambiguous. The system in the forest is thus more complex:
FOREST

(Male> Female) :: (Hunting> Gathering) :: (Meat + Honey>
Honey + Manioc)
where now the encompassing element is the male, not the female. 6
Hence, we have a set of opposed values:
FOREST

VILLAGE

Rainy season
Hunting and gathering
Tortoises
Manioc
Honey
Raw, smoked
Black (genipap)
Shamanry
Dispersal
Intimacy
Quartet (apihi-pihii)
Men

Dry season
Agriculture
Green maize
Maize
Beer
Boiled, fermented
Red (annatto)
Dancing
Concentration
Distance
Couple
Women

As with the other systems outlined earlier, this one has a limited
value. It "flattens" recursive figures, such as the male/female oppositions just mentioned, and one particular situation transcends it: the
festival of strong beer. This ritual is the culminating point of village
life but it dramatizes both forest and village values: its focus is the
me~, it is preceded by a hunt and followed by the_ consumption of
smoked meat, the lines of dancers conform to apihi-pihii relationships, the physical concentration leads to affective intimacy, and the
dance is preceded by a shamanic rite of the descent of the gods. In contrast to the strong beer festivals are the oppositions cited above, valid
only for everyday life.

2. The Village
The establishment of a new settlement shows that even the layout of
an Arawete village is a function of maize. If every garden was once
forest, every village was once a garden. When a group decides to move
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to another place, it first opens up a maize garden and settles in the
middle of it. Little by little, the plantations retreat until there remains only the village, the form of which reflects everything from
topographic contingencies to the order in which families arrived.
There is, thus, no village plan, no preconceived spatial inscription of
society. But clearly there is a spatial effect from a certain conception
of sociability.
The first impression given by an Arawete village (of which I saw
two) is one of chaos. The houses are very close to one another and do
not obey any principle of alignment; the backyards of some are the
front patios of others, and twisted paths cross the agglomeration,
moving between thickets of fruit trees, fallen trunks, and holes
(where clay for the houses has been dug up). Tortoise shells and maize
debris are scattered"'all over; the underbrush grows freely wherever it
can, so the borders between the village space and the surrounding
scrub are not very clear.
In 1982-83, the Arawete population occupied a village of forty-five
houses (of which thirteen belonged to the former inhabitants of the
village on the Ipixuna's eastern bank, who moved in at the end of
1981). The village is built on some high ground on the river's western
bank; the structures of the FUNAI Post lie on a lower level towards
the river. The terrain is relatively flat, and great puddles form during
the rains of the wet season, making circulation between the houses
difficult.
Only three of the houses were constructed in the traditional style; 7
they were being progressively substituted by houses similar to those
of regional colonists, made of wattle and daub with a rectangular floor
plan and roofed with leaves of babassu palm. Some principles of the
traditional houses were maintained, such as the absence of windows
and the small size of the doorway. Many of the new houses had partitioned rooms, used as sleeping quarters or pens for tortoises.
The inhabitants of a house form a monogamous conjugal family: a
couple and their children up to ten or twelve years old. After this age,
a boy constructs a small house next door, identical to that of his parents, and sleeps there alone, although continuing to use the family
hearth. The girls sleep in the parental house until shortly before
puberty, when they must leave it and marry; parents will die if their
daughter has her first menses while still living with them.
It is difficult to define which member of a couple owns the house.
The man constructs it, the woman cleans and maintains it. Although
certain customs-such as that of boys building their houses, or temporary spouse exchanges, when the woman moves to the house of her
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new partner-appear to indicate a masculine identification of the
house, the immediate postmarital residence is ideally uxorilocal; the
husband builds his house in the wife's section. Separation, frequent
among couples without children, results in the husband abandoning
the uxorilocal house.
As part of its property, each residence possesses a yard or patio, hikii,
an area more or less cleared of brush in front or to the side of the doorway. There various implements are kept (mortars, griddles, kettles)
and activities take place on fine days, such as toasting maize, making
arrows, weaving, and cooking. The yard is the place where conversations and meals are held and where visitors are received (rarely does
anyone except the wife's sisters or the apmi-pihii enter the houses of
other people). At night the doors are closed and small openings are
blocked up, so that the spirits, especially the specters of the dead, do
not enter.
Although each conjugal house has its own yard or patio, groups of
houses tend to share a common space; that is, different conjugal patios form a continuous area, which is the basic frame of daily socializ·
ing. The village is a constellation of these larger patios or sets of patios.
Sections of the village sharing the same patio have the extended uxorilocal family as their structural core. But the actual arrangements are
highly varied, the borders of each section are fluid, and the degree of
inclusion of different houses in the same hikii depends on the context
and person classifying them. Some houses do not attach their patio to
any other, and some extended families, although acting as a unit in
other situations, are dispersed throughout the village. The residential
sections are interwoven, with some houses serving as the transition
between contiguous sections since they shelter couples that belong
to two localized groups of siblings. Since intermarriage of fraternal
groups is common, a residential section may be compactly interconnected with another, even united with it.
The residential sections can be divided into two types: those occupied by families of two generations of married members and those
formed of groups of actual or classificatory siblings. The first type
forms units that are socially and spatially more integrated and face
onto a single common patio; the second is composed of neighboring
or contiguous patios. These two types represent two moments in the
developmental cycle of the domestic group: although residence tends
to be uxorilocal, over the long run a gradual movement occurs involving the spatial recomposition of groups of siblings who bring their
spouses along (unless the serial intermarriage of groups of siblings
forms this situation from the very beginning or shortly thereafter).
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These two types of residential section are generally embedded in each
other, forming broader sectors of the village: groups of nearby houses,
occupied by a group of siblings, containing subunits formed by the
houses of these siblings and the houses of their married children. Map
4 shows the distribution of these broader residential sectors in the
Arawete village as of January 1983 (the situation was essentially the
same in February 1988). Appendix 2-B presents data on the genealogical composition of the residential sectors; Appendix 1 shows more detailed maps of the two villages I studied.
In the residential sections and sectors of contiguous siblings' patios,
one house is focal, either because of its spatial position or because
it belongs to the head couple of an extended family; the section is
named after the occupants of this house, there being a slight tendency
to use the women as reference points. A patio, section, or residential
sector is a polythetic unit, a "fuzzy sector," that results from the
more or less redundant overlapping of various attributes: kinship ties,
spatial proximity, frequency of interdomestic commensality, and economic cooperation. A common patio or section is thus a sort of small
sociological nebula without clear-cut boundaries. This is yet another
expression of Arawete social organization, founded on the bilateral
extended kindred; postmarital residence depends on the political
weight of the relatives involved and does not suffice in itself to produce significant matrilateral sections. Arawete social units-with
the exception of the conjugal family-are essentially contextual.
There is a reasonable degree of correspondence between the residential situation and the agricultural one. The sections formed of extended families open a single garden, identified by the name of the
oldest couple. In the sections composed of married siblings without
adult children, each house opens its own garden, but these are generally adjacent, separated only by a few trees left standing. This difference is homologous to the two types of residential arrangements: the
sections of extended families share a single patio, while those formed
by groups of siblings juxtapose their own patios. Finally, some houses,
whether their patios are isolated or not, open small gardens apart
from others; these are extended families in embryo.
The Arawete village is pluricentric: a public and central space is
conspicuously absent. The village looks like an aggregate of small villages, juxtaposed but isolated nuclei of houses turned inwards. The
gravitational field of each patio prevents the formation of a locus
communis that would be socially equidistant from all the houses.
There exists, it is true, a "central" place in the village: the area that
comprises the patios of houses 13 and 14 and the clearing in front of
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them. There the spaces between the houses are larger, and through it
runs a path for traffic between the river and more distant houses, and
between the more compact blocs to the east and west. In this "middle
of the village" (tii pite) the feasts of mild beer and of tortoise are held.
There are two reasons for choosing this area: it is a larger space with
enough room for the pots of food to be lined up; and it lies along the
path of the sun, sloping in such a way that no house blocks the horizon of the rising sun (the morning rays mark the path of the descent
of the celestial guests).
This geographical middle, however, does not qualify as a social center. Notably, the festival of strong beer, the most important one in the
eyes of the Arawete, is always held in the patio of the family that
offers the drink; hence, only when houses 13 and 14 sponsor the festival does it happen to coincide with the medial area. The most dangerous food offering, that of assai with honey for larad', is held in the
patio of the shaman in charge. 8
So even if the ceremonial organization actually unites the local
group, it does not succeed in constituting a center instilled with religious values. Nor are the everyday shamanic rites exercised in a
public space. The temple of the shaman is his house; there he dreams
and sings at night, going out to his patio when the gods descend. If
he must return someone's soul, he goes to the patio of the patient
or to the river (when the thief is the Master of Water). Among the
Arawete, not only are the ceremonial houses of the Guarani, Asurini,
and Tapirape absent, but also missing is the "tocaia" complex (small
shelters of straw where shamans receive the spirits-a tropical version of the Algonquin "shaking tent"), which is present in almost all
the other Amazonian Tupi-Guarani groups.
All this reiterates the basic observation that the village is a derived
form: a result, not a cause. Economically, it is a function of maize;
sociologically, it is a juxtaposition of lesser units, not their organizing
center. It is the product of a temporary equilibrium between the centripetal and centrifugal forces of the various patios, through which
their tendency towards closure is compensated by the continuous differentiation spawned by the developmental cycle of the domestic
group. A metonymical morphology, one might say, if compared to the
metaphorical ordering of the villages of Central Brazil or the longhouses of the Northwest Amazon, where the domestic units gravitate
around a unifying center. Among the Arawete, the domestic group is
the subordinating element; the village is the subordinated whole.
Such subordination of the whole to the parts (at times I imagined the
Arawete case to be one where the whole was less than the sum of
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its parts ...) is a structure we will encounter in other Amazonian
societies. 9
I was not able to observe the composition of the groups that made
excursions in the rainy season. But in reconstituting them in conversations with the Arawete, I found the situation to be the following: (1)
the village normally fragments into three or four groups, one of them
considerably larger (that of the tenatii mo, "leader," to be discussed
shortly); (2) the residential section tends to remain cohesive and to
link up with nearby sections; (3) a young couple may, however, join
another section, the one of the couple with whom they have a spousesharing relationship; these couples tend to form camp subunits; and
(4) families circulate among different camps during the season.

3. A Day in the Dry Season
The Arawete wake up late; except for a few men who go out before
sunrise to hunt curassow, it is only around seven o'clock that the village begins to show signs of movement. Families have something
to eat
their yards, then people either go to visit the Post, stroll
through neighboring sections to find out what others plan to do, or
stay home to work. During the dry season, the women start work
early on cotton, removing the seeds and beating the cottonballs, spinning and weaving the thread. Family members then plan their day.
The husband goes out to hunt, generally with two or three companions; if not, he goes with his wife to help her toast maize in the big
griddle at the Post or accompanies her to the garden to fetch maize
and potatoes, taking the opportunity to hunt in the surroundings. At
midday the village is empty. Those who have gone to the garden and
already returned retreat into their houses and sleep.
The intense heat of the afternoon begins to abate around four
o'clock; the village comes to life again. The women pound maize, collect firewood, and fetch water in expectation of the hunters' return.
The men who stayed in the village help with the chores of the maize
or work on making or repairing their weapons.
Between five and seven o'clock, as it is growing dark, the hunters
filter back. Alone or in groups, they enter the village hurriedly and
silently, ignoring the comments prompted by their load as they pass
through the sections. They stop only when they arrive in the yard in
front of their houses. Then they go to bathe while the women build
up the fires for the evening meal. When the day's hunt has been abundant, everybody gets caught up in the excitement. Those who are not
busy cooking stroll through the patios, observing what is being pre-
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pared in each one. The children run about, dance and play through the
village; the macaws let out deafening shrieks and their owners start to
gather them up.
At nightfall, people begin to make their "gastronomic rounds" from
patio to patio to consume that day's products. When there is a lot of
meat, these rounds can last until ten o'clock or later, each family successively inviting others. The host gives sharp and prolonged shouts,
summoning the residents of other sections to come eat wild pig,
curassow, or armadillo prepared by his household. The families come
over and gather in the host's patio, sometimes bringing their children
(depending on their estimate of the amount of available food).10 Each
couple that arrives brings a basket with toasted cornmeal. Some meals
consist of certain types of game preceded by the consumption of cornmeal mush (nama pi reI. In such cases, the guests who have just arrived pour part of the cornmeal they brought into a serving vessel and
mix it with the hosts' cornmeal and stew broth. The mush is stirred
by one of the male guests (rarely by the host); when ready, the men
crowd around the serving vessel, each grabbing what he can and returning to join his wife, with whom he shares mouthfuls of the dish.
Everyone sits on mats on the ground near the meat, chattering, laughing, making a general commotion. Then the meat is cut up and the
pieces put in the serving vessel; once again the men run up to it and
come back to share what they captured with their families. The style
of grabbing portions is, to say the least, informal: they literally advance on the food. lI The host family never competes for its share in
the dispute; the members are served by the man who divided up the
pieces of meat, and then eat along with everyone else.
Smaller game (tortoises and curassows) is consumed in the reverse
order. Instead of initially consuming the mush made of toasted and
ground maize, people eat iyi, a thick porridge made of maize that is
ground and boiled right away in the water where the meat is being
cooked. The iyi maize comes from the hosts. After the meat is distributed and consumed, the porridge is put in two pots, one for the
men, the other for the women, who sit and leisurely eat in separate
circles. The meals of iyi involve fewer people than the repasts of armadillo, wild pig, paca, or fish that are accompanied by cornmeal mush.
The quantity and identity of the guests are determined in subtle
ways, involving an estimate of how much food the host has, who has
invited him on former occasions, how much food is available in the
village as a whole, the actual or desired prestige of the host, and so on.
The forms of commensality are, as everywhere, precise but complex
indicators of the state of social relations in a community. Neverthe-
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less, it is possible to speak in a general way of concentric circles of
commensality and sociability. The house is the place of sharing between spouses, who remain there when food is scarce in the village,
when the husband brings back little game, or when they want to enjoy some choice morsels in peace. Preparing food in the patio, on the
other hand, is a way of "signaling" to the rest of the residents of the
section, and always involves an invitation to one or more members of
this circle. This is the most common level of commensality: each
family eats successively from the pots of the other families in the
same section. On those occasions when several houses kill game
(which usually happens on the days of collective expeditions!, the
wider gastronomic round takes place. This may at times involve
everybody, but in unequal ways: one family may be invited to several
other patios, while another is invited to only a few or only those
within its own section. The quantity of invitations that one receives
is a sure index of prestige.
Finally, food consumption that involves a preliminary offering to
the gods and the dead, supported by a collective effort to obtain or process the food, marks situations of maximum commensality. In these
feasts, practically everyone eats in all the patios or from all the family
pots. This total integration of the village, characteristically occurring
through serial visiting to different patios, is what defines them as
ceremonies.
Currently, the yards at the Post are used for the distribution of raw
meat of large game animals such as deer, tapir, and pig. In former villages, this used to be done on the banks of the riverj the Post, as noted
earlier, has assumed or created the function of a common public
place. The hunter, on such occasions, never presides over the distribution of the meatj this is done instead by the man of the highest
prestige who shows up. It is an exclusively male activity and maintains the tumultuous style of the collective meals. It is not uncommon for the hunter to receive no portionj on the other hand, he will
be invited to eat at all the patios that receive meat. 12 Another form of
distribution takes place in the forest: if a man in a group of hunters
has had no luck, the more fortunate divide their quarry with him. In
such cases too, the donors will be invited to eat.
When a family makes an excursion into the forest, it may ask another to prepare cornmeal to be used immediately upon its return. In
exchange for this service (done by women), those who went on the
expedition hand over part of the game they bring back. The family
that travels thus assumes the masculine position, as the provider of
meatj the one that stayed behind, the feminine position, as the pro-
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cessor of maize-a central opposition in the ceremony of strong beer,
as we will see later.
I did not observe other forms of alimentary reciprocity (outside of
the context of maize beer festivals). The Arawete do not elaborate
structures of food exchange in order to mark social positions and relations. Here, as in other domains, the ideology of mutuality (the other
face of which is competition) prevails over the fact of reciprocity (and
the requirement of cooperation). The typical form of repetitioneating the same thing from house to house-prevails over any metaphorical complementarity.
Nevertheless, if a man decides to invite someone from outside his
house, certain relatives are always invited to eat: his parents, wife's
parents, married children (and their spouses). In the case of youths
who live uxorilocally, the father-in-law is the first person invited.
Spatial contiguity is important: between an actual brother who lives
on the other side of the village, and an uncle or classificatory sibling
who lives nearby, the tendency is for the latter to be invited more
frequently.

o
After the evening meal, the village begins to quiet down. Families
return to their patios, where they lie on mats and talk. Around midnight, almost everybody is inside their houses, unless a pirahe dance
is taking place in some patio.
The pirahe is the only form of dance performed by the Arawete. A
compact mass of men arranged in rows moves slowly in counterclockwise circles, singing. In the middle of the center row is the
singer (marakay), who carries a dance rattle (maraka'i) to mark the
rhythm. Directly behind him is the marakay memo'oha, the "singer's
teacher," usually an elderly man, who proposes the songs' themes,
corrects the words, and prevents the rhythm from faltering. The relative position of the dancers is rigorously respectedj the medial and
internal positions of the group are considered the most noble. After a
set of songs, the dancers disperse, sitting on mats around the patio together with their wives. After a few minutes, the singer stands up
along with the "teacher"j the group then reforms in the same order.
Each row is composed of men with their arms intertwined, lined right
up against the row ahead. In the front rows are the younger men. The
women may come join the dancersj each passes her arm under that of
her partner, holding on to his shoulder and leaning her head on it. Female dancers always form on the outside of the bloc, and none of
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them will get between two men. A woman dances with her husband
or with her aplno (her sexual partner in the forest), in which case her
husband must be dancing with the wife of this man on the other end
of the same row.
The occasions for a pirahe are varied, as is the degree of participation in these dances. They are loosely organized, similar in their tone
and processual form to all Arawete collective movements. Despite
having a formal beginning marked by the singer rising to his feet, a
dance takes some time to catch on: people arrive little by little, the
number of dancers varies greatly during the session (although the nucleus usually remains constant, those who leave returning to the
same position), and well before the singer closes the dance, several
people have already retired. Each pirahe has only one singer per
night. 13
A pirahe can be organized simply for diversion by a group of youths,
but it is usually part of the cycle of dances held to "make the beer
heat up" as it is being prepared for an oncoming festival; the dance
will reach its climax on the night of the feast. It is also held to commemorate the death qf a jaguar or an enemy, and also appears to have
had other functions. 14 Its model, however, is always the same one: the
pirahe is a war dance. Every participant should carry his weapons, at
least an arrow, held vertically against his chest, and almost all the
chants are of the "music of the enemies" genre, songs referring to war
and death. The paradigm of the singer is the homicidal warrior. His
definition as "he who makes the others rise up with him" (wi nero-poi
hd) is suggestive; it is the same epithet of the Wayapi war chief, "he
who makes us stand up" (Grenand 1982: 222). To rise to dance is to
rise for war. 15
In the moments of greatest enthusiasm in the pirahe (on the night
of the maize beer and, I suppose, when an enemy is killed) the hypnotic rhythm of the songs, the close physical proximity, the smells,
the darkness-all this generates a "collective effervescence," creating
a unitary rhythmic crowd that is at the same time a war pack (as Canetti [1981] would say). Arawete dance, more than a stylized representation of society, is its transformation into a unified mass around a
singer-killer, who iscin charge of the "symbolic," a living metaphor of
a Mai'. If, as we will see, the death of a group member disperses the
living, the death of an enemy reunites and unifies them.
Except for the maize beer dance, a piIahe never goes beyond two
o'clock in the morning. From this time until the first light of dawn
extends the domain of the shamans and their solitary chants. Night is
the time of and for the gods and the dead, who take the place of the
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living in the deserted patios. Early in the morning they disappear, unless it is a day for a peyo, when the inhabitants of the sky are brought
with the dawn (which is afternoon in their world) to stay on earth until the sun is high (nighttime up there).

4. Difficulty at the Beginning
I have already mentioned the "disordered" and "gradual" character
of Arawete collective movements, the dynamic equivalent of their
spatial multicentrism. It remains to be seen what such disorder expresses and how it is circumvented.
Whether initiating an action that unlooses a coordinated movement or joining a process already begun and thereby recognizing it as
such, the Arawete find creating or sanctioning a discontinuity in the
smooth flow of daily life paralyzing. One might say they are extremely reluctant to begin together, as if they felt shy about inaugurations; certain minute atthudes suggest a kind of embarrassment in
acting like someone else, as if this implied they were doing something because another is. It suggests a kind of deliberate disregard of
signs that something is happening and that this demands a choice: to
follow or refuse to follow. A kind of ostensible inertia, so to speak, a
perpetual hesitation before commencing, the fruit of an obstinate
individualism that is sensitive about any imposition (even if only
through example) of the "general will" and that is no less cautious
about imposing one's own-all tokens of the ineffable tone of Arawete group life, their way of interpreting the Nietzschean maxim
about the vileness of beginnings.
Indeed, what this manifests is a desire to hide or deny the fact that
there is, after all, collective consonance. It involves something other
than a "horror of authority" or a refusal to acknowledge a place for
power within the social body. Rather, it concerns some sort of a resistance against legitimating this body, organIzing it, moving it harmoniously. It does not involve the establishment of a maximum of
similarity among all, an isonomia founded in a superior meson (Vernant 1983: 185-229), but rather, the creation of the maximum of difference: to defer and to differ, delay and divert the individual response
in the face of social stimuli that demand it. The Arawete indifference
to intrasocietal ritual cues, an indifference to "conventions," is the
effect of an interminable multiplication of nontotalizable differences.
For this reason, I had difficulty in determining the initial moment
of any collective actionj everything was left to the last minute, no one
would start anything. I had the impression that the problem for the
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Arawete was not the one so often imputed to "primitive societies," to
wit, how to find a space for individuality, constricted as it supposedly
is by a theatrical world of obligations and roles. Rather, the problem
was how to make, from these proudly inert monads that knew no
common measure, something resembling a society. 16
This is precisely where the notion of tenota mo, "leader," comes
into play. It designates a position that is both omnipresent and discrete, difficult and indispensable. Without a leader, there is no collective actionj without him, there is no village.
Tenota mo means "he who goes in front," "he who begins."This
word designates the initial term of a spatial or temporal series: the
firstborn among a group of siblings, the father in relation to the son,
the man who heads a single-file line along a forest path, the family
that leaves the village first for excursions during the rainy season.
The position of tenotii mo is followed by those who are ipite re, inbetween, and taCipe, those who are behind or last. The Arawete leader
is therefore he who begins, not he who commands j he who goes in
front, not he who stays at the center.
Every collective undertaking presumes a tenota mo. Nothing begins if there is no one in particular who begins. Between the tenotii
mo's reluctant beginning and the others' dilatory following, an interval is always interposed, vague but nonetheless essential. The inaugurating action is answered as if it were a pole of contagion, not an
exhortative openingj nevertheless, it is awaited.
Pure contagion-that is, the propagation of an unconcerted activity, when everyone does the same thing on his own-is the routine
form of Arawete economic activity. One fine day, for example, two
neighbors get together and start to prepare annatto-not because any
ceremony is in sight, or for any seasonal reason, but merely because
they decide to do so. Within a few hours, all the women in the village
can be seen doing the same thing. Or suppose a man wanders by
someone else's patio and sees him making arrOWSj he decides to do
the same thing, so in a little while, there they are, each man seated in
his patio making arrows. This form of propagation should be distinguished from those activities for which the cue to take action is given
by nature. But even there, emulation is important: after an extended
period of time in the village, a certain group of families decides to go
on an excursionj in the space'of a few days, various other groups leave,
each going their own way. It is as if all of a sudden, everybody discovered that they could not tolerate the village tedium any longer. At
other times, the "contagion" is no more than the desire for sociability: seeing a small group of women go to toast maize in the grid-
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dIe at the Post, various others head over there too. If somebody walks
by on the path to the water holes, she is certain to attract others from
the patios she crosses.
This form of "collective" action presents an interesting solution to
the problem of beginning, since each person does the same thing at
the same time, but for himself: a curious mixture of submission to
custom and maintenance of autonomy.17 It exhibits a tendency towards an extrinsic repetition of activities, which ties in nicely with
the above-mentioned autonomy of the village patios.
Certain fundamental activities, however, cannot take place without a tenota mo. Even if the form of work is simple cooperation, they
presume a formal start. The main types are: collective hunts, whether
ceremonial or notj the harvesting and processing of maize, assai, or
other food for peyo feastsj pirahe dancesj war expeditionsj and the
choosing of sites for multifamily gardens and new villages. 18
A tenotii mo is someone who decides (otli'ciij when and where to go
do something, and the one who goes in front to do it. Whoever proposes an undertaking to another is its tenota mo; whoever asks "Shall
we go?" has to go in front, or else nothing happens.
Since diverse occasions have diverse tenotii mo, the function of
l~aders~ip (which at times implies no more than the burden of beginmng) cIrculates among all the adults. The leader of an undertaking
can be the one who got the idea to do it, or the one who knows how to
carry it out. Such a position may fall to more than one individual for
the same task. The village may break up into various groups, each one
with its tenotii mo. To the leader falls the task of summoning others
and taking the initial movementj little by little, the rest follow.
Such a position is thought of as somewhat uncomfortable. A tenotii
mo i~ someone wh~ does not have "fear-shame" (Ciye) about taking
the rIsk of summomng others. He needs to know how to interpret the
prevailing mood in the village before actually beginning, or else no
one will follow him. The actual process of making decisions is discreet: in seemingly distracted conversations in the nightly patios
declarations to no one in particular about what one plans to do tomor~
row, confidential agreements among friends-all of which end up
generating a leader for a task.
. But beyond this form of determining temporary and limited positions of tenotii mo, the whole village recognized one man, or rather
one couple, Yiriiiato-ro and Arado-hi, as ire renotii mo, "our leaders,'~
a fixed and general position.
Yiriiiato-ro was a man of about forty-five years, married to a widow
ten years older. They had two married young daughters who lived in
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the same section, along with another "daughter/, a "son-in-Iaw/' and
a married "brother." This section opened a single garden, the largest
of the village, since it could count on the largest number of men (five)
to clear it. Three other houses shared the same patio but did not work
in the same garden. This was the liveliest patio of the village; not
only did it always have a lot of game (Yiriiiato-ro and his sons-in-law
were excellent hunters and the first to learn how to use shotguns), but
the head couple was the most frequent host of the collective banquets
as well. Yiriiiato-ro was a shaman respected for the beauty and originality of his songs; he was the one who usually performed the shamamy of assai with xupe honey, the most dangerous one (but he "did
not know" how to summon the gods for the feast of strong beer). He
was a good singer in the pirahe, although he had not yet achieved killer
status. Finally, he had always been adroit in dealing with whitemen.
Yiriiiato-ro did not have a strong group of siblings behind him
(though his wife offered access to an important kin group). But he was
perhaps the only person of the village to systematically address everyone by kinship terms instead of their personal names, the usual form.
Despite his age, his generational situation made him the "brother" or
"brother-in-law" of the older men, and the "father" or "father-in-law"
of various adults. He did not make orations and did not exercise
visible authority over his peers, but young people showed him respect. He belonged to an implicit class of "important men": leaders of
extended families, shamans, generous hosts.
As soon as the head of the FUNAI Post discovered that he was the
"chief" of the Arawete, however, his position began evolving towards
one of real power, especially over the redistribution of ammunition
for the recently-introduced firearms. FUNAI also began to use him as
an overseer for work projects, such as opening up a landing strip; he
did this halfheartedly, as did everybody else. It was only in these two
contexts that I heard veiled accusations against him and his wife.
As the tenotii mo, it fell to Yiriiiato-ro to open the seasons for gathering honey, fishing with vine poison, and dispersing to the forest to
"ripen the maize." Every time I asked if and when they were going to
do such actiVities, people always answered, "It's up to the tenotii
mo," "Let's wait for Yiriiiato-ro to decide." This did not mean waiting
for an order, but for a "stimulus," a movement that would place the
activity within the collective horizon of choice. It was not a matter of
waiting for him to begin, but of leaving everything as it was until he
began; then each person would decide for himself what to do.
In fact, the first large excursion for honey gathering took place on
the day that Yiriiiato-ro went out, followeq by a third of the village
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(his section and the couples linked to him or his sons-in-law by apihipihii ties). Four other smaller groups went in different directions, each
one led by a tenotii mo who had staked out a beehive. Before this day,
several families had already gone out to fetch honey, but only on the
day that Yiriiiato-ro went out did nearly all of the families go. The
hunting groups of which he was the tenotii mo tended to muster more
men than when others were in this position; moreover, he was 'the
leader of hunting parties more frequently than the rest. Everything
indicated that the initial movement for the dispersal of the rainy season was his traditional responsibility. Nevertheless, in the winter of
1983, when neither he nor the majority of the village undertook excursions, a sizeable group of families went out to the forest and stayed
there a month. But, people told me, had he gone, then "everyone"
would have too.
Actually, the range of activities in which Yiriiiato-ro formally acted
as tenotii mo of the village as a whole was minimal. I only discovered
he was the tenotii mo when I learned the word and the general aspects
of its function; I never suspected such eminence on his part. 19
The head couple belonged to the southern Arawete group, the one
t~a~_had recently arrived at the Ipixuna. About twenty-five years ago,
y.mnato-ro left the northern group, which was settled on the Ipixuna,
and went to live uxorilocally with his present wife. He thus had connections with both blocs. At the same time, his residential section in
the current village of Ipixuna was highly centripetal, not belonging to
any sector of contiguous patios formed by siblings (it was a sector
unto itself-see map 4, sector III). Such a situation placed him in a
strategically privileged position: his section would not be capable of
constituting itself as an independent unit were any serious impetus
towards fissioning to take place, and hence it could function, even if
only weakly, as a pole of agglutination.
The words and actions of Yiriiiato-ro, despite his position as tenotii
mo and his prestige as a shaman, had limited weight. His initiatives
did indeed muster more people and were capable of drawing a larger
number of houses out of their inertia, but this appeared to be due not
simply to the formal position of headman but also to the assiduousness with which he and his wife established aplhi-pihii ties with
different residential sections and to his astute matrimonial policies
regarding his daughters. Except as a member of the class of respected
men, Yiriiiato-ro had nothing to say on decisions such as the organization of the festival of strong beer (which would involve a long discussion among all the sections of the village without mediation); nor
was it his responsibility to open the season of mild beer, which would
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unite the village after the rainy season. Why, then, was he called "our
leader"?
Yirii'iato-ro and his wife were the ta iia, "owners of the village,"
meaning the present village by the Post. The ta iia or ta Dipa iia
("masters of the village grounds") are the couple or couples who first
opened a maize garden at the site of a new village, around which other
gardens and other houses began to aggregate. The ta iia is thus the
20
founder of a village, and this makes him a tenota ma.
The model here is that of a garden opened by an extended family in
which a hierarchy of functions exists. The gardens are identified with
a titular head, the eldest man or couple. This man selects an area to be
cleared and cuts down the brush. Then the iwira mo-pe ha, "tree cutters," begin the heavy work (with some assistance from the elderly
man); as a rule, they are the sons or sons-in-law of the titular couple.
Such participation, followed by the multifamily planting, guarantees
21
to all the conjugal units the shared right to appropriate the maize.
The ta iia is the "owner of the village" insofar as it was erected in a
space that he opened or marked out and his extended family cleared.
Then again, the position of iwira mo-pe ha corresponds to that of ta
Dipa na ha (a term I do not know how to translate literally), which
designates the men who actually cleared the tree cover for the village
grounds and who can function as "substitutes" or "auxiliaries" of the
owner. This distinction was not operative in the case of the village by
the FUNAI Post.
Every village is thus a former garden (ka pel of a certain family, or,
at times, of more than one family, since some villages had more than
one ta iia. In these cases, the site was not opened in the usual "vertical" manner (based on an extended family), but rather, "horizontally," involving autonomous families (of brothers or brothers-in-law)
that opened contiguous gardens.
Thus, not only the village but also its leadership is a function of
maize. The notion of the tenota ma of a village is no more than the
temporal unfolding of the movement of starting a new village. Although called the "owner of the village," the name does not signify
that its bearer has at his disposal any right over the village grounds,
nor does it determine where other families will build their houses or
make their gardens, nor does it mean he is responsible for "communal" spaces or for coordinating public works. While in some villages
(such as that of the :post) the ta iia was the tenota ma of the collective
expeditions and the dispersal during the rains, in others this function
fell to one of his brothers, sons or sons-in-law, or to one of the ta Dipa
na ha.
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I do not know what criteria underlie the determination of a man or
couple as a ta iia. Of the twenty~six former villages about which I
could gather information, all were op-ened by the heads of extended
families (father/father-in-Iaw and sons/sons-in-lawJ or by one of the
brothers of a group of siblings who moved together-in other words,
the two types of residential section present in the current village discussed earlier. These twenty-six villages corresponded to seventeen
ta iia, all of whom were either prestigious shamans (twelve) or killers
(seven)..
The autonomy of Arawete residential sections is so great that it is
difficult to discover "factions" in the village, unless they are seen as
coinciding with the sectors indicated in the village map (see map 4).
But these fluid units apparently compete for nothing; they are not political groups turned inward towards society, but rather, units of dispersal-potential villages.
The current situation of the Arawete, notably the fact that the village by the Post is a fusion of survivors of sundry groups and has a
much larger population than traditional local groups did, certainly accounts for this autonomy of the residential sections and the consequent minimization of the position of the chief. The authority of a
traditional "owner of the village" was probably greater precisely because the local group was smaller. What is nowadays the marked autonomy of the residential section would have been in the past the
autonomy of the local group, at the time closer to its 'sociological matrix: the uxorilocal extended family, or more properly (since,' as in
most of Amazonia, uxorilocal residence is not a mechanical rule but
obeys the proviso of ceteris paribus), the extended family that ~an
ages to attract sons-in-law and to retain sons at the same time.
The prominence of the ta iia appears in fact to have been greater in
the past. After mentioning the names of the old villages, the Arawete
would usually specify their "owners": a village was, for example,
"Moko-ro apa," "of Moko-ro," and its residents were designated genericallyas "Moko-ro wi," "Moko-ro's people." As we saw, however,
the villages are not named 'after those who founded them, but after
those who brought them to a close, the dead who caused them to be
abandoned (or, prior to a death, according to landscape features).
The former autonomy of local groups, which today is expressed in
the centripetal thrust of the residential sections, did not imply a fixed
and stable composition of its inhabitants. As mentioned earlier village populations varied greatly and the sentiment of belonging to 'each
one was apparently not strong. The system of temporary uxorilocality
gave rise to a constant movement between villages, as did the deaths
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of relatives and enemy attacks. Thus, precisely because the degree of
cohesiveness in the social structure is low, the position of leadership
emerges as a pole of agglutination. Its force of attraction varies according to a series of factors, from the phase of the development cycle
of the local group (i.e., of the different domestic groupsl, to the personality of the leader. In any case, the emergent tendency is one in which
leadership of the extended family subordinates the position of village
leadership, just as the domestic group logically subordinates the village. If the Arawete village is rarely something more than a juxtaposition of self-centered residential groups, rarely is the master of the
village more than a head of his own domestic group, which, byassuming the serial position of "the first"-tenoto rno-is capable of ordering the rest of the sections by contagion. 22

o
The model of village leadership does not appear to have ever been
patterned after the leadership of war expeditions. If the to no is associated with any other role, it is that of the shaman. The signs for the
dispersal of the village-honey gathering, fishing, "ripening the
maize," hunting to furnish a peyo-are intimately associated with
shamanic visions. 23
As the season of a given economic-ceremonial activity approaches,
the shamans' songs begin to mention it, expressing the gods' desire to
eat the associated kind of food (or at least that is how the often ambiguous words of the songs are interpretedl. Many times, after the village
mood had thus been readied, a night would come when Yiriiiato-ro
would sing a vision that would be taken as a cue for the enterprise to
take place the next day or soon afterwards. This indirectly sanctioned
the prior shamans' songs (after all, the ones who sing are the gods, not
the shamans) and at the same time rendered the song of the "owner
of the village" a kind of conclusion. 24 In short, everything suggests
that the celebrated "chiefly discourses," the "plaza speeches" (which
say no more than what everyone already knows, but sanction the
existence of the community by compelling its members to be aware
of itl, are, in the Arawete case, transferred to the shamanic song. It is
the words of the gods, expressed by the shamans, that create the conditions for collective action.
Thus, the focal point from which the words extend and concern
everyone is not an isonomic, equidistant pole towards which the domestic units converge. Distant, to be sure: the Arawete plaza is not of
this world, and the voices that animate it are the words of others-the
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Bringing the celestial guests for a tortoise festival, 1982
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voices of the gods, albeit through the mouths of the shamans. Every
residential section has at least one shaman, and when he sings, this
man is expressing the position of his section, However, he is not
speaking on its behalf: it is the gods who speak, and on their own behalf. In this way, the basic decisions of Arawete collective life receive
their impetus from the outside; the burden of beginnings is transferred to the gods. No one decides, to be precise: it is always an other
who begins-which gives him the final say-so. What awakens men
from their lethargy and autism, the forces capable of moving them in
concert, are these celestial voices that fill the vastness of the night.
For various reasons, war leadership does not serve as the model for
the position of headman of the local group. It is true that the morop'l'nii, "killer," is a focal symbol of the community-the songs and
dances of the maize beer festivals demonstrate this. The tenotii mo of
the war expeditions are always morop'l'nii, The warrior-singer is the
exemplary case of the figure of the leader, "he who makes everyone
rise up with him," the first to stand up. He contrasts with the shaman
in several ways. Each night may bring with it various independent
shamanic solos, simultaneous or consecutive, by each shaman in his
own house. A peyo or iJokii may be performed by more than one
shaman at the same time. But the singer of the pirahe, a war song, is
a singular figure, one who promotes the unison of all the men. Shamans, in other words, juxtapose themselves and represent the residential sections, while the killer unifies and promotes nondifferentiation,
His melody is taken up by the voice of all.
Nevertheless, the killer does not possess the astuteness of the
shaman, who is capable of assuming the political function of interpreting the will of his residential group and adjusting it to the general
will, all the while eluding identification with any enunciative role. A
shaman represents the others: the gods and the dead. The killer is an
other: a dead enemy and a ME:i'. This makes him dangerous. If the
shaman is a "mediator," the killer is a "mediated." But this will wait
for another chapter.
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A shaman and his wife, 1982

End of a festival, 1982

At the foundation of Arawete leadership is thus the role of the head of
an extended family and the possibility of occupying, both domestically and globally, the position of father and father-in-law of younger
men. Given the ideal model of uxorilocality, the "father-in-law function" is logically anterior and superior to the "father function": the
village headman is a generalized father-in-law. The absence of struc-
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tural mediations between the level of the extended family and that of
the village causes the leadership of the first to constitute the other;
the village is formed around a family and its head, who is conceived
as the founder and the foundation of the local group. Situations like
that of the contemporary Arawete, whose village unites various equipotent extended families, leads to the weakening of the role of chief,
transforming it into a residual place occupied by an "employee" assigned the difficult but indispensable task of beginning, of moving the
disiecta membra of the social body.
But if the concrete basis of leadership is the position of the fatherin-Iaw/s its symbolic representation brings to the forefront two other
attributes: that of the shaman and that of the warrior. On the concrete
level, what is set up is a structure of authority in which the control
over women (or mediation through the feminine sphere) is the essential lever (Turner 1979); while on the symbolic level, what is
emphasized is not life (reproductionL but the relation with death.
Here, authority is founded on alterity, in the relation with the
"others": gods, the dead, and enemies. A common characteristic of
Tupi-Guarani ideologies (and perhaps a widespread trait of "brideservice societies" [Collier &. Rosaldo 1981lJ is that the symbolic attributes of the positions linked to alterity encompass hierarchically
the material dimensions of authority. What we have here is a triadic
structure analogous to that proposed for Tupi-Guarani cosmologies
(see chap. 3, sect. 4): the internal (sociologicall aspect of leadership is
subordinated to those aspects pointing towards the extrasocial. Indeed, it is the same structure: the encompassment of the interior by
the exterior, of society (the "father-in-law function") by that which
surrounds and transcends it (the shaman and his gods, the warrior and
his enemies).
Finally, note that the three positions-father-in-Iaw (head of the extended familyL shaman, and warrior-correspond to the three spheres
of activity for which Arawete society requires a tenotii ma: choosing
the site of gardens and villages, alimentary shamanism, and war and
dance. 26

5

Nurture and Supernature

1. Mild Beer
The categories of "owner," "leader/, "shaman/, and "singer"
make up the repertoire of roles in Arawete ritual organization, which
consists of the peyo of foods and mild beer, consumed by the gods and
the dead, and the dokii. of strong beer, the occasion for a war dance.
Although the shamanry of mild beer is identical to the peyo of other
foods, the ceremonial system can be divided into a ritual complex of
maize and OI~e of meats and honeys, for the products prepared from
cooked maize follow a certain sequence.
Starting with the harvesting of new maize, there is a progression in
which the terms occupy increasingly longer periods in the annual
cycle: from solid to liquid, from hot to cold, from rapid to slow,
from less fermented and more substantial to more fermented and less
substantial, from the informal to the ceremonial, from "endoconsumption" to "exo-consumption":
1. Kiiyi ("maize soup"): a thick porridge of green maize, ground and
immediately boiled. It is nonfermented and eaten hot, and considered to be very nutritious. It is eaten privately or within the residential section (not being the object of any ceremony).
2. Kii.'i he'e (literally! "sweet beer/' i.e., mild beer): a thin gruel of
maize (green or semi-dried), prepared on the eve of consumption. It
involves more thorough grinding than the kiiyi, but some whole
grains are left to be chewed by women. It uses a greater quantity of
water than kiiyi, yielding more potfuls. This beer should be mixed
before being drunk so that the mash (part of which is eaten beforehand) becomes suspended. A drink of low fermentation, it may
be prepared informally for consumption by a residential section,
but is never consumed without inviting someone else; it may also
be produced by the whole village for a peyo ceremony. It is drunk
cold by both sexes.
3. K!J.'i'da (literally, "sour beer/' i.e., strong beerl: a drink of higher
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fermentation made from dry maize. The maize is ground, boiled,
and masticated for several days in great quantity. The mashed granules are separated from the soup and eaten collectively during the
phase of preparing the drink. The fermented beer, then, is pure
liquid (ti). It is not considered a food, since drinking the beverage
causes hunger, and it is normally vomited. This beer is processed
only for ceremonial occasions, each time by a single family, who
does not drink any of it but instead serves it (dokd). During the
festival, women drink little of this beverage-it is "men's affair,"
even though it has been chewed by the women. It is drunk cold.

D
When everyone has returned to the village after the dispersal of the
rainy season, one conjugal family announces that it will conduct a
dawoCi, a collective harvest of maize from its garden, in order to
make mild beer. The couple thus becomes the tenotd mo, leader or
sponsor, and awaci' fid, "owner of the maize," for this festival. One
morning, the male sponsor (who may be any of the men who opened a
multifamily garden, even a son-in-law of the titular head of the garden) calls out to all the villagers, inviting them to the garden. Upon
arrival, the family of the owner is the first to harvest an ear. Then
everyone else begins the work, divided into conjugal units.
Once back in the village, each family begins to husk and prepare
the maize. A small portion of the grains is toasted and ground, producing about two liters of mepi (toasted cornmeal)l ; the rest will be used
to make the beer. The entire day is spent in the tasks of grinding, boiling, and chewing the maize, continuing after dark. By the end of the
evening, each woman goes to the patio of the owners of the maize and
hands over to the wife half the flour or cornmeal she has produced,
keeping the other half for her own family's consumption. The owners
of the maize also make cornmeal and beer, producing more of the latter
than the rest of the households do. By the end of the day, the owners of
the maize will have received about twenty liters of cornmeal.
Meanwhile, the male owner of the maize must seek out a shaman
for the peyo of the beer the following day. Independently of the invitation, one or more shamans may show up when the peyo is held, since
it is the gods who are in command of their own descent. The essential
rule is that the owner of the maize cannot be the shaman.
The next day, shortly before dawn, the owner-sponsor brings his
pots to the "central" patio mentioned earlier (chap. 4, sect. 2). For a
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couple of hours, the muffled sound of solo singing has been emanating from inside the shaman's house. Little by little, responding to the
summons shouted by the sponsor, the men arrive drowsily and deposit their pots in a line in front of and behind those of the owner of
the maize, whose pots consequently occupy the middle position. This
line must be adjusted precisely along the first sunbeams. The families
gather around the pots and estimate their number,2 but they stay at a
certain distance away from them, leaning against the walls of the
houses surrounding the patio. Nobody is decorated; many do not even
show up.
Then the shaman emerges from his house, erect, head bent, singing
with his eyes closed, smoking his cigar, and holding an amy rattle. He
slowly follows the path leading to the patio, accompanied closely by
his wife, who often relights his cigar. In certain places along the path,
he stops and crouches, singing. Arriving at the patio, he executes a
circle (counterclockwise) with rapid steps around the line of pots,
half-crouching, stamping the ground forcefully with his right foot.
This is the opiwani movement, indicating that the gods are arriving
on earth. His entire trajectory from the house to the patio is described
in the song and corresponds to the path from the sky to the earth
along which he brings the celestial guests. Having led the line of spirits into the village (the patio), he then goes to the end as soon as they
enter, and the guests take the lead.
During this rhythmic encircling of the pots, the shaman may be accompanied by his wife and an apihi, sexual partner. This position,
besides being honorific, is also a protection against a dangerous principle infusing the food or drink, which is being dispersed by the
shaman: this principle is ipeye we, "shamanic stuff."
After the circuit, the shaman begins a series of movements around
the pots, shaking the rattle from up to down into the palm of his left
hand, turning towards the beer. This gesture is the peyo, properly
speaking: it indicates the contact of the gods with the food or drink
resting on the ground. At certain moments, the shaman inverts the
direction of his strokes, shaking the rattle away from the beer: this is
the dispersion of the malignity of the drink.
At a certain point in the peyo, still singing except for short pauses
to smoke, the shaman turns his back on the pots and crouches: the
gods and the dead are drinking. Now almost no one is left in the patio;
the only constant presence is the shaman's wife, who watches out for
him. The majority of the villagers have gone to paint and decorate
themselves. This moment of the feast does not belong to humans, so
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it is not appropriate to be near the pots. The gods are present, tripping
over themselves around the beer, shoving the shaman, drinking, singing, and enjoying themselves.
But a few people stay, mostly mothers with infants. The shaman
may come perform the peyo over them, which has protective or restorative functions, such as returning a soul or closing the body of a
child. The women, who are the object of the operation or simply carry
children who are maintain a distracted air, but from time to time
they repeat in sp~ken form the phrases sung by the shaman: this is
called Mai'moyitil, "calming ,the gods." This spoken repetition, frequent in contexts in which a shaman acts upon something, is peculiar
to womenj for instance, the shaman's wife will utter such repetitions
during his nightly solos inside their house. Sometimes they make
brief commentaries on what is being sung, especially if a deceased
soul enters upon the scene, when they speak about his presence. It
struck me as a calm exchange of impressions among the women
about some news brought by the shaman. The men, if any are present,
speak little.
Present or not in the patio, everyone displays an aloofness broken
only by the spoken repetitions, uttered in a strangely neutral tone.
Otherwise, people carryon conversations, laugh, and even ask the
shaman's wife for a puff of her husband's cigar before she returns it to
him relit. But everybody is perfectly attentive to the songs, judging
their aesthetic merits and pondering their theological-social contents.
Each is remembered for a long time.
The shaman then begins his return home in the same style that
he left it· the opiwani movements intensify and his song becomes
louder, i~terpolated with the stamping of his foot and the grunt~ng
produced by the brusque expulsion of air from his lungs. Once inSIde
his house, the song gradually diminishes until extinguished.
By this time, about eight or nine o'clock in the morning, all are
painted with annatto, wearing their best earrings, and befeathered
with harpy eagle down, while the women are also wearing their soapberry seed necklaces. The owner of the maize returns to the central
patio, opens his pot, and shouts for everyone to come. The sponsor's
beer is quickly emptiedj as always, the men elbow each other and fill
their gourd bowls with the beverage, returning to drink it with their
wives, who keep their distance. Pot by pot, the beer is consumed in
the patio. At each one, the owner of the pot repeats the invitation to
the others. Except for the feast sponsor, each man invites only a portion of those standing around to come drink the beer made by his
wifej in general, the circles of daily commensality are maintained.
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The owner of the maize, who invited all to drink, is obligatorily invited to drink by all.
In contrast to the long peyo, the drinking of beer by humans does
not last more than an hour. The feast is now over. The owner of the
maize then convokes all the men for a collective huntj he leads the
expedition of "digesting the beer" (k4'i mo-yawel. Ideally, when they
return, the tenotil m6 should have killed a lot of game so that he can
offer a feast in which the cornmeal he received is used for the namo pi
re mush. Actually, his family may pass several days without having to
make cornmeal, eating from what they received as "payment" (pepi
kill for the beer.
The feast of mild beer contrasts systematically with that of strong
beer. In the opinion of the Arawete, the first is not as good as the second since it has no dancing.

2. Strong Beer
When a couple decides to make beer of higher alcoholic content, they
notify the whole village and ask for all the pots from everybody's
houses. Then begins the tedious work. Husband and wife grind the
maize and boil itj the wife chews and strains the gruel. They must
maintain sexual abstinence throughout this period, lest the beer not
ferment. 3 The husband goes out less frequently to hunt, but goes
every day to his garden to fetch maize. The full pots are gradually
lined up inside their house along the walls. The abundance of metal
pots received by the Arawete after FUNAI established the "consignment canteen" led to an increase in the quantity of beer produced. At
one of the feasts, I calculated that about 300 liters of beverage were
consumed.
Nobody outside the family should look at the fermenting beer, or
else the process will come to a halt. During the nights, people dance
in the patio of the host to "make the beer heat up"-a reference not
just to the daily cooking of the gruel, but also to the process of fermentation, which liberates a considerable quantity of heat and is described as a boiling (ipipo) because of the froth. The mornings are
marked by the collective consumption of hati pe, the sour pulp of the
beer separated from the liquid.
Meanwhile, the male "owner of the beer" (k4'i iiil, the title applied
to the sponsor couple, contrasting with the "owner of the maize,"
which designates the sponsor couple of the mild beer feast) invites a
man to be the singer for the festival. This marakay (singer) will also
be the tenotil m6 of the ritual hunt that precedes the beer feast. When
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all the gruel has been processed and is fermenting, the owner advises
the marakay that it is time to go out on the expedition of kii'i mo-ra,
"making the beer sour." He stipulates the duration of the-hunt according to the degree of the beer's fermentation. On a certain morning, the couple that is the sponsor of the feast goes to the singer's
house, bringing two gourd bowls with some half-fermented drink.
The man serves the singer; the woman serves his wife.
After being served, the singer gets ready to leave. He goes trom
patio to patio summoning the men of the village. The scene is particularly discreet. Those asked hardly answer and do not look at the
tenotii mo-just as he did not look at the owner of the beer when told
how long to stay in the forest. Gradually they leave to follow him to
the forest, after he has already left the village with his close relatives.
While the men are gone, the singer's wife becomes the tenotii mo of
the village, which is now reduced to the female community and the
male owner of the beer. He is the only one who cannot go hunting,
since he must perform the operation of k!l'i moyo pepi, mixing the
beer, i.e., homogenizing the degree of fermentation among all the
pots, mixing the more sour with the less, removing the froth, and
making sure that no potfuls "rot" (itoyoJ by an excess of acidity. This
operation should not be viewed by anyone. This contrasts with the
simultaneous masticating and mixing of mild beer, both done by the
wife, without visual restrictions.
Led out to the forest by the tenotii mo, the men camp together or
divide up into two campsites. 4 As the days pass, the camps move
closer and closer to the village. Then one afternoon, when the beer is
ready, the owner of the beer goes to "bring the news" to the hunters
that they can return. Just as the shaman of the mild beer leads the
gods into the village, so the owner of the strong beer leads the line of
hunters as they return from the forest; as they draw near to the village, however, he takes a shortcut and enters his house unobtrusively,
allowing the hunters to take the lead.
Before the men return from the forest, the village belongs to the
women, who dedicate themselves to toasting maize and collecting
firewood for the meat that will be brought. Every night they dance in
the patio of the beer to "heat it up," led by the wife of the leader of the
hunt. Such dances are a simulacrum of the male dances-disorganized
and infused with a puerile and jocular tone-and suffer from a basic
absence: there are no female songs. All Arawete music comes from
the gods or dead enemies, and the only ones who can be the "authors"
of this music are shamans and warriors. Women may sing the songs of
warfare or shamanism, and certainly like to do so, but they cannot
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utter them for the first time. Thus, as they dance in the absence of the
men, they simply mimic the dances and repeat the songs of others. If
by chance some man has remained in the village, he is called on to be
the singer or the "song teacher" for the female dancers. But they never
ask the man who by definition stays in the village, the owner of the
beer: neither he nor his wife dances, sings, or drinks beer.
Besides the owner of the beer, another man may stay in the village
to serve the beer (k!l'i Bokii) to the gods, or a few hunters may return
early to do SO.5 This ceremony ideally takes place in the sponsor's
patio on the eve of the hunters' arrival; this is the first time the pots
are taken out of his house.
The session over the soured beer takes place at night between two
and four o'clock in the morning. The shaman's approach is conducted
exactly like that of the peyo of mild beer. But the pots are not consecrated as a group; they are brought out one by one from the house by
the female owner of the beer and placed on her husband's lap as he sits
on a mortar used as a bench. After being emptied by the gods and the
dead, the pot is returned to the house and substituted with another.
The owner of the strong beer, like that of the mild, cannot be the
shaman who brings the gods; his role here is to hold the pots of drink
while the celestial visitors are served by the shaman. The owner of
the beer and the shaman are described by the same name, kii'I Bokii
hii, servers of the beer: the first serves the hunters; the second, the
gods and the dead. The shaman is a double of the owner of the beer; he
goes "to bring the news" to the visitors from the celestial Mar pi.
The shaman's performance differs from that of the various-alimentary peyo, since it concerns an alcoholic drink. His song is more violent and his movements imitate the staggering and jolting of the
inebriated gods. The boundary between the citational narration of the
speech of others (the dominant style in the peyoJ and an "incorporation" of the divinity in these scenes becomes difficult to trace, given
that the voice of the shaman harbors the satiated groans and thunderous coughing of his guests.
A complex superimposition is in effect, which partially explains
this situation. A food peyo portrays a collective meal that, like the
human meal that follows it, does not actually involve songs, except in
the sense that the gods only speak by singing their Mal marakii. But
the Bokii is a mystical beer feast and therefore invol~s an invisible
pirahe, that is, a war dance and song, held in the patio of the beer.
Nevertheless, the form of the shamanic songs for strong beer is identical to the rest of the Mg).' marakii, not to war songs. The difference
from the other kinds of peyo lies in the theme and cast of characters:
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the songs speak of beer and not of tortoises, honey, etc., and different
gods descend. Despite the more violent tone, the strokes of the rattle
are the same as those of other peyo (what is dispersed here is the dati
nahi we, a "headache" that is in the beer). In short, the shaman stages
a divine beer festival and fuses in his own person the positions of both
server and served, owner and guest. But he does not reproduce a pirahe,
he describes one; he does not sing the alleged songs of this invisible
beer festival. Thus, by means of a metalinguistic embedding, the fundamental difference is preserved between the music of the gods and
the music of the enemies.
This dokii is attended by the women, who afterwards will tell their
husbands about it when they come to drink the beverage. The soured
beer, when drunk by the men, will be referred to as MQi' dQmi"-do pe,
the "ex-food of the gods." This is the same expression that designates
the celestial dead, ex-food of the MEl and future eaters of human food.
If no man has stayed behind for the shamanry rite, it can be postponed until the night of the beer festival, a time considered dangerous, since the gods get infuriated with the light of the fires and knock
the shamans down with their invisible lightning bolts. In any case,
the gods should come to drink the beer, 6 especially YiCire aeo, a
lascivious divinity who is the tenotii ma of the retinue and who always comes accompanied by a female soul. The maraka~ sin~ers of
the mystical beer feasts I attended were all souls of men kIlled III war
and/or killers; I do not know if this is the rule, but it happened four
times (consistent, of course, with the equation singer = warrior).
A few hours before the feast, the men return from the hunt. Near
the village, they stop to let the stragglers catch up and await nightfall.
Then everyone bathes and sets about making terewo, spiral trumpets
made of sheaths of babassu leaflets. When ready, the men follow the
path blowing on the terewo, which make a hollow sound that can be
heard far away. The women hurry to bathe and beautify themselves
and to light the fires. The men arrive in the same order that they left,
but now all are present at the same time, the marakay in the front. As
soon as they enter the village, they disperse, silently and resolutely,
and head for their patios. The meat they have brought is placed on
grills or wooden racks prepared in advance. Soon the voice of the owner
of the beer is heard summoning everybody-first the marakay-to
taste (hail the drink. Night falls. Families go to their patios to decorate themselves. This is the occasion when the Arawete ornament
themselves the most, especially the singer, with his yiakii diadem,
his head covered with down, his face decorated with the yiriii pattern
using tiny cotinga feathers and perfumed resin: he is MEl heri, "like a
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god." The owner of the beer, in contrast, does not paint or decorate
himself.
Around nine o'clock, the marakay stands up in his patio and begins
to summon the others. First h, calls his marakay rehii, those who
will dance by his side (a position that was agreed upon in the forest),
of whom some are his apihi-pihii, partners in spouse-swapping. Next
he calls the memo'o hii, the song teacher.
After the singer arrives in the patio of the feast and, along with his
family, occupies the place closest to the door of the host's house,
other families come over and settle down on mats around the patio.
Gradually the dance begins, constantly interrupted by the owner of
the beer, his wife, and children, who shove bowlfuls of drink in the
men's mouths, serving each line in its entirety. It is a point of honor to
drink the entire bowlful (half a liter) at one go. The dancers are
forcefully served, standing still while the owners of the beer circle
around them giving them drink. This is exactly the inverse of the
usual manner of commensalitYJ where the men throw themselves at
the vessel of food (or mild beer), grabbing what they can and dispersing to share the morsels with their family under the detached gaze of
the host.
The pots are quickly emptied and pile up in a corner. In contrast to
mild beer, everybody drinks from all the pots, except for the k4'i iiii,
the family sponsoring the festival, who does not drink. Furthermore,
people say that near relatives of the couple should consume very little
of the drink, especially if they share the same patio and plant in the
same garden. This norm indicates two principles: (1) formulated in
terms of genealogical proximity, it coincides with the ikoako circle,
those abstaining from food because of a relative's illness; it also suggests that drinking beer chewed by a sister, daughter, or mother is a
type of oral incest; (2) formulated in terms of social proximity (same
residential section, same garden), it defines strong beer as an "exobeverage." In the feasts of foods and mild beer, the first to be invited
are those who live the closest, with commensality expanding to
circles of decreasing density. In the feast of strong beer, by contrast,
the singer (the focal figure and main one served) may never come from
the same section as the owner of the drink; the only ones who do not
drink are those who always eat together with the sponsors.
The current concentration of all the Arawete in a single village
weakens an opposition that used to be fundamental in beer festivals:
the singer was always supposed to come from another village than that
of the owner of the beer. More than one village convened for this ceremony (ideally, all those that comprised a bloc, the tii dij; the men of the
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guest villages formed the main nucleus of the dancers, interspersed
with some api'hi-pihd of the host village. The kd'i nd, sponsor of the
beer feast, thus incarnated the host village, whilethe marakay, singer,
incarnated the guest villages. The co-residents of the sponsor were in
an intermediate position (nowadays occupied by the sponsor's relatives), drinking less beer than the guests. However, the sponsor's coresidents would also go out to hunt; as today, only the owner of the
beer stayed behind for the fermentation. The singer would be the leader
of the hunt mounted from his village; in the host's village, the leader
would be the owner of the village (td nd) or the singer of the next beer
feast offered in reciprocation by the other village. The main opposition, nowadays as in the past, is between the house offering the beer
and the rest of society. The invariable pole is the domestic group, and
its complement is of an historically variable extension: village, territorial bloc, or tribe. Indeed, in 1981, when there were still two villages
and I attended a beer festival in each one, they respected the principle
of the exteriority of the singers and their function as leaders of the
hunts in their respective villages.?
Let us return to the feast. As the night progresses, the dancers become drunker and a few women become emboldened to dance. The
men vomit the beer that is so implacably served them. The sound of
the singer's rattle and those of the shamans (who may be found in parallel arenas closing the bodies of children so their parents can drink
without danger) mix together with the groans, shouts, and songs of all
and sundry. Some people begin to weep despairingly, the eldest crying
out the names of their dead children; others simply babble phrases
incoherently. When one is drunk (ka'a), I was told, ears of maize swirl
in front of one's eyes. For some, the beer festival finally ends with the
heti, a sort of furious trance in which the victim begins to howl and
thrash about, running the risk of wounding others with his weapons;
he is seized and carried over to his wife, as rigid as a corpse. This type
of manifestation usually attacks recently married youths.
The beer feast ends with the first light of dawn; few are still on
their feet. The singer is the last to retire from the patio. If any pots of
beer are left over, the festival continues the next day. As evening approaches, the men gather inside the house of the owner of the beer
and form rows along the walls, with the marakay in the middle of the
main row. There they stand singing and drinking until sunset. Only
then do they shift to the patio, where they maintain the same formation, immobile and without dancing, singing until the last drop. Exhausted (not everyone can endure this second round), they disperse;
the festival is over.
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During the beer ritual, no one eats anything-a disjunction that
has already been noted for the Tupinamba. 8 The next day, the women
(led by the singer's wife) go visit the female sponsor and hand over
part of the smoked meat brought back by their husbands. This is
called the k!l.'i pepi kd, the payment for the beer. As in the case of
cornmeal given for mild beer, the owners of the beer will invite the
villagers to eat from this meat they receive. The "payment" is thus
partially neutralized, since those who gave game end up partaking of
it in the patio of the owners of the drink.

o
That is the ritual complex of maize. There are no set sponsors or singers for festivals; the circulation of sponsorship does not follow any
pre-established order; and the relationship between the central ritual
roles, owner and singer, have no other specification than that they belong to different residential sections (formerly, villagesJ.9 The feasts
do not appear to convey special prestige to the sponsors, much less
material advantages. The oppositions underlying the strong beer ritual
are condensed in the attributes of the singer and the owner of the beer,
as described in table 3.
This chart reveals some of the symbolic values of strong beer rituals. The owner of the beer occupies a feminine position; devoted to
maize, he does not hunt, dance, or drink. On the other hand, his role
is a synthesis of two masculine states: that of the father in couvade,
and of the male working to form a child. As the former, he cannot
have sexual relations or leave the village; as the latter, he "heats up"
the beer, cooking it and watching over its fermentation, just as a man
"heats up" the fetus with frequent contributions of semen (hadi moaki, "making-hot the child"), a gradual process indispens;}ble for
healthy gestation. 1O The owners of the beer are like the "owners of
children" (a term that describes the parents of newborns), who should
be attentive to what happens with their "products" (h~mi'-m6ni).
I hasten to add that the Arawete never draw explicit parallels between the fermentation of beer and gestation. Nonetheless, a series of
associations link these processes. In the first place, both fermentation
and gestation occur by means of a woman, and both are transformations (heriwd) of a prime material: male semen, the substance of the
child, is "transformed" in the maternal uterus, and maize cooked
with water is transformed into beer in the woman's mouth (and in the
pots). Similarly, a menstruating woman cannot chew the beer, and a
miscarriage "aborts" the fermentation.
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3 Roles of marakay and kii'i iiii in ritual of strong beer
Kiii tiii
Marakay
(owner of beer)
(singer)

Hunter, leader of men, brings them
to forest
Dancer, "he who arises," served
beer, gives meat
Ornaments, rattle, weapons
Marakii me hii: "giver of song"
Aplni-pihii as dance unit
Men, village, strangers
Mai' as model
Killer

Cook, stays with women, "brings
the news" and brings back men
Does not dance, serves beer,
receives meat
No ornaments, instrument is
gourd bowl for serving beer
Kti.'i me hii: "giver of beer/l
Married couple as production unit
Women, house, villagers
Double of shaman ("server")
Feeder

But there are a few inversions and dislocations. In the case of conception, the man is the dominant figure; his semen is the exclusive
substance of the child, while the woman is only a hiro, a vessel (a
pot?). In the case of beer, the man is an auxiliary of the woman, either
because maize is a feminine product or because the fecundating saliva
comes from the woman, while the man watches over the fermentation in the pots. On the other hand, if in conception the semen forms
the child, in fermentation what is transformed is an equivalent of semen. The parents of a small child cannot have sexual relations or
drink strong beer: the child would become filled with paternal sperm
(even if expended on some woman other than its mother) and the beer
they consume, causing it to gag and die of suffocation.
Another association of semen and beer appears: semen goes from
men to women, but beer goes from women (who masticate it but
hardly drink at all) to men. The beer feast is the only occasion when
women (or the couple occupying the feminine position) serve men.
Full of beer, the dancers swell up (iwo) and say their bellies have become as large as those of pregnant women, As a process of artificial
insemination, the beer operates as a kind of female semen, the counterpart and equivalent of male semen. (Would this be why women
asked us for bowlfuls of semen? See note 5.) Perhaps it is to mark this
seminal nature of beer that the presence of a man is required in the
process of production, although he is placed in a feminine position: a
"feminine" inseminator of the men, one who gives maize and receives game. Sperm, a woman told me, is "sour like beer."
The proper fermentation of the drink excludes the expending of semen by its owner: fermentation excludes fecundation, so that equally
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hot processes are not added together, and especially so that male
sperm does not infect (mo-wii, "pass on to") the artificial female semen, beer. Otherwise, men would be truly self-inseminating, a disastrous situation: beer polluted by the owner's semen would rot (the
accumulation of hot processes being inverted into rottenness), and
the dancers' bellies would burst, a sort of fatal male childbirth. l l The
beer festival, moreover, has a strong erotic tinge. The Arawete say
that the ~ays after the festival are witness to intense sexual activity,
for the dnnk causes hunger and sexual desire. It thus prepares the way
for a literal insemination of women by men.
Because of its stupefying effects, beer is also compared to fish poison (ci'ma). It is a "killer of people," just as fish poison is a "killer of
fish": "During the beer feast, we become like fish drunk with poison." A happy comparison, since fish poison is not actually poison,ous, but narcotic; the fish, if not captured while stunned, may
reVive and escape. This character of beer as an attenuated poison has a
proverbial expression: "Manioc juice can truly kill us, but that of
maize cannot."
Another association of beer is with maternal milk, which is said to
be "the beer of children." This is why parents of nursing infants
should have them undergo the operation of closing their bodies, or
else the beer-the milk drunk by adults, as it were-will pass to the
child. The equation beer = milk, moreover, evokes the nurturant
position of women in relation to men during the ceremony. Mothers
often premasticate the food they give their babies (and pet birds)just as they do with beer,
Sterile semen, gentle poison, sour milk-beer is an overdetermined
drink. It is an "anti-food," as Levi-Strauss would say: instead of
nourishing, it causes hunger; swallowed, it must be vomited; a female
semen, it is introduced into men through the oral tract. It forms a system with tobacco, also an anti-food, used in collective sessions of intoxication in which everyone vomits (and used in the beer festival to
"help one to vomit"). But in contrast to beer, tobacco takes away
hunger; instead of making us swell up, it makes us "diaphanous"
(mo-kiyaho), makes us "smooth" (mo-kawo) inside, and makes us
"lightweight" (mo-wewe)-effects that are essential for contact with
the supernatural. Tobacco is also a "killer of people": novice shamans
and women usually faint and have convulsions from an excess of tobacco; in other words, they "die" (imani).
Tobacco and beer have their sonoral equivalents: tobacco and the
aray rattle are emblems of the shaman, instruments of contact with
the gods; beer and the maraka'i rattle are such instruments for the
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singer. But the dance rattle is a passive instrument, merely accompanying the singing, and is not creative like the aray. It should now be
clear why it was during a beer festival that humans were transformed
into animals by the Nii-M5P-' by means of tobacco plus the aray (see
chap. 3, sect. 2). The tobacco of a god transforms men, drunk on beer,
into animals:
Beer: Men ~ Animals:: Tobacco: Men ~ Gods
These modes of transformation are passive and active, respectively:
the first, regressive (culture ~ nature); the second, progressive (culture ~ supernature). Recall that tobacco, besides putting shamans in
contact with the gods, was originally used by the latter to ascend
to the skies during the primordial separation. Finally, the regressive
power of beer can be observed in the treatment that dancers undergo
as they are passively served a drink masticated by women, as if they
were children. Regarding the inverse direction, recall that the gods
may be considered adults in relation to the living (see chap. 3, sect. 1).
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4 KA'i he,'e and kA'i 'da rituals
K!l'f he'e
(mild beer ritual)

Consumption minimally deferred
Rapid hunt after festival, to digest
beer
Beer exchanged for cornmeal (given
before beer consumed)
Owner is main guest
Owner is tenotti m6 of hunt
Pots in communal patio, feast
likewise
Global peyo of pots arranged in
line, placed on ground
Morning (dawn)
Men take beer and drink with
wives
Juxtaposition of conjugal houses
Focus on shaman

K!l'f'da

(strong beer ritual)
Consumption maximally deferred
Prolonged hunt before festival, to
ferment beer
Beer exchanged for meat (given
after beer consumed)
Owner does not drink, but serves
Owner is not tenotti m6 of hunt
Pots inside owner's house, feast in
his patio
Serial dokti serving of pots, in
"high" position (owner's lap)
Night (evening)
Women serve and take care of men,
hardly drink
Host's house contrasts with village
Focus on singer

D
The Arawete would tell me that they did not dance when a peyo of
mild beer was held "because we are not going hunting." In fact, they
do go hunting, but only after the mild beer is consumed, "in order to
digest it/' while they go hunting before a strong beer festival "in order
to ferment it."12
The two types of beer rituals are organized along a series of contrasts, as seen in table 4.
Mild beer is the analogue of other ceremonial meals (peyo); strong
beer occupies a singular position.
When the Arawete say that in the peyo of mild beer, they do not
dance or sing "because we will not go hunting/, in contrast to the kii'i
'da, they are making an implicit association between the ceremonial
hunts for a feast and a war expedition. The singer for the strong beer
festival, leader of the hunt, has the symbolic attributes of a killer.
One of the epithets conferred on enemies is k!I.'i 'da riihi, "seasoning
for the beer"-that which gives it flavor, what enlivens it. Note that
the first thing said by the Tupinamba after they captured Hans Staden
was that they would kill him "Kawewi Pepicke" (in Arawete, kii'i
pepi kii, "in return for beer"); that is, that he would be devoured after
a beer feast prepared by the women (Staden 1928 [15571: 64). This
clearly suggests a cannibalistic "origin" for the Arawete k!I.'i'da.

The pepi kii of the feast are the animals brought back by the hunters
and given to the owner of the beer. The piIahe is a dance around the
singer-killer, just as the Tupinamba porace was a dance around the
war prisoner.
. G~ven the orgiastic climate, the pan-village gathering, and the assoCIatIOn of beer and war songs, the 'Arawete beer festival resembles the
famous precannibalistic drinking parties of the Tupinamba and shows
numerous analogies with the war ceremonies of other Tupi-Guarani
peoples,. such as the Parintintin "dance of heads" and the Kayabi
yawotsl (Kracke 1978: 45; Grunberg n.d. [19701: 169f£.). Hunting and
warfare are strictly associated in Arawete thought: in relation to animals, the Arawete are awi, enemies. The exception is the jaguar for
he is the awi and we are his h!!:,minii (prey); hence, a dance is held ~ver
the death of a jaguar as over the death of an enemy (a classic Tupinamba
theme). The festival of strong beer, in short, is a war ceremony. The
ambivalent character of this drink reflects, I would argue, the ambiguous status of its focus-the killer.

3. Meat and Honey
The shamanizing and consumption of products derived from maize
occur exclusively during the phase of living in the village; all other
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products can beshamanized either in the ,,-illage ,or in the ~orest.
Strong beer, the culminating term of the maIz~ senes, en~ers mto ,a
system with other foods and forms of. consumpt~on. As a dnn~ t~at IS
masculine but prepared by women, msubstantlal and sour, It IS opposed to honey, also a liquid (ti), obtained by men but offered first to
women, very substantial (cewe: see chap. 2, note 19) and eaten rav:.
Besides honey can serve as seasoning (ahi) for drinks such as assaI,
while s~rong beer needs seasoning-dead enemies. Finally, if the beer
is sour like semen, honey is sweet like a vagina. Eating honey makes
us flaccid (mo-time), as does sexual intercourse. Xupe honey makes
our stomachs growl, the same symptom provoked by incestuous copulation. The sexual symbolism of honey is, multiple and ambivale,n~.
From the point of view of women, honey IS the semen of the spInt
Ayaraeta, which, if tasted in a dream, causes their souls to be imprisoned in the spirit's rattle, where it stays eternally, eating honey
and being "eaten" by the spirit. 13 From the male point of view, honey
acts like a vagina, and like it, is "fat." Although women are the first to
taste the honey (if a man comes across a beehive in the forest, he
brings back the honey for his wife), men also overindulge in it-while
in contrast women rarely taste the strong beer.
The mellifluous character of the female sexual organ is evidenced
in a crude manner in the custom of using the names of species of
honey as metaphors of the "flavor" of each vagina in the village and as
synecdoches for each woman. 14 What could be called "vulvonyms"
enter into the construction of jocular male teknonymsj for example, a
certain eminent and somewhat overbearing man was called (behind
his back) ACiCi e piha, "the husband of 'howler-monkey honey.'''
If strong beer is singular, honey species are multiple. The majority
are named after animals, but many synonyms and metaphors are also
used. Just as they can identify various women, some types of ho~ey
are called by the personal names of women. In these cases, the cnterion seems to be the preference these women demonstrated (the majority of them are deceased) for particular specie,.:; of honey. Some
types of honey are poisonous and emetic, such as "AnihoneY"j others
make one's hair fall out, such as "leaf-cutter ant honey"j others make
one's hair stick up, such as "coatimundi honey"j others make ~he
fetus stir about in its mother's womb and awaken male fecundIty,
such as "fire honey."
Collective expeditions to gather honey always involve both sexeSj
the hives of xupe bees unite the greatest number of people. Men cut
down the tree where the hive is found or they erect scaffolding from
which to detach it from the trunk. In the latter case, they first burn
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the phallic entryway (hakay, penisl of the hive to stupefy the bees.
During honey-gathering expeditions, no one may smoke. Honey has
arrows, which wound the mouth of anyone who smokes. 15
Once the tree or the beehive has been knocked down, the men
quickly remove the honeycombs and bring them to their wives, who
keep a prudent distance. Honey is eaten in situ, pure and raw. But part
of it can also be saved for a peyo, either pure or mixed with assai. The
assai fruits are soaked in hot water, the pulp is removed from the pits,
and the mass is thickened and sweetened with honey.
I was unable to attend the shamanry of honey and assai performed
in 1982. But the descriptions I collected permit a schematic reconstitution. The shaman who brings the "eater-of-assai" (Iarael) gives
the signal for the village to disperse. Upon their return three to five
days later, each house prepares the assai-honey mixture. In the evening, the pots are brought to the patio of the shaman (in the 1982 rite,
Yiriiiato-ro). At dawn, with everyone shut inside their houses, the
shaman and his wife (who dances with him for protection) go out to
their patio. He disperses the arrows of the honey and brings first the
eater-of-as:o:ai and then other gods who eat honey. The next morning,
he invites everybody to come drink some of the mixturej as in the
case of mild beer, the owner of each pot calls others to drink. The
shaman's pot is the first and he will drink from all the othersj he is
thus the tenota mo of this ceremony. Other versions I heard stated
that the pots are placed in the same patio as mild beer is (the central
one), not that of the shaman, who is nevertheless always the tenota
mo. The shamanic songs of this ceremony are similar to those of
other visitations by the gods and the dead.
I was able to attend several tortoise shamanic rites during the rainy
season of 1982-83. After singing for several nights about the desire of
the gods to come eat this food (especially Me'e Na, the "JaguarThing"), the shamans or leaders of the residential sections decide that
the time has come for the collective hunts i-peyo pi, "for the peyo."
Each expedition, lasting from two to seven days, is led by a tenota
mo, who will be the shaman of the ceremony (or who will recruit a
shaman, ideally from his own residential section).
The return from the hunt is not marked by the pomp (or what
passes for it am,ong the Arawete) of the return for strong beer feasts.
On the night of the return, the tortoises are opened, the shells
roasted, and the meat boiled. The meat adhering to the shell is eaten
according to the system of the nocturnal "gastronomic round" described earlier. The pots containing the meat, liver, and eggs are set
aside. The following morning at dawn, the tenota mo or (if he is the
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shaman) one of his relatives places his pots in the patio used for mi~d
beer and summons the others to do likewise. The peyo that follows IS
virtually identical in form to that for mild beer. The only difference is
that people stay even farther away from the potSj the "shamanic
stuff" (ipeye we) of tortoises is more dangerous than that of beer.
Me'e IVa who eats the liver and eggs, leaving the flesh for the other
gods wh~ follow, is a violent and ferocious being who ~ust be pacified (mo-apapi) by the shaman. The latter embraces hIm as he ~e
scends enticing him to eat the tortoises. In his song, the Jaguar-Thmg
and th~ other gods refer to humans by the depreciating epithet yaaci'
dam a re, "eaters of tiny tortoises."
After the peyo, the pots are carried away to be reheated on the domestic fires. By this time, everybody is decorated in the same :-ray as
for a feast of mild beer. Special importance is given to feathenng the
head with harpy eagle down, which protects against the "jaguariza16
tion" of the cosmos unleashed by the presence of the Me' e N a. Then
begin the calls to come eat. Each house invites others followin~ a ~as
tronomic circuit· the tenota rna should be both the one who mVItes
the most people' and the one who is the most invited (although his
tortoises are not necessarily the first to be eaten). As always, the men
are the ones who divide up and "capture" the morsels of meat and
bring them over to their wives.
.
The authentic peyo of tortoise is held in the forest, wIth smoked
tortoises arranged on a wooden rack. Like honey, tortoises contain invisible darts that must be dispersed by the shaman. But only smoked
ones carry such a danger, which resides in the shellsj boiled ones have
simply "shamanic stuff," less malignant. Everybody b~t the. shaman
takes care to stand safely behind the backs of the tortOIses alIgned on
the rack since the arrows fly from the animals' heads. 17
The ritual expeditions to hunt howler monkeys and to fish with
poison vines obey the same schema. The tenota rna is the shaman or
one of his close relativesj the animals should be smoked and placed
on a rack. After the peyo, the chunks of meat are brought home and
boiled over the domestic fires. People then go from patio to patio to
eat (or, in the forest, from fire to fire).
The alimentary danger from howler monkeys and fish and from the
two other animals that must be shamanized (tapir and deer) is different from others. All these animals liberate not only ipeye we, but
also spirits (ba'o we) that must be killed by the shaman before the
meat can be consumed by humans and gods. The technique is the
same as the one used to kill terrestrial spirits and treat bites from venomous animals (see chap. 8, sect. 2).
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The Arawete have not performed peyo rituals for tapir and deer in a
long time. They say this is because such animals are shared with the
employees of the FUNAI Post (who are always present at their distribution) and are no longer smoked as in earlier times. Smoking thus
seems to be the form that is at the same time the most dangerous and
the most appropriate to the preparation of meats, tortoise included.
Nowadays, deer is eaten boiled without problems, but tapir provokes
a certain fearfulness. Tapirs are killed "for the whites"j only after the
latter clean and butcher the meat do a few men accede to the insistent
offers of the Post employees and take pieces home to cookj the majority prefer to ignore what is happening or watch reticently.
The peyo of deer and tapir were considered very dangerous. The
spirits of these animals flashed with light, set fire to the earth (iwi
meni-meni), and could burn nonshamans. Two men of the village
who had bald spots on their heads were said to have suffered such an
accident, bapi, the burning of hair by the light of the spirits of tapir
and deer.J8
I do not know where or how the peyo of tapir and of deer were
performed. Only these animals produce bapi; the spirits of howler
monkeys and fish, if not killed, merely cause abdominal pains.

4. The Alimentary Forms of the Religious Life
The relationship between the two facets of Arawete alimentary shamanism, the leading of the celestial guests to prelibate the human
meal and the dispersion of the pathogenic principles of the foods, is
not completely clear to me. Honeys, tortoises, howler monkeys, fish,
mild beer-all these can be consumed privately without the necessity
of shamanically neutralizing the arrows, shamanic stuff, or headaches
contained in them. Such forces seem to be inherently active only on
occasions when foods are produced and consumed collectively, which
in turn entails the arrival of the gods and the dead to eat. For this reason, strong beer, although less dangerous than meats and honeys from
the point of view of its substantive malignity, is always shamanized. I
never witnessed nor heard of an operation of dispersing pathogenic
principles that was not followed by the arrival of the gods, other than
minor interventions performed over individual patients who complained of pains after having privately consumed one of these foods
(an infrequent occurrence). The general impression I had was that the
dispersion of the arrows and other ceremonial precautions were aimed
at rendering the product safe for humans and for the gods j it was not
something occasioned by the gods who, being eaters and not "own-
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ers" of the foods, do not appear to possess any special power over such
foods. Reasons of a sociotheological order seem more pertinent than
bromatological theories in accounting for Arawete shamanism; its
two facets, in my view, are at best only extrinsically connected. What
is at issue here is a sacrificial complex of commensality, rather than
an operation of neutralizing the dangers of nature, so common elsewhere in Lowland South America. 19 It is possible, however, that I let
myself be swayed by the Arawete emphasis on their relations with
the MQi' and that I neglected the metaphysical interactions between
the human and the animal worlds. That I did not witness the shamanry for game other than the village peyo of tortoise also may have
impeded me from perceiving other aspects. At any rate, what seems
to me to be fundamental is that the M[l.i' accrue to themselves values
that in most cosmologies of the continent are localized in animals
and their hypostases. In the Arawete case, supernature encompasses
nature as the form par excellence of the extrasocial.

o
The alimentary and culinary system of the Arawete ceremonial cycle
can be simplified in a triangle: beer (fermented), meat (smoked),
honey (raw). To it a fourth term, in a certain respect central, must be
added: tobacco (burned), the shamanic instrument of consecrating
these foods and the delight of the gods. To this system should be
counterposed the mode of boiling, belonging to daily consumption.
If the fermented is feminine and the smoked masculine, then
honey, strongly sexualized, is a hermaphroditic fluid: seminal for
women, vaginal for men. It would be nice if we could characterize it
as a male vaginal fluid (or as male menstrual blood?), maintaining the
symmetry with beer and female semen, but in contrast to the latter
pair, I do not find sufficient grounds to warrant it. 20
Reading the feast of strong beer as an oral insemination of men by
women brings to mind the well-known complex of male menstruation,
which in Amazonia is found among the Tukano groups (S. Hugh-Jones
1979) and perhaps in the Upper Xingu (Bastos 1978: 176). Such a configuration is usually interpreted as a symbolic prestidigitation in
which men capture the natural reproductive power of women and
sublimate it into mystical creativity (e. Hugh-Jones 1979: 153f£.).
This does not appear to me to be the case in the Arawete beer ritual.
The insemination of men by women suggests precisely the attribution
of certain fecundating powers to women, thus inverting the official
theory; which posits men as the sole proprietors of genetic substance,
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sperm. What appears to take place is a certain neutralization of or
compensation for, the differences of gender. The central role of ferment,ed drinks in South American conceptions about gender largely
remams to be exploredj I suspect that the idea of beer as female semen
would find echoes in other societies (see, for example, e. Hugh-Jones
1979: 186ff.).

o
!he cerem?nial ?rgani~ation activates the role of "owner" (na) only
m the festIvals I,nvolvmg maize products. Similarly; only in these
cases does an alI~entary exchange (cornmeal, meat) occur, but it
tends to be neutralIzed by the offering of banquets in which the sponsor returns the products received. In all the other collective meals
that follow the arrival of gods, a nondifferentiation of the community
ta~<es place in which everybody produces and consumes the same
th,mg. In these cases, the role of the tenota mG tends to be confounded
~Ith that of the shaman (peye), while in the two maize feats, the peye
IS a double or equivalent of the sponsor, but they cannot be one and
the sa~e ~erson. Moreover, at the mild beer feast, the sponsor is the
tenota mo of the hunt that foll~ws_the festival, while for the strong
beer, the ,sponsor and the tenota mo are polar opposites.
Ther~ IS thus, a triadic permutation, which perhaps explains why
the festival of mIld beer, a feast of maize, is identical in its form to the
feasts for game and honey: it effects the seasonal mediation between
the ceremonies of the forest and that of strong beer as described in
table 5.
'
,Althou~h I lack facts to confirm it, I suspect that the feast of assai
WIth xupe honey; the prelude to the rainy season dispersal would
make the seasonal me~iation complementary: dry ~ rainy; ~nd villag~ ~ forest: It would maugurate the phase of dispersal (closed by the
festI~al of mIl~ beer) and the period when the figure of the shaman is
d.ommant (whIle .during the strong beer festival, the focus is the
smger). The occasIOnal pl~cement of the drinking vessels in the patio
o~ the shaman for the arnval of laraci' would transform him into a
kmd ~f sp_ons~r_of the c~remony, merging the three positions: peye =
tenota mo = na. The dnnk can be considered a compromise between
th~ raw ~nd the fermented: the palrnfruits softened in hot water and
m,IXed wI~h honey quickly acquire an acidic taste. Mild beer and assai
WIth, xupe ,honey ,WOUld thus mediate between the two great ceremomal penods: ramy and dry, forest and village, tortoise + honey and
strong beer, shamanic rites and war dances.
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5 Global ceremonial organization
Forest

TABLE

m

Feyo of meat and
honey
Collective production
and consumption
Smoked and raw
peye = tenotii rna

mn

_
m

m

> Village

Feyo of mild beer

Dokii of strong beer

Collective production
and consumption,
product of family
garden
Weakly fermented
peye (riii = tenotii

Family production,
collective
consumption

*

mol

Fermented

I peye + riiil *tenotii

rna

The festival of strong beer is the most complex, involving separate
representatives of the three functions, sponsor, singer, shaman: the
first associated with women and agriculture; the second with hunting
and warfare; the third with the gods and the dead. The main opposition is between the sponsor of the beer and the singer-warrior. In the
other feasts, the main opposition is between humans and the celestial
guests: the first appear as a kind of generalized sponsor of the food to
be prelibated by the gods and the dead, and are represented by the
shaman. The unifying point in the festival of strong beer is the singer;
in the other feasts, the shaman.
What stands out most clearly about this structure is that Arawete
ceremonies are oriented towards the outside. They do not reflect or
elaborate differences internal to the society of the living: they do not
initiate anyone, do not oppose social segments, do not consecrate
statuses. There are no fixed festival owners, shamans, or singers. The
essential difference is between the bide, as a nondifferentiated totality, and exterior others; what defines and unites the living is their
difference from enemies, gods, and the dead.
The prototype of the singer in the beer festival is a killer; around
him society is unified. But the killer is something other than a subject
incarnating the collectivity: he has an essential affinity (in both
senses) with his dead enemy. The one who actually sings in the
pirahe is this enemy, as we will see. During the beer festival, then,
the host incarnates the position of bide, while the invited men and
their leader are unified in a process of "enemy-becoming." At the
same time, this killer-enemy is "like a Mgj.'."
In the other ceremonies, where war is not a theme, the shaman represents the human community as it confronts the gods and the dead;
he is the tenotii mo of the living. But the shaman is not a subject either,
nor an image of interiority. In his capacity to self-divide by separating
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his body from his soul, he has an affinity with the dead. His place in
the peyo is ambiguous; a representative of the living, he "represents"
the visitors from the Beyond. From his human mouth ("from that
which will rot," as the Arawete put it), those who speak are still the
others: the gods and the dead.
Shamans and warriors, images of the others, are at the same time
focal points of the socius, This is the Arawete paradox: their "ideals
of the person" reflect what they cannot be, by definition-enemies,
gods, the dead-but whom nevertheless they will become.
That such ideals are masculine reveals another characteristic of
this cosmology: the space of the Same, of society, is feminine, facing
the masculine world of the Other. Note the feminine position of the
beer sponsor, and the dancers' "enemy-becoming," as men who come
from outside (the forest, another village), As "food of the gods"-another epithet the Arawete use when talking about the human condition-the living are to the gods as women are to men. In contrast to
other cosmologies where women are conceived of ambiguously between Culture and Nature, "we" and the enemy, here it is men who
incarnate and actualize the mediation between the self and other
while women epitomize the interior of the socius. This is ahead;
suggested in the predilection of all spirits of the cosmos for women.
The Arawete ceremonial system, in summary, expresses and produces a nondifferentiation of the social body-which extends from the
metonymic juxtaposition of its parts in daily life to its metaphoric
unification through ambivalent figures in ritual-and places at center
stage a single fundamental opposition: between inside and outside,
the socius and its exterior. This exterior prevails; humans nourish
the others,
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1. The Mixture
Arawete social organization, like that of so many Amazonian
societies is founded on the ego-centered bilateral kindred and features a Dravidian-type kinship terminology. As among many TupiGuarani groups marriage can occur between adjacent generations
(MB/ZD, FZ/BS) and between alternate o~es. ~~o presen~ is an?t~~r
institution that is widespread on the contment, formal fnendshlp, a
system of ritualized bonds between non~elat~ves! disti~ct fr07~' th.os:
of marriage alliance. Among the Arawete, thIS fne.ndshlp (apllll-pih~)
has as its symbol the sharing of spouses. One of ItS consequences IS
the blurring of the simple dichotomy of relative/nonrelative and the
shifting of affinity to a symbolically reduced position. The overall
significance of friendship can be summarized in a phras~: th~ Arawete subordinate complementarity to redundancy, recIprocIty to
mutuality.
If they cannot avoid the social imperative of matrimonial ~xch~ge,
they dilute it by a variety of artifices, of which the most mgemous
is this: rather than something that has been exchanged, a spouse
is something to be shared. The result is expressed in an ethnogenealogical dogma: "We are all mixed." In fact, it is difficult to fin~ someone who has only one recognized genitor. Seminal colla~orauon (an~
its terminological consequences) is the rule. Since the dIfferent gemtors of an individual are not necessarily "brothers" (friends, by definition are not siblings) the result is a mixture of semens and of
"
'
categories.
The "patrilinearity" latent in the theory 0f
conceptIOn
gets neutralized, the options of classification multiply, and even the
minimal principle of the kindred is obscured. Not even two actual
brothers necessarily have the same terminological field, due to the
differential collaboration of genitors. Casuistry reigns as a result of
conflicting versions about the number and identity of someone's genitors, the high number of successive marriages (leaving variable marks
142
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in the terminology), the temporary or definitive exchanges of spouses,
and the ad hoc conversion of "siblings" into "ex-siblings" (and thence
into spouses). In addition, the depopulation after contact led to a profound rearrangement of the conjugal situation; the number of technically incestuous marriages, however, has always been fairly high,
despite the surprisingly low number of prohibited positions in the terminology. Finally, added to all this is the global torsion of a system
with frequent oblique marriages, constituting an "elementary" system of kinship that would require a complex description because of
its complicated functioning.
Personal names are used in daily communication more than
kinship terms. Let us begin with this.

2. Names
Personal names are freely used. Only two restnctIOns apply: an
adult's name from childhood should not be used in his or her presence, since this produces "fear-shame" (Ciye) and angers (mo-ira) the
person; and one does not say his or her own name in contexts where
the subject in the utterance (en once) would be the subject who does
the uttering (enonciation). On the other hand, the childhood names of
various adults are embedded in the teknonyms of their parents, where
they suffer no restriction on being mentioned, except by the "eponym," who avoids naming them. However, this avoidance is not as
strict as that of auto-denomination. Also, a person can say his own
name if he is citing someone else's discourse. The typical case is the
shamanic song, where gods and the dead sometimes refer to the
shaman by name, who thereby "names himself" (Qdi'me).
Each person receives only one name (eray) in childhood and will
carry it (hereka) until his or her first child is born. This rule is obligatory for women. Men may be denominated teknonymically after
marriage. The form used is "X-piha," partner of X (wife's name).1
When the first child is born, the couple throws out (heti) their childhood names and switches (heriwa) to teknonyms: Y-ro and Y-hi, father and mother of Y (child's name). The parents can be renamed with
each child that is born. In practice, only one or two teknonyms (in
some cases, three) tend to be employed for the rest of their lives, and
usually the name of the firstborn is the one they keep. The first child
is considered the name-giver (heray here) of the parents. He is given a
name more quickly than subsequent children are; the choice of his
name is the object of great care, and in naming the child, thought is
always given to the name the parents will carry. In a certain sense, the
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ones who are actually being named are the parents. Teknonyms are
more proper names than those of childhood; once they are obtained,
the latter become "painful to hear."
In this respect, the birth of a child is even more important for
women than for men, since men can leave behind their childhood
names upon marriage, while women can do so only when they bear a
child. In a system that is conceptually uxorilocal, marriage transforms a man into someone who "is together" (-pihiil with a woman;
on the other hand, it is only the birth of the first child that confers on
a woman an autonomous existence vis-a-vis her own mother. 2
Even after a man obtains a "father of Y" teknonym through (social)
paternity, he may continue to be called "partner of X/' or rather,
"partner of the mother of Y/, since this is now his wife's name. For
example, after his marriage with Moreha, Payikii was called Morehiipihii (or sometimes still Payikii). When Heweye was born, Morehii
became Heweye-hi; Payikii became Heweye-ro, or sometimes
Heweye-hi-pihii.
The teknonym through one's wife tends to be used most among
men, while 'the form "father of Y" tends to be used by women and
children. In the context of the village, these forms vary freely; some
men are more often referred to as "father of Y/' others as "partner of
X." However, in the exclusively male ambience of hunting camps, the
pihii form is systematically used, even for youths who, because they
have not yet had children, may still be called by their childhood
names in the village. Similarly, when a man summons the others for a
collective hunt, he uses the pihii form; to call them to a meal, he alternates freely between the forms. The pihii form is thus a "formal"
mode of address among men. Underscoring the matrimonial bond, it
suggests that the relations among men exist through women-and
not merely with reference to affinity, since brothers also address each
other in this way, and so does a father to his son.3 It is as if what defined a man for another were his condition of being connected to a
woman. Note, finally, that the pillii form does not reflect an actual
residential situation: a youth who brings his wife to reside in his section is similarly named through her. "Residence" with a woman is an
abstract situation, which appears to express the axial value of the
feminine position in the organization of social life. After a man dies,
the pihii form disappears; the personal name that persists is the one
expressing his status as father of Y. (On the other hand, some living
men are designated half-jokingly by their current wives as "Y-pihere,"
"ex-husband of Y/' someone deceased.)
I am not suggesting that paternity is not fundamental for men to
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attain adult status. So important is it that in various cases, men took
definitive names based on children who were conceived by others, or
in whose conception their collaboration was minor. These cases involved men who had not yet had children and, marrying widows who
were pregnant or nursing, "picked up" (hapi') the children or "made
them grow" (mo-hi). Also common is the formation of male teknonyms derived from female teknonyms referring to long-dead children whom the present husband never knew. Finally, successive
marriages can lead to the differential accumulation of teknonyms; for
example, Tayopi-ro (a man) is also known as Tarani-no, but Tayopihi and Tarani-hi are successive wives he had, through whom he
conceived Tayopi and Tarani. Thus, naming situations are complex
and do not permit genealogical connections to be deduced from
teknonymy.
The naming of children is not the object of any ceremony, and
name-givers are not predetermined according to kinship position or
other criteria. The majority of name-givers 4 are older people who have
close kinship connections with one of the parents. Eminent women
are often consulted and choose the names. The parents can choose of
their own accord the names of their children, although rarely that of
the firstborn; being young, they yield to the decisions of their elders,
particularly their own parents. Only one rule is invariably respected:
there cannot be two people with the same name. This applies to the
childhood names of living adults, which are not conferred upon children. A name must be either a brand-new one or that of a deceased
person. s
After death, an individual is mentioned by his or her name followed
by the suffix -reme (or -ami), attached also to kinship terms. In the
shamanic songs that bring the dead to earth, the latter are systematically named without these suffixes: they connote absence or distance
and can be affixed to the names of people who have not been seen for a
long time. The childhood names of the dead are freely mentioned, although out of the range of hearing of close relatives. However, the persistence of teknonyms is the norm, in daily conversation as well as in
the shamanic songs.
The Arawete naming system depends on three basic criteria. A
child can be named"after a deceased member of the group" (pirowl"hii
ne), "after an enemy" (awf ne), or "after a divinity" (MQi' de). A small
number of names are conferred using another criterion, names invented (mara te, "simply created") according to the whims of the
name-giver. The three basic criteria of naming must not be confused
with the semantic classes into which names are grouped. Such a dis-
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tinction is necessary because the majority of names belong to the "enemy" and "divinity" semantic series, without this implying that they
were conferred according to the criteria awl ne and Mg}.' de.
The first criterion means that the child is named in order to put
back into circulation the name of someone who died long ago. The
child is thought of as substituting (hekQwma) or_ bringing back
(hereka yipe) a name once in use. The notion of pHQwf'ha in this context signifies simply "ancient people," or more exactly, deceased. The
exact kinship relation between the eponym (ipiha, "the first") and the
person named is not important; the eponym may well be ~ child who
died without leaving descendents. For this reason pHQwi"ha cannot
be translated as "ancestor" when considering naming criteria.
There may be more than one deceased person who bore the name,
but the choice is made with a particular person in mind. What is
being replaced is, strictly speaking, a triad, the child and its pa~ents;
many times the specific aim is to bring the names X-ro and X-hI back
into existence, whose former bearers are present in the collective
memory more vividly than a child who died young.
Such a process of onomastic replacement does not appear to have
any intention other than an affective or commemorative one. There.is
no concept of a reincarnation of souls via names, nor of a transmIS6
sion of a fixed structural relation between social positions. Namegivers choose the names of people whom they knew personally and
esteemed or who were dear to their own parents. Sometimes a couple
will reutilize names of children who died when very young, or the
grandparents may suggest the names of the child's FB and MZ. I have
no examples of names passed from MB and FZ to ZS and BD, which
suggests an attempt to avoid cross-transmission. There are no generational criteria. The most common explanation the Arawete gave
for choosing a name was, "Because so-and-so wished to name him/
her that."
Although the form of naming someone "after a deceased" depends
on the inclinations of the name-giver, there appears to be some sort of
order. One name can draw in another, and the subsequent children of
a couple tend to be named after the siblings of the eponym of the firstborn. Names tend to circulate within groups of siblings of the same
sex. A reasonable (though indeterminate) period of time must pass before a name is reutilized, except in the case of children of the same
couple, when the child who died had barely used the name., Finally,
the name-givers often attempt to reproduce in the name-receIvers the
terminological relation they maintained with the eponym: they
avoid, in short, giving the name of their parallel relatives to their
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cross ones and vice versa. It is customary for a man to give the name
of a terminological "child" to the child of a woman with whom he
had sexual relations, the name of a deceased wife or cross-cousin to a
"granddaughter" (a marriageable category), etc. This does not lead to a
systematic reproduction of the terminological kinship relations; onomastics do not interact with kinship terminology, in the manner of
the Ge and Panoans (Lave 1979; Ladeira 1982,' Erikson 1990, 1992·,
McCallum 1989). Nor does it establish any special relationship between the name-giver and the name-receiver; the only relationship is
negative, in the sense that the namer can never give his or her own
name to the child, since both are still alive.
The only thing I can affirm, in the final analysis, is that names circulate within kindred groups. The right that a person has to give a
certain name to a child-and the right of his/her parents to bear it as a
teknonym-is a question that is at times controversial, and depends
on the contextual definition of the limits of the kindred. (Here the
clearest parallels are with the Txicao case [Menget 1977: 253].)
In examining the genealogies, I could not find any significant regularities (see Appendixes 2-A and 2-B). Granted the possibility of technical incompetence, I consider individual whims to account for the
choice of personal names "after a deceased," within the limits indicated above. In addition, some names appear four or more times in the
genealogies, others only one time, and this occurs apparently on a
random basis.
Names conferred according to the criterion pirQwl"ha ne belong to
varied semantic classes. Some of them are untranslatable, but the majority have a meaning: names of mythical ancestors (which mayor
may not have a meaning), animals (especially birds!, plants, objects,
verbs ("extinguished," "to open wide"), qualities ("red," "unique"),
and even kinship terms or age grades ("my grandmother," "little girl,"
"deceased father"), besides the names of enemies and divinities.
These last two semantic classes together form 70 percent of the
onomastic repertoire, which, as stated above, should not be confused
with the three criteria of naming.
Thus, from a sample of 219 names with criteria of attribution about
which I was certain, 94 were conferred after a deceased person; 82
after an enemy; 43 after a divinity-43 percent, 37 percent, and 20
percent, respectively. Of the 94 names given in memory of the dead,
however, 34 were defined as names of enemies or divinities, and the
rest belonged to other semantic classes.? Of the 109 names or teknonymic roots that were being used in 1982, the proportion was the
same: 52 names after deceased persons, 33 after enemies, 22 after
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gods j of the names following the first criterion, 16 belonged to the enemy and divine classes.
Names given "after an enemy" form a less heterogeneous set from a
semantic point of view, but they are still quite varied: personal names
or ethnonyms of mythical or historical enemies (many brought in by
women who had been captives of the Kayap6L foreign words that
people know have nothing to do with anthroponyms, and metaphors
extracted from songs commemorating the death of an enemy. These
include various names and expressions in Portuguese made unrecognizable in Arawete pronunciation. Personal names, therefore, are not
necessarily derived from the personal names of enemiesj they simply
evoke this exterior universe. Incorporating the historical experience
,
of the group, this is the semantic class most open to innov~tion.
Names given after divinities, Mf!.i'de, reflect the plethonc Arawete
pantheon. Practically all ~he na~e~ ?f ce~estial,,~nd. s.ubte~~anean
gods-generic (Mail specIfic (Aym-tl-peha), or md1VIdual (Aranami)-can be used as personal names. Names of terrestrial spirits
are not used with the exception of the Master of Peccaries (e.g.,
"Yaladi-wo~an") and the Water-Dweller (but only his euphemistic
epithets), nor is the unmentionable name of Iaraci' ~sed. In ~he class
of names of divinities are included ad hoc shamamc creatIOns, descriptive forms that evoke the sky ("Eternal-painted-woman"), and
untranslatable terms that are summarily explained as "Mgj.',', the
meaning of which I do not know.
There were only two names in 1982 that were "simply created":
Na\ having no translation, and Kaiil-b'ith, "Woman-liar." This crit~
ri~n means that the name was invented without the help of shamamc
visions or inspiration drawn from enemies, the principal sources of
naming for the two previous criteria.
All the criteria of naming (with the exception of "invented" names)
can originate in shamanic visions. When the name-giver is a shaman,
he has usually been inspired in his nocturnal songs to propose the
name (which does not mean he dreams and sings expressly for this
purpose). But any person can take advantage of the songs of others. I
observed, however, that the vast majority of names "after a divinity"
were conferred by shamans and also belonged to the divine semantic
class. Names "after an enemy" are preferentially conferred by killers,
as I was able to confirm in my most recent visit.
Between February 1983 and February 1988, the Arawete bore thirtyfive children and killed one enemy. This death yielded a great many
names, suggesting a kind of repressed demand. Fifteen of the childr~n
were named by the killer (one of the most important men of the vII-
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lage, but who had not previously killed an enemy). Fourteen names
were inspired by dreams he had in which the recently deceased Parakana taught him war songs and personal names, and one was given
"after the Kayap6" (since his wife had been captured by this tribe decades earlier). Among these names, there were some that belonged to
the class of names of divinitiesj as in the case of names after the dead,
it is necessary to distinguish between class and criterion. The other
twenty children were named in the following way: three after enemies (Asurini), given by those who had killed people of this tribej sixteen after deceased members of the grouPj and only one after a
divinity (for the daughter of a shaman who named her). Two of the
names given "after a deceased member" were also related to the death
of the Parakana. They involved names of men killed by this tribe, suggesting that in this case there had been a fusion of two criteria.
It can be seen that the proportion of piIQwI"hii ne names (after deceased members) stayed close to normal, while the names "after an
enemy" suffocated those "after a divinity." While this can be explained in part by the eminence the killer already enjoyed (he certainly wanted to leave the maximum of onomastic marks of his deed),
it suggests an opposition between names given after the dead, on the
one hand, and names given after enemies and divinities, on the other.
Of the nine firstborn children, eight were given piIQWI"hii ne names,
making up half of the names given according to this criterion. A clear
tendency is thus manifested: the firstborn are preferentially named
after the dead, while names given after enemies and gods divide up
the space left over, which corresponds to about half of the onomastic
field (even if it makes up 70 percent of the repertoire).8
This equal partitioning of the field between two criteria (the dead
vs. gods + enemies) seems to indicate a "dual articulation" of onomastic reproduction: the restoration of traditional names plus a
supplement drawn from the outside. Note, however, that this supplement of names, which express historical events (shamanic visions,
encounters with enemies), is ultimately integrated into the traditional reper~oire when the first bearers of the names die (many names
given pilQwi"hii ne are of the divine or enemy class). Also, the majority of names of the dead are conferred by name-givers who personally
knew _the eponym, which gives them an equally historical nature.
PilQWi"hii names are not "structural" names taken from a fixed repertoire of personae. 9
If the names given after enemies and divinities are linked to the
positions of killer and shaman, one may ask to what pirovvi'hii ne
names correspond. This is where women enter into the sce;e.
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Although women can confer names according to the other criteria,
they show a clear preference for the names of deceased members of
the group. The typical case of naming a firstborn involves the
woman's parents (particularly her mother) as name-givers. When men
give names under this criterion, they do so as fathers-in-law. Even
when this is not the case, pirQw'I'hii ne naming involves someone
who is the leader of an extended family, since it is characteristic of
older and eminent people. Preferred by women, or activated by a man
in his status as married leader of a residential section, i.e., as a fatherin-law (of the child's father or motherl, it contrasts with forms of
naming according to "masculine" criteria, after enemies or gods.
We thus encounter again the triads that concluded the two previous
chapters: father-in-Iaw/warrior/shaman, and sponsor of beer festival/
singer/shaman. The first position defines men through their connection with the feminine world, while the other two are symbols of
masculinity. We have also said that women incarnate the interior of
the socius, in opposition to the centrifugal value of masculinitYj now
we see that their typical form of naming is equally "interior," restoring the names and memory of cherished dead people, insofar as
the dead can be considered as relatively less foreign than enemies
and gods.
But in contrast to the hierarchical global structure proposed earlier,
the naming system seems to exhibit a prevalence of interiority over
exteriority. PirQMhii ne names, preferred for firstborn children, are
the basis of the teknonyms of the parents, the majority of whom are
lO
thus called by teknonyms derived from the names of the dead. The
dead prevail over enemies and gods as criteria of naming, To what
can we attribute this inversion of the structure characterizing the
cosmology?
The first thing to observe is the low sociological and cosmological
yield of Arawete personal names, in contrast with the number of
names given to each persoll in other Tupi-Guarani societies. Except
upon marriage and the birth of children, no other occasion exists
when names are changed-not puberty, dreams, or homicide, as is the
case elsewhere, Names do not incarnate the spiritual essence of the
person, as among the Guarani, where naming intrinsically depends
on shamanismj nor do they consecrate the status of killer, as among
the Tupinamba. Adult names simply indicate the status of husband,
father, or mother. Shamanism and warfare are present in the naming
system, but in a relatively subordinated form, The dominant value is
marriage and procreation. Shamanism and warfare are subordinated
to the feminine world of reproduction, just as the names of gods and
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e~emies are subordinated to pirQw'I'hii names, and just as the relation
W:lth dea,th a~d ext~riority is subordinated to life and interiority. This
hiera~chlca,l InVerSIOn betrays the subordination of the naming system Itself, ItS secondary value in the cosmological structure.
T~e triad de~~/gods/enemiesis therefore ordered according to hier~rchlcal OppOSItIOns and inversions. Later we will see how shamanIsm and w,arfare redistr~bute the values of each apex of the triangle:
the analysIs of the mUSIC of .the gods and enemies will again bring up
the contrast between pirQwi"hii, enemies, and divinities.

o
The Ara~et~ nam~ng syst,em bears further marks of exteriority. If the
d,ead a~e Insld~rs In relatIOn to the gods and enemies, they are outSIders In relatIOn to the living. The contrast between the first criterion of naming and the other two is attenuated once we consider that
in th~ final analysis, all the names themselves evoke beings that ar~
extenor to the world of the living. Names are always the names of
others: one does not use, through speech or transmission one's own
name, childhood names evoke those who are absent (the'dead gods
'
,
enemies), and adult names are teknonyms.
Even though its "coefficient of alterity" is attenuated due to the hierarchical inversion, the naming system suggests something that will
become clear in the analysis of death: Arawete cosmology is one of
those that situate meaning on the outside, in opposition to those with
names and identities coming from within. The former cosmologies
are, s~all we say, open systems, in which names come from gods, dead
ene.mles, consumed ammals, while the latter are closed systems, in
whIch names ~onnote rit.ua~ roles and may be the property of corpora~e groups, wIth transmISSIOn among the living and name recycling
beIng the norm. Such a contrast-perhaps a universal metaphysical
choice ll-sh?uld be understood as organizing a continuum, which in
the Amazoman context extends from the naming systems of the
Tupinamba, Txicao, and Yanomami, on one end, to the systems of the
Timbira, Kayapo, Tukanoans, and Panoans, on the other.
The Tupinamba naming system revolved around warfare and the
ritual ex~cuti~n of captives. A man dropped his childhood name only
after ha~Ing kIlled, an enemy, an occurrence that was thus equivalent
~o th~ buth of a chIld for the Arawetej and only after obtaining a name
In thl~ way could he marry (have legitimate children) and drink beer
(Cardlm 1906 [1584]: 420 j Monteiro 1949 [1610]: 409 j Thevet 1953
[1575]: 1341-another inversion of the Arawete case, where only after
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marrying does a man change his name, and where single youths may
not participate in the beer festival commemorating the death of an
enemy. The accumulation of names "on the heads of adver~aries/,. in
the vigorous formula of Cardim (1906: 431), was an essentIal mot~ve
of war·, there were men with more than a hundred names (Monteno
1949: 409; Staden 1928 [1557]: 148).
On the subject of a killer's naming rite, Soares de Souza observed:
It is a custom among the Tupinamba that anyon~ who
kills an adversary hastens to take a new name, but he
does not reveal it until the proper time, for which he
orders large amounts of wine [Le., ?eer] to be p!epared. When it is ready for th~ festIv~l, they pau?-t
themselves the evening before wIth gempap and begm
singing continuing all through the night. After they
have su'ng a good deal, everybody in the village comes
up to the killer and asks him to tell them the name he
has taken; they must ask him insistently until he
tells them and as soon as he does, they compose
songs based on'the death of the one who was killed
and on the praises of the one who killed him (1971
[1587]: 323).
The strong singularizing value of a name is indicated by the fact ,that
the killer should formally utter his own name for the first tlme,
"naming himself/' as it were. The public declaration of the name
and its consecration by song belong to the "oral" complex. The beer
festival, in which only killers could take part, was the context for
reciting deeds of bravery, proclaimed with a verbal arrogance that exasperated the Europeans (Thevet 1953: 92; Anchieta 1933 [1554-94]:
129). Lip plugs were insignia that authorized public speech, being
as numerous as the enemies one had killed, according to Monteiro
(1949: 409). The verbal symbolism of the lip plugs among the contemporary Ge has been analyzed by Turner (1969, 1980) and Seeger (1975).
Concerning the origin of these names, Fernandes (1970 [1952] :31112) was perhaps correct in surmising that they were left up to the free
choice of the killer. But two passages of Anchieta (1554,1560, in Leite
1956-58, 2: 115; 3: 259) suggest that the name that was taken was
the name of the victim. 12 Finally, there was the custom of giving
one's own name to an esteemed friend (Evreux 1929 [1615]: 244).
Friendship-in this context, certainly a case of ritual friendshipalso involved the vocatives "my wife/, "my teeth/' "my arm/, and
sharing from the same plate (Vale [1562L in Leite 1956-58, 3: 47879). A meticulous inversion of enmity: eating the other became eat-
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ing with the other; obtaining a name for oneself "on" a part of the
other (his head-it was the crushing of the skull that authorized the
renaming) became the giving of one's name to the other, called by vocatives that designated parts of ego.
Guarani onomastics revolve around the divine origin of the soulname and the complex personology of these societies; in some cases
(Apapokuva, Kayova), it is linked to celestial beings or to the reincarnation of the dead. Personal names, although belonging to classes (according to divinities and the celestial regions from which they come),
are marks of individual singularity: consider the link between names
and "prayers" among the Nandeva, where "there are no two persons
with the same prayer" (Schaden 1969: 158).
If Tupinamba names originated with enemies, and those of the
Guarani with gods or the dead who are reincarnated, the naming systems of other Tupi-Guarani groups privilege the animal world. Thus,
the Ache name children according to an animal that the mother consumed during pregnancy and sensed was the one that would give its
"nature" (bikwa) to the child. Such a transmission of substance is
transformed into a reincarnation of the deceased's soul when the flesh
consumed is that of a dead member of the group-in which case no
transmission of name occurs (P. Clastres 1972: 338-39). Among the
Siriono, as soon as a pregnant woman enters into labor, the father
has to go hunting: the animal he kills determines the child's name
(Holmberg 1969: 195-96). This is reminiscent of Sanuma and Bororo
facts (Ramos & Peirano 1973). The Wayapi generally bear animal
names, conferred according to the psychical and physionomical resemblances between the animal and the child (Grenand 1980: 41). For
the Nandeva-Guarani, such resemblances evoke the exact opposite
of the soul-name: the atsygua, the terrestrial soul, which is linked to
the corporal appetites and generates the specter (Nimuendaju 1978
[1914]: 55). The Parintintin, who believe in the occasional incarnation of divinities in children, name them accordingly. The shaman
who dreams of the conception is held to be the "associate genitor."
He thus fulfills a function analogous to the Ache hunter, who kills
game for the pregnant mother to eat (Kracke 1978: 25; P. Clastres
1972:252).
This overview suggests that, by and large, the typical Tupi-Guarani
naming system relies on the extrasocial as its source or criterion
(gods, enemies, animals, the dead), that its emphasis is less on classification than on individualization, less on the conservation of a
closed repertoire than on the acquisition and accumulation of names,
less on the transmission intended by such conservation than on sin-
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gular and nontransmissable renaming, less on synchronic sets than
on diachronic series, less on mythical references than on history, less
on continuity with the past than on openness to the future, less, finally, on the articulation of complementary identities inside the socius than on the capture of supplementary distinctions from the
outside.
The Tupi-Guarani system reveals certain similarities with that of
the Txidio for whom the capture of enemies, privileged as a source of
names for ~hildren because they brought in a memory from outside,
was traditionally the objective of revenge warfare. Its aim was not
simply to acquire a substitute for the dead member of the group, but
also to obtain supplementary "identities" (Menget 1977). The Yanomami system presents other characteristics, notably its enormous
onomastic consumption caused by the banishment of the names of
the dead (and their constituent lexical roots) from the language. As an
absolute mark of individualization, the name disappears along with
its bearer. The refusal to name oneself is also linked to this: to say
one's own name is to evoke one's own death, since only death completely individualizes the individual (Lizot 1973; Clastres &. Liz~t
1978: 114-16). Every death is thought of as a cannibal act; the soul IS
devoured by a spirit or an enemy (Lizot 1985: 3). Thus, names are created in order to avoid using the names of the dead who were eaten by
enemies (among the Tupinamba, names were obtained by killing enemies who were afterwards eaten). Enemies create names because they
abolish names; aboli bibelot d'inanite sonore, the name gains its full
meaning only in its nonutterance. 13
A thorough comparison with the Ge naming systems is not possible here. They are complex and present considerable differences
among themselves (Da Matta 1982:67-71, 77-82; Lopes da Silva
1980). But it can be said that, for the northern Ge at least, they are
based on the mutual exclusion of bonds by filiation and bonds by
naming; potential naming relations affect the use of kinship terms,
while the marriage system is linked to the "endonymical" exchange
of names between brother and sister. The circulation of names is
guided by a principle of conserving the repertoire, little open to innovation and referring mainly to mythology. Transmission among the
living is essential, being the basis of a whole set of ceremonial relations, rights, and obligations; the names, although bearing individualizing aspects, are above all classificatory instruments (see Lave 1979;
Seeger 1981: 136-46; Melatti 1979: 48; Carneiro da Cunha 1978:
77ff.; Verswijver 1983-84; and especially Ladeira 1982 and Lea 1986).
It is as if what the Tupi-Guarani and the groups of the Guianas do at
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the level of matrimonial exchange, the Ge do in terms of naming exchange: endogamy versus endonymy. The same can be said of the
Tukano, who are exogamous and patrilocal but have a matrimonial
ideology and a naming rule aimed at repeating the masculine and
feminine names of the sib in every other generation (C. Hugh-Jones
1979: 133-34, 161-65). Thus, while exogamy for the Ge and Tukano
seems to be compensated by endonymy, the endogamy characteristic
of the Tupi-Guarani matrimonial philosophy (the Tupi-Guarani are a
locus Classicus of avuncular marriage) is compensated by an exonymy that is a true heteronymy (contrasting with the homonymy
among the Ge), a function of the fundamental heteronomy of their
cosmology. Let us recall, finally, that certain Panoan groups, whose
naming system represents a fusion of Ge and Tukano traits, manifest
nevertheless an essential dependency on the exterior for the production of "identities" (Erikson 1986, 1991). This demonstrates that the
naming system is not necessarily a good path for apprehending the
global orientation of any Amerindian cosmology: consider the Jivaro,
whose metaphysics is of the same type as that of the Tupinamba, but
for whom the killer's accumulation of names is replaced by his accumulation of a certain type of power capable of conferring immortality
on him (Harner 1962; 1973).

3. Relatives
The Arawete social domain has as one of its major axes the difference
between relatives (people who share a logical, and in some ways substantial, identity) and nomelatives (a category of exclusion). This
dichotomy does not correspond to any sociocentric segmentation.
Typologically, the relationship system is a variant of the "Dravidian"
system, but it also presents a complete series of separate affinal
terms. It is therefore not a two-section terminology like that of the
Wayapi, Parintintin, or Kaapor, since the\genealogical identity that is
possible between, for example, MB and WF, FZH and MB, does not
translate into terminological identity. The reach of its "Dravidian"
calculus is very limited: the terms tend to be applied only a short
distance, leaving an ample sphere of the society in the category of
"nonrelatives." Also, actual affinity is strongly differentiated from
potential affinity, a trait characteristic of the Amazonian "Dravidian
group" systems.
The generic term for "relative" is ani, which in its focal signification denotes ego's same-sex siblings; relatives are di (others of the
same kind), people similar to ego. The term for "nonrelative" is tiwii,
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of which the closest genealogical determination is ego's same-sex
cross-cousins; tiwa are amite (others of a different kind), dissimilar
people.
Tiwa is an ambiguous term, comparable semantically and pragmatically to the Carib pito (Riviere 1969: 81). It carries an aggressive
connotation and is usually not employed as a vocative for another
Arawete. It indicates the absence of a kinship relation, a vacuum that
needs to be filled. A tiwa is a possibility of relationship: a potential
affine or friend. Tiwa address each other only by their personal
names. Tiwa is the vocative used by the Arawete to address whites
whose names they do not know; it is also a term of reciprocal address
between a killer and the spirit of a dead enemy. Applied to nonArawete, it particularizes the negative generic "relationship" that
exists between brde (Arawete) and awl (enemy). To call someone by
the vocative awl is unthinkable, since awl are things "to be killed"
(yoka mil, beings with whom one does not speak; to call an enemy
tiwa is thus to create a modicum of relationship that recognizes the
humanity (brde) of the other. A tiwa is someone on the borderline between, on the one side, the absolute and generic alterity of enemies,
and on the other, the identity of "similars"-siblings-or the specific
and qualified difference of affines. Tiwa is, properly speaking, the
other, the nonself in a position of subject: mediating between the general and the particular, the foreign and the same, enemy and sibling, it
extracts an enemy from generality or stamps a brde with potentiality. 14
Let us turn to the main relationship terms (of reference) and their
spectrum of application. Except when indicated, the terms are used
by speakers of both sexes and appear in the nonpossessed form (possible for all terms).

+2 Generation (and above):
(I) Tam6y-FF, MF; any man called papay (vocative "F") or he
ram6y by ego's parents.
(2) 9ari-FM, MM; any woman called may (vocative "M") or
he yari by ego's parents.
+ 1 Generation:
(3) To-F
(3AI To di-FB; any man whom ego's father calls hereei'i or
he Ci'i (vocative "eB," "yB"I.
(3b) To ami-MH; any man whom ego's mother calls hereki
di ("ZH") or apIilO ("lover"), or whom ego's father calls
apIhi-piha ("friend").
The vocative for the three forms above is papay.
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(4) Toti-MB; any man whom ego's mother calls he Ciwi or ei'i'i
(vocative "B/'''yB''), or whom ego's father calls tado'i ("WB").
(5) Hi-M.
(Sa) Hi di-MZ, etc.
(5b) Hi ami-FW, apIhi ("lover") or haiyihi ("BW") of ego's
father.
The vocative for the three forms above is may.
(6) 9atle-FZ; any woman whom ego's father calls he reni
. (vocative "Z") or whom ego's mother calls tado'i ("HZ").
(71 Hati-WF, HF; any man called "father"lby a spouse, an apIhi
(man speaking) or an apIno (woman speaking).
(8) Haeo-WM, HM, etc.
o Generation:
(9) Ani-B (FS, MS), FBS, MZS, and in principle any alter whom
ego's relatives in category 3 (a, b) and 5 (a, b) call "son" (for a
man speaking); Z (FD, MD), FBD, MZD, and in principle any
alter whom ego's relatives in 3 and 5 call "daughter" (for a
woman speaking).
(9a) HeCi'i-eB, eFBS, eMZS, etc. (for a man speaking); eZ,
e,fBD, eMZD, etc. (for a woman speaking).
(9b) Ci'i-yB, yFBS, yMZS, etc. (for a man speaking); yZ,
yFBD, yMZD, etc. (for a woman speaking).
(10) Heni-Z (FB, MD), FBD, MZD, and in principle any woman
whom ego's relatives in 3 and 5 call "daughter" (for a man
speaking).
(ll) Ciwi-B (FS, MS), FBS, MZS, etc. (for a woman speaking).
(12) Temiyika-W. Vocatives: mitt para (liL, "striped curassow,"
a female Natterer's curassow) and tayi-hi (if ego's wife already has a child).
(13) Tereki-H. Vocative: tQdr-no (if he already has a child).
(14) Hado'i-WB, ZH, men called "brothers" by ego's wife, and
husbands of "sisters" (for a man speaking); HZ, BW, women
called "sister" by ego's husband, and wives of "brothers" (for
a woman speaking). The possessed and vocative forms are
differentiated: he rado'i ("my -ado'i") designates sibling's
spouse, while tado'i (the absolute form of hado'i) designates
spouse's sibling. In the case of sister exchange, the term of
address that prevails is the possessed form.
(15) Hayi-hi-BW, WZ, etc. (for a man speaking).
(16) Hayi-hi piha-WZH, B (for a man speaking). The use of this
term for reference and as a vocative for ego's married brothers
is more common than the terms of category 9. It expresses
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the potential marriage alliance of sets of same-sex siblings
(WZH = B) and the equivalence of two brothers in relation to
the same women, which translates into the levirate and,
more generally, into the potential sexual access to brothers'
wives.
(17) Herekf df-ZH, HB (for a woman speaking). It is not used. as
a vocative. It also indicates the equivalence of men relative
to two sisters and the possibility of the sororate.
-1 Generation:
(18) Ta'i-S, BS, any man whom 9 calls ta'i (for a man speaking).
.
Vocatives: !!IJi, h.E£ii.
(19) Haiyi-D, BD, etc. (for a man speaking). Same vocative as 18.
(20) Memi-S, D, ZS, ZD, etc. (for a woman speaking). Same vocative as 18.
(21) Yi'i-ZS, any man whom 10 calls memi (for a man speaking). The descriptive form he reni pa re, "son (lit., 'exinhabitant') of my sister," is frequently used.
(22) Bipe-ZD, etc. (for a man speaking). Same descriptive form
as 21.
(23) P~'f-BS, BD, any alter whom 11 calls "child" (for a woman
speaking).
(24) Haiyime-DH; husband of any "daughter" of ego (for a man
speaking).
(25) Ta'i tati-SW, etc. (for a man speaking).
(26) Memi rerekf-DH, etc. (for a woman speaking).
(27) Memi tati-SW, etc. (for a woman speaking).
-2 Generation (and subsequent ones):
(28) Hiiiimono-SS, SD, DS, DD, etc. (for a man speaking). The
descriptive forms ta'i apa pe, "of a son," and haiyi pa re,
"child of a daughter," are also used. The vocative he
riiiimono tends to be reserved for actual children's actual
children. Classificatory grandchildren are marriageable: for a
man, this means especially the classificatory daughters of his
actual daughters, or the actual daughters of his classificatory
daughters.
(29) Hemi'dadi'elo-SS, SD, DS, DD, etc. (for a woman speaking);
same descriptive terms as 28.
Generationally unmarked terms:
(30) Tiwii-typically, MBC and FZC, and any alter whom ego's
father calls "ZC" or ego's mother calls "BC" It is little used,
even for reference, for cross-cousins, who are normally designated by descriptive forms ("mother's brother's child," "fa-
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ther's sister's child"). The rest of the genealogical positions
not included above are classified as tiwii: MBW, FZH, BWF,
ZWF, etc.; WBW, HZH, HBW, BWB, etc.; ZSW (man speaking), BSW (woman speaking), etc. It also applies to any person
whom both of ego's parents classify as tiwii. Note that the
immediate affines of ego-WF, WM, WB, etc.-are not classified as tiwii. All tiwii of the opposite sex are potential sexual partners and possible spouses.
(31) Aplhi-denotes for a male ego any woman in a marriageable
position, or with whom ego had, has, could have, or wants to
have a sexual relation. This includes classificatory grandmothers (dari), FZ, MBD, FZD, ZD, classificatory granddaughters, and all tiwii. More precisely, aplhi is the wife of
an aplhi-pihii, that is, a woman who is ritually shared. The
wife of a brother (hayi-hi) should not be called by this term.
(32) ApllO-the equivalent of 31 for a female ego. The terminological positions inc~uded are: classificatory grandfathers,
MB, FZS, MBS, BS, classificatory grandsons, and tiwii. The
ZH and HB should not be called by this term. APlrlO is the
husband of an apl'hi-pihii.
(33) Apl'hi-pihii-a reciprocal term designating same-sex non-ani
who ritually share spouses. It is much more frequently used
among men than among women; the form of the term, with
the suffix -pihii ("partner of"-see sect. I), suggests that its
origin is masculine: it is the only case in which women refer
to each other as X-pihii.

D
The Arawete relationship terminology, besides having the same lexical repertoire, has the characteristic traits of Tupi-Guarani terminologies. In the first place, many terms are analytic: the entire set of
affinal terms in G-1 has a descriptive formation (-me and -rerekf are
forms for "husband," -tati for "wife"); the terms with -m and -ami are
derivations of the focal term of the class "father," "mother," or "husband"; the vocatives for 12-13 and the terms in 15-16 and 31-33
derive from forms for "child" followed by the suffixes for "father" and
"mother." Further traits include the proliferation of descriptive circumlocutions, the presence of relationship terms that are not strictly
kinship terms (tiwii, apwi-pihii), and a certain instability or opacity
in the designation of cross-cousins (who, in other terminologies of
this family, are either assimilated to adjacent generations, receive af-
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final terms or periphrases of a sexual nature,'S or are assimilated to
parallel cousins). On the other hand, the Arawete terminology shows
a remarkable restriction of its genealogical and categorical scope: not
only do positions such as MBW and FZH escape the terminological
grid, but there is also a very limited extension of the calculus "anyone
an X calls Y, I call Z" (the usual form of justifying the usage of terms).
Outside the restricted circle of close relatives, the "suction" exercised
by the tiwii category augments rapidly, as expressed in the ample categoricallatitude of marriageable positions: anyone who is not a "sister"
, "mother"
, or "daughter" to a man or a "brother," "father," or
"son" to a woman is a possible spouse. The presence of so many tiwii
in a society of 168 people is explained in part by the long separation
between the southern and northern groups of Arawete before contact;
the tiwii were in general described as iwi row4!Jii ti bii, "people of the
other side of the earth," i.e., of another bloc of villages. But the salience of this category strikes me as transcending historical contingency. The essential fact is that the Arawete do not consider all the
members of the group "relatives" to whom kinship terms must be
applied.
All kinship terms, with the exception of those for F, M, S, and D,
can be followed by nominal markers of the past or the future. The
former are systematically used (the latter being, rather, joking forms).
They designate relationships voided by the death of a linking relative,
by divorce, or by the transformation of a "consanguine" into an "affine," and they are often used as forms of address. The last case is
especially interesting. When a marriage takes place between people
who classify each other by any pair of terms in the list above (except
terms 30-33), the kinship position of the spouse is redefined as
"ex-x''' for example, toti pe, ex-MB, dipe pe, ex-ZD, etc. This is obviously the case when ex-siblings marry: they would never refer to
each other by the "ex-terms" that are used (with a certain sarcasm) by
other people to refer to them. The abandonment of the forms for MB,
ZD, FZ, etc., is not an imperative (although a woman does not refer to
her husband as be toti, "my MB," she recognizes the existence of this
relationship), and it does not necessarily affect other relationships.
Thus, a ZS who is at the same time a WB continues to be called "ZS"
and to call the MB (ZH) be toti. A sister turned mother-in-law can be
called either "Z," beni, or "WM," baeo; she would never be called
"ex-sister." A man can call a ZS who is his DH either "nephew" or
"s(;m-in-law," and will be called either "uncle" or "father-in-law," although the tendency in this case is to use affinal terms.
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Thus, at the same time that diverse categories of relatives are defined as potentially marriageable, there seems to be a certain repulsion between consanguinity and affinity-as if marriage cancels out
previous bonds (at least between spouses). This is related to adistinction the Arawete make between proper and improper positions for
marriage witbin the same category. A toti bete, "actual MB," must
not marry his ZD, nor should a FZ marry her BS, nor a MF, his DD.
Marriage is appropriate only with distant relatives, specified as tli
when it concerns consanguineallaterality or as ami when the calculation is made through a relationship of marriage (see the difference
between the terms 3a and 3b). When a MB has married his ZD, it is
said that the two "became others (amite)" or "became tiwii," an expression that also describes the retrospective regulation of all incestuous unions.'6 Such a distinction according to distance does not
apply to cross-cousins, who, being the primary tiwii within the kindred, are eminently marriageable.
This suggests that the preferential marriage is between ambilateral
cross-cousins, and that unions between relatives of terminologically
different generations are merely permitted. It further suggests that
the terminology, despite the distinction of degrees of distance within
marriageable categories, is of a prescriptive type: every spouse is a
tiwii or becomes one (although I do not find it especially adequate to
speak of "prescriptive terminology" in cases where separate terms of
affinity exist). In fact, marriage between first-degree cross-cousins is
rare; marriages with second- or third-degree cousins and oblique
unions between classificatory relatives predominate. But there is a
tendency to mask oblique terminological relations when they are distant: a FFBD is not classified as a "FZ" by her husband, but simply
as tiwii.
/
I cannot estimate the relative frequencies of the different types of
union, since each adult marries at least four times during his or her
lifetime, since there are various paths of connection between spouses,
and since the majority of marriages are considered to be between
tiwii. Of the 44 couples present at the end of 1982, 27 stood in tiwii
relationships (in which the connections were untraceable or the wife
was a FZDD, FMBD, MMBD, etc.)' 4 were unions with classificatory
ZD, 1 with an actual ZD, 3 with classificatory DD (FBDD, MZSDD),
1 with a FZD, 2 with MBD, 3 with classificatory FZ, 2 stood in a relation of "ex-siblings," and 1 was criticized in private as being incestuous, since the man united with his to ami nemiyika pe, "ex-wife
of his other father (MH)," therefore a bi ami, a "mother." The recent
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demographic losses precipitated a general recompositIOn of marriages. The genealogies (see Appendix 2-BI show great variety in the
forms of marriage: sister exchange, serial marriage of sibling groups,
the sororate, levirate, matrimonial succession (by divorce or death) by
MB and ZS, and not a few improper unions (FBD, MZD, etc.).
But the verbally expressed ideal defines ambilateral cross-cousins
as the spouses par excellence. Marriage with a MBD is called an "iriwa
marriage," named after a mythical bird who married the daughter of a
bushmaster snake, his MB; marriage with a FZD is called a "harpy
eagle marriage" after another myth. Often adults decide the future
spouses of their children, pairing them with their cross-cousins. From
1983 to 1988, I observed that only a small number of these couplings
took place. The major conflict that arose in the village after contact
was one that occurred in 1987, due to a matrimonial confusion between MBS and FZD: the youth's father and the girl's brother (MB and
ZS) shot arrows at each other, to the great delight and scandal of
everyone.
Another form of matrimonial arrangement is one in which a MB or
a FZ reserves a youngster as a future spouse by asking a sibling for
his or her child. These marriages (and those with first-degree crosscousins) are seen as a way of keeping close relatives together, or more
precisely, as the result of an affective link between brother and sister.
Children of cross-sex siblings are desirable, either for oneself or for
one's children: in this way, it is said, "we will not disperse." Finally,
alliances between kindreds tend to be repeated, generating highly
intricate endogamous networks. Arawete matrimonial ideology
does not appear to be ordered by a notion of alliance, but crossconsanguinity: it is not the brother-in-law, but rather the sister who
cedes a daughter to ego or his son (and vice versa). This does not mean
that the idea of exchange is absent. Marriages between children of siblings are defined as pepi kii, "counterparts": a ZD whom ego marries
is the pepi kii of his sister, a BS reserved as a spouse is the counterpart
of a ceded brother, and so on. Such marriages are described as oyo
pepi-pepi, "to exchange repeatedly." Thus, what is intended is an
ideal of endogamy within the kindred. The concept is frankly that of a
short cycle of reciprocity: for a sibling whom I cede, I want a spouse
for my son or daughter. 17
For this reason, I never came to understand the impropriety of
unions between actual MB and ZD (frequently appearing in the genealogies). I can say only that a common phenomenon in Dravidian
systems is the prohibition or disfavor of unions between overly close
representatives of prescribed or permitted categories. In some Tupi-
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Guarani groups, this is expressed by the "Hawaiian" neutralization in
ego's generatio.n (the famous "bifurcating generation type" of Dole
[1.9 69 ], .otherwise called t~e "Tupisystem," identified originally by
RIvers m western PolynesIa) and by the correlative rule of marriage
between distant "sisters." IS
The Arawete say that a sexual union with a close relative in one of
thes~ categ?ries (!"1~, FZ, ~I?, etc.) makes our stomachs growl, as do
rel~tIOns wIth a sIblmg; thIS IS not, however, taken very seriously; and
besIdes, ~he sexual joking between MB and ZD, FZ and BS, is very
much enjoyed. Actually; there appears to be a certain indecision over
whether thes.e positions. sI:0uld be cognitively and attitudinally defin~d as rel~tl~es or as tlwa. In the final analysis, the age difference,
socIal proxImIty: an~ behavior of interested parties are the deciding
factors for the duectIOn that these oblique relations will take. Note,
for example, that a MB can become a ZH, a WF, even a DH. When
n0.!le of these changes occur, it is still possible for MB and ZS to be
apihi-pihii; the wife. of a maternal uncle is a common sexual partner
for a ZS, and the WIfe of a nephew for a ME. Oblique positions are
therefore overdetermined; the idea that matrimonial relations should
only be established ~ith distant relatives in these categories may be
an.attempt to neutrahze their intrinsic ambiguity. On the other hand
apihi-piha relations between close MB/ZS and FZ/BD are common~
place-but this excludes precisely the relation of affinity.
I do not know a specific word for "incest." One term, Qwi'de, which
I .do not know h?w to translate, qualifies unions that are not espec~al~y proper. ThIS refers to marriages between distant classificatory
sI?lmg~ ~d to ..close ob~ique unions. 19 Less adequate than marriages
wIth tlwa, QW1de marnages are not exactly incestuous. Incest (desc~ibed as "eating" a mother, sister, etc.) is a very dangerous thing: it
b~mgs ab~ut_rectal pr?trusion, causes the couple to waste away and
dIe of ha lwa (a sanctIOn for all cosmic infractions), and leads to enemy attacks on the village. Villages of incestuous people it is said
used to end up so riddled with enemies' arrows that vultur~s were no~
even able to peck at the cadavers.

D
T~e t.one o~ .Arawete interpersonal relations is quite relaxed, and
~mshI~ P?SIt~ons are. attitudinally little differentiated. A single rela-

tIOnshIp IS cIted as Involving fear-shame (eiye) by definition that
between brother and sister. (I say "by definition" because other ~itua
tions involve temporary and extrinsic fear-shamej for example, every

.
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youth who goes to reside uxorilocally feels constrained around his
parents-in-law, but this rapidly dissipates.) This does not signify
avoidance: siblings of the opposite sex visit each other frequently,
show great reciprocal esteem, and are a person's main support. A
woman will turn to her brother more often than to her husband in a
fight with outsiders; when a conjugal quarrel breaks out, it is always
the opposite-sex siblings who rush to console the spouses. This solidarity is respectfulj the sexual joking so appreciated by the Arawete
never has a sibling of the opposite sex as its object.
An enemy attack on a village that has become soft (time) and unprepared punishes another grave breach of social norms besides incest: physical or verbal hostility between brother and sister. We can
thus see that symmetrical infractions of the proper distance between
brother and sister-too much or too little love-affect the survival of
the entire group, suggesting the centrality of this relationship in Arawete social life.
Siblings of the same sex are equally close and are the most common
work partners. They enjoy great liberty with each other, although it
never reaches the joking camaraderie of apl'hi-pihii. Sisters in particular are extremely close. A same-sex sibling is he di, "my equal."
Nevertheless, birth order, which is marked in the terminology, generates a difference that is expressed in the authority of the elder siblings
over the younger. Although not very marked, this ordering is recognized by the Arawete: siblings "follow one another" (piril-in the
mother's womb, in the levirate, and in the sororate.
Conjugal relations are notably free but ambivalent. Public bodily
contact, including the erotic, is allowed, and when things are going
well, couples are very affectionate. On the other hand, scenes of jealousy and beatings frequently occur. The husbands of young women
are very jealous and closely watch over their wives. When a union is
consolidated with the birth of children, the women are the ones who
begin to display jealousy, especially if they are older than the husband. Physical violence is common among young couples, and in general women are more aggressive. Outside the conjugal relation (and
the rare corporal punishments meted out to small children), there is
no other possibility of violent interaction that would not involve dangerous weapons. For this reason, marriage is overloaded, serving as a
channel for exogenous tensions. Inter alia, this accounts for the high
conjugal instability.
Wide age differences between spouses are a common feature of
Tupi-Guarani societies and may be associated with oblique alliance
(Fernandes 1963 [19491: 154). It is also found among the Arawete, but
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confined to secondary and temporary unions, when older men sexually initiate pre-pubescent girls, or when older women choose youths
for whom no wife is available. Long-lasting oblique unions occur between persons of the same chronological generation. In 1981-83, a
p~culiar demographic situation caused there to be nine couples in the
VIllage (among them the most eminent) characterized by an age difference of ten or more years of the wives over the husbands (as opposed
to three c~upl~s in.which the husband was ten or even twenty years
older); ThIS SItuatIOn was due to the high mortality of the men
through warfare.
Between affines of the same sex and generation, relation~ are little
~~rk~d. ~here is no ~voi~an~e of any kind nor any special solidarity.
SIblmgs-m-law are hke sIblmgs": they go out hunting together, they
may be good friends, or they may ignore each other. As part of the
expression of the bonds of solidarity between brother and sister, they
are among those most often invited to a person's patio. Nevertheless,
the custom of opposite-sex siblings going to console spouses in conjugal fights is a translation of the tension, latent but unmistakeable,
between same-sex affines, which I never saw go beyond short but
vehement admonitions when beatings occurred-when, in other
words, the WB and the HZ assert their sibling rights against their respective affines. Two brothers-in-law or sisters-in-law may have sexual relations with a third person (yet another sign of the general
nontransitivity of the. Amazonian "Dravidian" calculus), but they
may not enter into apihi-pihii relations while they are linked as affines: spouse-sharing and affinity exclude each other.
Between affines of the opposite sex and same generation, relations
are freej sexual joking is expected, although only indulged in when
the linking sibling/spouse is absent. The relationship between two
same-sex siblings with regard to their respective spouses is conceived
to be one of potential succession, not simultaneity. Sexual relations
between, for example, a man and his 'brother's wife are semiclandestine, at the most, tacitly tolerated by the brother. If they should
become conspicuous, one of the parties involved will propose a definitive exchange of spouses, which frequently occurs. This diachronic
relation of equivalency between same-sex siblings-and the "zero
sum" of their eventual spouse exchange-is opposed to the synchronic sharing of spouses between apl'hi-pihii.
Between consecutive generations, the array of attitudes is varied
depending on the particular phase of the life cycle and the residential
situation involved. There is little emphasis on authority structures
based on generational difference. A community qf substance is
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thought to exist between parents and children, and their relations are
affectively intense. There is a vague idea that sons are "a fa,ther's
thing," and girls, "a mother's thing," which is simply a translatIOn of
gender identity and its economic c?nse,quences~ si~ce the th~ory of
conception is patrilateral and the kIllshlp orgamzatIOn cognatIc. But
this "parallelism" is compatible with the conjugal right of the MB
and FZ over the SO and BS, and may be yet another expression of the
B/Z tie.

o
Arawete social life exhibits a strong matrifocal tendency, which
governs residential solutions. The mother-child tie, es~ecia~ly t~e
mother-daughter one, is more intense than the father-chIld tIe: ~t IS
difficult to characterize the postmarital situation with preclSlon.
There is some disagreement over the norm. Young men say that virilocality is the proper residence form; but older people assert that tr~
ditionally youths took up residence in the section or village of then
wives and that only after the birth of the first child could they return
to th~ir village of origin (if they managed to convince the wife). I lean
towards the testimony of the older people, although they, as much as
the youths, are certainly expressing the norms in the mann~r t~at
most favors them. Uxorilocality is indeed a basic conceptual prInclple
for the Arawete. Characteristically, they explained it by psychological
arguments: mothers, they said, do not want to be separat~d from their
daughters, and besides, mothers-in-law and daught~rs-Ill,-law n~ver
get along well, especially if they live in the same ,reslde~ual se,~u~n.
They never mentioned the wife's father, not even III relatIOn to bnde
service" or the likes-even though the most typical feature of marriage is the work the son-in-law does in the gardens of his wife's parents. Whatever solution is adopted, uxorilocal or virilocal, it is always
conceptually a matrilocal residence: the in-marrying spouse is, defined as living haeo pi, "with his/her mother-in-law," and the statIOnary spouse as living ohi pi, "with his/her mother."
, .
The actual situation depends on various factors, notably the polItIcal weight of the kindreds involved, the number and sex-ratio of ~heir
offspring, past alliances, and so on. These days, they say, the, resl~en
tial solution does not matter much, since now everyone lIves III a
single village. The factor that continues to be determinant is the allocation of labor power. Uxorilocality is an essentially agricultural
situation: the son-in-law comes to work with the father-in-law, or
rather, in the mother-in-Iaw's garden of maize. For this reason, the
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head couple of an extended family will only allow the departure of a
daughter if it succeeds in retaining a son (by attracting a daughter-inlawl or in having another daughter immediately married uxorilocally
in order to replace the "lost" son-in-law. The good administration of a
family consists in arranging marriages that maintain the maximum
number of children of both sexes in their residential and productive
natal unit. Since this is more or less what everybody tries to do, the
system veers towards uxorilocality (at the same time a result and a
principle, it is less than and more than a mechanical rulel; it is nonetheless always sensitive to the least shift of ceteris paribus conditions, which allows some to retain married sons and attract siblings,
siblings-in-Iaw, and other satellite relatives. 20
No avoidance rules exist between affines of adjacent generations,
although a certain reserve prevails, as does an obligatory commensality. Conflicts between a father-in-law and son-in-law are rare, but
they do occur if the latter is negligent in agricultural work (especially
in the phase of felling trees). In virilocal marriages, relations towards
the older couple are generally tense; in the only two cases in which
the virilocalized wives had living mothers, conflicts frequently arose
between the mother-in-law and daughter-in-Iaw-actually between
the mothers of the spouses.
The relations between MB, FZ, and their nephews and nieces do not
have a stable nature, as mentioned earlier: the same holds for those
between alternate generations. Close relatives in all these categories are assimilated to unmarriageable kin; distant ones, to potential
affines.
When I would ask if a youth, when moving to another village upon
marriage, did not feel intimidated and nostalgic for home, I was always told yes, but that, besides having relatives in the wife's village,
soon aplni-piha bonds would be created between the newlywed and
his tiwa located there.

4. Eluding Affinity
Marriage is not the object of any ceremony, and the accelerated matrimonial circulation of young people makes it a mundane affair.
Nevertheless, every time a union becomes public when someone
changes domicile, a subtle commotion arises in the village. Other
couples immediately begin to visit the newlyweds, whose patio is the
most joyful and noisy at night; there people joke, men embrace each
other, women whisper and laugh. Within a few days, the new husband
and another man can been seen in frequent association, and so can
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their wives. The two couples begin to go out together to the forest and
to paint and decorate each other in the new couple's patio.
A marriage seems to expose the couple to collective desire, especially the woman. As soon as a girl becomes a wife, she begins to be
considered extremely interesting by the men who up to then had ignored her. Even a matrimonial recomposition has such an effect: the
new couples become the center of attention. Marriage, instead of removing the spouses from the potential sexual field of others, places
them prominently within it: nothing is more desirable than a neighbor's new wife. Marriage, therefore, is literally a collective affair,
interesting more people than just the couple and their immediate kindreds. It leads to the creation of multiple relationships that go well
beyond affinity and affect the whole community.
It was curious to observe the generalized envy that a new marriage
awakened. It not only spread throughout the village, which set about
experimenting with liaisons among all the single people (see chap. 4,
note 17), but also prompted a flow of covetous discourse about the
couple and plans for clandestine adventures with the young wife.
Such a perturbation would stabilize when one couple in particular
won the competition and became the apihi-pihii of the new couple.
The characteristic mark of the apihi-pihii relationship is joyfulness,
tori. The conviviality of apmi-pihii (friends of the same sex) consists
of a joking camaraderie, with no aggressive connotation. They oyo
mo-ori, "reciprocally make each other joyful": they are constantly
embracing each other, are assiduous companions in the forest, and
freely use each other's possessions~ When the village men go out on
collective hunts, female apmi-pihii go to sleep in the same house. In
the dance formation for beer festivals, this is the focal bond between
men. Friends of the opposite sex (the apihi and apIno) are called tori
pii, "joy makers."
The glue of this relation is sexual mutuality. Apihi-pihii exchange spouses temporarily according to two methods: oyo iwi ("to
live together"), when the men go at night to the house of their apIhi,
occupy their friends' hammocks, and in the morning return to their
wives; and oyo pepi ("to exchange"), when the women go to reside for
a few days in the houses of their apino. In both cases, however, the
quartet is always seen together in the patio of one of the couples. The
interchanged couples often go out after tortoises, taking different
directions; at night they reconvene to eat what they have brought
back. This sexual mutuality, thus, is an alternation, not a system of
"group sex."
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The privileged arena for consummating the relation is the forest
especially during the period of dispersal in the rainy season, whe~
pairs or series (nontransitiveJ of couples thus linked camp out together. (In the beginning of the honey season in September 1982 the
minimal harvesting units almost always involved groups of a~lhi
pihii.J In the forest, the interchanged couples go out to hunt and
gather honey, and reunite by dusk: "Daytime is for the apmi, nighttimefor the wife." The expressions "to take hunting," "to take honey
ga!herin~," and "to take out to the forest" immediately brirlg to mind
apihi/apino links. To find out if a man was really the apmo of a
woman (instead of just an occasionalloverl, the decisive criterion was
this: "Yes, since he took her out to the forest on thus-and-such an occasion." The relationship is oriented in a parti~ular way: the man
takes the woman to the forest, a masculine domain. The forest, tortoises, and honey are symbols of the Arawete "honeymoon," an event
th~t does not occur between husband and wife, but between apihi and
apino; it does not involve one, but two couples.
Jealousy is by definition excluded from this relationship; on the
contrary, it is the only situation of sexual extraconjugality that involves its opposite, the benevolent cession of a spouse to a friend.
Even between brothers, who have potential access to each other's
spouses, a margin for repressed jealousy and disequilibrium exists: a
man may visit his brother's wife without his knowing, wanting, or reciprocating it. By contrast, the apihi-pihii relation presupposes publicityand simultaneity: it is a ritual relation of mutuality.
The symbolic complex of the apmi-pihii relation,ship is absolutely
central in the Arawete world view. To have friends is a sign of maturity, assertiveness, generosity, vitality, prestige. The apmi is
"Woman," pure sexual positivity, without the burden of domestic
familiarity. The apihi-pihii is, in a certain sense, more than a brother;
he represents a conquest over the territory of the tiwii, nonrelatives
establishing an identity where there had only been difference and in~
difference-he is a friend.
The frequent economic association between quartets of apmi-pihii
involves not agriculture work for men (although the women may go
together to the garden to harvest maize, grind it, etc.), but hunting:
agricultural cooperation presupposes belonging to the same extended
family or residential section, which cannot occur between apIhipihii. In any case, the province par excellence for friendship is the
forest in the rainy season, the period when the maize is "hidden" (ti'l,
also used to describe a new moon). That friendship is a "compensa-
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tion" for uxorilocality is clear: for a newly-married youth, a friend is
the opposite of a father-in-law in whose garden he must work. During
festivals, apIno and aplhi pairs paint, adorn, and perfume each other.
When a quartet is seen profusely decorated, with many ornaments,
their heads coated with white eagle down, their bodies shiny with annatto, laughing and embracing each other, there is no doubt: they are
apmi-pihii. Hunting, dancing, sex, painting, perfume-the world of
the aplhi-pihii is an ideal world. In the sky, the relation between the
gods and the souls of the dead is always represented as sexual friendship. The dead in the sky marry the M!!i', have children, live as we do
here· but the shamanic songs always portray scenes of souls accompani~d by their celestial apIno or apmi, as befits festive occasions.
One of the euphemisms for somebody's death alludes to this heavenly
character of friendship: "lha ki otori pii kati we," "He left to go join
his 'joy-maker.'"
Thus, the impression one gets is that a marriage is less a means of
obtaining a spouse than of gaining access to a couple capable of duplicating and idealizing the conjugal relationship and its affinal obligations. An aplhi-pihii is an anti-affine, a sort of antidote to affinity,
sought as soon as a marriage begins: an ideal synthesis of the "other
self" (the ani) and the "self's other" (the tiwii). A quartet of friends is
said to be "inter-eating" (oyo 0), sexually speaking-however, this
comes precariously close to the symbolics of incest as a cannibalistic
negation of affinal exchangeY For youths in an uxorilocal situation,
to establish relations of friendship is to remain entre soi, even when
among others.

o
A couple can have more than one apl'hi-pihii couple, and there is no
adult in the village who does not call at least a half dozen others by
friendship terms. But these relations are actualized consecutively;
rarely does a couple have more than one other as an active partner at
any given moment because of the dedication required of friendship.
The relationships are not transitive: the friends of my friends are not
necessarily my friends. Two actual brothers, who cannot call each
other by friendship terms or share spouses, usually have couples as
friends in common. Friendship thus constitutes a dyadic and local relation, discontinuously linking the couples of the village in a network
that is superimposed on the kinship network: a system of "restricted
sharing," so to speak, which duplicates and ideologically subordi-
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nates the restricted exchange that the Arawete practice in the matrimonial plane.
Remarriages due to widowhood or divorce prompt the need to decide about renovating friendship bonds. If a member of a quarter dies
it is considered desirable to renew relations with the surviving and
remarried member, leading to an oyo iwi ("living together") temporary exchange. Not uncommonly, temporary exchanges of spouses
end up becoming definitive. Then it is said that the men have, in the
proper sense of the te~m, exchanged (oyo pepi) wives. A definitive exchange undoes the apihi-pihii relationship, which loses its sense.22
F,riendship terminology, beyond the period when sexual sharing is
active, tends to be used more often among and by men, Men take the
initiative in the relationship (although women can suggest or resist
the arrangement). Friendship relations can be deactivated due to conflict, matrimonial recomposition, or disinterest, and can be renewed
later on. The breakup of a friendship usually leads to a cancellation of
the terminology, or else the terms are maintained out of courtesy
among the men; if the relationship is merely going through a latent
period, the terms and the general tone of the interpersonal relations
remain in effect. "Aplhi-pihii" is the typical friendly vocative which
t~e ~awete employ for strangers when they stop calling them'simply
tlwa. It serves as a concept for all extrinsic, "nonfamily resemblances." I remember a man calling another the "aplhi-pihii of so-andso" because, while bUilding a house, he was seen carrying supports as
slender as so-and-so did a short time earlier. They were not relatives
they were not bUjlding the same house: their similarity of tastes wa~
therefore an "apihi-pihii phenomenon." Characteristically, it is this
term that substitutes the classic Amerindian "brother-in-Iaw" (and
our "brother") as a generic vocative: it is the model for all social
relations.
Active relations of friendship are much more common among
couples who are young and childless-precisely those who are in an
uxorilocal situation and dependent upon their affines. The only four
cases of active friendship involving older couples in 1982-83 centered on the remarriage of a widower (who reactivated one relationship and established a new one) and on the couple who were the
"owners of the village," who linked themselves successively to two
others (both in the same terminological relationship with the man:
the husbands were his "sister's sons"; the women (actual sisters) were
his wife's "brother's daughters"). These last two cases indicate that
friendship is an important political instrument: the leader of the vil-
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lage, in establishing relations with couples situated in resident~al
sections distant from his own, extracted them from there and mcorporated them into his patio and honey-season excursion g~oup.
The initiative in both cases came from the leader couple. The dIfference in age, social and terminological position, and the advant~ge of
the initiative did not, however, translate into any asymmetry m the
behavior of the quartets-friendship relations are symmetrical by definition and in practice-but the political uses to which such relationships are put are certainly not innocent.
In the four cases above, the first friendship relations did not last
more than a month, being immediately substituted by the second
ones. The couples who were "spurned" (heti mi re, thrown away)
soon looked for two others with whom to initiate relations. The establishment or cancellation of one of these relationships thus affects
the village as a whole, and, as in the case of a marriage, an entire machinery is set in motion after the first impetus: triggering both contagion and an impulse towards equilibrium, the bonds of friendship
are incessantly woven and undone. 23

o
Although the friendship relation involves two couples and is centered
on the sexual access to the friend's spouse, the bonds between the
same-sex partners are the fundamental ones; they are the ones that
preferably persist after someone is widowed or divorced and that need
to be renewed. A friend of the opposite sex is above all a means to
produce an aplhi-pihii, particularly for men. If a brother-in-law is
someone whom one cannot avoid obtaining when securing a wife, a
friend is someone whom one wants to obtain when having relations
with an aplhi.
Apfhi-pihii are by definition recruited among the tiwii: that is,
those who link themselves in this way are transformed into tiwii. The
limits of this prescriptive retroaction are the same that we saw
operating in marriage: actual siblings cannot be friends. The ~awete
always corrected me when I referred to two brothers as apihi-pihii
after confirming that they had exchanged 1definitively and domestically) wives: "Tiwii are the ones we call apihi-pihii; ani are the ones
we call hayihi-pihii" (term 16 of the vocabulary). This distinction is
important, since a tiwii is the opposite of a ani, but when one of the
former is transformed into a friend, he has something in common
with a brother, access to one's spouse.
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Recruited on the periphery of ego's kindred, friends come from the
same place where affines are found. A friend is a nonaffinal tiwii-in
truth, an "anti-brother-in-Iaw," since,if what links brothers-in-law is
the inaccessibility of their respective sisters, then what defines
friendship is the mutual sexual accessibility of spouses. But a friend is
different from a brother: the equivalence of two brothers relative to
the same women is anterior to the latter's existence, access to them
being a consequence of the fraternal bond. In the case of friends, it is
the conjugal bond that is anterior: friendship.is a consequence of prior
conjugality (there are no unmarried friends). The equivalence of
friends is constructed out of marriage-like the difference between
brothers-in-law. A cross-cousin, a maternal uncle, a distant brother,
or a nonrelative can become, through the same route of marriage, either an affine or a friend.
Bonds of friendship are established, as a general rule, between persons who are on the outer limits of the field of kinship: friends are
consanguines of affines, or affines of affines: a ZHB, a WMZDH, for
example (note that the WZH is a hayihi-pihii, as are brothers, not
friends). When close relatives in the categories of MB, FZ, etc., become friends, they "turn into tiwii," as occurs in marriage. Thus,
starting from the generic ground of pure negative difference (nonkinship), two particular relations are constructed, symmetrical and
inverse: from the tiwii emerge affines and anti-affines, brothers-inlaw through an interposed and forbidden sister and friends through a
mediating and shared spouse.
Friendship relations impinge upon the kinship terminology. A person calls the parents of his opposite-sex friend "mQther-in-Iaw" and
"father-in-law" and calls this friend's siblings "brothers-in-law" or
"sisters-in-Iaw"-a usage which has none of the social implications
of affinity arising from marriage. No terminological changes occur regarding relatives of the same-sex friend; this bond, the most important, is strictly individual. In subsequent generations, terminological
options emerge. The children of the female friends of ego's fathers can
be addressed as siblings, since the father's friends are hi ami, "other
mothers"; the same terms can be used for the children of the mother's
male friends. 24 On the other hand, the same-sex bonds do not by
themselves produce changes in any generation: the father's apfhipihii, if not at the same time the mother's apIno, will not be called
"father," or vice versa. The difference is derived from the fact of sexual relations: I use the term "father-in-law" for the father of the person with whom I had sexual relations, "father" for the one who had
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relations with my mother, and so on. If this blockage of the calculation of terminological extension did not exist, everybody of my generation would rapidly turn into "brother" and "sister," creating serious
problems for marriage.
In addition, this form of classificatory kinship permits all sorts of
manipulations, and many marriages of "ex-siblings" occur between
people linked by these bonds. But when the male friend of one's
mother is considered an associate genitor of ego, his children by other
unions are considered actual siblings and marriage is forbidden. Such
considerations extend a fortiori to the establishment of friendship
bonds between children of friends.

AWl
(enemy)
I
I
I

..J,

HADO'I
(brother-in-law)

['i,t,~ ~f'l

o
The atom of Arawete kinship thus appears more complex than the
classical model, since "antiparticles" and a principle of uncertainty
have to be incorporated in it. From the point of view of the system of
attitudes, there are two central relationships: between brother and
sister and between same-sex friends. The first is characterized by solidarity and respect, and is the fulcrum of affinity and reciprocity; the
second is characterized by liberty and camaraderie, and is the focus of
mutuality and anti-affinity. The relations between brothers-in-law
and between same-sex siblings are little marked, but they strike me as
hiding latent antagonisms. Note the support of an opposite-sex sibling in conjugal quarrels, and the veiled competition and jealousy that
unite and oppose brothers in relation to the same women. The husband/wife relationship is opposed to the brother/sister one in that the
former freely manifests both aspects proscribed in the latter: sex and
hostility. On the other hand, the relationship bet~een opposi!e-sex
friends is ideally positive (and positively ideal): apino and apmi do
not fight, or if so, they automatically abandon the relationship. Finally, the "joyfulness" of relations between male and female fr~ends
is opposed to the "fear-shame" (respect) between brother and SIster.
Figure 1 schematizes the system of Arawete sociability. The vertical
line consists of a generic and given opposition (nonrelative versus
relative) while the horizontal consists of a particular and constructed
opposition (brother-in-law versus friendl. In the face of the instability
of the tiwtl category, only two solutions are possible: to transform
nonrelatives into affines or into anti-affines. In the first case, the
solution stays close to the point of origin: a brother-in-law is a domesticated tiwtl, neutralized by reciprocity, who becomes a relative, "almost a brother." In the second, the solution goes beyond destiny: a

/
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APIHI-PIHA
(friend)

ANI

(brother)

l'
I
I
I

BIDE
(self)
FIGURE I.

Schema of social relations

friend is more than a brother. He is a synchronal, a nonambivalent
equivalent; neither brother-in-law nor brother, he is actually an included third party.
If a sister is the means of obtaining a wife, a wife is the means of
obtaining a friend. If sister exchange equalizes brothers-in-law, the
sharing of wives totalizes friends. The operation of friendship is of
course logically posterior to marriage, but it is more fundamental to
an understanding of Arawete sociability,' given that it is the paradigm of all social relations. Here we can see analogies that link Arawete friendship to what would appear to be its exact opposite, the
Tupinamba war captive. On the one hand, the war captive may have
ritually incarnated the essence of affinity-the better to be eatenbut on the other hand, he was an anti-affine. Tupinamba warfare, as
H. Clastres has noted (1972: 81), was pursued in order to capture not
wives, but "brothers-in-law." Instead of doing bride-service, the prisoner was the one who was served, nourished by those who would kill
and eat him. Even though he was given a wife and food, it was not
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meant to obtain anything more than himself. Both affine and antiaffine were anchored in the captive, positions that the Arawete separate: the ambivalence of tiwii is pure potency, which soon bifurcates
into brother-in-law and friend. And, whereas a captive was immediately transformed into a brother-in-law by the cession of one of the
group's women, among the Arawete the young brother-in-law who
has recently arrived in the wife's village is avidly transformed into a
friend, that is, into someone with whom one "inter-eats."
It is characteristic of the Arawete that, instead of avoiding brothersin-law (or eating them), they have opted to turn to frequenting
friends. All aspects of their social philosophy seem to converge on
this discreet refusal of affinity: the redundancy of alliances, closure
of kindreds, oblique marriages, and at the same time the dispersion
of reciprocity, nontransivity of the terminology, and proliferation of
friendship bonds. A mixture, indeed-of generations, genitors, friends:
"We are all mixed."
It is not accidental, after all, that anti-affinity is defined as heavenly
bliss (the expression iwii tori, 'Icelestial joyfulness/, appears recurrently in shamans' songs and refers to friendship). It is properly an
attribute of the gods, who keep to themselves, calling to mind the impossible world of living entre soi, which Levi-Strauss evoked at the
end of The Elementary Structures of Kinship. 25 But it is precisely in
relation to this celestial world that affinity will reappear: disguised on
earth, it seems to be so only in order to better characterize the gods as
affines of humanity. Rejected, alliance ends up being exaltedl placed
in the beyond, the site of meaning.

o
The direct parallels of the aplni-pihii system in Tupi-Guarani societies are few. The only direct analogue that I was able to find is the
Parintintin custom of important men temporarily exchanging wives
"as a form of expressing friendship" (Kracke 1978: 14L an echo of
Tupinamba practices. Arawete friendship itself is probably of the
same type as the atuasaba relationship mentioned by the chroniclers
(see note 14). The traditional formal friendship of the Tapirape, anchiwawa ( = tiwanl entailed avoidance and functioned as a channel of
economic redistribution; its recruitment was based on the same criteria used by the Arawetel distant kinship or nonkinship (Wagley
1977: 73-75). The Wayapi institution of yepe ("the chosen") is close
to the Arawete case: exterior friendship I as Grenand calls it (1982:
138-41L it focuses on nonrelatives l creating dyadic and exclusive
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bonds; the interpreta~iongive:n by Gallois (1988: 28) is even more diap,ini-pihii. The meta-kinship aspects of the aplnipih~ system also raIse mteresting questions for understanding the
Canb complex of pito and pawana (Riviere 1969: 227; Howard 1992).
If we compare it to the formal friendship of some of the Ge (Timbira
and Suya), Arawete friendship appears to fuse a central opposition
found among the former, formal friend versus companion, which connotes other oppositions I such as avoidance versus liberty, inheritance
versus choice, affinity versus consanguinity, and I'structure l ' versus
"c?mmunitas l l (Da Matta 1982: 87-99; Seeger 1981: 142-45; CarneIrO da Cunha 1978: 74-94; Melatti 1979: 73-76). Arawete friendship is, like Ge formal friendshipi an "anti-affinity/' but in the
contrary sense: the potential affinity that previously links Ge friends
(being dist~nt relatives I recruited from the opposite moiety, etc.) is
converted mto verbal and sexual avoidance and the interdiction of
matrim~nial exchange between friends, whereas, in the Arawete case l
a potentIal affine becomes a Wife-sharer, which an actual affine cannot be. Like companionship, aplni-piha friendship connotes freedom
of choice, synchronic equivalence, intimacy, and the exchange of
wives l but its paradigmatic value in Arawete society makes it closer
to formal friendship than to companionshipi with this significant inversion: the central Ge institution, formal friendship, is based on a
double metaphorical negation (the person is constituted in opposition
to his "antonym/, the formal friend [Carneiro da Cunha 1978: 7494]); whereas the central Arawete institution is founded on a double
affirmation of a metonymical redundancy-complementarity versus
supplementarity.
Arawete friendship can also be compared to the Upper Xingu system (Basso 1973: 102-6); Viveiros de Castro 1977: 193ff.). There are
some comm~n aspects, such as free choice, the contrast with kinshipi
and extraconJugal sexuality, but with an important difference: in the
Upper Xingu, there is a disjunction between friends of the same and
opposite sex. It is not a matter of a relationship between couples nor
of sexual mutuality. To the contrary, many times a same-sex friend is
a sibling of one's lover, a benevolent "pseudo-brother-in-law" who
may play the role of Cupid. Also l their system of sexual friendship is
semiclandestine. Although it too expresses the search for bonds with
others without the burden of alliance, it is less central in Upper Xingu
society than its Arawete equivalent: for the former, friendship is a
~echanism of compensation, while for the latter, it is the dominant
Ideology.
The Arawete system of anti-affinity may help us to understand the
r~ct!y evocative of
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paradox of an endogamous desire associated with the "passion for the
other" manifested in their cosmology, which distinguishes it so
clearly from the Guiana cosmologies (at least in Riviere's version
[1984: 70-7111. This paradox is suggestive of another, this time Tupinamba: a system in which avuncular marriage predominates, but
coexists with the ceding of women to war captives and a general desire for union with strangers-simultaneously minimum and maximum exogamy.

7

Birth, and Copulation,
and Death

1. The Facts of Life
To produce a child is a lengthy job, requiring frequent copulation and a great expense of semen (ta'i reI 1 in order to heat up and
develop the fetus. All the potential components of the person are contained in the paternal semen. The genitor is conceived to be the one
who makes (m6zii) or gives (me) the child. The mother is a ta'i re
riro, receptacle of the semen, where its transformation (heriwd) is
processed.
My attempts to clarify the nature of this transformation were
. thwarted: Menstrual blood is not thought to play any role. When I remarked on the physical resemblances between mothers and children,
everyone agreed, giving a grammatically abstract explanation: the resemblances were due to the fact that the semen becomes a child ohi
ropi', "through (along) the mother."2 This was the same reason adduced to explain why the circle of abstinence for disease includes matrilateral relatives. In sum, the patrilateral "theory" of conception
coexists with a general bilaterality in the recognition of filiation, the
interdiction against incest, and abstinence.
I sometimes wondered whether Arawete ideas about conception
were similar to the Aristotelian theory of animai generation, where
the father contains the "motor and geQ.erator principle" (efficient
cause), the mother the "material principle." However, for the Arawete
the mother does not contribute any "material" to the seminal
"form"; to the contrary, it is in her body that the semen, the exclusive
material, is transformed. As the site of transformation or as the transformer herself, the mother exercises a metonymical causality over the
material she receives in her depths. The idea of an exclusively masculine genesis must be viewed with caution, either because our conceptions of substance and causality are inappropriate for capturing
Arawete ideas, or because something is both denied and admitted at
the same time: the female role in generation. In addition, although
179
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the sperm lies at the origin of the child's body and soul, certain
proverbial expressions characterize maternal milk as an affective
("spiritual") substance. I think, furthermore, that it is not by chance
that women have female semen (beerJi as we will see, they also have a
female penis made for them.
In fact, when asserting effective and affective siblingship, it is more
common to stress provenience from the same matrix than a community of seed (capable of mixture and division). Uterine siblings are
thought of as parts of a whole and as successive occupants of the same
place: they refer to each other as he kire, "a piece of me"; herene'e pe
here, "the one who took my place"; or he piri here, "the one who substituted me." Those who share only what was given by the same genitor specify their status by the difference between their matrices: hiro
amite pa re, "coming from another body." This is an expression of the
strong matrifocality of their sociallife. 3
As I mentioned earlier, more than one inseminator can cooperate
(oyo pitiwii, also said of men who open the same garden-a comparison made by the Arawete) or take turns in producing a child, in a
process called di mo, to enlarge. The ideal number of genitors seems
to be two or three; more than this leads to a painful childbirth or
splotchy skin. 4
When a shaman is conceiving a child, his nightly songs cease. Repeatedly "eating" his wife makes him soft; he sleeps a lot and does
not dream. One of the jocular nicknames for the vagina (or for an
aplhi) is specifically aray mo-pi hii, "that which breaks the shaman's
rattle"-a rather clear allusion to the phallic quality of the rattle, an
instrument of male creativity. Female sexuality not only breaks
rattles metaphorically, but also other male objects, literally: when a
man is carving a piece of Tabebuia wood to make a bow, he must abstain from sex or else the piece will split.
The couple involved in the work of conception observes few precautions during pregnancy. Some will continue after childbirth, when
many others will be imposed. They should not eat tapir, since its
spirit would trample on the mother's belly; nor should they eat the
thighs of deer or curassow, which would weaken the child's legs; nor
should the man eat pregnant female animals. They should avoid using
maize carried in a basket that has split. Men should be cautious in the
forest, since snakes will try to bite them.
Childbirth (mo-ii, to cause to fall) usually takes place in the nearby
brush. The husband of the woman in childbirth can assist her, picking
up (hopi') the child and cutting the umbilical cord. The placenta is
buried where the birth occurred. In most cases, however, the one who
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picks up the child and cuts the cord is a woman, a relative of the
mother or her husband. Ideally, I was told, boys had their cord cut by a
woman; girls, by a man. The cutter ofthe umbilical cord (ipiri'i kii he
re) has a matrimonial right over the child. If it is a girl, she will be an
ipQ'i'pi, "one taken care of": she should be fed by her future husband
until puberty, when she will be handed over to him. In the case of
boys, they will later on provide their future wives with meat.
Currently, there are no ipQ 'i' pi children in the village, but there are
various "cutters of the navel cord" who maintain their right to reserve the boy or girl, a right the parents recognize. In all the cases I
recorded, they were classificatory mother's brother, father's sister, or
grandparents of the children. The woman who lifted up the child does
not appear to have any special relationship to him or her; but everyone knows who cut their own navel cord and who lifted them up
when born. s
As soon as it is born, the infant is bathed in lukewarm water· its
father then pierces its ears and shaves any hair that grows beyond the
temples. Some experienced person then mo-kati, "repairs," the child:
he or she flattens its nose, bends its ears outwards, massages its chest,
plucks its eyebrows, straightens its lower jaw, pushes its arms and fingers towards the shoulders, squeezes its thighs together, and separates
its damp hair with a stick.
.
The parents then enter into seclusion, spending most of their time
at home and depending on relatives for certain essential domestic
tasks, such as cooking and fetching water. A few hours after the birth,
they must drink a bitter infusion of the bark of iwirara'i (Aspidosperma sp.)-the same that is drunk upon the first menses and the
killing of an enemy. This measure would thus appear to be associated
with the blood that accumulates in the body during these states,
which should be purged. But the Arawete do not explain the practice
in this form: they say, rather, that iwirara'i should be drunk "in order
to eat tortoise," otherwise one may suffocate from a swelling of the
glottis. This refers to the red-footed tortoise, a meat prohibited to parents during the couvade, women during their first menses, and killers. 6 All the men who participated in conception should drink the
infusion, but only the principal genitor rigorously follows the rest of
the restrictions.
On the night after the birth, the mother should undergo an imone
operation, a shamanic return of the soul to the body. All physical or
psychological traumas produce this dangerous liberation of the soul;
imone is performed "to make the person stay," "to make him/her
heavy." But the combination of imone with the drinking of iwirara'i
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marks only three particular states: maternity (childbirth), first menses, and homicide.
The postpartum restrictions are varied and taken seriously above
all by the parents of a firstborn child. The rules are more rigorous
while the navel cord has not yet dried up and fallen off; they begin to
relax as the child comes to have a "firm neck," and then relax further
when it begins to laugh and to walk. The termination of the restrictions is imprecisely marked; the definitive consolidation of the chil~
takes much longer than the couvade period.
.
Some of the restrictions aim at protecting the parents themselves,
now defined as ta'i tid (the F) and memi tid (the Ml, "child owners" or
"masters of children." They should not expose themselves too much
to the sun or moon, or else the excrement of the astral bodies will
blacken them; they may not carry water or walk on rocks or rough
soil, or else the Iwird tid spirits and their kind will shoot arrows at
their feet. The most important precaution is observed by the father:
he may not go to th~ forest before the navel cord has dried and
dropped off, or he will attract multitudes of bushmasters and boa constrictors that will bite him or swallow him alive. This means that the
man finds himself unable to exercise the activity that defines his gender identity and his main economic responsibility: hunting.
Other restrictions protect the baby: the parents do not touch mirrors or combs, since this would provoke fever and aches, nor do they
touch jaguar skins, since the child's skin would become splotchy.
They avoid exertions that may have repercussions on the child: carrying heavy loads, grinding maize, or felling trees.
The restrictions on ingesting substances are more numerous. The
parents may not cook or eat hot foods. The mother may not smoke,
while the father may do so only through a wad of cotton. In general, a
distinction is made between, on the one hand, actions and foods prohibited during the period immediately after the birth until the navel
cord drops off, and, on the other, long-term interdictions. The majority of immediate prohibitions (hopi' we-see note 21 are for the health
of the parents (as in the case of red-footed tortoises); all long-term
ones are for the protection of the child. Thus, the meat of paca, capuchin monkey, collared peccary, and certain fish (peacock bass, matrinxa, and dogfish) may be consumed only after the child has begun
to "laugh"; toucans, macaws, parrots, a type of tinamou, razor-billed
curassows, electric eels, and the liver of both species of tortoises may
be eaten only after it begins to walk. Pregnant female animals are not
eaten until the child is three years old (pregnant women, however,
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may eat them). Some types of honey are prohibited, since their consumption would produce pustules; papaya would make the child's
skin peel off; bacaba palmfruits and two types of yam would cause
swelling.
Consuming these meats and performing activities such as boiling
or smoking lead to hapi, the "burning" of the child. This involves a
sort of internal combustion that is manifested as fever, desiccation,
and weight loss. The underlying idea seems to be that the newborn is
a volatile being who must remain far from contact with hot things.
Nor should the child be painted with annatto, lest its skin peel off as
if scorched in a fire. 7
I was unable to discover any princilille underlying the foods prohibited to the parents. To the contrary, I was surprised that animals
such as piranha, trairao, and foods that are shamanized in peyo rites,
such as xupe honey and howler monkey; are considered neutral. Notably, with the exception of tortoise (liver), the main animals hunted by
the Arawete (especially armadillos and white-lipped peccaries) are not
on the list (which I do not believe is an exhaustive one).s
While they are still small, children are often made to undergo a
shamanic operation that "closes the body" (hiro ri; d. ri, "to heal
over, form scar tissue") or "seals it off" (hakapeti). Its aim is to permit
the parents to gradually resume their activities once again and to prevent the child from suffering "flesh-ache" (ha'a rahi). The symbolism
is obvious: the child is open and the parents' actions and substances
penetrate its body. The treatment is repeated over several months
upon any sign that the infant is indisposed, and it is especially necessary when the parents intend to engage in sexual activity and drink
strong beer again.
Beer festivals and sex are the object of the strictest prohibitions.
Both activities may be pursued only after the child begins to crawl
(according to fathers) or to walk (according to mothers). Before thisand even afterwards, if a shaman does not close its body-the infant
would die in a fit of convulsions and vomiting. Sexual abstinence
seems to be more drawn out for the mother than for the father. The
latter, after a few months, may seek out another woman "to cool
down." The mother's actions are more directly harmful to the child,
who is always clinging to her. Mothers are the ones who take on the
task of asking a shaman to close their children's bodies; the reason is
that they nurse them. Everything the woman ingests, including semen, passes (mo-wd) through her milk. Affect also passes through
it: daughters do not marry virilocally and men always return to their
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village of origin, because "one does not forget the milk one drank."
Another proverbial expression is: "She who nursed us makes us
nostalgic."9
Two weeks after birth, infants begin to eat yams, potatoes, and bananas premasticated by the mother. Manioc, maize, and other ~rui~s
and meat are introduced into their diet only when the chIld IS
"finished" (aye), that is, when it begins to manifest "consciousness."
This is when it receives a name and can be painted with annatto, the
color of health (sick people must not paint themselves) and humanity.
No shamanic operation is linked to the introduction of meat into the
diet. Rather, the operations for closing the body were always explained to me as a means of blocking contagions from the parents to
the child.
The notion of "having consciousness," the most general translation
of the verb kaaki, defines the degree of the humanity of the infants. It
is not the same thing as the ability to speak (ne'e), since it is chronologically prior. It apparently designates the capacity of the child to respond to communicative stimuli; the principal sign of this. is the
smile. If a baby dies before manifesting consciousness, even ItS parents will not weep. Speech is nevertheless an important and anxiously awaited sign of maturation. An operation intended to facilitate
linguistic learning consists in breaking leaves of the ka'a ne'e ato
bush next to the infant's mouth while words of the language are
repeated.
But for a few more years, the personhood of the child is still not
entirely stabilized. Its soul/vital principle (i) is easily detac~ed from
the body, especially by the covetous Master of Water. For thIS reason,
children between one and four years old are frequently made to undergo the imone operation, when the shaman brings back the wandering soul and consolidates it (mo-ati, to hardenl, making the person
heavy (mo-pohi) again.
The parents avoid a new conception until their child has reac~ed
the age of three or four years, during which time it continues nursmg.
Until then, they resort to coitus interruptus, the sole birth control
method they claim to know (ta'i re hakawa, "to spill semen"-a
technique which, as far as I know, has only been recorded among the
Txicao for Brazilian Indians-Menget 1977: 108).10 Abortions are provoked by abdominal pressure. But undesired children are usually
killed after birth (sometimes having been suffocated by the mother)
and buried with the placenta.
There are various reasons for abortion or infanticide: the divorce of
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the couple during gestation (a rare occurrence); the death of the husband during this period; gestation in young women, who are "too lazy
to nurse" and afraid to undergo the restrictions; children conceived or
born during epidemics, especially if the parent took medicines from
whitemen; deformations of the child (attributed to Western medicines, to the semen of the Master of Water, or left unexplained); a
pregnancy that is too premature relative to the prior one; and even
quarrels between the spouses, when the wife takes revenge by killing
the child. Unmarried women attempt abortion upon the first signs of
pregnancy.
Although the Arawete are anxious to space births, they consider
having children an essential value. Children are adored and spoiled by
the entire village; women and men compete over the privilege of
walking about with the newborn on their hips. If a woman dies and
leaves behind a small child, others will assume the responsibility of
nursing it (in general, a sister of the deceased). Everyone says they prefer male children over female, because men hunt and will provide for
the parents when they become old.
From the time they are three years old and begin to exercise autonomy in their movements, children are referred to as ta'i lOho, "big offspring," or as "little men" and "little women." Between seven and
eleven years old, boys are classified as piri aCi, literally, "green (new)
people." During this phase, they go out to hunt and fish in the surroundings and accompany their fathers on expeditions preceding beer
festivals. They also begin to build their small house next to their parents'. Around twelve years old, it is time for the boy's prepuce to be
tied; the penis is already "full" and the glans might be exposed, a
cause for shame. A boy's penis cord (a fine strand of cotton) is put on
discreetly. Any man who is not his genitor or mother's husband may
perform this operation. If the latter do it, they will die of ha'iwa
illness.
Before wearing the cord, boys must \not have sexual relations.
Nevertheless, from a young age boys and girls play together, and older
girls usually initiate boys into sex. Until puberty, girls are in general
considerably more extroverted and bold than boys of the same age.
There is no food prohibition marking male adolescence, except that
they have to avoid eating the yirara turtle, or they will easily tire
when adults. But two musical interdictions are imposed: they may
not repeat the songs of the god Tepere, or their pubic hairs will not
grow; and they may not participate in songs and dances commemorating the death of a jaguar, or the felines will attack them in the forest.
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This is extended to the commemorative dances for the death of a human enemy. Unmarried youths may drink beer, but only in small
quantities,
Starting at twelve years old, youths initiate a long series of tentative marriages with girls of their age or a little older. Until around fifteen years old, they greatly resist marrying, doing so only when no
adult is available who can remove a girl about to have her first menses
from the house of her parents. At this time, the girls move into the
small houses of the youths. These trials generally do not last more
than a few weeks.
Between fifteen and twenty years old, the youths engage in more
serious marriages than when they were boys, but these are no less unstable. Few youths have not had at least five wives during this
phase-having gone to reside uxorilocally almost every single time.
They marry young women their own age and ones who are much
older. The matrimonial circulation is very accelerated as the exchanges of spouses among young people undergo cycles almost every
year,
From fifteen years old on up to their early thirties, young men are
classified as pira'i aha ("a grown-up child"), a term that continues to
describe all men who do not yet have married children. The youngest
segment of this category is turbulent and venturesome; it provides
numerous tenatii mo for hunting parties and those most disposed to
embark on war expeditions. Various shamans belong to the oldest segment of the pira'i aha,
Men between thirty-five and fifty years old are defined as "ripe"
(dayi). This is the phase when they constitute their extended families, attracting sons-in-law and leaving their own uxorilocal situation.
Mature men form an influential segment, especially when they are
leaders of important residential sections and when they are shamans.
Above this age, they are "elders" (tapi'nii).
Arawete elders have no special power, but neither are they in a liminal position. The two oldest men of the village still hunted, had large
gardens, and had families who helped them. Aya-ro, one of these
elders, was still an active shaman, but he did not sing often; his services were solicited mostly for closing the bodies of children and for
snakebite cases, operations that do not necessarily involve the presence of gods. The other man, Mena-no, had already been "left behind
by the MEi'''-that is, he no longer sang.
Girls between seven and eleven years old are called kiiiii na'i raha,
"child woman." Many of them are handed over to an elder or someone
who is physically handicapped and unable to obtain an adult wife.
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These men "raise" (ip'~'i') the girls, initiating them into sexual play,u
As mentioned earlier, a girl cannot have her menses in her parents'
house, lest they suffer the same death by ha'iwii that befalls incestuous couples, a father who ties the penis cord on his son, and so on.
Thus, her parents must arrange a husband for her quickly.
The Arawete believe that girls only menstruate if they have been
previously deflowered (they show no interest in submitting such a
dogma to a countertest). The beginnings of the sexual life of ici papa
re girls ("with budding breasts") is conceived of as a time when their
bodies are being manufactured by the men. They pierce (mama), excavate (maya), and fabricate (moiii) the vagina and the labia of the
vulva. Along with the seminal nurture they receive, the progressive
elongation of the labia minora of adolescents is considered essential
for their growth and maturation, besides being a favorite technique in
the erotic arts. The length of this part of the female anatomy (which
is hidden by the girdle) is an obsession peculiar to the Arawete: all
men were able to remember the particularities of women who had
died a long time ago, and such memories led rapidly into erotic fantasies. I had the distinct impression that having big "little lips" was a
measure of a woman's prestige and influence. I recall that one of the
nicknames for female souls and female Mq).' was hamii kicii mi re,
"decorated vagina"; this refers to the idea that the large, hanging labia
of female gods and deceased women are decorated with fine geometric
lines in genipap. The penis, on the other hand, is not the object of special attention in the sky; it is simply reinvigorated as part of the process of rejuvenation.
The labia minora are, in effect, the female analogue of the penis
(nakiiy): the name of the labia minora is kiiiii nakiiy, female penis.
The penis and labia, moreover, are usually called the "weapons"
(irapii, bow or shotgun) of each sex.
It seems to me that a series of paradoxes are involved in this symbolic valorization of the labia minora. In contrast to practices of the
African type that aim at a maximal differentiation between male
and female genitalia-through circumcision and clitoridectomy-the
Arawete fabricate a female penis at the same time that they open and
enlarge the vaginal canal. It is, moreover, a double penis and incapable
of erection (the clitoris-iCire, "bud"-is not important in their sexology, as far as I can tell). On the other hand, as in the majority of
Lowland South American cultures, the opposite of circumcision is
practiced on men: the stretching and binding of the prepuce. But instead of the elaborate penis sheaths of some tribes, the Arawete have a
sort of "sheath" of the female penis, the tight girdle, an article of great
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symbolic importance. Also, in contrast to the conspicuous plugs in
men's lower lips among the Ge groups, the female "lowest lips" are
kept strictly hidden. The contrast between the sober male nudity and
the complicated female clothing among the Arawete is striking to any
observer. 12
The girdle/labia complex marks the female gender by its sexuality.
The construction of women's sexuality is the responsibility of men:
they cause women to menstruate, which leads to the imposition of
the girdle that hides the labia they have stretched. Perhaps in all this
there is an obscure relation with another Arawete paradox of gender,
seen earlier in the analysis of maize beer. If women have an artificial
female semen with which they ora1ly inseminate men (and which is
always fabricated by married women and excludes sex and menstruation), it would therefore be logical that men fabricate a female penis
on unmarried women, at the same time as they inseminate them
naturally, facilitating their menstruation and habilitating them to
adult life.
It is also possible that this complex of the female penis is related to
the dogma of exclusive masculine conception. Another name for the
labia minora is hEIJi'nd, which also applies to the two internal sacs in
the male body where semen is stored. Does this indicate that the labia
have a procreative function?
In any case, if the skirt/girdle and labia complex characterize
women, men have its equivalent: the aray shamanic rattle. Every
married man, shaman or not, has an aray. Aray fid, "masters of the
rattle," is a synecdoche for the male portion of society, parallel to that
of "masters of the diadem" (see chap. 2, sect. 3). There is no analogue
for women, who are instead metonymized by the maternal state, their
collective name being "mistresses of children." But the inner girdle,
sign of the adult female state capable of procreation, is no less a
means of characterizing them. Thus, instead of the Ache bow and basket (P. Clastres 1987: chap. 5), the Arawete gender symbols are the
rattle and the girdle: the first, a metaphor of the phallus in both appearance and creative function, owned by every married adult man;
the second, a sheath covering the vagina and the female penis, things
that "break the rattle" (and the bow) of men.
The manipulation of the labia minora, if done too enthusiastically,
can sometimes lead to their being lacerated. The erotic techniques include the plucking of female pubic hairs and caresses that are somewhat violent. The hairs may be saved as a souvenir of a sexual
adventure and are occasionally tied to the shaft of arrows, a form of
boasting that arouses general curiosity about the identity of the one
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so honored. And, to bring this fetishistic excursion to a close, it is
worth noting that I was once toldlthat nostalgic widowers cut the labia minora of their dead wives, cure them over smoke, and wrap them
in cotton. This memorial is kept in the patQd, a straw storage box for
men's treasures (feathers, earrings, children's hair). I never saw such a
memento. Se non e vera . ..
Duly deflowered, girls menstruate, heyi, a verb meaning simply
"descent" (of the blood); the expression yahi herowari is also used,
"the moon initiated her." Upon the first menstruation, the girl drinks
an infusion of iwirara'i and undergoes the imone treatment; besides
this, she drinks a mixture of ashes with cold water to prevent excessive bleeding. The flowing blood cools the menstruating girl, who is
haki, hot. A girl in this condition (in fact, any menstruating woman)
cannot take baths in the river-it would cause strong rains-nor have
sexual contact, since this would cause ha'iwd (illness), but she may
cook. The most important sign of the catamenial rite of passage is the
imposition of the girdle, woven by her mother, a prospective motherin-law, or another female relative. The names for this article of
clothing are: tupdy hete, "true clothing" (in contrast to the external
skirt, sling, and head covering); wi hakawa hd, "blood absorber"; or ii
re, "inside thing." It cannot be taken off in front of a man without this
being interpreted as a sexual invitation.
Prepubescent girls should not eat too many eggs or else they will
have multiple births; nor the hearts of turtles, deer, or other gamepieces that usually bleed a lot-or else their menarche will be abundant and painful. They enjoy considerable sexual liberty, usually
taking the initiative in such matters. While they are still prepubescent, their parents do not interfere. But when they begin to approach
puberty, control over their behavior intensifies. Girls who are especially "prone to wander" (iatd me'e)-those who circulate in gle~ful
bands at night-are feared by prospective spouses. Young husbands
are extremely jealous of any extramartial affair outside the friendship
system, as in the case of sexual adventures by young wives with
single youths. Brothers, especially those who still depend on their sisters to obtain a wife, also control their movements.
From puberty until thirty to thirty-five years old, women belong to
the class of kdfii moko, "big women." They marry very young but
only begin to bear children relatively late, at about eighteen to twenty
years old. The change in lifestyle after the birth of the first child is
much more radical for a woman than for her husband. She ceases to
be an appendage of her mother and turns towards her own household;
she also ceases to belong to the turbulent band of girls, adopting in-
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stead a calm and serious attitude, always attentive to the needs of her
child. From being the object of her husband's jealousy, she becomes
the one who tries to control his adventures, The memi fiii (owners of
children) are accorded respect, even when young, and the balance of
domestic authority tips noticeably to the feminine side after the first
child.
Mothers are very zealous of their children, blindly taking their side
even when they cause damage to other people's possessions or when
they conduct themselves in a manner intolerable to village peace. On
the other hand, their parental authority is not much greater than that
of the fathers, and both are constantly trying to contain their children, frightening them with tales of tQ'o we (specters of the dead), the
Afii, and enemies.
Around thirty-five years and up, women are classified as "adults"
(Qdi' mo-hi re) and, after menopause, as "elders" (tapi'nii). M~ddle-aged
women possess enormous influence in daily life. A residential section
revolves around the eldest woman and is normally identified by her
name. The tendency for the principal couples of the village to be composed of ex-widows who are older than their current husbands only
augments the power of these women. Such women, besides having an
active voice in village negotiations, are the main source of squabbles
and intrigues. It is they, more than their husbands, who argue over the
postmarital destinies of young couples. It is very rare to hear men
publically expounding their differences or conflicts; on the other
hand, ignoring their husbands' cautious aloofness, the five or six
grandes dames of the village set the tone of day-to-day life, mobilizing
relatives to antagonize some against the others, in an ever-changing
system of alliances.
Seen from the village, life is feminine; one could even say that society is feminine-but it is such precisely because it is only part of an
encompassing whole from which meaning emanates, and this whole
is masculine. If humans were immortal, perhaps society could be confounded with the cosmos. Since death exists, it is necessary for society to be linked with something that is outside itself-and that it be
linked socially to this exterior. Here is where men enter, charged
with two functions that are their exclusive province: shamanism and
warfare. In the interior of the socius, male authority can only be
based on an association with women: the leader of an extended family
controls daughters and gardens, feminine things he obtained through
his married status. On the other hand, the power of magic and the
force of the warrior exist "independently" of women; they express a
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movement outwards from the socius, required because it is necessary
to administer (in both senses of the term) death. Finally, negated or
disguised in its own domain-the ihternal elaboration of the social
fabric-affinity will be used to domesticate this founding bond, the
bond with death and exteriority.

2. Passions
The notion of abstinence, kOQko hii, plays an important role in marking kinship bonds in the context of sickness. The restrictions of the
couvade are only part of this more general attitude, involving abstinence from actions that introduce harmful substances or manifest
malignant principles in one's own or others' bodies. KOQko hii is the
active and physical counterpart of a psychology of passions, that
seeks to thwart sentiments that cause a person to become "estranged
from him- or herself." The physiology of abstinence, as well as the
psychology of joy, seeks to avoid Illness, ha'iwii, that which destroys
the health of the body or disrupts the link between body and soul.
A person may undergo abstinence for his own sake (oyi kOQko) or to
benefit some relative, such as a newborn child, a sick sibling, or an
ailing parent. The object of all abstinence is anything said to be me'e
a'i': actions that may cause harm to newborns, certain foods (espe~ially meats), and sex. Although the verb koQko is used for all types of
abstinence, its focus appears to be the complex of "eating": nourishment and sex. The Q'i'-thing par excellence is the vagina, and sexual
activity is designated in general by a negative circumlocution: koQko
i~ "to unabstain."
Violating the couvade abstinence, as we saw, precipitates the baby's
death through a fiery desiccation or suffocation by beer and semen.
When the abstinence concerns an adult relative, the effects are more
varied. Meats such as trumpeter bird, deer, tapir, tinamou, or razorbilled curassow, if ingested by the relative of an ill person (a fortiori by
the latter) can provoke weakness in the legs (in the case of the first
two kinds of meat), strong pains in the belly (the third), and deafness
(the last ones), When the disease is grave, the result of incontinence is
death by ha'iwii. The same effect results from sex, if it is practiced
during illness or while a close relative is sick: tamii bi'de rero-kiifiithe vagina kills us (literally, "it makes us get lost"). Some of the above
foods liberate a malignant agent, the ha'o we (spirit) of the animal.
Thus, the Arawete say that when we suddenly become sick, me'erQ'o
we bIde reti, "the spirit of something is pummeling us"; this can al-
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ways be attributed to the incontinence of some relative, if not to our
own. Another dangerous thing to ingest is any animal found dead in
the forest; this provokes dizziness and fainting among the kindred.
This community of similars is thus defined by a negative norm: oyi
kOQko me'e, "the interabstainers." To this circle belong the bi'de di,
one's equals: parents, children, siblings. Spouses are not obliged to interabstain; being by definition an amite, what a spouse does or eats
will not affect the health of the other (except, of course, sexual relations). All close classificatory consanguines are interabstainers. It becomes clear that here the circle of abstinence coincides with that of
incest; the boundaries of the first are as fluid as those of the second,
depending on the gravity of the relative's disease, the actual or
affective distance of their relations, and so on. 13 An infraction of abstinence can affect nonsubstantial relatives, understood in the strict
sense: thus, the death of a man in 1980 was associated with the fact
that his wife's daughter had had sexual relations when he was sick
(even though he was not her father or father's brother), Similarly, if a
girl menstruates in her natal house, it may kill her mother's husband,
no matter who he is.
The paradigms for similarity and abstinence are small children and
the couvade. The Arawete always resorted to this context to explain
the reasons for abstinence in cases of illness: an invalid is like a baby,
since he is weak and his soul is not firm (he is in a "lightweight"
state). Note that husband and wife abstain at the same time only on
behalf of their children. In turn, a child's responsibility to abstain on
behalf of a sick father or mother is strongly emphasized and is conceived as the counterpart (pepi ka) of the couvade.
Referring above all to sex, abstinence includes the period of menstruation, the occasion when sex becomes, so to speak, potentialized.
Although the ha'iwa illness that befalls infractors (the man and the
woman) is in this case attributed to the blood, it punishes other sexual infractions in which blood does not appear: contact with a son's
penis while binding the prepuce, incest, or sex during illness. Sex is
the principal causa mortis when koako rules are not observed. During the epidemic of 1982, all sexua(activity ceased for two months.
The generic term for illness is me'e rahi, "pain." The causes of illness are many: whitemen, the present locale of the Arawete on the
edge of the earth, mist over a river at dawn, spirits of ingested animals,
arrows of tortoise and honey, contagion by a pain substance (hahi we)
present in beer and rotten things (especially graves). But no one dies of
a disease. There are many material causes of death, but the efficient
cause of all deaths, other than those derived from enemy arrows or
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assaults by the Ani, is ha'iwa, a term that designates Illness, that
which removes the person from the state of hekawe, life. 14 Ha'iwa entails sudden weight loss and internal combustion, All "nonartifical"
deaths can be attributed to a ha'iwa-effect produced by some agent or
action. Those with which I am familiar include: the spirit of the
trumpeter bird, if this animal is eaten in any form other than roasted;
incest (which also provokes enemy attacks); the menarche in the
natal house; sex with menstruating women or during illness; copulation with the Master of Water; the incorrect burial of the dead, with
excessive handling of the corpse; certain dangerous musical emissions; the sky and the Mai'.
The mention of the sky as ha'iwa ha, lethal, is somewhat obscure
to me. It appears to refer to a type of cause of death in which the sky
rumbles and opens, fulminating the victim, but such a type gets confounded with deaths caused by tata na'iwa ha, the invisible celestial
fire of the gods hurled against the living. This divine fire (which has
nothing to do with lightning) is blamed for every death without an
obvious immediate cause-even for those for which the efficient
causes were diseases brought by whites. In truth, every death is the
result of this kind of divine ha'iwa: the passage from the state of the
living to that of the dead-death as an ontological alteration-is
caused by the celestial fire of the MQi'. For that matter, reasoning in
the Azande mode, the Arawete muse that everyone gets sick, but the
only ones who die are those who are struck by the M!fJ.' data, divine
fire. The sky and the gods are thus the ultimate ha'iwa behind every
efficient cause, be it arrows, capture by Ani, or ha'iwa caused by
other sources.
To the extent that it is possible to compare the Arawete's causal
system (which I only understand imperfectly) with our own (which is
admittedly quite foreign to theirsL I would suggest that the Mai' (and
their fire) are the final (and efficient) cause of every death. Ev~n further, the gods are the formal cause of death: immortal themselves, it
is they who define humans as mortals, hence, it is they who kill us,
revealing our essence. Finally, the idea that the sky is lethal in itself
(as distinct from the divine celestial fire) is associated with the feared
apocalypse when the firmament will break open and annihilate humanity (see chap. 3, sect. 1). Some say that every death is caused by
both the divine fire and a sudden opening and closing of the sky, This
is another way of indicating that the human predicament, that is,
mortality, is the inevitable correlate of the "forsaken" condition of all
terrestrial beings, those left behind in the original separation.
I discussed with the Arawete the singular paradox of deriding the
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Mai' as "eaters of raw flesh" or "beings bereft of fire" (see chap. 3, sect.
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2) and at the same time attributing to them the power of this lethal
fire. They explained to me that the fire the gods were ignorant of was
cooking fire, while this celestial fire was their own kind (e'e apa tel,
inherent in their aray rattles and the shininess of their bodies. IS
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The attitude expressed in ko~J<o points to another concept, that of
kaald hii, "consciousness." Kaaki is a verb that signifies thinking, remembering, knowing, manifesting intentionalityj prefixed with the
causative mo-, it connotes ideas such as evoking and convincing. The
attribute kaaki hii appears to play the same role in Arawete psychology as the notion "word-soul" does for the Guarani (ayvu, ne'e). Its
corporal seat lies in the chest and ears: it is thus associated with the
soul/vital principle, which, when present in the chest, marks the normal state of the person (health and alertnessJi its link with the ears is
underscored in the expression apihii-i, "deaf," used to describe someone who is acting erroneously or who is beside himself with rage.
Kaaki-i, "unconscious," refers as much to people in shock as to children before they begin to react to deliberate stimuli. Anyone who is
not yet conscious or who has fallen unconscious is in danger: either
he is not yet a complete human being or he is on his way towards
ceasing to be one, since his vital principle is poorly attached to the
body.
Certain emotional states cause the kaald ha to leave the body.
Anger is one of them. When someone is nara, irate, he hears the noise
of babassu palrnfruits falling, the sun appears red, and his throat
closes. Four types of beings are especially prone to anger: enemies,
killers of enemies, the MQi~ and the recently deceased. Shamans are
constantly singing about the anger of the MQi' and the necessity of
placating them, embracing them, and thus "cutting" (mQ'i') their
anger.
Another dangerous state is nostalgia for a loved one. In such a case,
our kaaki ha exits, we are "somewhere else" (ie te ete), our thoughts
"make us reach" the place where their object is found, and the sun
looks red to us. This is why the recent dead are dangerous: already
beside themselves with anger over their death and angrily coveting
their relatives left behind, they mO-Q'o ("make absent" or "spiritualize") the living, causing them to become estranged from themselves. The dead, celestial gods, and absent beings in general have this
power of making others self-estranged through the affective suction
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they exert. Sadness or mourning (ho'ira), a sentiment close to nostalgia, makes us lose the indispensable fear of the dead and renders us
liable to follow them. A person who is sad is "empty," his soul having
left his body.
Sexual desire, ha'ira, is another passion that leaves us unconscious.
It is related to wrath: an erect penis is an "angry penis." It is said
jokingly that female desire is the equivalent of homicidal rage-it is
no accident, then, that women have their weapons. 16
Of all these passions, nostalgia and sadness are unambiguously
negative. These two feelings place someone in a particular psychophysical state. Sadness and nostalgia make us lightweight, mo-wewe,
and make us transparent, mo-kiyaha. The first notion can be found in
other Tupi-Guarani psychologies (Kracke 1978: 25, 280Ji the second is
apparently exclusive to the Arawete. The term kiyaha has an ample
spectrum of meaning: it can be glossed as diaphanous, open, exterior,
and insomniac. The state of kiyaha suggests a transluscence produced by the exiting of the soul. Being lightweight indicates the same
thing: the soul, like a balloon attached by a fine cord to its corporal
ballast, risks getting loose and floating away.
Such states of being can be provoked by other factors: strong, sudden frights, too much sun, certain Western medicines, birth, the first
menstruation, or homicide. All of these unfasten the i from the hiro,
the soul from the body. The imone operation (a term referring to
the act of carrying something protectively, shielded from harm, used
here for bringing the soul in the aray rattle) seeks to make a person
"heavy" and "hard" again. It is always undertaken when a shaman
sees a soul wandering in the sky or when a patient is wasting away
and listless. The most frequent object of this intervention are children up to three years old and womenj I never saw it performed for a
man. Children are always on the verge of losing their unstable soulsj
women are coveted by the Mgj.·who try to capture them. This is why
women may not be shamans: the gods would not let their souls return
from the sky.
'
While heaviness and opacity characterize the healthy state by imparting density and substance to the person (preventing him from becoming a body without a soul, a tQ'o we), lightness and transparency
are states sought by shamans, who are the only ones who can attain
them without risk. For this they use tobacco, which "refines" them
and makes them "lightweight." The shaman is a man capable of controlling the connection between soul and body, becoming disembodied actively, not passively. I?
The sentiment that makes us heavy and dense is joyfulness, tori. It
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makes us forget (mo-raariiy) absent people and returns us to society.
This is why aplhi-pihii always intervene after a partner has been
mourning for a few weeks, in order to cheer him up; the aplhi is also
the main pacifier of a killer overcome with fury (induced by the dead
enemy). Also, it is the friends of the dead in the sky, the gods and goddesses, who make them forget the living, "breaking their sadness."
Joyfulness is thus associated with the capacity to forget-an essential theme in the relationship between the living and the dead-and
with sexuality. Although sex involves a state of "unconsciousness/' it
is positive in that it brings joy; although it is me'e a'i', dangerous, it is
also what makes us weighty. Its ambivalence does not lack parallels
with anger, a disembodying passion, but also an affirmative impulse.
Sexual desire and anger, moreover, characterize the Mgr.

3. Death
Mani, to die, refers to all loss of kaaki hii consciousness: drunkenness from beer, tobacco narcosis, shamanic accidents (when the gods
knock out the shaman), traumas such as illness and grave wounds,
and the temporary situation of a slayer. Rushing things, the Arawete
decree that people in such states are "dead" (imani cell even though
they may be far from it. One time, a simple conjugal brawl was amplified to such a point that news reached the other side of the village in
minutes that so-and-so had been torn to pieces by his wife. Another
case I witnessed was that of a woman, very ill with pneumonia,
whose wardrobe was divided up by her weeping sisters. When she recovered, she had quite the chore recouping her belongings.
One of the principal characteristics of humans, however, is that
they do not "truly die/, even when they truly die. An actual death is
simply a more violent instance, from a certain point of view, among
the many deaths and resurrections that a person suffers. From a certain point of view-that of the dead person, since for the living, it is a
serious matter.
AccordinglYJ various euphemisms are used to mention the fact of
death: "He got tired/' "she got lost/' "he went to join the gods/' or
"she went to the place of the good life" (teka kati weI. The precise
moment of corporal death is associated with the loss of cardiac pulsations (ipa-ipa me'e) and respiration (pitowo), both signs of the i, the
soul/vital principle. Death overcomes the person either when the
shaman is no longer able to keep the M[l)' at a distance, who come
down to earth in their vehicle, the iii (something similar to a canoe,
but made of cotton) to fetch the dying person, or when the shaman is
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no longer able to keep the corporal envelope sealed, letting the soul
escape.
No one likes to approach a dying person, fearing some harmful
hai'iwii. The corpse is an a'i"-thing and is guarded from the view of
"owners of children/, especially mothers. Only very close relatives
and the spouse will embrace the invalid out of grief. After death has
been pronounced, the displays of sorrow are quite discreet, limited to
a short, low weeping by the deceased's spouse, siblings, and aplhipihii. The entire village gathers in silence in the patio of the stricken
house and, at a prudent distance ("just like when the gods come to
eat"), behold the preparation of the cadaver by the siblings and
spouse. Despite their evident consternation, everyone makes an effort
to minimize the importance of the event. Phrases addressed to no one
in particular are exchanged in that same neutral tone with which
women repeat the words of shamanic songs (see chap. 5, sect. 1):
"Who said anyone really dies?"; "He was simply carried away by the
MQi'; soon he'll marry in the sky and then come back to take a walk
on the ground he used to tread, when he'll eat with us."
The body is carried out of the house to the patio, where it is handed
over to a relative (a sister of the deceased or of his/her spouse, or the
mother, if it was a child that died) who daubs it was annatto, coats its
hair with eagle down, and puts earrings on it. Then, wrapped up in an
old hammock, the corpse is quickly transported to the burial site in
the iwehe style: the burden is supported on the carrier's back, with
the ends of the hammock coming over his shoulders and grasped together in front-the same way that maize, game, and older children
are carried. Ideally, the ones who transport and bury a man are his
brothers; in the case of a woman, her husband (or father, if she was
single). A man who performs such a service for his brother can claim a
right to succeed to the dead man's widow.
Deceased children who did not yet have a name are buried inside or
nearby the house; those who were a little older are buried in the
nearby brush. Adults are interred at least five hundred meters from
the village along a hunting path that henceforth will be abandoned.
Although the death of a small baby arouses little emotion, its burial
may draw many people; by contrast, the retinue for the funeral of an
adult is small. When Awara-hi was buried, the adult members of her
section attended: her husband, who carried her corpse, a brother and
sister of his, one of her sisters, and the sister's husband. One of her
"brothers"
who was married to a "sister" of her husband' as well as an
_
apihi-pihii couple, came from other sections. In general, a minimum
of people get involved in the event. It was common, as I came to see,
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to ask the employees of the FUNAI Post to perform some of the main
steps-opening the grave, carrying the body-for deaths that had occurred since contact.
Circular graves are opened (unless the hole left by a rotted tree is
utilized), and lined with old ripe mats. The cadaver, wrapped in the
hammock, is laid on its side with the legs flexed, one arm under
the head and the other crossed over the chest-the position used by
the Arawete when they lie down on the ground. The face should be
turned towards the setting sun, but it does not matter on which side
the deceased rests. Another old mat or cloth is placed over the body
and it is covered with earth. Graves are rather shallow.
A few objects are placed in the grave-a mirror, comb, machete,
some clothes-which will be useful in the afterlife. A small fire is lit
by the side of the tomb to keep away coatimundis (necrophagous animals and the favorite game of the Ani) and to illuminate the dark path
to the sky.
If the deceased was an "owner of children/, especially a mother, the
grave is not covered with earth; it is closed with a framework of lashed
poles similar to the racks used for smoking meat. Without it, they say,
the earth would weigh down on the chest of the deceased's child.
Such a framework is called the "grill of the Ani," since these spirits
gather around it at night to devour the corpse. The grill is a typical
feature of the Ani, who are me'e hehi a re, "eaters of the roasted."
A curious system of permutations can be seen here. The "grill of
the Ani" is an antigrill, where the meat is underneath the rack and
the fire above; and it is rotting, not roasting-a caricature of the human method. For its part, the epithet "eaters of the roasted" corresponds in a no less paradoxical way to "eaters of the raw," which
refers to the Mai'-who eat celestial souls that are boiled, not raw, and
who afterwards resuscitate them so they will become incorruptible.
There is a play between the oppositions of rotten and boiled, on the
one hand, and the roasted and the raw, on the other, and between literal and metaphorical modes of cannibalism. 18
The death of Awara-hi, as an "owner of children," required a shamanic intervention. Bringing up the end of the funeral procession
was one of her sons, who carried her small daughter Awara as far as
the edge of the forest; there, the shaman Yiriiiato-ro performed an
Awara mQ'i', the "separation of Awara," in order to prevent the girl
from following her mother into death. The movements of the aray
rattle, sweeping from above to below in order to cut the space between the girl and her mother, were evocative of the rupture of in-
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visible bonds-done, I was told, "because of the milk" (see above,
sect. 1).
A few months after the burial, the graves are reopened "to look at
the cranium/, that is, to make sure that the soft parts of the corpse
have disappeared. The graves of "owners of children" are exposed
sooner; even the wooden framework weighs down upon the children.
In the case of Awara-hi, I was told that, since it had rained a great deal
in the weeks following her death, the body decomposed rapidly. I was
invited to attend a periodic inspection of the grave, which had been
exposed while I was in the city. The couple who undertook the task
(the man being a classificatory brother of the deceased) spent a long
time stirring the bones around with a stick, looking for signs of predators, verifying that the bones were free of flesh, and reflecting on the
remains: "Here is the hiro pe ('ex-womb') of Tato-awi, Morekati,
Awara ... /' recalling that these children had emerged from those
pelvic bones. Such inspections are the fruit of curiosity mixed with
nostalgia, as well as a means of guaranteeing that the flesh has disappeared; they are dangerous in cases of recent deaths. 19
With the passage of time, the graves that have been exposed and left
open are regarded with indifference, as are the remains of the skeleton. In the middle of a garden cleared in November 1982 was the open
grave of a man who had died five years earlier; the children of the garden owner played there, once they had lost their fear of the bones.
The period following the death of an adult is extremely dangerous. A death triggers the immediate flight and dispersal of the villagers into the forest, from which they will not return until at least
a month has gone by; they stay in the forest "until the body is
finished." As I stated earlier, the Arawete said that a village was definitively abandoned when it was struck by a death, which does not
seem very likely. What can be verified is that the temporary dispersal into the forest is respected to this day. The path leading to the
tomb is avoided for a long time and comes to be called by the name
of the deceased. 20
Such abandonment of the village and the fear that descends upon
everyone after the burial, especially at night, contrasts sharply with
the show of indifference during the moments of death and the exposure of the body. If on these occasions what is sought is some
means of marking the nonessential character of death, such an attitude gives way to a barely contained panic as soon as the body exits
from the scene. When I returned from the burial of Awara-hi, not a
living soul could be seen outside the houses. For several days after-
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wards, flu symptoms were matched by profound melancholy: many
said they were dying "like Awara-hi" and "because of Awara-hi."
Since everybody was too sick to go out to the forest and the head of
the FUNAI Post insisted they stay, no dispersal took place this time,
but for an entire month no one went out to the patios at night.
Fleeing from the village is compared to the dispersal prompted by
an enemy assault and by the arrival of the cannibal laraci. In the case
of death, everyone flees the t~'o we, the cadaver's double, the malignant specter that wanders in the vicinity of the grave and in the village at night, throwing stones at the living, grabbing them with its
cold hands, and paralyzing them with terror. During the dispersal,
shamanic songs and sexual activity come to a halt. The Mgi.' are said
to be furious; they close off the eastern path to the sky, as if this route
and the western one where the dead ascend could not operate at the
_same time. Sex is banished as if a superdisease coupled the deceased
with all the survivors, except that here it acts to the contrary: sex
would kill the healthy. Finally, while the gods close themselves off,
the Ani exhibit intense rage in the forest camps; the shamans do
battle every night to kill them. Death is a cosmic catastrophe that
disorganizes everything: humans go to the forest, the path to the sky
closes, the Ani multiply, and an ex-fellow human, the deceased, becomes a dangerous enemy.
Decorating and interring the cadaver convey the right to inherit a
few possessions of the deceased; these objects are nai me'e (a term I
do not know how to translate), relics kept "in order to weep." Only
consanguines may keep them, but I observed that the belongings of
dead persons could be found dispersed to some degree throughout the
village. Ideally, the bow of a man passes to a brother or son; the
clothes of a woman, to her sisters or daughters. Notably, in contrast to
the majority of Amazonian peoples (see Albert 1985 for an analysis of
the Yanomami case), the Arawete show no desire to extinguish the
material traces of the deceased; just as his name is evoked, so too his
belongings are not destroyed, and he will return in the shaman's
songs.
Two objects, however, can never be inherited because they cannot
be owned by more than one person: a woman's girdle and a man's aray
rattle. Dead women are buried with their girdle (and old clothes!; the
aray is left hanging inside the deceased's house, "so people will
know." If it was a shaman who died, his house is demolished with his
rattle inside. The girdle and the aray are itoyo me'e ri, "things that
will rot"-things that should rot. We can see here how these two ar-
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ticles, sexual emblems of the two genders, are also nontransferable
emblems of individual singularity. They indicate the nature of that
which should disappear-all that concerns the terrestrial portion of
the person and what is incarnated in the t~to we, the specter.
The period of mourning is marked not by any formal termination
but, rather, by a gradual extinguishing of sadness. A mourner ("a sad
one") does not paint himself, sing, or have sexual relations. Little by
little he resumes all such activities, thanks especially to the diligence
of his aplhi-pihii. When shamans begin to mo-nina, "make him sing/,
referring to the celestial spirit of the deceased, it is a sign that he is
already installed in his new status, his anger has passed, and the terrestrial specter is gone. The "secondary funeral rites" are over, having
been performed in both the sky and the forest. As an imprecisely defined process-the Arawete decidedly abhor drastic cuts in the flow
of things-the consolidation of the soul and the dissolution of the
specter are concomitant and progressive phenomena. It is not enough
for the shaman to merely make the deceased sing for the first time, or
for the families to return to the village when they think the to'o we
has gone away, in order for equilibrium to be restored. Time~ more
than ritual, heals the wound.
The deceased is remembered for a long time and for any reason.
Years later, a relative may suddenly recollect him. Then a low, grievous weeping can be heard from within the house, along with the lamenting repetition of the loved one's name. It is difficult to forget the
dead-since only the dead forget.

4. Only the Bones Forget
Death disperses: both society, which abandons the village, and the
person, who fragments. lmani aiel' bide iwawa kii: "As soon as they
die, humans divide." The components of the person take diverse directions and are submitted to new deaths and new syntheses. The
motif governing such transformations is a generalized cannibalism.
While it cannot be said that the Arawete consider every death to be
a cannibal act, as the Yanomami do, every death nevertheless unleashes a series of cannibal acts.
In its general lines, the conception of death closely follows the
Hertzian canon (1960 [1907]), especially in the connection between
states of the body, soul, and society, and in the ambiguous situation of
the person up to the point when natural and social processes resynthesize what death disaggregated. Although Arawete ideas about
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these matters are distinct, their particular concepts are obscure and,
being few, are endowed with a polysemy that makes them difficult to
translate. With this necessary proviso-that terms such as "body,"
"soul/, "shadow/, and "vital principle" are rather inappropriate-let
us explore how death leads to a logical and literal analysis of the
person.
The person decomposes into three elements: the corpse, the terrestrial specter, and the celestial spirit. The first-te'o me'e, "dead
thing"j hete pe, "ex-bodY"j or hiro pe, "ex-container"-is what rots.
The body, or rather, the part of the person that is transformed into a
cadaver, is referred to as itoyo me'e ri, "that which will rot."21 But
this does not mean it is not devoured. Rotting is the visible sign of a
shamanic cannibalism conducted by the Ani and by 1wi yari, Grandmother Earth. The former roast the corpse, the latter boils it. If the
matter is pursued in greater depth, the Arawete say that these beings
eat the image (i) of the bodYj what consumes its material is the earth
or the "flesh of the earth" (iwi ra'a). "Flesh of the earth" means the
physical materiality of the earth, as opposed to its eponymic spirit.
Such distinctions are analogous to that present in the peyo: the
gods shamanically eat the i of the food, while humans eat the flesh
(ha'a pe).22
The corpse and its rotting are thus the site of a cannibal transubstantiation. Although the Ani and 1wi yari are not derided as "eaters
of the rotten" (like vultures), since they roast or boil the flesh, they
are nonetheless me'e imani ce a re, "eaters of things (found) dead"j in
other words, they are necrophagous, a contemptible form of predation, opposed to the nobility of the hunter, who, like the Mai~ kills
what he eats.
Another circumlocution to designate the physical (living) body is
iwi pipe hii ni, "what will go inside the earth." Pipe is a locative connoting interiorityj he pipe designates as much "my house" as it does
"my grave." 1wi pipe hii are terrestrial beings, as opposed to birds and
inhabitants of the sky. Humans are in general iwi pipe hii, but only
fully so when they are dead. Death "divides the person in the middle"
(bi'de iweyere): one part is of the earth (iwi apa) and will go inside itj
the other is celestial (iwii hii). The living are thus found between the
bowels of the earth and the other side of the sky (iwii haipi ti, the
world of the gods), residing upon this fine membrane, the ground: "We
are in the middle."
The period of the rotting of the body corresponds to the time that
the village disperses to the forest and to the reign of the t~'o we, the
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specter. Some people assert that the specter rises up (ipoi, a verb with
an aggressive connotationj see chap. 4, sect. 3) at the time and place of
death j others say it does so at the gravesite.
"Specter" is a poor translation. Although it is called (like the
corpse) a hete pe, ex-body, and bi'de pe, ex-person, the ta'o we is not
an immaterial entity: it is a body in the physical sense Of the term, a
hiro, endowed with materiality and form. Hiro is here opposed to the
notion of the i as a shadow or incorporal image. If the specter is a representation of the dead person, it is a free representation, endowed
with a modicum of being of its own: the t~'o we is a double. 23 A figuration of the invisible,what the ta'o we incarnates is death itself. The
specter is not a double of the person, but of the cadaver-of the deceased as the nonliving or nonpresent.
A semantic digression: one time, returning from the city, I found
out that something had disappeared from my house. Resignedly, I
commented that my tQ '0 we was surely the thief (since the living who
are absent can also liberate the specter, as we will see), but others
countered, "Te, hiro," "No, it really was a person." Hiro, body, is here
being used in opposition to ta '0 we; nevertheless, what defines a ta '0
we is that it is a hiro, a real thing, not an image (i). Hiro, like i, has a
positional meaning. A living person is a hiro in opposition to a specterj a specter is a hiro in opposition to an i-imagej and an image is a
hiro in opposition to that which has neither form nor cause, that
which is subjective. Thus, when I asked if the shamanic songs were
taught to novices by elders, I was told, "Not at allj the gods are not
inside our flesh, they are hiro." This meant that the songs, in manifesting the objective presence of the gods, were not the product of the
shaman's mind (of the flesh, as they sayL but of the very existence of
the M~i'. What is "inside the flesh" (ha'a iwe) is sensation, memory,
and spontaneous sentiments lacking an external cau~e (a person who
is in a bad mood without any reason is said to be angry inside his
flesh). In turn, although what ascends to the skies is our i, there it
becomes a hiro, a body that is fully real. The concept of hiro (a generic
term for any container) thus connotes the objective mode of existence, reality. But reality may be more or less real, as the contrastive
use of the term hiro suggests.
The t~'o we is a body, rather than something that has a bodYj it is a
pure in-itself, a body reduced to the state of an object without a subject. It is generated from the i of the living, the visible shadow of the
body, also called tQ'o we Ii, "what will become a specter." A paradoxical object, the t~'o we is a body generated by a shadowj it is the in-
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verse of the living, whose body projects a shadow that is servile to
it. The t!!.'o we is a free-moving shadow, projected by an immobile
dead body.
After the specter emerges-a movement signalled by the wind or
the flight of blue-headed parrots-it begins to wander in the forest. It
tries to follow the footsteps of the villagers in flight. The specters of
deceased shamans have the peculiarity of singing and shaking the
aray, but such songs are mere repetitions of what the shaman sang
when alive, never a new manifestation of the M!!.i'. All other specters
simply emit a syncopated, hoarse sound. They have cold hands; bulging eyes, and bare foreheads (in contrast to the living, who always
make sure their bangs cover their foreheadsJ.24 They may suddenly appear before people and throw rocks and sticks at them. Although their
appearance can kill through fright or contamination (a type of illness
that makes us mo-a'o we, turn into a specter), they are not intentional assassins. Th~y manifest a kind of viscosity, adhering to the
living in an automatic waYi they are grotesque and repetitive caricatures, bearing none of the deceased's attributes other than occasionallya deformed version of his appearance. Nevertheless, it is said
that a specter is ferocious and that it adheres to the living out of rage
at having died and out of haihi~ "jealousy" of, or displeasure in being
separated from, its relatives, especially its spouse and children. None
of this means that the specter has consciousness: it is a living dead
that reacts mechanically.
After a death, rarely does a day pass without someone running into
a specter wandering in the forest or the village, or even emanating
from the domestic fire as a small image. The t!!.'o we are proteiform,
and the fact of being the "ex-body" of the deceased does not impede
them from appearing in the form of some animal, sound, or movementi they grow and shrink, penetrating the smallest slits in the
walls. A specter may in fact be anything whatsoever, less the person
proper.
_
The specter is furthermore defined as "the companion of the Ani,"
"the fire-bearer of the Ani," bearing the torch of these spirits in their
nightly forays. Specters eat coatimundis, like their masters. Although
they are not properly Ani-they do not "become Ani" like the celestial souls "become Mai"-they do belong to the universe of these
beings. (The necrophagy of the Ani is purely destructive and their
connection to the liberation of the specter is not cleari if it is so connected, it is redundant, since the specters are active during the rotting
of the body. Celestial cannibalism, on the other hand, is the condition
of immortalization.)
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Specters have a limited life span. Their death coincides with the disappearance of the soft parts of the cadaver. After a period of wandering,
the t!!.'o we undertakes a solitary journey towards the deceased's
birthplace. Arriving there, it extinguishes itself, "transforming itself
into something similar to a dead opossum." Such a destiny is a redundant image of rottenness: the corpse of a stinking and rotten animal, a
double corruption. The t!!.'o we takes over the rottenness and incarnates it: it ends up as the simulacrum of a dead opossum, the imprecise remains of nothing.
The journey to the deceased's village of origin thus retraces the
route taken by the living person in the opposite direction. It separates
the living and the dead: the first leave the villages where the dead
have been interred i the second return to the villages where they were
born. In the vacuum left by this double dispersal remains the abandoned village, henceforth named for the deceased who is buried
there. To live is to leave behind the dead: "Ta'o we ire raCipe," "The
specters are behind our backs," chronologically and geographically
speaking.
Despite the association of the specter with the deceased of whom it
is the double, it has something impersonal about it. Although its appearance is reminiscent of the deceased (and then, not always), its actions are typical of any specter whatsoever. Although it is highly
mobile, it·manifests a diminished being if compared to the living: a
t!!.'o we does not act, it merely repeats.
The extinction of the specter liberates another double, even more
distant from its origin: the apoyiCi, the night monkey (gregarious and
noisy monkeys of the Cebidae family, with bulging eyes and speckled
faces). These small animals are considered to be manifestations of the
dead. It is said that as soon as the ta'o we leaves for the deceased's
village of origin, the apoyiCi appear in the vicinity of the grave. The
shadow cast by our hands is the "future night monkey." The shadow
that generates the specter is the silhouette of the entire bodYi the
shadow of the hand, part of an extinct part, generates this final avatar.
Night monkeys are nicknamed "moonlight killers" or "crest of the
Ani," since they perch on the heads of these spirits. They suffocate
sleeping people. 25
The impersonal nature of the t!!.'o we and apoyici is associated
with a notion of multiplicity. To each dead person there does not actually correspond one specter and one night monkeYi this last animal
is always thought of as part of a band. The specter, for its part, is a
principle of plurality. Proteiform, it is also ubiquitous. "There are
many t!!.'o we of a person," I was told, when I tried to correlate an
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individual and his double. The specter is thus the opposite of an individual image: a double, it is multiple.

o
The ta '0 we is the mark of an absence, hence the living can also generate one. When someone goes out on a long expedition in the forest,
his house becomes full of specters that make noise and break and rob
things. These phenomena are all ascribed to the absent person. One
time when the entire village went to fish in a nearby lake, someone
made a comment about the commotion and animation in the clearing
where we rested: "Tonight this place is going to be full of tQ'o we
[after we leave]." When a child is thwarted by his parents, his tQ'o we
commits small acts of revenge, such as digging up potatoes in the garden and throwing palmfruits against the walls of houses. The tQ'o we,
in this case, marks the insistence of an unsatisfied desire-a psychological absence, so to speak. People who are gravely ill also liberate
specters, through which they reveal their proximity to death.
All of these spectral manifestations of absent beings occur outside
their consciousness or will: one knows nothing about one's own tQ'o
we. It is intrinsically unconscious; I would even say it corresponds
closely to the Freudian unconscious in its exteriority to the subject,
its relationship to desire, its inherence in the body, and its compulsion to repeat. The specter is bide pe in the strong sense: an experson, separated from itself, absent.
The ta '0 we, in sum, is something that, rather than existing, inheres orsubsists on the surface of reality, in the manner of the "incorporeal" entities of ancient Stoicism (Deleuze 1990: 4-11). It is a
sterile shadow of an absent body, projected by memory, the effect of a
cause that derives its effectiveness from acting in absentia. It is
something from the past, which pertains to negative repetition. It is
at one and at the same time a death instinct manifesting itself in the
compulsion to repeat and a marginal persistence of life, a kind of incarnated death throe.
A shadow of memory-not, as the Arawete theory would have it,
the memory of the dead person, but rather, the memory of the survivors. Small children do not spawn specters when they die (nor are
they devoured in the sky). Their deaths cause little commotion and
subsequently little fear: someone who has lived little does not leave
marks in memory, prompt weeping, or persist in the world. On the
other hand, the death of a person who is aged and important produces
specters that are especially conspicuous and dangerous, a function of
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the size of the gap they fill. 26 Arawete psychological fetishism attributes to the deceased an effect that in truth is generated by and for
social consciousness: it is absence, not the absent, that brings forth
the specter. Yet again we can see the analogy of the ta '0 we to the
unconscious: individual but impersonal, it expresses -the libido of
others. The specter is where the person is not: it is an antisubject, impersonal and unconscious. The ones who generate someone's ta '0 we
are others, but the blame falls on him.
An Arawete proverb says: Bide 61 ne'e mo-kiini, "Only the bones
forget" (literally, "[Dead] people's bones lose speech"). It is used
whenever someone alleges to have forgotten an important fact in his
own life, especially past love affairs and long-dead aplhi-pmii relationships. The living do not forget, since kaaki hii memory remains
deeply embedded in their flesh, ha'a iwe (delightfully appropriate to
carnal affairs). Only the bones forget because what remembers is the
flesh; memory is an attribute and a burden of the living. The rotting
of the flesh is the disaggregation of the deceased's memory, the "dual
and painful" work of oblivion (Hertz 1960: 86), the reciprocal forgetting of the living and the dead. Thus, it is only after the flesh has decomposed that the specter is detached from the living and undertakes
its trip to the natal village, in a mechanical and obscure "anamnesis"
,
where it is extinguished. Recall that the items that cannot be transferred through inheritance, the female girdle and the male aray, bear a
sexual connotation, manifesting an adherence to their owners that is
almost an inherence; they should be consumed, as should the flesh.
This is linked to the idea that nostalgia for the dead is something
that makes us "absent" or "estranged from ourselves" (mo-Q'o), separating our soul from our body and making us become lightweight.
The wish of the living is that the dead forget them so that they in turn
can forget the dead. Nostalgia, as we saw, is thought to be caused by
the absent person; thus, when the memory lying in the flesh of the
deceased dissolves, we no longer run the risk of following him, responding to the call of the flesh (ours and his) and becoming nonflesh,
i.e., spirit and bones. Memory, in the context of death, is corruptible
and corruptingY
The notion of tQ'o we can sometimes be employed to designate the
celestial part of the person, but with a significant difference. The possessive inflection of the type he rQ'o we ("my -Q '0 we") is not admissible except to denote this celestial part. The personal inflection of
the terrestrial specter requires the affixing of -reme, "deceased," to
the subject noun or pronoun. On the other hand, the absolute form
marked by an initial t- is not used to speak about celestial souls in
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generalj the relative or personal inflection hQ'o we is employed,
which. is not used to speak about terrestrial specters. Another way of
indicating this differential distance of the celestial and terrestrial-a'o
we relative to the subject is by another contrast in the possessive"inflection: bIde apa tQ'o we (person-thing-specter) means "our terrestrial specters," while "our celestial souls" is expressed as bIde ra '0
we. The first form suggests an extrinsic relation between subject ;nd
object, and maintains the absolute inflection of the root. The second
is the form of the inalienable possessive, utilized for parts of the body,
kinship positions, and all relations of intrinsic or inherent possession.
The inflection in r- used to speak about a specter is found only with
the apposition of -reme to the subject, a suffix that expresses its absence (see chap. 6, sect. 2). In sum, the subject and the specter cannot
be co-present, even linguistically.
Some animals also give rise to -Q'o we. In this case, the term is always marked by the determinative h-, entering into genitive constructions. An animal's ha'o we is referred to as ihi, the "adult," in
relation to the real animal, which is thus thought of as its offspring.
Poisonous creatures must have their hQ'o we killed by a shaman as
part of the treatment for the person who has been attacked. The hQ'o
we is responsible for the persistence of pain after the animal has been
killed j it is what lingers after the suppression of the agent. In principle, every animal supposedly has a hQ'o we, but this is not an especially developed theory among the Arawete. 28 Another animal has a
powerful hQ'o we-the jaguar. But the spirit of a dead jaguar is not the
object of any protective shamanism. It belongs to the system of warfare and the ha'o we of dead enemies.
Finally, let U-s look at the general meaning of the concept of tQ'o we.
The Tupi-Guarani languages make use of two forms for ideas referring to the incorporal aspect of animate beings or to the representational mode of thingsj let us write them as *anga and *-a'uva. The
first is more stable and appears in a series of nouns that connote representationj the second is more elusive, entering mainly into verbs
and aspect morphemes that connote immateriality. Both can receive
suffixes that indicate the past or separation (like the Arawete -weI,
and in many cases they cannot stand without such an inflection. 29 In
Arawete, the root *-a'uva is found in the verb mo-a'o, "to suffer nostalgia"j it also forms a verbal aspect that indicates the quasi actualization of something, an intention that was not accomplished (d. the
Guarani ra'u [Cadogan 1950: 245]). In all cases, what is connoted is a
potential separation between a spiritual or mental principle and its
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physical support. Thus, the concepts of -a'o we-the separated a'orefers precisely to the last residue of this-separation.
-

o
An Arawete concept derived from the other Tupi-Guarani protoform
(*anga) is the preeminent term for designating the celestial portion
(iwa ha nil of the person: i, the "soul."
1, shadow, image, reproduction (visual or sonoral), also refers to the
throbbing of the blood, the vital pulsations of the body. I would here
translate it as "vital principle," since the pulsation is both the presence and the index of the presence of the 1. In the eschatological context, this i receives various epithets: iha me'e ri, "that which will go
(to the skY)"j Mgi' piha ni, "future companion of the gods"j Mal di,
"future divinity"j and bIde ri, "future person." This last one contrasts
with bIde pe, "ex-person," applied to the specter.
The notion of i refers as much to the vital principle as to the imageshadow. But such a principle is not an abstractionj it corresponds to a
corporal image (hiro) when it is encountered apart from the body-in
dreams, death, or soul-loss. It is necessary to distinguish two meanings of i: the active i, the "vital image," and the passive i, the
"shadow image." The first belongs to the order of causeSj it is interior
(the body, hiro, is its envelope) and it leads an autonomous existence.
The second, generator of the specter, belongs to the order of effectsj it
is exterior and its "autonomy" is more accurately an automatism.
The vital image is generated concomitantly with conception. One
of the names for semen is bIde ri, "future human being."30 Souls
simply begin, they do not have a past, and they are strictly individual.
The principal seat of the active i is the tracheaj other notable points
are the chest, wrists, and the fontanel. A child whose fontanel is still
open (having a "soft head") is easily captured by the Master of Water,
who removes its soul through that spot. Each of these points is
spoken of as if it were a distinct i (i di), but they are synthesized in a
single corporal image, once the i is thought of as separate from the
body. The multiplicity of i in the body simply indicates that their
presence infuses itj this is different than the qualitative, exterior, and
essential multiplicity of the tQ'o we. The i outside the body is singularj the shadow of a dead body is multiple. 31
The essential attribute of the active i is kaaki ha, consciousness. It
is thus clearly distinguished from the notion of the i as a reproduction, a tangible image. It is, rather, the bIde proper. If we try to find
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out what aspect of the shaman travels to the skies and deals with the
gods, we will be told that it is the peye e'e te, the "shaman proper."
In fact it is his i, but not an "image" of the shaman, rather, his personal principle. Similarly, what we are seeing when people appear in
our dreams are such people themselves, not their images. The active i
is full presence: wherever it is, there the person is. (The t~'o we, product of the passive i, is where the person was- Wo es war, sol1 icb
werden . . ,) The active i, "what will be above," is a trait of the living,
that is, of those who are present. In Arawete, i does not receive a temporal inflection; it coincides with life. Separated from the body, it is
transformed and transforms the corpse into the -[!.'o we, dividing itself into two parts: on the one hand, a past and passive shadow, a dead
and extrinsic repetition of the body; on the other, a future and active
vital principle, a living and internal repetition (the life force) of the
person.
The ambiguity of the concepts of i and -Q'o we-designating opposite but intimately interconnected principles-reveals that the
person is something split or prone to fissioning along various dimensions: body and spirit, exterior and interior, past and future. But such
a division is not simple: although the terrestrial specter, the emanation of a body without a soul, is pure negativity, the celestial principle
is not pure positivity. Arawete dualisms cannot be easily reduced to
Cartesian figures.
Upon death, the i escapes through the trachea or the upper part of
the cranium (d, the fontanel), embarking in the cotton canoe of the
Mai'. As it ascends, it pauses for a bit at the height of the tops of the
tallest trees, the sky of f)Q'i' tiii, the Master of the Birds. 32 There the i
stops and listens to the lamentations of its relatives on earth, Then it
heads west. In the domain of the western Master of Peccaries
(Mo'iroco), it drinks some maize beer and then continues its ascent.
At the portal of the sky, the soul is received by the Master of Vultures,
who blows on its face ("Come on, grandchild, let's revive!"), removing its mortal stupor.
Reanimated, it is led by the Master of Vultures to the village of the
Mai' bete, who trample each other in their rush to meet the visitor.
The b[!.'o we is then painted with genipap in thick lines (in the pattern called "new soul") by the "sons" and "daughters" of the Divinity. The male Mg)', approaching the deceased, make him give
them presents of feathers of cotinga, toucan, and macaw. If the soul is
feminine, they propose that she copulate with them. Since the dead
always refuse-out of fear, avarice, stupidity, or anger for having
died-the gods kill them: they shoot the men with arrows and break
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the necks of the women. The dead conduct themselves without civility in this foreign land/refusing to enter into a relationship with the
owners of the sky according to the only possible mode for a strangergiving what he has as a sign of goodwill.
The Arawete would compare this aggressive reception of the gods
to what they themselves used to do when they came across white
hunters in the forest before contact. And they would elaborate for my
sake (note my hosts' ironic subliminal propaganda): the M[!.i'do to us
what we do to you every time you arrive here-ask for things, shout
excitedly, snatch things for ourselves. But since the bQ'o we are stingy
(the female souls are "overprotective of their vaginas"), they are
killed. The dead soul in the sky is therefore a stranger, an enemy. On
the other side of the mirror of death, the gods are the "we" and humans are the "other"-a variation of the theme "the dead are the enemy" found in societies that consider death to be a desertion to the
other side, the enemy camp (Carneiro da Cunha 1978: 143f£.; H.
Clastres 1968; Levi-Strauss 1974: 234ff.).
It is not only because of this avarice, inadmissible when one is
among others, that the dead are treated as enemies. The gods manifest a double aggressivity: they are angry with the souls for being
dead-a dead being is ugly, smells bad, and is himself a choleric being
that is recalcitrant in accepting his state-and they are angry because
of the souls, that is, they avidly covet them. The gods b[!.'o we pitii
beti, "desire the souls greatly."
The solution to this ambivalent desire is death and devouring. Once
executed, the victim is quartered and cooked in a huge stone pot by
the MQi'dari, Grandmother Divinity-the equivalent of the cannibal
Grandmother Earth. All the Mai' bete eat the flesh. The skin has already been removed and put out to dry in the sun; it is kept as a kind
of trophy by the gods. Shamanic songs often mention the buzzing of
the eternal bumblebees that alight on the old skin of the souls. The
bones are separated out and carefully arranged (revealing a solicitousness that contrasts with the conduct of the Atii, who gnaw and scatter
the bones of the corpse). From them, the god Tiw[!.wi'recomposes the
body of the soul, now free from all human flesh. The body is then carried over to the odi'pi'da kii, a bath of effervescent water (in other
words, boiling without fire) that "changes the skin" of the soul and
revives it, making it strong, young, and beautiful. A male soul is
painted with genipap in a pattern of fine lines; a female soul has her
vulva painted. Henceforth the souls are immortal, or rather, eternally
young: as soon as they start to age, they are submerged in the odi'pi'da
kii to change their skin, foster the growth of new teeth, and allow the
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penis to recuperate its elasticity.33 The locale of this bath is compared
to the circular depressions that are found in the large flat rocks in the
Ipixuna River, where fish are killed with fish poison. The motif of
effervescent water appears to be a compromise between stagnant and
running water: it flows in circles and it makes noises like rapids, but
it is not a river, rather, a natural "pot." Among the Kraho, there is a
correlation between stagnant water/running water and the dead/the
living (Carneiro da Cunha (1981: 168-70). We can extend the Ge association between immersion in running water and maturation and say
that the immersion of dead Arawete in a body of circulating water signifies a process of initiation. This revitalizing water that "b<;?ils"
without a fire underneath is a symmetrical inversion of the Ani's
grill, the grave, the apparatus of a process of rotting that "roasts" with
the fire above (see sect. 3)-a funerary cuisine croisee.
According to some shamans, small children (who do not liberate
the terrestrial specter) are not eatenj they are rubbed with the juice of
the araci' fruit, which changes their skin, and are placed in the resuscitating bath. What the gods kill and eat thus appears to be an
equivalent of the terrestrial tQ'o we, the mortal aspect of the person.
Following a death and for quite a while afterwards, lightning bolts,
thunder, and rainbows are interpreted as indices of the transformative processes the deceased undergoes in the sky. Every loud peal of
thunder is followed by the comment, "Someone has just been eaten
by the gods."34
The devouring of the dead soul's flesh and its resuscitative "cooking" is thus a double cooking that replicates the double rotting of the
corpse, which has be<::n devoured by the earth and whose double (the
specter) has then been transformed into "something similar to a dead
opossum." Both steps are essential for it to be transformed into a divinity and consequently forget the world of the living. Such a process
is prolonged and coincides with the time it takes for the cadaver to
putrefy. But it is conceived as independent of the latter proceSSj there
is no notion of an articulation of the corruption of the corpse with a
"purification" of the soul (Bloch & Parry 1982: 26). The necessity of
divine cannibalism derives precisely from the fact that the rotting has
not been sufficient for the transfiguration of the person.
For a long time, the soul of the deceased exerts a kind of suction on
the i of the living. The first shamanic descents of a soul are also
operations that bring back the i of the deceased's children and spouse,
which had escaped to follow his or her i during dreams. The shamans
must convince it to let go of its relatives and remain in its new and
splendid situation. A recently divinized soul functions like a MQi",
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that is, it exercises an irresistible fascination over the i of the living.
The ones who do not forget the dead are the living, as the Arawete
know only too well. The most frequent reason given for a "natural"
death is this: Mgj.." demiyika pitii mo, "Because he [the deceased]
wanted to be with the gods." This kind of nostalgia for the future is
the secret perdition of every human being. The fondness the deceased
has for the earth does not contradict this impulse towards the realm
above that inexorably moves the soul, insofar as this sentiment is
what attracts the living to the sky. In truth, they want both things,
heaven and earth.
After consumption and the bath of youthfulness, the deceased's
anger comes to an end. He takes a celestial spouse, and the "heavenly
bliss"-the friendship relations he establishes with the gods-as well
as the perfumes with which his new abodes are impregnated, make
him forget the earth. The odi'pi'da kii is a bath of forgetfulness. The
notion of consumption, by fixing the deceased to the sky, is a substitute for the idea common in other eschatologies that it is the acceptance of food from spirits that marks the definitive entrance of the
soul into the beyond-in this case, he is the food. In turn, the celestial perfumes are opposed in their amnesiac function to the stench of
death, the smell of rotten flesh, the substratum of memory. The odor
of sanctity (if we may put it that way) is the sign of a reincarnation in
a new ontological mode, incorruptible divinity.
We can finally understand the ultimate sense of the proverb about
the forgetfulness of the bones, which inverts the Guarani attempt to
"make the bones continue to listen" (H. Clastres 1978 [1975]: 104) but
manifests the same desire: resurrection. It is not enough that the
corpse be cleaned of all flesh in order for the dead to leave the living
alonej it is also necessary that there be a consumption of the "spiritual flesh" the souls have when they arrive in the sky, in order that,
from a pure skeleton, a god without memory is reborn. To be transformed into a divinity is to forget. Inverting the Pythagorean theme of
anamnesis as regressive identification with the divine, the Arawete
propose an inherently divine amnesia facing the future. The undesirable adherence of the dead to society is prevented by their transformation into the very beings that devoured their memory: a cannibal god.
None of this is as simple as it seems. Neither do the dead forget the
living all that quicklyj nor do the latter want to drastically break the
bond that links them to the former. For several years, shamans bring
the deceased to earth so he can come eat with the living, narrate what
is happening in the sky, and speak with his relatives. 3s One day, after
becoming less and less frequent, his visits cease. It is only then, when
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the living have finally forgotten the deceased, that one may say the
latter has truly forgotten the living. He has been transformed into a
generic M!:l.i' as well as a generic "ancestor" (ptrQwl"hal. His name remains, which can be put back into use. He has died, at last: the work
of mourning has come to an end.
But by that point, other dead will have appeared, since they are necessary to the living. Celestial cannibalism and divinization are not
merely a pious fraud used to try to convince the dead that they are
doing fine and should thus leave us in peace. Nor can shamanism be
reduced to a struggle with the dead for the souls of the survivors. If
the dead are dangerous because they extract the living from the
present, they also permit the appearance of those who are supremely
absent: the Mai~ who abandoned the earth in the beginning of time,
giving rise thr~ugh exclusion to the human condition.

8

Alien Words

1. The Marriage of Heaven and Earth
Devoured and resurrected, the dead marry the Mai'. This does
not mean they are lost to the living; they are the pawns in an exchange relationship that transforms the Mai' into allies of humanity. In contrast to the Tupinamba, who tun~ed enemies into affines,
the better to eat them, the M!:l/ devour enemies, the better to affinize them.
The "transformation into divinity" that benefits the dead is the result of this consumption by and marriage with the gods. But it is progressive or incomplete-this is a fundamental point. The dead must
retain some human quality or else they cannot serve as a bridge. For
this very reason, they do not eat the flesh of souls who have recently
arrived in the sky: one does not eat one's own relatives. Only the Mal
hete do so, although it is quite possible that the ancient dead, who
have already forgotten the living (and been forgotten), have been completely assimilated into divinity and have thus turned into cannibals. I
Spouses of the gods, the dead are not exactly their affines; they constitute a relation, not a term. The dead are there so that the living and
divinities may become allies through marriage; these are the two relevant parties, linked by the ontological ambiguity of the dead. Ingeniously, the Arawete put cannibalism-that "negation of alliance"
(H. Clastres 1978 [1975]:47)-to the service of an alliance between.
heaven and earth.
At first sight, Arawete cosmology seems to contradict the idea that
the oth~r world is a world without others-an idea that equates the
world of the beyond with the end of affinity and which, be it a secret
dream or a didactic reductio ad absurdum, stamps the eschatology of
so many human cultures. Similar in this respect to anthropologists
(to ironically beg the question, as Levi-Strauss once did [1973: 234]),
such societies would assert, directly or obliquely, that difference and
alliance are the necessary conditions of social life. Accordingly, the
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Other world, releasing men from the excessive humanness of exchange, returns them at last to the safe haven of the Same. In this
world, the dead, finally absorbed in their singularity or dissolved in
generality, oscillate between incest and auto-cannibalism on the
one hand, and the blessed absence of desire and necessity on the
other. Worlds of extremes, in which all difference is abolished, either
because the differences interwoven in life become fixed and incommunicable, or because they blend and dissolve in an entropic chaos.
In one way or the other, by excess or absence of distance, what the
world of the dead represents is the converse of the social: a terrible
or blissful indifferent identity. Such a notion is widespread: among
the Shavante (Maybury-Lewis 1974), the Krah6 (Carneiro da Cunha
19811, the Tukano (C. Hugh-Jones 1979), the Piaroa (Kaplan 1984); but
also among the Merina, the Melpa, the Gimi, on Dobu, in India. , . It
may even be universal, to judge by the frequency with which the last
paragraph of The Elementary Structures of Kinship is cited, that
sociological Critique of Pure Reason which, after having brought men
to the symbolic tribunal of reciprocity, concedes to them the imaginary sursis of posthumous incest. There seem to be, indeed, "no
others in eternity" (Block & Parry 1982: 8),
In fact, others do exist in Arawete eternity; furthermore, it is precisely there that they are found. Affinity has been transported to the
heavens, or rather, to the relations between heaven and earth. Death
permits the great cosmological chasm to be bridged. Divine cannibalism, in transforming humans into divinities, does something even
more important-it humanizes the gods, that is, socializes them.
In contrast to what is supposedly the eschatological norm (Humphreys 1981: 275), marriage and procreation exist in the Arawete Beyond. But the salient mode of relation between gods and the dead has
the tenor of friendship (aplhi-pihii), and in this sense there are, in
effect, no "others" in the sky. Actually, no one has much interest in
things like celestial children of the souls or other such matters; what
is pertinent are the kinship relations between the living and the dead,
and the affinal relations between the living and divinities. Properly
speaking, there are no dead in and of themselves, but only for us and
for the Mai',
For thisreason, the problem is not so much one of discovering the
fate of affinity in the Beyond or of investigating analogic correspondences between the world of the dead and the world of the livingreflection, inversion, sanction, or whatever, Rather, the problem is to
understand the cosmological function fulfilled by cannibalizing and
divinizing the dead. The relationship between the living and the dead
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is not a speculative problem for Arawete reason, but a practical one.
It is in this relationship that affinity emerges: not on earth, where it is

diverted and disguised by the dominance of the friendship system; nor
in the sky, where aplhi-pihii friendship is also what counts (it is actually an attribute of the gods); but rather, between these two worlds.
The Arawete gods are affines; they are not food, like the Tupinamba
affinal enemies, but eaters, the cannibals in person. Ire M~.i' demi'-do
ri, "we are the future food of the gods"; but we also will be gods. Arawete cosmology is immediately a sociology, not some ghostly emanation of it.
Who are the Mai'/ In general, they are called "our big grandfathers,"
since they are ancient, great, and powerful-and still half savage.
Many of the divine races are also iiaiie rati piki, "our tall fathers-inlaw." This does not involve the notion of giving wives to humans, although this epithet is also applied to the gods who raised the firmament and who were in fact allies of humans before the separation;
what it indicates is the superiority of such beings, the danger they
represent-and our obligation to feed them. The Jaguar-Thing that
comes to eat tortoise is the prototype of these heavenly fathers-inlaw, petulant and voracious.
The Mai' hete, the most important and exemplary divinities, are defined as ire tiwii aha, "our gigantic potential affines." Tiwii, as we
saw, is a "middle term" of kinship that designates nonrelatives, potential allies, and cross-cousins: something between a brother and an
enemy, it indicates an internal exteriority, so to speak. The M~.i' hete
are the archetype of tiwii: they are from "the other side," but are
linked to the living. They are "like enemies," but we will be transformed into them and by them, by marrying them. Death is like
marriage (indeed it is a marriage): it transforms tiwii into actual
a£fines.
Shamans and the Mai' hete never address each other as tiwii (a vocative that only appears in the warfare complex). These gods are either referred to simply as Mai' and address the shaman by his personal
name, or they stand in a specific affinal relationship with the shaman
or with other living persons to whom they speak through the former.
The Mai' take pleasure in mentioning the relatives of the dead: male
gods sp~ak to or about their brothers-in-law, fathers-in-law, and sons
of their human wives; female gods converse with their sisters-in-law,
mothers-in-law, etc. Notably, terms of consanguinity are never used,
even if pertinent; a shaman, for example, will mention a MQi' as miiy
nereki, "husband of my mother," not as "father." The divine spouse
also enjoys underlining the rupture of the relationship between the
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deceased and his or her terrestrial spouse: "Your ex-wife is delicious,"
he tells the widower, speaking through the shaman's mouth.
When a shaman makes one of his deceased female friends (apihi)
sing, he is occasionally considered an apihi-piha by the god that accompanies her. During the peyo, the joyful MQ/ like to call the shaman by this term. But in contrast to what happens in the interior of
human society, friendship relations between gods and the living are
clearly subordinated to those of affinity: the necessary mutuality of
the aplhi-piha system is absent here, et pour cause. Death is the unilateral and definitive transference of the deceased from sexual commerce with the living to that with the gods j through it, the possibility
of exchange is instituted. On the superior level of the relations between gods and men, affinity encompasses anti-affinity: thus, the
negation of affinity, essential to the internal fabric of the human socius, is in turn negated on the cosmic plane. This is equivalent to saying that society is not complete on earth: the living are one part of the
global social structure, founded on the alliance between heaven and
earth. The cosmology of the Arawete is its sociology.
It is easy to see that there is one affinal position that the MQi.· hete
cannot occupy vis-a.-vis the living: precisely that of father-in-law.
They are spouse-takers: typically they are conceived of as males who
takes sisters and daughters from humans, thereby becoming brothersin-law (ZH) or sons-in-law of the living. When female gods appear,
they question living women about dead men. The structure is a "alliance of marriage" in Dumont's (1983) sense: it links partners of the
same sex.
This inversion impresses me as essential: while they are cosmological "fathers-in-law," that is, dangerous and cannibalistic beings to whom one owes food prestations, the MEl hete are sociological
"sons-in-law." This gives humans a strategic advantage. The problem
is thus one of knowing what humans receive in exchange for the
spouses and foods they give to the ME-I This is a question for which I
have no ready answer, but let me return to it later for reconsideration.

2. Shamanism and the Music of the Gods
The gods and the dead are maraka me'e, "musical things," or musicians. Their mode of manifesting themselves is through song, and
their vehicle is the shaman, a man who is a MQi.· de ripa, "support of
the gods."
Although women see gods in dreams (as do all humans), they cannot interact with them. If they dared to sing, the gods would break
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their necks, confining them in the sky forever. Only men are able to
control their own disembodiment. But more is involved in this: only
men are shamans because the relations between gods and humans are
seen through a masculine lens: women are the pawns of alliance, not
parties to it. They are the gods' favorite food, in both literal and metaphorical senses. For this reason, the "ideal deceased" is a woman and
death is a feminine movement, since it entails being devoured. Men
can travel to and from the sky without having to die (as shamans) or
they can die without being eaten (as warriors). Women must stay put
on earth while living, and be eaten in the sky once dead. Although
living women do not sing (merely repeating male songs), dead women
sing profusely through the mouths of shamans.
Shamanism does not involve any formal initiation. Certain recurrent dreams, especially those featuring the Jaguar-Thing, may be signs
of a shamanic calling. z But what distinguishes a shaman is not his capacity for dreaming (which is also important for a killer), but rather,
his association with tobacco. The usual way of saying that someone is
not a shaman is petI a-I, a "noneater of tobacco." Shamanic training
involves a series of sessions of becoming intoxicated by this plant until the person is "made translucent" and the gods come to him.
Everybody smokes socially, men, women, and children. The thirtycentimeter cigar, made of leaves dried over a fire and rolled in bark of
the tauari tree, is a supremely social object. The first gesture of hospitality is to offer the guest a puff on the house cigar lit expressly for
him. A request for tobacco is never refused, and one never smokes
alone except in shamanic rites-but then the cigar is being shared
with the gods.
One of the favorite nighttime activities is the collective session of
tobacco inebriation, which also gives shaman initiates an opportunity
to become more "translucent." Night after night, a good part of the
village convenes in some patio for these sessions. The patio owner
furnishes the tobacco and a few men are considered the tenota mG of
the session, those who receive the most massive doses.
The session of tobacco eating ("to smoke" is literally "to eat tobacco") take place in complete darkness, since tobacco abhors light,
and may flash and strike like lightning (hapi, as do so many things
in Arawete culture). The cigar may not be held by the person who
smokes itj each must be served by someone else, as occurs with
strong beer. The person who consistently serves a man until he becomes translucent enough to experience shamanic visions is called
mo-petemo-ha. As a rule, this is a woman: the wife or a female friend.
Many people become inebriated during these sessions. "New smok-
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ers" (shaman initiates) stop filling themselves with smoke only at the
point of fainting,"killed" by the tobacco. The ambience is reminiscent of beer festivals, the difference being that no one sings or
speaks 10udlYj only the labored breathing of intoxication can be
heard.
A "killer of people/' tobacco is also the main instrument for reviving those who have fainted. 3 Tobacco smoke is used to resuscitate the
dead in the sky. This substance is a two-way converter between life
and death, and a commutator between domains (see above, chap. 5,
sect. 2).
Novice shamans usually tryout payikii, the hallucinogenic seeds of
Anadenanthera peregrina, which are toasted and mixed with the tobacco in cigars. This drug is capable of making the most "ignorant"
man become transparent and able to perceive the gods. It is never consumed by women. Tobacco and payikii are given names that indicate
their deadly character: "wedges" or "mallets" (to strike the head), or
"dissolvers of the earth." Payikii is not widely used. The oldest shamans declare that they do not need it, since the gods have already
passed "into their flesh"j they are, so to speak, impregnated with
divinity. 4
Shamanic initiates must abstain from sex and certain foods: the
giant armadillo (because of its "stench"), foreign foods and condiments, and raw fruits. All these "break the transparency" and "extinguish" the shaman, making him "stay put." The idea of being
extinguished refers to the fact that the skin of shamanic initiates
shines and gives shocks like the electric eel j such luminescence is attributed to the tobacco, a thing that illuminates (me'e e'e pe hiil and a
thing of knowledge (me'e kQii hii). Things of knowledge are everything that puts us in contact with the gods: dreams, death, traumas.
Thus, for example, someone who is bitten by a poisonous snake is
visited by a "thing of knowledge/' the creature's hQ'o we; men who
survive this accident become shamanic candidates (the type who
bring rainj d. chap. 7, note 8).5
This might lead us to consider the shaman as a "wounded healer/'
someone who has experienced disembodiment and successfully controlled it. But such an idea receives little elaboration among the Arawete, in contrast to other Amazonian societies. Nor do they have the
notion of the shaman being trained by some spirit. Tutelary spirits do
not exist: a generic relationship links every shaman to the entire
supernatural universe. It is true that certain shamans are more likely
to perform peyo for certain foods and that some "do not know how"
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to serve strong beer. No reason was adduced for this j some shamans
are polyvalent, but are not thereby the most prestigious.
Besides tobacco, the other emblem of shamanism is the aray rattle.
Every married man has an aray in his house. It may be used by nonshamans as an instrument for minor cures and as accompaniment for
the nocturnal songs of men who see the gods from time to time. Shamanic ability is an attribute inherent in the status of male adulthood,
not something monopolized by a special rolej this is what possession
of the aray indicates. Some men have not sung for years, others very
rarely have visions, and some youths have only begun to sing-all of
them are "a little bit shamans." But only those who sing often and
perform peyo are ordinarily designated as peye. In other words, some
men (in 1982-83, twelve of the forty-four married men) realize this
potential more fully than others-just as only a few men possess the
ideal status of killer.
The aray has the shape of a narrow inverted cone with a convex
basej the inner structure is woven by women of thin basketry strips of
itiriti cane. Pieces of shells of a forest snail (yaraCitii) are put inside.
Cotton thread is wound around the container, completely covering it
except for the broad base of the cone at the end opposite from where
the rattle is grasped. Between the base and the body of the rattle, wads
of cotton are attached like a collar, hiding the points where four or
more red macaw tail feathers are inserted. All such finishing work is
done by men. When it is complete, the aray looks like a theatrical
prop representing a flaming torch. The sounds it makes are not adequate for marking strong rhythms, being sibilant and somewhat
garbledj it is not a musical instrument of accompaniment, but a magical tool. It contrasts with the dance marakQ'i, a simple object made
from a small gourd and filled with soapberry seeds or glass beads,
. which has the subordinate function of accompaniment. It is possible
to dance a pirahe without a rattle, but not possible to summon the
Mai' without an aray, which can be used without singing.
Aray iwe or aray we, "inside the rattle" or "through the rattle/' is
the laconic explanation given for any question about how various
operations are effected, such as mythical operations of metamorphosis and resurrection, mystical ones of food consumption by the gods,
or therapeutic ones of returning souls or closing bodies. The aray is a
receptacle of spiritual forces: lost souls are carried inside it and returned to their seat, while souls captured by the spirit Ayaraetii live
inside his rattle. In this sense, the aray is a kind of mystical body
(hiro, container) of invisible things: it is the support of the i, the MQi~
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and the ipeye ha force that resides in and is activated by the aray. It is
also a "thing of knowledge" and an eminently fiery object; it flashes
like lightning and ignites the earth when handled by shamans and
gods. It is a "container of lightning bolts" (tata ipe riro), an epithet
that renders it, besides a body, a phallus; the scrotal sac is given the
same designation. Also, the rattle, as we have already seen, is something that a vagina "breaks" (see chap. 7, sect. 1).
Although it is a phallic body, the aray nevertheless appears to be
endowed with a mystical creativity of a feminine type, different from
and complementary to the biological creativity of the masculine,
seminal type. I can find no other reason for why this emblem of masculinity is woven by women (after all, men work with itiriti and
weave mats), if it is not to equate their fabrication with conception, a
process that differentially involves both sexes. 6 The manner in which
souls and other spiritual entities are captured and transported by the
rattle is as mysterious as the transformation that semen undergoes in:
side the female body: "through the rattle" and "along the mother."
This metaphor of the phallus, which has its body fabricated by
women and "clothed" in cotton by men, perhaps corresponds to the
masculine fabrication of the female penis, the labia of the vulva. As a
phallus, the aray would also be a son made by women for men. So,
not only are there female penises and female semen, but now we encounter a female son. A complex process of symbolic exchange appears to operate between the two sexes, which I can only glimpse but
which goes far beyond a simple "patrilateral theory of conception."
The Tupinamba also had rattles: "They put their faith in a thing
shaped like a pumpkin, the size of a pint pot. It is hollow within, and
they put a stick through it and cut a hole in it like a mouth, filling it
with small stones so that it rattles. They ... call it Tammaraka, and
each man has one of his own" (Staden 1928 [1557]:148). The chroniclers described these maracas, periodically animated by the powers of
wandering prophets, as a receptable of spirits who spoke to their owners (Lery 1990 [1573]:145). Notably, the owner of a rattle called it
"son," caring for it like a human (Thevet 1953 [1575]:117). Each man
had one of his own, as among the Arawete. The rattles are to men as
children are to women: two figurations of the Phallus, as psychoanalysts would say. Could it be that because the Arawete "really
know" that children come from women, that women must be the
ones who makes these "children" for men?
I cannot resist pushing the matter further and suggesting a correspondence between the aray and the uterus (memi apo ha, "wrapping
of the child"), a correlate of the explicit equation penis = labia mi-
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nora. In this case, we would have an opposition between, on the one
hand, interiority and creative concavity (rattle, uterus), and, on the
other, exteriority and aggressive convexity (penis, labia). Note the curious inversion between the cotton covering that encloses the shamanic tool, leaving only the broad upper end exposed (from which
emerge red feathers protected by a collar), and the manner of treating
the male penis, leaving it exposed and uncovered except for the glans,
which is protected by the stretched prepuce that is tied with a single
cord. A metaphorical penis, clothed with a tight "girdle" of cotton,
the aray can be seen, finally, as the masculine double of the girdlesomething that we already established following another line of
reasoning.
I did not discuss these ideas with the Arawete; I doubt they would
receive their stamp of approval, even if I were able to formulate them
in an intelligible manner. But they seem to me to ring true and serve
to set the stage for an important distinction, internal to the male gender, that I will take up again: the notion that the shaman and his
rattle occupy a feminine position relative to the killer and his bow.
Recall that "bow" is the general term for the penis and the labia minora. 7 Maybe it is no accident that the three distinctive objects displaying the greatest refinement in Arawete material culture, objects
that moreover are quite different from their Tupi-Guarani analogues,
should be precisely these three: the aray, the bow, and the female
girdle. 8

o
With such equipment, his tobacco and rattle, the shaman executes
various operations of prevention and curing: fumigating with tobacco, cooling through breath, sucking out pathogenic substances (for
curing poisonous bites and extracting arrows discharged by certain
foods), dispersing malignant principles from foods, killing animal
spirits, closing bodies, and returning souls.
The closing of the body is undertaken to prevent substances from
entering or the soul from leaving. The first case usually involves children (protecting them from semen or beer); the second, people who
are very ill. The imone operation, which returns the soul, is the opposite of the operation of closing, or rather, is prior to it; the shaman
resituates the i and then closes the patient's body so it will not escape
again.
The killing of animal spirits-tapir, deer, but also venomous creatures-is identical to the killing of terrestrial spirits. The shaman 10-
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cates and "ties up". the spirits (usually with the help of the M~n
making them stumble and fall. They are then killed by beating, machete blows, or arrow shots, aimed at a spot on the ground indicated
by the aray movements. Usually the shaman's wife or the patient's
spouse does the job of killing. 9
But the most frequent and important activity of a shaman is chanting. Shamanic songs are probably the most complex item of Arawete
culture, being also the sole source of information about the state of
the cosmos and the situation of the dead.
There is no adult man who has not sung at least a few times during
his lifetime and none, therefore, who has not used the aray. But the
peye are those who sing almost every night. Normally a song is generated according to the following sequence: a man sleeps, dreams,
wakes up, smokes, and sings, narrating what he saw and heard in his
dream. Sometimes the song includes the descent of the inhabitants of
the sky. This sequence reveals a progression of intensity (which is
not, however, always completed): singing in his hammock, singing inside his house using tobacco and aray; and going outside to the patio,
using dance and song that manifest the arrival of the night's visitors.
The sessions when food is shamanized or souls returned involve the
maximum intensity, as the shaman leaves his patio and acts on objects and people of the village at large.
Mai'marakii, "music of the divinities," is an expression that is both
genitive and possessive. The songs belong to the gods: they are not
learned from another shaman nor are they thought of as "composed"
by the singer. When I asked for the first time if I could record a song, I
was told that "the music is not ours, it belongs to the MQi'''; men had
no role in deciding such a question. When I committed the blunder of
making a comment to a shaman about something he had sung, the
evasive reaction was, "I didn't sing anything, the MQi' were the ones
who sang." Such exteriority of divine music is manifested in other
forms: the songs of deceased shamans are frequently remembered, but
rarely is the singer's name given. This contrasts with the "music of
enemies," always linked to the name of the killer. This extrinsic character of shamanic songs does not mean, however, that shamans do not
know what they are singing or that they are not judged by the quality
of their songs.
"The shaman is like a radio," I was told. By this comparison, they
meant that he was a vehicle and that the subject of his voice comes
from elsewhere, not from within himself. The gods are not "inside his
flesh" nor do they occupy his body. During his dream, the shaman's

"ex-body" (hiro pel remains in his hammock while his i travels. But it
is only when the i returns that the shaman sings. When the gods descend to earth with him-he being tne one who "makes them come
down" (mo-eyil-they descend in person, not into his person. 1O
The shaman depicts or represents the gods and the dead, narrating
their actions and words. He is conscious of what he is singing and he
knows what is happening around him during the song; for instance,
he responds to the spectators' requests to close the bodies of their
children. Such requests are made to the shaman, not to the spirits. He
can also clarify ambiguous points of the 13ong, although he only does
so to his wife at home; this makes the shaman's wife a privileged interpreter of the songs' messages. One time when I asked a girl the
name of the person who had appeared in a shaman's song, she said she
couldn't know this, "since I'm not his wife"-even though she knew
the song by heart.
Shamanic songs lend themselves to joking variations and adventitious adaptations, being a great source of metaphors employed in
daily discourse. But a song, insofar as it is a divine manifestation, cannot be "reutilized" by anyone. The words of the song can be repeated,
but the original enunciative situation cannot. The songs of enemies,
by contrast, exist in order to be repeated in the same situation, the
pirahe; they create a musical repertoire, while the music of the gods
is a sedimentation of a cosmological repertoire. A M!!.i' marakii is the
materialization of a historical singularity.
A shaman is evaluated according to his timbre and vocal style and
the originality of his songs. Full, deep voices are the most appreciated.
People pay attention to his control over the vibrato of his singing;
characteristic of shamanic songs, the vibrato should not be exaggerated, or the singer is disdained as a "trembler."
The Mai' marakii is a vocal solo, assisted by the aray, that follows a
fixed pattern for all shamans. The style does not sound very melodious to Western ears; it plays with niicrotonal intervals and its
rhythm is weakly marked, based on the shaman's breathing as he forcibly exhales, such that every phase ends up out of breath, falling in
volume and strength. The overall melodic contour is always a descending one.
The songs exhibit a structure of verses or sentences. Each sentence
is opened with a short refrain, usually having no lexical meaning but
serving to identify the divinity involved; there follows a complete
linguistic-musical phrase that ends with the same refrain. The verses
form blocs that are linked thematically; it is common to change the
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refrain in the middle of a song, introducing another thematic and melodic bloc. The verses that name a character in the song are distinguished as papa or hente, "to name" or "to utter" (d. Seeger
1981: 99).
Although considered extrinsic to the person who emits them, songs
are evaluated by their originality. This is due to the obvious fact that
certain songs repeat phrases, tropes, and themes that have already'
been sung, so everyone is aware that shamanic plagiarism exists.
While this does not discredit the ontological authenticity of the song,
so to speak (a problem that would take us far off the topic), it diminishes its aesthetic merits and the singer's prestige. Thematic
innovations, when skillfully done, are greatly appreciated. A good
song is one that rearranges themes and trapes with grace, and especially one that contains cosmologically salient utterances, portraying
the dead in the midst of specific situations.
The rhetorical repertoire of songs is extensive. Using parallelism as
a basic stylistic resource, it makes use of characteristic metaphors,
mythical allusions, and exemplary images. A fixed set of epithets are
used that recall Homeric poetry or Scandinavian kenningar (or, less
exotically, the sacred chants of the Mbya-Guarani [Cadogan 1959]):
"eaters of tiny tortoises" are humans; "divine flowers" are celestial
women with their earrings; the "fragrant canoe" is the vehicle of the
Mai'; and so forth.
But the essential complexity of the shamanic song lies in its enunciative schema. Although the music of the gods is a vocal solo, it is
linguistically a polyphony where various characters speak in diverse
citational registers. In general, the shaman does not change his timbre
or rhythm to indicate the entrance of a new "voice"; this information
depends in part on the internal context, in part on the external, and in
part on a procedure referred to earlier (chap. I, sect. 2), the embedding
of citations through the appostion of formulas of the sort "thus spoke
X." The music of the gods is a narration of the words of others.
Typically, there are three enunciative positions: the deceased, the
Mai~ and the shaman. The deceased is the principal enunciator, transmitting to the shaman what the M!}j.' have said. But what the M[;!.i' have
said is almost always something addressed to the deceased or the
shaman and referring to the deceased, the shaman, or themselves. The
normal form of each sentence is thus a complex dialogical construction. The shaman, for example, may sing something said by the gods,
cited by the deceased, referring to the shaman. In simpler constructions, the shaman may sing what the gods are saying about humans in
general; in more intricate forms, the deceased may tell another de-
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ceased what a divinity is saying about some living person (other than
the shaman).
.

o
The following is a free translation and simplified presentation of a
MQi'maraka sung by Kiifti-paye-ro (literally, "father of Kiifti-paye," a
deceased daughter who, as we will see, is the main enunciator of the
song) during the night of 26 December, 1982, the fruit of an inspiration unassociated with any ceremony but which developed into a
therapeutic peyo for his wife, who had pains in her chest. Elsewhere
(Viveiros de Castro 1986: 550-52) I have presented the original version with additional commentary. The sentences between double
quotation marks are uttered by the dead; those between single quotation marks, by the ME/; and those without any, by the shaman.
I

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

(13)

"Why are you feathering the big Brazil-nut tree?"
"Why are the gods feathering the big Brazil-nut tree,
Moolda-ro?"
"Why are the unmarried gods feathering the face of the
Brazil-nut tree?"
"Here come the gods, to feather the face of the Brazil-nut
tree, ArarJiiii-no."
"Here are the gods feathering the big Brazil-nut tree."
II
"Here are the gods feathering the face of the Brazil-nut tree,
here they are!"
"Why are the gods doing that, feathering the big Brazil-nut
tree?"
{Loud and deep}: "Here are the gods! Here they are, feathering the face of the Brazil-nut tree) here they are, here are the
gods!" {Stamping his foot repeatedly.}
"It's because he desires your daughter, the god said, that's
why he said, 'Let's go feather the big Brazil-nut tree!'"
"This is what the god said: 'No one has eaten the thing,' said
the god ..."
"Why are the gods doing that? Why did they say, 'Let's go
feather the big Brazil-nut tree!'?"
"Here they are, look at the gods feathering the face of the
Brazil-nut tree, Matilda-ra!"
"'Light my cigar that was thrown away,' said the god."
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"There are the gods, feathering the face of the Brazil-nut
tree, look, Ararma-no."
[Loudly, shaking the rattle over his wife's chest]: "Here are
the gods feathering the big Brazil-nut tree, here they are!"
"Here is what the gods said: 'Let's go feather the big Brazilnut tree/ they said to each other."
"It's because they want our little daughter, that's why the
gods said, 'Let's go feather the big Brazil-nut tree.'"
"Why are the gods doing that, feathering the face of the
Brazil-nut tred?"
III

"Why are you feathering the face of the Brazil-nut tree in the
morning?"
"Why are you feathering the face of the Brazil-nut tree?";
" 'Light my neglected cigar/ said the god."
"Why are you feathering the face of the Brazil-nut tree?";
"Because he desires our little daughter, the god said to himself, Ararma-no."
"Why are- the gods doing that, making their arrows miss the
big toucans?"
"Why are you, god, feathering the face of the Brazil-nut
tree?"; '''Come on, hand your little daughter over to me/
said the god."
'It's because of you, really, that the Brazil-nut trees are being
feathered.'; "'I haven't been served anything whatsoever/
said the god."
"Why are the unmarried gods feathering the face of the
Brazil-nut tree like that, Moolea-ro?"
[Loudly]: "Why are the gods feathering the face of the Brazilnut tree like that?"; "'I'm going to eat the deceased Kaiiipaye-ro!' said the god."
[Loudly]: So the god will carry me of( to cook me in his big
stone pot ...
[Loudly]: '''We shall eat your deceased father/ the gods said
repeatedly." They are going to cook me in their stone pot,
the gods said ...
[Loudly]: So, yet again the gods are going to devour me on
the other side of the sky-that's what they said ...
'Ask your little daughter to come/ said the god. 'So the two
of us can go shoot big toucans/ said the god.
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(32)

(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
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"Why are you painting annatto on the face of the Brazil-nut
tree?"
[Loudly, stamping his foot]: "Here are the gods, painting the
face of the Brazil-nut tree completely!"
"Why are the gods lighting up the face of the Brazil-nut tree
like that, Yowe"i-do?" 'Come on, hand your daughter over
tome!'
"'Eeeh! An eater of tiny tortoises frightened the big cotin. gas!' said the gods. 'Our future food made the big doves fly
of(' said the gods."
"'The feathers of the big eternal-caninde-macaws and the
cotingas/ said the gods. 'Come on, let's go shoot the big
toucans! '"
Eeeh! As for that 'hand your daughter over to me' that the
gods said, I think the gods were just talking [unnecessarily].
'Nothing has been offered to me, go on, [get] some tiny tortoises for me!' said the god.
"Why are you feathering the face of the Brazil-nut tree?"
'Eeh! Our future food made the big doves fly off!'
"Why are you feathering the big iCiri'i tree?"
He wants to take his wife hunting, that's why the god is
feathering the face of the Brazil-nut tree ...
"Why are you painting the big iCiri'i [with annatto]?"
Why are the gods using up my tobacco?
"'Our ground is perfumed/ said the god. 'As soon as he has
painted the big iCiri'i, we shall perfume each other [with
the tree's resin]/ said the god."
"Why are the gods feathering the face of the Brazil-nut tree?"

This song, with its economy of vocabulary, is a good sample of the
enunciative schema of the Mai'marakii. The main enunciator is not
named at any time: it would b~ Kaiii-paye, c:me of the shaman's daughters, who died at two years of age in 1978. Following a question-andanswer format that organizes the whole song, she addresses the
gods, her father, a dead "grandfather" (Moelea-roL and a brother of her
father, Arar!iia-no-or rather, the i of this man, who would be in the
sky along with the shaman. II Besides the girl, her deceased "father"
Yowell-do speaks, who will not be named until verse 33 but who already spoke in verse 17. This character, like the other deceased mentioned in the song (Moelea-ro), has close relatives in the shaman's
residential section. The song thus portrays members of a restricted
kindred.
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All the sentences are introduced and concluded with refrains (not
transcribed) that also appear in the middle of verses that have two
sentences. The refrain of blocs I and III has no meaning; it belongs to
the MQi' hete's songs. The refrain of bloc II is the name of a goddess,
Caninde-Macaw-Woman. She is not a character in the song, but she is
somehow manifested in it in a way I do not understand.
All the sentences of bloc I are uttered by the dead girl. The first
verse is a question asked of a Mgj.'. The listeners will only know that it
is a female soul, specifically that of the shaman's daughter, beginning
in verse 9; until then, there is nothing to indicate that it is not the
shaman who is the enunciator. The focal image is that of a big celestial Brazil-nut tree that is being decorated with white harpy eagle
down by the gods, which thus makes its "face" (leaves) shine at a
great distance. The gods are doing this because they are "irate" (e'e)
over the dead girl, that is, burning with desire for her. I was unable to
find out the relationship between the act of feathering the tree and
this sentiment. The image associates two canonical themes of discourse about the sky: Brazil-nut trees (the tallest trees in Arawete
country) and harpy eagles.
Bloc II is introduced after a pause, which then leads to an increase
in the vocal volume and affective intensity of the song, marking the
arrival of the gods on earth. The enunciative situation becomes more
complex. Verses 6 and 8 are accompanied by foot stamping, indicating
the presence of the enunciators on earth. The speaker of these verses
is apparently still the dead girl, or some sort of synthesis of the
shaman and his daughter. Verse 9 is stated by the girl and refers to
herself: the gods say (to you, the shaman) that they desire your daughter (me, who is speaking), having said that it is out of such desire that
they are feathering the Brazil-nut trees. Verse 10 offers another motive for the anger of the Mgj.': the girl says that the gods said "no one
has eaten the thing"-that is, that they haven't been invited yet to eat
tortoise. At the time, preparations were underway for the collective
tortoise hunts, but no peya had been held yet. The song thus sends a
message to the village. Verses 11 and 12 are uttered by the girl. The
first is a generic question; the second, a deixis directed to Mothea-ro.
In verse 13, the girl transmits the god's request to her father that he
light his (the god's) cigar. This is a gesture of cordiality, suggesting
that the shaman should offer his cigar to the Mg).' ("my cigar" is actually the shaman's cigar). At this moment during the song, KanI-payero's cigar had gone out and his wife had to light it. The verse presents
a labyrinthine construction: the god's request is a request by the
shaman to his wife through the medium of his daughter. Verse 14 is
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similar to 12. Verse 15 was uttered while the shaman shook his aray
over his wife's chest, closing her body after having resituated her soul.
The phrase was stated by the girl; she would thus be the one who
brought the soul back: "Ohi mane," "She was carrying (the soul of)
her own mother," was the interpretation I was given.
Verse 16 involves the girl reciting to her father what the gods said.
Verse 17 brings another enunciator to the stage. The one who says
that the gods said that they desire "our" (inclusive plural) little
daughter cannot be the girl or the gods. This is an instance of an indirect linear style of construction, similar to that of verse 9 (through
which a complex self-reference emerged), that indicates that the
enunciator is Yowe'l-do, the shaman's deceased "brother." This interpretation is retrospective, relying on verse 33 where this person is
named; until then, everything is ambiguous. The commentators were
unanimous in declaring that the expression "our little daughter" was
not a phrase directed by the shaman to his wife, as I had thought.
With the possible exception of verses 6 and 8, the shaman does not
occupy the position of enunciator in bloc II. He cites citations: he
says what his daughter or brother say the gods said. Verse 18 returns
to the girl's speech.
In bloc III, the number of "voices" and the emotional intensity of
the song reach their climax. A direct confrontation takes place between the gods and the shaman, and the latter will go on to speak for
himself a few times. Verse 19 is the usual question by the girl to the
gods, and underscores that it is daytime in the heavens, alluding to
the brilliance of the Brazil-nut tree in the morning light. The first part
of verse 20 repeats 19; the second repeats the situation of 13, as the
shaman's cigar has gone out again. Verse 21 brings in two voices directed to two parties: first, the girl asks questions of the god; then
Yowe'l-do repeats what he said in verse 17, but now addressing another brother. Verse 22 is interpreted (by the listeners) as a question
the girl puts to the gods concerning other gods. Verse 23 starts with
the theme question, then conveys an order from the gods (using an
imperative form of the verb) to the shaman, referring to the enunciator, the girl. The first part of verse 24 is direct speech from the gods
directed to the girl; the second part has the girl citing to her father the
gods' complaint that they haven't been served anything, that is, tortoises. Note that the insertion of this theme of tortoises assimilates
this food to the shaman's daughter: both things are demanded of the
men by the gods. Verse 25 takes up the theme of the unmarried (therefore young) MQi' again, who covet the shaman's young daughter (after
the resuscitating bath, dead children become adolescents).
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Verse 26 reveals the threat that lies behind the entire game of requests, questions, and answers: one of the M!!.i', naming the shaman
and already referring to him as "deceased" (attaching -Ieme to his
name), announces that he is going to eat him. The shaman's daughter
is the one who says "the god said" and thus cites her father's name.
Through this double mediation, the shaman names himself and anticipates his own death. 12 He sang this verse and the following ones in
a loud voice using the lowest register with a macabre intonation. At
this moment, the listeners (of the tape of the song) became enthusiasticj Kaiii-paye-ro's "self"-naming was undeniably the high point of
the song. Verse 27 contains the shaman's voice as subject for the first
time: he says that he will be devoured. In the first part of verse 28, the
shaman's daughter cites the gods, who say they will eat her "deceased
father"j the second part brings back the shaman's voice in a fine example of the indirect style. Verse 29 uses the same style: the shaman
cites the gods and alludes to the numerous occasions when he ran
into this danger. The "other side of the sky" is the reverse side of the
visible sky, the plane of the M!!.i·.
Verse 30 bears the request that, if met, will guarantee the invulnerability of the shaman in the sky. The M!!.i', cited here by the shaman,
orders him to convince his daughter to go with the M!!.i' "to shoot
toucans," a metonymy for taking her "out to the forest," which in
turn is a metaphor for sexual relations and, as we saw, is evocative of
the theme of sexual friendship.
Verses 31 and 32 bring back the girl speaking. The theme of painting the Brazil-nut tree with annatto introduces an olfactory motif,
that of celestial fragrances. While singing verse 32, the shaman
stamped his foot loudly and renewed the peyo motions over his wife.
As in verse IS, the deictic construction manifests the presence hie et
nune of the gods and creates an impression of cosmic interference,
since the gods are here but at the same time in the sky painting the
Brazil-nut tree: two images coexist in the canvas of the singer's voice.
The first part of verse 33 is a question by the girl to Yowe'l-do j the
flashing of the Brazil-nut tree is magically produced by the gods in
their anger-lust. 13 The second sentence is a literal citation of what the
gods are saying to Yowe'l-do, Verse 34 is uttered by the dead girl, who
cites the comments of the gods who become agitated and alert: a human being ("eater of tiny tortoises") is approaching and his presence
scares off the birds from the bush encircling the village of the M{!i.
The expression "our future food" is a classic motif: this was what the
Tupinamba called their war captives. The shaman is thus entering the
celestial village at this moment. Verse 35 is stated by the girl, who
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cites the gods inviting her to go hunt toucans, macaws, and cotingas,
birds with feathers that are used on earrings and serve as gifts from
hunters to their apihi.
Verse 36 is decisive in the plot. Citing what the gods told him, the
shaman remarks that such a request is unnecessary. The gloss of the
listeners was: "Kiiiii-paye-ro said to the MQi~ 'You can take Kiiiii-paye,
she no longer belongs to me, but to YOUj I did not come to take her
back"' The verse is a sort of elliptical summary of what happened in
the sky. Two central ideas are revealed here: the dead girl belongs to
the gods, not to her father, but the gods recognize the shaman's power
over his daughter, so he has to reiterate that he is ceding her to the
MQi"-an act that guarantees him invulnerability in the sky. The
shaman accepts the "virilocality" of his daughterj the gods accept
him as their affine.
Another bargain underlies this song, which was suggested by the
commentators but which is more explicit in other songs. The performance involved an imone for the soul of the shaman's wife. In effect,
the permanent residence of the dead girl in the sky is the counterpart
(pepi ka) of the return of the mother's soul, liberated by the gods. The
great majority of imone bring forth deceased persons, not simply because their souls attract the f of the living, but because the shaman
engages in a game of "give-and-take" with the gods: keep one of the
truly dead and give us back one of the living,
During an intense electrical storm in February 1988, I heard this
same shaman violently scold the M!!.i': he'd been minding his own
business, eating agouti in his patio, but if the Mai" insisted on thundering and hurling dangerous lightning bolts, he would ascend and
take back PoCihe (another small daughter who had died a year ago).
"Kiiiii-paye-ro is furious with his son-in-law," people commented.
Here we can begin to perceive what it is that humans gain in ceding
their dead to the gods: life.
We are near the end of the song, Verse 3 7 is an arrogant solicitation
by the gods to the shaman, who add to their demand for his daughter a
request for tortoisesj here the singer cites them directly. From verse
38 to the end, utterances by the girl alternate with statements by the
gods and the shaman. The iciIi'i tree yields a highly fragrant resin
used by women or quartets of friends. Verse 41 is a generic and concluding statement by the shaman: he answers the theme question of
the song. It no longer concerns merely his daughter, but humans in
general. "He wants to take his wife hunting" refers to sex. Verse 43
prepares the way for the end of the song: the gods have consumed all
of the shaman's cigarj his inspiration is coming to a close. Verse 44
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allows a final glimpse of the celestial scene: the girl tells her father
what the gods say to her about the perfume that impregnates the very
ground they tread.

D
The Mai" hete, like the dead, are present in almost all songs, even
those uttered by other divinities. Thus, for example, an imone song
performed in March 1982 for a boy had the following arrangement:
the refrain identified the song as one expressed by the "Owl-turneddivinity," who told the (living) father of the boy what the M{!/ hete
said about statements by lraparadi", who is a kind of celestial transfiguration of killers. Another imone song was uttered by the dead
woman Awara-hi, with a refrain that mentioned the Master of Parakeets and the same theme as the song analyzed above: the dead
woman told the shaman (her brother) that a MQi" wanted to go out to
the forest with her and that he had asked her to ask his brother-in-law
(the shaman) for permission. 14
Both women's and men's souls sing. The only difference is that male
souls tend to speak about hunting, war, and celestial battles against
cannibal spirits. The songs of Iaracl' always bring the soul of some
killer, as do the songs during the dokii. of strong beer. I observed a
much higher frequency, both in songs produced and those remembered during my stay, of manifestations of female souls (I exclude here
the fact that the death of Awara-hi generated many of the songs in
which she appeared). This may be due to the greater sociological yield
of a female soul from the shaman's male point of view: she brings to
the forefront the question of the affinity of gods and humans.
One of the functions of the souls' visits is to comment on current
events in the village, One time Awara-hi spoke of her fear when approaching the shaman (her "ex-father-in-Iaw") because she saw that
he and everyone else in the village were armed with shotguns, resembling whitemen. In fact, the first distribution of arms had occurred
the day after her death. Another time she jokingly commented on her
widower husband's marriage to a certain girl by speaking of the hairless vulvas of the goddesses.
All the shamans active in 1982 brought the soul of this woman.
Some were her "brothers"j others, "fathers-in-law/' "parents/, "lover/,
etc. This brings us to two questions: who is being manifested through
whose mouth? My impression that is every dead soul comes forward
at least once through some shaman's mouth during the period after
mourning and the villagers' dispersal. Some of the dead, however, per-
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sist in songs, and some even reappear after years of absence. Certain
dead, especially children, are sung only by their fathers or close relatives, whereas others are sung by everyone. Some dead, I was told,
never appear in songs. All of this is ascribed to the will of the deceased. When two or more souls appear together, they may bear any of
the most varied relationships: father and child (as in the case of the
song analyzed above), siblings, uncle and nephew, sisters-in-law, and
so on. Besides this, it is common for a shaman to sing a soul whose
kinship relation to him is not important: he can thereby serve as a
bridge through which the visitor addresses a relative.
In short, I do not believe that any significant regularities underlie
such relationships. If the tendency is for a shaman to sing the dead of
his kindred, the very fluidity of this category makes it possible for
him to sing any dead person, Accordingly, shamanic songs do not constitute an "ancestor cult," Rather, a generic relationship exists between the dead and the shamans. The "specialization" of certain
shamans in certain dead appears to be a phenomenon similar to their
predilection for certain divinities, types of peyo, themes, and figures
of speech. The immediate cause of the manifestation of the (individual) dead appears more psychological than ceremonial, since it
springs from a dream experience. This experience is, of course, subject to interpretations by both the shaman and the listeners of his
often ambiguous words, and the songs are the sedimentation of socially given experiences-but this is beyond my reach. Maybe we
should leave things where the Arawete let them stand: who sings are
the gods and the dead, not the shamans. IS
The phenomenon of the persistence of certain dead and the absence
of others is furthermore analogous to the issue of criteria for choosing
eponymous dead for each abandoned village: it appears to be a function of the objective and subjective importance of the deceased. Note
also that there are divinities who are rarely sung or who never descend to earth.
Two traits nevertheless characterize every shamanic song. First, no
song refers to the process of the gods devouring the dead-the souls
who come forth have already "become MQi'," Second, a shaman only
brings those dead whom he knew while they were alive. The first
characteristic is associated with the closing of the gods' path during
the village dispersal, causing songs to ceasej it also indicates that only
divinized souls sing. The act of consumption creates a disjunction between the dead and the living: the soul's song is the voice of someone
who is already on the other side of the mirror, even if he still has fundamental social ties with earth. The second trait shows that the par-
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ticipation of the dead in the discourse of the group lasts only as long
as the experiential memory of the living. A deceased soul only remembers those who remember him and only reveals himself to those
who saw him alive. As their contemporaries gradually join them, the
dead are dissolved into the generality of the divine statej hence they
are not ancestors.
The shamanic song puts individual temporality-the movement
that leads each person to his or her death-to the service of a synchronic connection between the two halves of the cosmos, separated
in diachrony: sky and earth, gods and men, those "who left" and those
who were "forsaken." The absence of the dead is the guarantee of the
presence of the gods in the here and now, and the means of making
them part of society. The transformation into divinity that benefits
the dead is not intended to ancestralize them, but rather, to affinalize
the gods.
If the shaman is a Mal deciika, a "reflector of divinity/, it is because
the entire system is put together as a play of images, as Hubert and
Mauss said of sacrificej shamanic discourse is a vertiginous play of
reflections of reflections, echoes of echoes, an interminable poly~
phony where the one who speaks is always an other speaking about
what yet others say. The words of others can only be apprehended per
speculum in aenigmate, And the words of the shaman establish constant and shifting differences among the voices that reflect each other
through his own voice, which forms yet another link in the enunciative chain. Just as a person can never pronounce his own name without citing someone else, so the shaman can never speak without it
being what others are saying to himj when he speaks for himself, it is
as the topic of the discourse of others-as a potential cannibal victim.
He exists in someone else's sphere of discoursej his words in turn will
be recited later on. Even if the singer is rarely identified with the
songs, he is accountable for the information contained in them. "Soand-so (a soul) said thus-and-such (something a MQi'said), that shaman said/' people say. It is always someone in particular who speaks
(see chap. I, sect. 21, but it is never the particular one who is speaking.
Just as it is paralyzing to initiate something and assert oneself as the
agent of an action that concerns others in concert (see chap. 4, sect. 4),
so it is equally difficult to say something that has not been said by
someone else. For this reason, if the tenotii ma are indispensable, lest
no one do anything, shamans are also indispensable, lest no one say
anything. This is the reason, in short, for my suggesting that the role
of headman in Arawete society is more compatible with the shaman's
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position than with the warrior's: the village leader and the shaman
are the ones who are entrusted with the actions and words of others.
So, if village leadership is founded on the leadership of an extended
family, and if this position implies a reference to the feminine world,
the position of the shaman also maintains a fundamental relation to
the domestic group. Every married man has an aray, the emblematic
object that is the fruit of a couple's laborj the domestic interior is the
shamanic "temple" par excellencej the shaman's wife is his main assistant and interpreter. Every residential section has at least one important shamanj we could say that the aray of each of the conjugal
houses is to the aray of this shaman as each house is to the section's
main house. The correspondence is certainly not perfect: for instance,
some leaders of extended families are not shamans, some sections
have more than one shaman. Nevertheless, I would suggest that the
shamanic unit is the couple, not the individual, and that the proliferation of shamans among the Arawete indicates that this unit is a function that unifies the collectivity (notably in the representative
position of the shaman in the alimentary rites, where he is the generalized "owner" of the food relative to the godsL just as much as it
works towards its dispersal. A shaman, his wife, and their children are
the potential embryo of a local group. 16
Even if Arawete shamanism is an exclusively masculine attribute-the woman being a mere assistant or a patient-such a position, when compared to that of the warrior-killer, is relatively
feminine. This is due not simply to its connection with the domestic
structure, but to the very nature of the relationship of the shaman to
the gods.
'
Shaman status does not assure a privileged posthumous destiny,
contrary to the majority of other Tupi-Guarani groups. Shamans will
be devoured like everyone else, or almost everyone. The sole peculiarity of dead shamans is that their specters exhibit the trait of singing, but this appears to be a marginal phenomenon (and even so, it
evinces the terrestrial side of the person).
The shaman naturally has something of the warrior in him. He
risks his life among the heavenly cannibalsj only his male status
saves him from being permanently disembodied. But his very capacity of constant disembodiment, his lingering among the gods, his
function as support of the words of the dead-all this characterizes
him as a sort of prospective deceased human. His position relative to
the gods is not much different from that of the souls who have recently arrived in the sky, and his role as host of the community in the
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food peyo situates him as a "nourisher," a position analogous to the
owner of beer relative to the rest of the men and people invited from
outside villages. Being a man, the shaman is able to carry out the mediation between the feminine world of the village and the hypermasculine world of the sky. It is a male function, but also a human
function: shamans stand, in a certain respect, between women and
the gods, just as deceased women, in another, stand between men and
the gods.
This ambivalence of the shaman, his role as a "support" or "reflector" of Divinity, can be compared with another sort, that of the killer.
If the shaman is a kind of other, a dead being, then the killer is another other, a MQi·. As a living being, the shaman is a man who links
himself to the gods through a structure of affinity (perhaps this is why
he sings more female than male deceased), even enjoying the privileged position of "father-in-law." But as a dead being (prospective or
definitive), he stands in a generic feminine position relative to the
gods: he is someone to be eaten. If the position of the shaman is a
complex reflection on mortality, the status of the killer is a prospective vision of immortality. If the shaman is the support of the singing
function of the gods, the killer symbolizes their cannibal side. Finally,
if the shaman is the instrument through which the gods speak (of sex
and food), the killer speaks as the enemy and is inedible.

3. Killers and the Music of Enemies
Although the dead are, in their own way, enemies (either as the terrestrial specter, enemy of the living, or as the soul, received as an
enemy by the gods), and the gods too, in their way, are enemies (since
they treat us as strangers in paradise), there is no place in the Beyond
for the Arawete's real enemies. The souls of enemies, upon arriving in
the MQi"s village, are hurled back down to earth, where they perish
for good. In this sense, enemies only have, or are, tQ'o we: being
deadly, they die. And in this sense, the Beyond is a world without
others; enemies, not properly human, have no celestial soul, the principle of the person.
But although dead enemies, as killers of the Arawete, do not go to
the sky, the shamans of enemies are there. They form the class of
Awlpeye, "enemy shamans" or "shamans of the enemies," gods who
went up to the skies with the MQi' during the original separation and
who frequently come to earth to eat and sing. Just as gods with animal
names are animal-modulations of Divinity, so the Awl peye are a
shaman-modulation of enemies. As such, they participate in Divinity
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at the same time that they implicitly exclude the enemy-aspect that
Divinity contains: they are not dangerous. They are foreign godsincluded as if to underscore the essential polytheism of the Arawete
pantheon.
Such a situation radically inverts the posthumous destiny of Arawete shamans and killers. Their shamans, as we saw, receive no special treatment in the sky: they are food for the gods and will be
transformed into the MQi' hete, generalized divinities who are in a certain sense the "shamans of the Arawete," by analogy with the Awl
peye. By contrast, killers and the spirits of enemies whom they killed
not only ascend to the skies, but also enjoy a special situation: they
are transformed into a type of being who is spared consumption and
who merges the positions of bi'de and awl into a single figure.
To prepare for war, the tradition has been to choose a leader who
has the status of a killer, morQPl"nii. 17 The assailants paint themselves black and wear wristbands, headbands, and kneebands of babassu leaflets. The traditional weapons were bows and large arrows
with bamboo points and harpy eagle tail feathers (more recently, shotguns have been used). They leave behind their babassu ornaments on
the enemies' corpses; when possible, they recoup their arrows (the
point of an arrow that had killed large game or enemies would be
painted red). Usually they also bring back the enemy's humerus and
scapula as trophies, which form part of a dance ornament made with
grebe feathers. I was unaware of the practice of decapitation until I
heard about the events of 1983 when they brought back the head of a
slain Parakanii; the explanation they gave, however, was that it was
"to show to the whites."
Neither dead enemies nor Arawete who succumb in war are buried.
The reason for the latter case, I was told, is fear; those killed by enemyarrows "belong to the vultures." People killed by enemies are
treated in the sky like every other deceased person. The only difference is that when an attack causes many people to be sent there at the
same time, their bodies are submerged in the resuscitating bath all
together. The specters of war victims apparently have no peculiarity
that would distinguish them. Some people, however, ventured the hypothesis that the tQ'o we of victims killed by enemies stayed with
them, a notion consistent with the destiny of enemies killed by the
Arawete.
The Arawete say they go to battle to take revenge (pepi kii, counterpart) for attacks they have suffered, or out of the simple desire to kill
enemies. Someone who is already a killer has this desire "inside his
flesh."
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After killing or simply wounding an enemy, the killer "dies." As
soon as he gets back to the village, he withdraws into his house and
lies as if unconscious for several days without eating anything. His
belly is full of enemy blood and he vomits continually. This death is
not a mere disembodiment, although he must undergo the shamanic
imone operation; it is a state in which he actually becomes a corpse.
The killer hears bumblebees and beetles buzzing and vultures flapping their wings as they approach "his" dead body-that is, the enemy's cadaver-in the forest. He feels "as if he is rotting" (itoyo heri)
and his bones become soft. The lwiro. fio. spirits and their kind blow
over his face to revive him (see chap. 3, sect. 3).
When the enemy has actually been killed, the period of the killer's "death" lasts three to five days, especially when it is his first
homicide. He must drink iwirara'i tea, used for menstruation and
childbirth, as well as an infusion made from monkey ladder vines
(ihipa-pepel"in order to be able to eat tortoise." He may not go out
into sunlight, eat green maize, matrinxa fish, a certain type of yam, or
red-footed tortoise. Nor may he touch any part of the enemy: he is not
the one who cuts off the arm from the cadaver or assembles or dances
with the trophy ornament; if he did, his belly would swell up and he
would explode. The killer's abstinence and seclusion last only a short
time. One restriction, however, is more prolonged: for several weeks
afterwards, he may not have sexual relations with his wife. The enemy's spirit is "with him" and would be the first one to have sex with
his wife; the killer, coming "behind" him, would be contaminated
with the enemy's semen and he would die of ha'iwo..
The period of sexual abstinence comes to a close when the hQ'o we
of the enemy leaves, heading out to the ends of the earth "looking for
songs." Returning quickly, he transmits these songs to the killer
through his dreams, as well as the personal names that the killer will
confer. One night, he wakes the killer up and Violently exhorts him,
"Eya ca-poi, tiwo.! Eya tere-pirahe!": "Come on, get up, tiwo.! Come
on and dance!" The enemy is furious, but he is indissolubly linked to
his killer. With time, his hatred ceases, and he and the warrior "mutually cheer each other up/, an expression that is evocative of friendship
relations. We can thus see a progression: someone who was an enemy
becomes a tiwo., then an aplhi-piho., and later in the sky, part of the
killer's person.
Thus, the dead enemy is the one who "makes the killer get up" to
dance. It is also he who is behind the singer who "makes men rise up"
during the pirahe (see chap. 4, sect. 3). He is literally behind them
(while during the seclusion phase it was the killer who was behind
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him-recall the sexual interdiction): indeed, the dead enemy is called
marako. memo'o ho., the "song teacher/' a term that refers to the
dance position directly behind the singer, occupied by an experienced
man who "breathes" the songs on him. It is thus the dead enemy who
makes the killer rise up who in turn makes everyone else rise up. Yet
again, it is an other who begins: the history of a song begins with an
enemy, its first enunciator.
Prompted to rise up by the enemy, the killer gathers around himself
all the men for a commemorative dance when he utters the songs that
were revealed to him. Traditionally this first dance was not accompanied by beer-drinking, since it was performed a few weeks after the
homicide, but as soon as possible a great beer festival had to be prepared, during which the songs would be repeated. This is why enemies are called "the seasoning for beer" (see chap. 5, sect. 2).
But the typical metaphor for an enemy in general is marako. ni,
"what will be music." Seen from his good side-his dead side-the
enemy is the one who brings music. Dance songs are awi marako.,
songs of the enemy, sung by the killer.

o
Dance songs (pirahe marako., or marako. hete, "true music") have few
lyrics (four to eight verses, repeated dozens of times), a well-marked
binary rhythm, simple melodic line, and a two-part structure marked
by a difference in pace. They are sung in a low register by all the men
in unison. 18 This musical genre systematically contrasts with the
shamanic solo. Each shaman sings only one song at a time (during his
nocturnal solo or a peyo), although several shamans may sing simultaneously and independently, filling the night with a kaleidoscopic
polyphony. On the other hand, one dead enemy teaches several songs
to his killer, and even to other people: everyone who had any sort of
close contact with the enemy (exchanging shots, inflicting or suffering woundsl receives songs, such that the pirahe dance festivals involve the collective and unanimous enunciation of diverse melodies
woven together sequentially.
The tripartite division that presided over the Arawete naming system is once again encountered in the three types of music: the music
of the gods, that is, the shamanic song; the music of enemies, the
killer's songs; and the "music of ancestors/' pirowl"ho. marako.. The
last two categories are sung during the pirahi and have identical
structures and contents. Just as names conferred by the criteria of
pirQwl"ho. ne ("after a deceased") largely belong to the divine and en-
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emy semantic classes, so the music "of the ancestors" has a heterogeneous origin. The pirowi"hii marakii comprise: (1) music of enemies
(awi marakiiL originally sung by mythical ancestors or long-dead predecessorsj (2) songs of mythical enemies, that is, foreign music (!he
majority belonging to "ex-Arawete" who departed and "became enemies"li and (3) a small number of songs attributed to mythical animals, all these songs being dangerous and subject to restrictions on
their performance. 19
None of the songs in the pirahe festivals mention the Mal or celestial souls, but refer instead to animals, enemies, Arawete ';ho died in
war, arrows, vultures, etc. Although songs of the "music of the ancestors" category are frequently sung during the annual beer festivals,
the awi marakii proper, i.e., songs inspired by recently killed enemies, are the preferred ones. Interestingly, a woman once told me that
the "good" songs in a pirahe are "ancestral" ones (their origin as enemy songs is recognized but not emphasized), since the awi marakii
are sad and frightening. Once again we witness the feminine preference for the pirQwi"hii criterion, direct~d towards the interior of the
socius, which we saw operating in the naming system. But here
things are inverted: the pirahe songs are a masculine affair, and men
prefer enemies. When I returned to the Ipixuna in February 1988, the
first thing I was asked was to record the awi marakii obtained from
the dead Parakanii, for which they improvised a pirahe.
The acquisition of songs from dead enemies seems more fundamental than the acquisition of names: enemies are called "future music," not "future names." Although he is an important name-giver,
the killer is above all a singer. Finally, even though names are inspired
by shamanic visions and dreams about enemy spirits, they are conferred by Arawete, but songs bring in the words of others directly: the
ones who speak are the gods, the dead, and enemies.
Some shamanic songs do not involve manifestations of souls, but
rely heavily on fragments of myths instead. But even this variant
(judged very poor) of the music of the gods is not a myth in song formj
it is always considered to be a divinity manifesting himself. The
M[l/ marakii are never commemorations, but epiphanies. In contrast,
dance songs, except for the moment of their first enunciation, are always literal repetitions of a certain repertoire. They are by definition
"repeated," sung by a choir of men. Although they are identified by
their author-singer (in contrast to shamanic songsl, they build up a
collective musical memory. The only way of composing new dance
songs is through the death of an enemy (the death of a jaguar is
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commemorated by a traditional songl, while the music of the gods
undergoes continual invention. In a certain sense, all enemy music
becomes "ancestral music" as their composers die off.
Compared to the music of the gods, enemy songs have restricted
informational contents. In them the visual propensity of Arawete poetry is exploited to a maximum, producing synthetic and vigorous images. The important difference between the two major poetic-musical
types lies, as should be expected, in the enunciative format. While in
the music of the gods the enunciative positions were differentiated in
such a way that the "voice" of the shaman could be distinguished
from the rest, thereby creating a polyphony, the awi marakii are always sung from the point of view of the enemy. He is the subject of
the utterances pronounced by the singer. Since the awi marakii also
feature embedded citations, the result is thus a phenomenon of identification of the deceased with his killer by means of another complex
play of mirrors. Let us turn to some examples. The first is a song performed by Yakati-ro-reme, taught by a Parakanii killed in 1976:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

II

'I'm dying,'
said the deceased Moiwitoj
thus spoke my preYj
thus spoke the deceased Koiarawlj

"In your great patio,
'Eeh!' said the TowEfto,
'Here is my prisoner
in the great bird's patio.'''

The deceased who said he was dying is Maria-ro, an Arawete man
killed by the Parakanii shortly before the counterattack that resulted
in the death of the enemy who speaks in this song. He is called by his
childhood name (Moiwitol and a nickname (Koiarawll, with the suffix
for "deceased." In this way, the enemy-singer defines himself as being
the killer of Maria-ro (verse 3), and cites what his victim says: "I am
dying." In the second part, the enunciator changes. "Your" great patio
refers to the vultures, mentioned by the epithet "great bird" in
verse 8. The vultures' "great patio" is a macabre metaphor for the
clearing opened by these birds around a cadaver in the forest-here,
referring to the site of the body of the enemy who is singing, not that
of Maria-ro. The words of this second part are attributed to the TowQho mentioned by the dead enemy in verse 6. Towiho is the name
of an ancient tribe of archetypal enemies. It so happens that this "To-
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waho" is none other than Yakati-ro himself, that is, the Arawete who
issinging, the killer of the enemy. From the point of view of the enemy, his killer is a To wQh o. The killer thus cites himself, having the
enemy say what he himself would be saying. We could call this process "reverberation": the enemy cites a dead Arawete (verse 1) and
then cites his own killer (verses 5-81, all through the mouth of the
latter who globally "cites" what the enemy is saying to him. The
ones ~ho end up being cited, twice, are Arawete: the dead one, in the
first part, the killer in the second, always from the point of view of a
third party, the dead enemy. Who is actually speaking? Who is the deceased, who the enemy?
This is the song of Kiiiiiwldi-no-reme, taught by an Asurini
wounded in the 1970s:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(41

"'The tata hawk is joyous/
said the cotinga [perched] on the small bowj
he is joyous on the branch of the yoei,
that's what my wife heard"j

(5)
(6)
(7)
(81

'I/The small bamboo is deflected,
it is deflected away from USj
it is deflected away from our path/
that's what my wife talked about."

Here the spirit of the enemy, who escaped with his life from
Kaniwldi-no's arrows, is rejoicing over his good luck. He cites what
his wife said or heard. The first part of the song portrays the small
tata hawk hopping about joyfully on the branch of a treej a cotinga,
perched on the singer's bow, is the one who tells this to the enemy's
wife. The second part commemorates the bad shot of the singer,
whose arrow ("small bamboo," an ironic expression) is deflected from
the enemy and his wife. Here too the enemy cites his wife.
But eventually the Asurini was shot when he was alone in the
forest. Who, then, is this "my wife" who sings? None other than
Kiiiiiwldi-hi, that is, the wife of the Arawete singer. Everybody explained to me that "my wife" referred to the singer's wife, but the one
who said "my wife" was the enemy's spirit. The song is enunciated
from his point of view: the arrows are deflected from him. But the
enunciative format is such that the singer, referring to his wife as "my
wife," is actually citing the enemy's words. We have already seen how
the killer must take precautions about having sex shortly after the
homicide: his wife in fact becomes the enemy's wife.
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This is the song of Moneme-do, taught by a Parakanii he killed
in 1976:
(11
(2)
(3)
(4)

"These aramanii beetles,
the dangling aramanii,
these mamangaba bumblebees,
[dangling] from our long hair."

The spirit of the enemy alludes to his condition as a corpse: beetles
and bumblebees alight on his putrefying body. The pronoun "our" (inclusive plural) indicates that it refers to the hair of both the dead man
and his killer, beings who are interwoven, so to speak, like the locks
of hair in this song. 20
The identification of the slayer with the victim, which was set up
with the simultaneous "death" and "putrefaction" of both, is pursued
further in the songs. Through the mouth of the killer, the one who
speaks is the deceased, but in a manner different from the play of citations in shamanic music. The shaman portrays and transmits j the
killer incarnates and becomes his enemy, reflecting him in such a way
that the other who speaks is the other speaking as if himself, and vice
versa.

D
This identification of the slayer with the dead enemy, generating the
paradoxical situation of the war dance in which the male community
unites around the killer so everybody can repeat the words stated by
the enemy, is an identification that has a price. It entails an alteration, an Other-becoming. The killer becomes an enemy, for the spirit
of the victim will never leave him. Shortly after the homicide, the
killer's weapons must be taken away from him, since the awin~'o we
(enemy's specter), lusting for revenge, inspires in him a blind desire to
continue killing, but now directed against his fellow tribesmen. The
warrior will remain exposed to this danger for a long timej he is seized
by fits of fury, and his apwi lovers have to come to his aid, embracing
him and calming him down with gentle words. At times he must flee
to the forest: the enemy "feathers the killer's head" (compare what
the Mal did to the Brazil-nut tree) and makes him deranged. "When
he comes over the killer, the enemy's spirit transforms him into an
enemy of ours." The spirit cannot take revenge directly on the killer,
since he is an appendage of him. Only many years later, it seems, does
he become quiescent and leave the slayer in peace.
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Even so, killers are considered temperamental people, prone to
come to blows when irritated. This distinguishes them from "harmless" people (everyone else, in essence, except for sexually voracious
women). In 1982-83, there were five living killersj only one was an
active shaman, but this was a coincidence, since numerous killers
who had recently passed away had been prestigious shamans, and the
killer of the Parakana in 1983 was one of the most important shamans
of the village.
The position of morQPi"nii, killer, does not confer ceremonial privileges. Its only visible mark is patchy bangs, since the enemy's spirit
makes the slayer's hair over his forehead fall out in clumps-the same
effect produced by large game (tapir and deer) in accidents occurring
in shamanic rites. But the position does convey an honorable status,
and morQPi"nii are admired and slightly feared j the five killers were
among the few people who never became the object of the usual
mockery that otherwise spared no one, not even great shamans. The
demographic collapse upon contact made the Arawete lose eight killers in a short space of time, something that was frequently recalled. A
long time ago, "all the men, without exception, were killers." Although certainly an exaggerated statement, it does express an ideal.
The essence of the person of the killer is revealed posthumously.
The enemy's spirit, which always stays "with" (-rebe) or "in" (-re) the
killer, ascends to the sky with him. The killer and his enemy become
an lraparadi~ a kind of being feared by the MQi'. An lraparadi', the soul
of an Arawete with an enemy component added to it, is not eaten by
the gods. He goes directly to the bath of immortalitYj he is transformed into a Mai' without passing through the trial of consumption.
Sometimes this ~sed to happen without passing through the trial of
death tout courtj just as "a long time ago every man was a killer," so
it is said that various warriors of long ago did not die, but ascended to
the skies in flesh and soul. The dogma is sometimes expressed literally: "A killer does not die."
We saw how, upon killing an enemy, the killer dies and then resuscitatesj henceforth he is "immortal"-that is why he is not eaten.
He is himself already a cannibal (his belly is filled with the enemy's
blood)21 and he is already an enemy, or an ambiguous fusion of bi'de
and awi: in other words, he is already a MQi'. If the shaman is a prospective deceased, the killer is a prospective god: he incarnates the
figure of the Enemy at the same time that he is an ideal Arawete.
The cannibalistic consumption of the dead is the precondition for
.their transformation into incorruptible Divinity: immortal beings en-
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dowed with "glorious bodies," as theologians would say. But because
the killer is an other"':"-being an enemy-he has already suffered this
apotheotic transubstantiation. A killer does not putrefy in death. In
the idealized past, he went up to the skies incarnatej nowadays, his
buried body rots (as everyone can see) but it does not liberate a specter. Some say that it does, but that his specter is "inoffensive" (mari-i
me'e), precisely what he was not when he was alive.
We can thus see that the Guarani concept of kandire, the state of
the "nondecay of the bones," is attained in the Arawete case by the
hubris of the killer, not by the asceticism of the shaman (Cadogan
1959: 59, 143-48 j H. Clastres 1978). After all, the killer has already
rotted (his bones get soft) along with the cadaver of his victimj resurrected, raised up by the spirit of the other, he henceforth has an imputrescible and inedible body. The entire Guarani symbology of
resurrection as a means of "keeping the skeleton erect by means of
the flow of speech" is here shifted to the killer complex: it is the enemy's voice that keeps him erect. He is not eaten for the same reason
that he does not rot on earth or in the sky: homicide is the Arawete
route to what the Guarani term aguyje, that is, maturation. Aguyje, a
state of completeness and perfection that allows one to attain immortality without dying (H. Clastres 1978: 97), refers in the first place to
the ripeness of a fruit (Cadogan 1959: 191 j Dooley 1982:26). Common mortals are thus "green"-children, as the Arawete would say
(see chap. 3, sect. lJi death and divine cooking are necessary to make
them mature. But the Guarani shaman and the Arawete warrior have
already been transformed-they are no longer raw-and hence they
will not rot or be cooked. 22
Children do not produce a tQ '0 we because they are on this side of
the human condition-they are too "green"j killers do not produce
one because they are on the other side-they are already gods. This
helps to clarify at least one of the motivations behind Tupinamba
cannibalism and the haughtiness of the War captives:
and some are as contented though they are to be
eaten, that in no wise they will consent to be ransomed for to servej for they say that it is a wretched
thing to die, and lie stinking, and eaten with Wormes
(Cardim 1906 [1584]:432).
Whereas the Tupinamba were eaten in order to avoid rotting, the
Arawete killer is not eaten because he does not rot. Among the Tupinamba, only a killer is immortal, and only a cannibal victim does
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not rot; among the Arawete, only a killer is immortal and is not
eaten. Cannibalism is a metaphysical cuisine,

o
The spirit of a jaguar, fiti nQ'o we, is treated in the same way and has
the same fate as the spirit of an enemy. Yet again we encounter a
theme of the Tupinamba, who executed jaguars with all the honors of
a prisoner of war, taking names on their heads. 23 Like the enemy's
spirit, the hQ'o we of a jaguar cannot be killed shamanically. It remains with its killer and turns into a sort of hunting dog for him: it
sleeps below his hammock and, through his dreams, directs him towards sites of abundant game, especially tortoises (compare this with
the "Jaguar-Thing" god, the main eater of tortoises). The song performed upon the death of a jaguar obeys the same process of reverberation found in the awi marakti: the singer is called the "jaguar's
future prey" and he brings forth the jaguar speaking of the humans it
will eat (representing a temporal inversion as well).
A dead jaguar is thus the inverse of a living jaguar, a wild animal
and competitor of man. This is exactly like the transformation in the
enemy's spirit: from a threat to life, the enemy becomes a guarantee
of life; from a cause for fear, he turns into a means of inspiring fear in
celestial enemies, the MaP4 If the killer is transformed into an enemy upon killing one, the latter becomes something else when his
murderer dies-a part of him. From metaphor to metonymy, one
would be tempted to say (Levi-Strauss 1966: 106).

4. The Enemy's Point of View
The word Iraparatii' appears to be a poetic form of irapti, bow, and is
thus a synecdoche of the warrior status. It is the term for awi, enemy,
in the language of the gods. The Mai'use the term to refer to the Awi
peye, whitemen and other enemies;and Arawete killers. 25 The generic
figure of Iraparatii' or its specification as the soul of a certain killer
always intervenes when songs bring forth dangerous divinities or
when the gods and the dead have something to say to a living killer.
As a designation for the status of the Arawete warrior, the concept
of lraparadi' is revealed to be essentially a perspective. If the Mal are
one and the same time the celestial parallel of the Arawete and figuration of the Enemy, that is, if they contemplate us with the eyes of
an enemy and we eye them as enemies, the Iraparadi' are the Arawete
actively thinking of themselves as enemies, They are something that
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the Mai' fear, just as the common dead fear the Mai'. This capacity to
see oneself as the enemy, which is at the same tirri""e the ideal angle of
viewing oneself, strikes me as the secret to Tupi-Guarani anthropophagy. The cannibal enemy is always the other; but what else is an
lraparadi' if not the other of others, an enemy of the MQi' who are the
masters of the celestial perspective?
The ideal that long ago all men were killers is an implicit translation of a situation in which only women would be eaten by the gods
(since small children are not)-or rather, of the idea that the position
of "food of the gods" is feminine, and hence the status of living humans is feminine. The typical deceased is thus a woman, just as the
ideal immortal is a warrior. Ideal, but paradoxical: this immortal is a
dead warrior, a being who only realizes his full potential through a
dual relationship with death. A killer dies when he kills his enemy,
he identifies with him, and he is able to truly benefit from these
deaths only when he truly dies: confronting the gods, he is not treated
like an enemy because he is an enemy, an lraparatii~ and thus immediately a MQi',
During the time that I lived with the Arawete, the position of the
killer was less important and conspicuous than that of the shaman
(although the effects of the slain Parakana on the naming system observed in 1988 suggested that things could be different). The place of
the singer in pirahe dances was vicariously occupied by any adult capable of remembering the songs. On the other hand, the daily exercise
of shamanism could not simply rely on memory: it needed individuals capable of actually communicating with the gods.
This differential importance of the two modes of masculine being
may be due to the peace that characterized Arawete life at the time,
but I believe it has a structural foundation, Although the Arawete
shaman is a prospective deceased-since, as C. Hugh-Jones (1979)
said of his Tukano counterpart, he is capable of being divided in
life, metaphorizing death-he nevertheless plays a vital social function: he is a "being-for-the-group." Although the Arawete killer is a
prospective god-since, like the Guarani shaman, he is capable of not
being divided in death-he manifests a mortal and individual func-.
tion: he is a "being-for-himself." The shaman is a living entity par excellence, the representative of the living in the sky, and the channel of
transmission (what the Arawete once called a "radio") of the celestial
dead. He is a mediator, ubiquitous but always distinct from what he
communicates, communicating what is separate. His efficacy depends on his being alive and bringing the dead, On the other hand, the
killer represents no one, but incarnates the enemy with whom he is
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confoundedj he is the place of a complex metamorphosis that only
benefits himself. The potency of his status is only actualized after he
is dead. Although shamanism bears a latent potential encouraging
dispersal, it is nonetheless through the shaman that the Great Alliance between heaven and earth is brought about, manifested in banquets and songs. Although the complex of homicide, for its part,
unites the community around the death of an enemy (inverting the
dispersal triggered by the death of a member of the group), it inevitably alienates the killer, separating him and estranging him. Clearly
the ideal of a society composed of warriors is present in Arawete culture and must have been doubly "vital" in their long history of wars.
But from the point of view of individual eschatology, a killer is some, one who has already passed to the other side, becoming an enemy and
becoming a divinity. For this reason, if the shaman is to the deceased
as the killer is to the divinity, the shaman is to the living as the killer
is to the dead. Society would be impossible without shamanismj but
masculinity would be unthinkable without the figure of the killer.
The MQi' are at one and the same time shamans and killers, life and
death. They are the archetype of the shaman, since they hold the science of resurrectionj they are also the archetype of the killer, in that
they represent an ambivalent fusion of bi'de and awi, transforming
the dead into themselves through consumption, exactly as the slayer
transforms the enemy; transforming himself into the latter. But the
status of shaman does not make a dead person distinguished, while
that of a killer does. Although there is no place in the sky for enemies
(who are killers of Arawete), there is one for the "enemy shamans"
and for Arawete killers-and both are seen by the MQi' as Iraparatli',
"enemies of the gods." The shaman-aspect of enemies and the enemyaspect of the Arawete are partial realizations of the divine synthesis
in the figure of the Mai'-shamans, killers, enemies, and Arawete.
Arawete gods are essentially warriors, and I believe that their position as affines of humans is linked to this quality. The Arawete "mangod" is a slayer, not a priest. It is in this sense that women, doubly
noncelestial, doubly unconnected to death (a male province!, incarnate life and the human condition. It is also for this reason that they
will become the ideal food of the gods. The shaman, located between
life and death, but on the side of the living, thus occupies an intermediate position between the deadly, individual, and posthumous
world of the warrior, and the vital, present, and collective world of
femininity. Women are the mistresses of this world. (See Fig. 2.)
The intermediate situation of the shaman confers on him his political value and his capacity for representation, exercised between cos-'
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mic planes and within society. He is materialized in the enunciative
structure of his song, an echo chamber where nevertheless one always
knows that another is speaking. On the other hand, the liminal and
excessive place of the killer is marked by his exteriority to the social;
in the quasi-incestuous reverberation that he maintains with himself
and that is consummated only in death. This is the paradox of the
Arawete warrior: pure spirit, a man without a shadow and without
flesh, he is his own enemy and the center of a society without a
center.
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Death produces a division of the person and renders it something doubly separated. The i, the principle that gives the living
entity its sense (that is, the principle underlying the unfolding of life),
generates qua material shadow, the terrestrial spectral double, and
qua vitality and consciousness, the celestial soul. The first accompanies the Ani, the regressive image of wild nature, and prevails during the rotting of the flesh j the second is transformed into a M~.i' from
the bones by undergoing consumption and a resuscitating bath. Both
are -Q'o we, divided or separated persons: the first, a soulless body or a
kind of anti-soul, the animated emanation of a corpsej the second, a
bodiless soul or a kind of incorruptible and supernatural anti-body.
The first is absence and faces the past: bi'de pe, ex-person. The second
is presence and looks towards the future: bi'de ri, what will be a
person.
The terrestrial -a'o we suffers a double rotting-first of the body and
then through the degeneration of its double into a dead opossum. The
celestial one suffers a double cooking: once prior to being devoured
and again through immersion in an effervescent rejuvenating bath.
These transformations of the substance of the living form a ternary
system, as shown in figure 3. This is clearly a dynamic figure, incapable of being stabilized by reducing the third term (the celestial principle) to a function of mediation. The celestial soul is not a mediator
between the living and the dead j it incarnates the meaning of the person more intensely and perfectly than the living. Here is yet another
example of the structure of hierarchical opposition, dynamic and
asymmetrical (Dumont 1980), which has repeatedly emerged throughout this analysis of Arawete cosmology. It is the living who constitute
a middle term between the pure negativity of the terrestrial double,
and the presence and plenitude of the celestial principle. The opposition between the living and the dead is not static and horizontal, but
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3. Triadic system of the person

unfolds in pairs on distinct levels: life/death and, within death, Life/
Death. Within death, the opposition Life/Death is maximal: the difference between the celestial and terrestrial principles of the person is
greater than the difference between the living and the dead. In sum,
death is the encompassing termj life, the encompassed.
The life of souls in heaven is not an inversion or a negative of the
living state, but rather, of the dead-of the solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short life of the specter. The celestial modus vivendi is an
amplification of the earthly good life. In this sense perhaps it is possible to understand the equivalence between the concepts of bi'de ri,
fu~ure person, and MQi' di, future divinity, that designate the active_
soul. The true bi'de are the Mai~ the gigantic tiwii of humans, and the
person is only completed in his becoming, necessarily, an Other: a deceased, an enemy, a god. Between what was once a person and what
will be a person, there is poised, fleeting and neutral, the person.
Having been, going to be, it is not, prQperly speaking, anything: it
becomes.
.
Manuela Carneiro da Cunha aptly summarized the dialectic of the
Ge cogito in the conclusion to her analysis of Krah6 death: "Seen as
fundamentally diverse, the dead serve to affirm the living. Krah6
thought seems to proceed ... by complementarities, by negations: I
am that which I am not is not" (1978: 143). This strikes me as a
perfect example of analytic judgment. The Arawete and the other
Tupi-Guarani seem to prefer the supplementary of a priori synthetic
judgments, where one must go beyond the given concepts in order to
produce something new, a movement foreign to identity and to con-
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tradiction. 1 Cannibalism offers an ideal schematism for such synthetic judgments that construct the person by making time
intervene: the I is something that is not yet, and that which I shall be
is all that I am not-an "ambiguous and tempting" god, as Nietzsche
said of another eater of raw meat, Dionysius. I shall attain fullness of
being only after having been devoured by my enemy-because, as a
deceased, I am an enemy of the celestial Subject (bi'de)-or after I
have devoured (slain) an enemy on earth, which turns me into an enemy, then a god. The system is like a twisted circular band with no
~everse side: the deceased is the enemy, the enemy is the god, the god
IS the deceased, and the deceased is the self. The cannibal cogito does
not express the narcissistic geometry of representation, but the topological torsion of other-becoming. The peculiar inversion of Arawete perspectivism, which posits the human subject as the object of
divine anthropophagy, suggests something that was already evident
in the Tupinamba case: that Tupi-Guarani cannibalism is the op[ .. posite of a narcissistic incorporation; it is an alteration, a becoming.
Death-another name for time-constitutes the person as an intercalary relation. The opposition between the celestial and terrestrial
principles of the subject is not synchronic, but diachronic, suggesting
a play of differential repetition, where the repeated "term" does not
exist outside repetition. Bi'de, the person, does not have a conceptual
place of its own; it is in between, divided between the naked, dead
repetition of the terrestrial double (a larval shadow that repeats an absence) and the living repetition of the celestial soul (a future position
that displaces presence to a beyond and identity to an other-becoming).
Alterity is intrinsic to the Arawete person; as we have seen, here the
Other is not a mirror, but a destiny, and is thus not an entity in a field
of identities, but a pole of attraction, a source of inchoateness, the becoming of being.
To be sure, the ta'o we as well as the Mai'di are in the future since
what is, that which is present, are the living, and death is the future.
But there is a difference between a future perfect (that which will
have been) and a simple future (that which will be): the shadow that
retreats, the divinity that advances. This future is also an absolute
past, or rather, a nontemporal state: before the Separation that created death and difference, humans were (since they were with) the
gods. This is what humans are: "those who will go/, ilia me'e rio But
this is death.
Panta rheH The return of the dead, in the shamanic song, is a most
precarious form of perpetuity. The celestial souls are not ancestors;
their personal principle does not wait more than two generations to
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plunge .into oblivion and to silence its voice. The bones are dispersed
on earth, the living go forward, names return only erratically and sporadically, signifying almost nothing. The living are under the aegis of
impermanence.
But death assures another continuity: between heaven and earth,
gods and humans. Arawete society persists because it is composed not
only of men, but of gods as well. It is, in the final analysis, a dualistic
society: a terrestrial moiety, as it were, and a celestial moiety, linked
by matrimonial alliance. Humans give mates and foods to their cannibal brothers-in-law. In exchange they receive songs, a supplementary presence of their dead, an ideal of immortality, but above all, I
believe, life: this present life. I suspect that the dead die so that we
may continue living. Here I touch on a question about which the Arawete do not like to speak: the collapse of the sky on their heads. The
living ally themselves with the gods by means of matrimonial and alimentary prestations so that the latter will not decide to demolish the
firmament and thus annihilate humanity. And yet, they know that
the weight of the dead must inevitably cause the sky to split open
one day.
This "dual organization" of humans/divinities, asymmetrical and
diachronic, is in essence the Arawete social structure. The founding
principle of their metaphysics is that Being is constituted only by
projecting itself through exteriority, entailing the lack of elaboration
of differences internal to the social body, which in this sense has no
interior. Its morphological acentrism is a function of the vertical and
diachronic structure of the cosmos, and society is part of the cosmology, in the strict sense of the term. Here, a functionalist or sociocentric
perspective would be doomed to contemplating nothingness, or else to
take refuge in "fluidity/, in "individualism/' or, who knows, in historical degeneration.

D
But after all, why cannibalism? It appears that Arawete cannibalism
has not always been "merely" metaphysical. Their sagas are peopled
with accounts of cannibalism. My data here are scarce and ambiguous. Even those people who denied categorically that their group was
cannibalistic-underscoring instead their status as victims of the Towaho, TOOi', and other former enemies-admitted that not a few of
their recent forefathers were awi a re, "eaters of enemies." In their
wars in the Ipixuna region against the Asurini, Kayapo, and Parakana,
they never ate enemies; budong ago, say some, they did so. My impres-
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sion is that anthropophagy was, at least in this century, a restricted and
infrequent practice. But the expression awi a re is current, and awi
kii'e, "smoked enemy," is a personal name. A certain traditional belief
is-revealing: an eater of enemies lives a long time, is immune to diseases, and is physically strong. "Real" cannibalism thus produces a
kind of relative immortality, which evokes the actual immortality of
the celestial cannibals and the transcendental condition of the killer.
The flesh of an enemy, in this case, would be the opposite of ha'iwii
hii (lethal) meats. We could therefore surmise that the vigor of the
Mal is due as much to their warrior diet of human flesh as to their
shamanic science of eternal youth, a theme present in Tupinamba
cannibalism (discussed below).
The longevity of the elders who survived in 1981-83 was jokingly
attributed to this awi a re condition. Queried, the elders laughed
loudly and denied it; only the venerable Panora-hi (who died in 1987)
willingly accepted the opprobrious label, saying that indeed she was.
But I never managed to get much out of her about this, nor out of
others. Perhaps my intimacy with the Arawete had not yet reached
such a point. They would say, "That ended a long time ago, now we
are 'harmless' ..." One thing is definite: even if the bIde are not devoted cannibals, their gods certainly are, and their chosen victims are
the bIde, Let us now explore divine cannibalism,
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Triad of the person within the cosmological tripartition

the humans' point of view, the gods are eaters of the raw because they
formerly did not have cooking fire. In Tupi-Guarani mythology, fire
was stolen from Vulture, Master of the Rotten, not from Jaguar, Master of the Raw, as among the Ge (Huxley 1956: 14-15; Levi-Strauss
1969b: 139-42). That is, Arawete gods "are jaguars." From the gods'
point of view, humans are raw, food that needs to be cooked twice to
be free of corruption. Drawing on Levi-Strauss's model (1969b: 143;
discussed here in chap. 7, note 18), I propose:
(Nature: Rotten) :: (Culture: Raw) :: (Supernature:Cooked)

o

This system is not stable, however, and, in the Arawete case, appears
overdetermined. The ambiguity of humans-as subjects, they are the
masters of the cooked; as objects, they are something raw-is repeated on the plane of the gods. A jaguar with fi~e is nothin~ el,~e b~t ,a
cannibal human. Cannibalism, the "fourth ahmentary dIet (LevIStrauss 1987: 40), merges the raw and the cooked in a complex figure.
This allows me to suggest a hypothesis. In the Tupi-Guarani myth
of the theft of the civilizing fire, the losing side, symbol of Nature, is
the vulture (the central opposition being rotten/cooked). Could this
be because another function is reserved for the jaguar and the raw,
that of positively incarnating cannibalism? .Another classic motif of
Tupi mythology is the mythic twins, associated dir~ctly or indirectly
with the pair jaguar/opossum (Arawete, Kaapor, Tupmamba, Guaram,
Shipaya, etc.). We saw how the opossum, sign of the rotten, is linked
to the spectral double of humans; hence the jaguar, symbol of t~e
raw, marks the function played by the MQi' in eschatology: celestIal
cannibalism. 2

The Arawete triad of the person fits into the Tupi-Guarani cosmological tripartition proposed in chapter 3, as can be seen in figure 4. In this
schema, culture appears as a state that is at one and the same time
ambivalent and neutral. Let us consider which values fall under its
rubric. The double cooking of immortality and the double rotting of
death (both involving cannibal transubstantiations) determine as if by
elimination the distinctive character of the provisional life of humans
in the present, made of flesh and bone, existant between sky and earth:
they are the raw, If the dead are twice rotten and the immortals twice
cooked (instead of "twice born," as in Hinduism), it is because the
living are "twice" raw: something incomplete, ambiguous, and immature, which only death will elaborate.
,
This illuminates further meanings of that epithet of the MQI as
me'e wi are, "eaters of raw flesh." The gods in fact eat cooked foodthey cook us, since we are the "raw flesh." Their epithet expresses
this: the gods are anthropophagi. They are, tQ be precise, jaguars with
fire. The system operates through an inversion of perspectives. From
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Accordingly, in the Arawete tripartition, Culture is an ambivalent
and neutral state, Supernature is ambivalent but positively connoted,
and Nature is nonambivalent and negatively connoted as unequivocal and malignant rottenness. In other Tupi-Guarani cosmologies,
these values are distributed in different ways. The ambiguity of the
MQi' appears to be a distinctive trait of Arawete thought.
Women, necessarily nonkillers, are inevitably the victims of celestial cannibalism. In this sense, only they are necessarily raw. This is
consistent with the idea that the world of the human socius is fundamentally feminine:
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eaten is always the other: a deceased of one's group, an other, must be
devoured by the gods; the enemy, an other, must be killed (eaten) by
an already-god, the warrior. Neither "endo-" nor ~~exo-/, this cannibalism, like that of the Tupinamba, Yanomami, or Pakaa-Nova (Albert 1985; Vilalja 1989) links affines or transforms into affines those
whom it links. Between gods and men, via the dead, a process of reverberation is established where the position of alterity circulates incessantly. The dead, others, are eaten by the others, gods, in order to be
transformed into Us-enemy gods. The living, in the final analysis,
are something between two others: the deceased that was, the god
that will be. The being of the living is the product of this double alterity brought about by cannibalism. That is why the gods devour the
dead: so that the Arawete can be-can be real.

(Human:Divine) :: (Women:Men):: (Raw:Cooked)
The opposition between soul and specter expressed in terms of skin
and bones versus flesh suggests the theme of the "secondary burial"
and its dialectic of death and regeneration. Bloch and Parry (1982:
20-21) advance the hypothesis that such an opposition-to which
they add yet another, men (bones) versus women (flesh)-would be
operative only in social systems where the distinction consanguines/
affines is fundamental, which is not the case in endogamic or strongly
cognatic systems. The opposition appears to be valid for the Arawete:
the distinction consanguines/affines is unmarked inside human society, which is endogamic and cognatic, but it nevertheless structures
the relations-equally sociological-between the sky (masculine)
and the earth (feminine). This provides an additional argument for the
idea that society is complete only at the level of cosmology.3

2. Spiritual Dualism and Cosmological Triads
The posthumous disaggregation of the person into two polar aspects
is a theme that runs through all Tupi-Guarani cosmologies, marking
a double difference in relation to the state of the living: a principle of
regression towards Nature, a principle of progression towards Supernature. This movement is associated with various other polarities already mentioned. Depending on the cosmology, such a division of the
person may either be inherent in every human being, or it may differentiate sociometaphysical positions and statuses. The Arawete put
these two possibilities together: every living being has a potential
spectral-aspect and a potential soul-principle, but killer status "sublimates" the terrestrial portion of the subject and transforms him into a
prospective god. In the majority of the other Tupi-Guarani societies,
it is shaman status that distinguishes the person posthumously. Perhaps this is why Schaden (1959: 119) asserts that the "mythic hero of
the tribal tradition" for all the Tupi-Guarani is modeled on the figure
of the shaman, not that of the warrior. Here we must recall that the
peculiar situation of the MQi' as affines of humans contrasts with the
paternal position of the rest of the Tupi-Guarani "cultural heroes":
the former are essentially warriors, the latter, shamans.
A preliminary hypothesis, therefore, would articulate Tupi-Guarani
spiritual duality with the basic functional pair of these societies:
shaman/warrior. But this pair orients the masculine position, determining the feminine position by exclusion. The pair is linked to
another masculine position that, first in the order of the real, is overdetermined in the symbolic order by the values of shamanism or

D
The cannibalism of the Mai' connotes various determinations of alterity. The dead are eaten because they refuse to enter into alliance
relations with the gods: they are thus like enemies for the latter, who
occupy the position of celestial Bi'de. But the gods, in relation to us,
the dead-who are, after all, humans-are cannibals because they are
enemies. This cannibalism appears as a synthetic solution and as a
condition for the possibility of alliance between the living and the
gods: it transforms some humans (the dead) into M~j.'. The gods, transcendental affines of humans, are above all those who eat: on earth,
the food of humans; in the sky, humans themselves.
Arawete divine cannibalism transcends the distinction between
"exo-" and "endo-cannibalism." What is inside, what is outside, who
is the other, in the relation between humans and divinities? What is
l-;.t
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warfare: the position as head of the extended family or village chiefthe "father-in-law function," linked to femininity. Accordingly, I advance a general model:

The Kaapor and the Akuawa-Asuriniillustrate the case of the generic
dual destiny of the person: the terrestrial specter associated with the
rotten, the Ani-beings, and the corpse; and the immortal celestial
soul associated with the Mgi'-beings and the vital principle (Huxley
1956: 126-27 j Andrade 1984). The chief's position is associated with
shamanism for the Akuawa, and with warfare for the Kaapor. Huxley
(1956: 71) mentions an ethos of sexual continence for Kaapor chiefs
that calls to mind the shamans of other Tupi-Guarani. Note that the
Kaapor have lost shamanism (becoming dependent on Tembe specialists) and that the war chief is the one who initiates adolescents
(1956: 153, 191-93).
The Wayapi, in principle, would also illustrate the canonical case of
the division of the person (Campbell 1982: 270-72 j 1989 j Gallois
1985). But recently, Gallois (1988: 183-95) reported a peculiarity of
the shaman after death: the terrestrial portion of his person does Q.ot
disintegrate after the specter travels to his birthplace, as occurs with
lay persons, but goes to join Moiu, the anaconda Mistress of Nature,
remaining active and dangerous. There is some doubt about whether
shamans have celestial souls like other mortals. It is important to
note that the Wayapi shaman does not intervene in the relationship
between humans and the celestial world (the abode of souls and Nandeiara, the Master-Creator of Humans). Rather, this relationship is
established by the aporai ritual dance and flute music, enacted when
humans wish to pay homage to the Creator or when epidemics increase the weight of the sky with the numerous dead and threaten to
make it burst. The shaman handles relations with the world of Nature: human enemies, specters, animal spirits, and Masters of Animals, who are encountered much more frequently than the distant
inhabitants of the skies.
In Wayapi society, the roles in shamanism and warfare appear to be
related more through superimposition than through opposition. Defined as "the two specialists of Wayapi society" (Grenand 1982: 238),
both shamans and warriors are guided by dreams. A shaman is a kind
of warrior-either because he confronts the spirits of nature or because "shamanism is a continuation of warfare" by magical means.
The data leave the impression that the permanent character of the
shaman-function (versus the temporary reign of the war chief) places
it at the foundation of village leadership.
Among the Kayabi, a people with a tradition of bellicosity, the
headman's position is modeled on the warrior:

Men
Women
Men
(Nature:Warrior) :: (Culture:Father-in-law/Chief) :: (Supernature:Shaman)
Rotten, death
Raw, life
Cooked, immortality

This model does not summarize any concrete Tupi-Guarani cosmology, nor is it a syncretic inductive generalization, but a deductive
construction from which transformations can be derived. These transformations will depend on the specific modalities of hierarchical
encompassment among the three domains and on the consequent
assimilation among certain positions. Among the Arawete, for instance, warrior status connotes immortality (by means of a previous
passage through rottenness), shaman status is associated with village
leadership, and celestial cannibalism involves an interference between
the raw and the cooked. What is invariant for the Tupi-Guarani is the
subordination of the central complex-society-to the other two,
which divide the world of exteriority (see chap. 3, sect. 4). This matrix
can be compared (if need be, to allay suspicions of smuggling in a
Dumezilian tripartition) to the model of the five functions of Tukano
social structure (e. Hugh-Jones 1979: 54-75) or to the Ge dualist matrix that distributes the above values differently (Turner 1984).
Two additional points. First, it is necessary to examine carefully
the modes of subordinating one dimension of the extrasocial to the
other, in order to reveal what secondary encompassments are operating. Thus, for example, among the Arawete, it is Supernature that encompasses Nature: the best example of Others for humans are the
Mgi". Similarly, the positive correlation between the jaguar (master of
the raw) and cannibalism, which seems to me to be valid for the Arawete and the Tupinamba, is redistributed in other cosmologies. The
contemporary Guarani place the "jaguar-function" on the side of Nature and the rottenj among the Kaapor and the Parakana, warfare is
positively associated with the vulture and rottenness. Finally, the
women: there are cases, rare or theoretical, of female shamans, chiefs,
and even killers. But such functions are eminently masculine, except
that of the village leaderj its exercise by a woman (as among the Kaapor studied by Balee [1984: 172]J strikes me as a logical step in uxorilocal societies, where the sociopolitical world falls in general under
the aegis of the feminine.
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The enormous power of the Tapirape shaman-he is responsible for
the conception of ch:i1dren, the abundance of game,S the security of
the group-reveals a malignant side when confronted with the living.
He is the typical assassin, sorcerer, and kidnapper of souls. Wagley
observes that the three most powerful shamans in 1939 were themselves killers of earlier shamans-since a powerful shaman is destined
to be executed by sorcery. His power is his perdition, and his destiny
in the afterlife under "ideal circumstances" is the consequence of his
transformation into an enemy. An ideal shaman is a dead shaman;
shamanic initiation occurs through the death of the novice by the arrows of Thunder and his accomplices, defunct shamans. (Wagley's description [1977: 201-9] of the possession of novices by spirits who
drive them crazy resembles the furor of the Arawete slayer.) But only
deceasedfshamans are immortal, while laymen transmigrate into animals and are extinguished: Supernature (Thunder-d. MQi") versus
Nature.
Finally, shaman status is one of the determinant factors for leadership of the domestic group (there is no village chieftainship, in Wagley's view). A powerful shaman, being the potential target of sorcery
accusations, strives to have a strong domestic group to protect him.
Among the Tenetehara, Wagley and Galvao (1949) reported an
association between shaman status and leadership of the extended
family; the warrior values disappeared a long time ago. Two forms of
differentiation of the person in the afterlife appear to coexist, both
starting from a single spiritual principle, the ekwe. The first distinguishes between those who died a natural death and those an ugly
death (committers of incest, executed sorcerers, or sorcery victims).
The souls of the first go to the "Village of the Supernaturals," joining
the creators and cultural heroes (Tupan, Maira) in a place of abundance. Those of the second turn into malignant specters, linked to
abandoned villages and graves-they are the Azang (d. AniJ, who
control the growth of maize. Shamans cOltlbat the Azang as well as the
spirits of dead animals, the Owner of Water, and the Owner of the
Forest. The god-heroes and the "good dead" are distant and neutral;
Tenetehara cosmology, like the Wayapi, directs shamans toward a
confrontation with Nature. In both these cases, it is the pole of Nature that encompasses that of Supernature (following the definition of
these terms in chap. 3, sect. 4).
Upon this distinction good dead/bad dead 6 is superimposed another
one, briefly indicated by Wagley and Galvao (1949: 104): only shamans
could enter the village of Maira and other culture heroes. Finally, the
authors present evidence that a dual destiny, sky/earth, existed for

The Kayabi see their ideal society as directed by an
old and embattled chief, who can fully exercise his
purely political and coordinating function only when
many good shamans guarantee transcendental assistance to all the members of the group. Thus, chief and
shaman correspond to the ideal image of a personality,
but the power of the shaman acts independently of
the chief while, to the contrary, the chief cannot
fulfill his function without shamanism (Grunberg
n.d. [1970]: 126).
Griinberg observes that warrior-killer status was a prerequisite for
the foundation (chieftainship) of a village. However, the shaman's
position enjoys a spiritual distinctiveness (the passage above evokes
the relations between kings and brahmans in ancient India). There
seems to be only one spiritual principle (ai'an, name-soul) of the person, which goes to the celestial world. But the souls of shamans are
transformed into the Ma'it (d. MQi'), that is, celestial shamans who
are the main assistants of living shamans.
The association between a single spiritual principle and the
posthumous distinctiveness of shamans is particularly clear among
the Tapirape. The souls of laymen (anchynga invuera-d. Ani) lead
an errant existence in the forest, while deceased shamans inhabit
their own village in the West (Wagley 1977: 169). He expands on this
point:
The greatest prestige which Tapirape culture offered
accrued to its shamans. That prestige was reflected in
the concepts of a separate afterlife for shamans and
in the identification of ancestral culture heroes as
shamans ... While a Tapirape layman was thought to
become a disembodied soul at death, the afterlife of
a shaman was only a continuation of his present life,
but under ideal circumstances (1977: 195-961.4
The souls of dead shamans (pance invuera) are the familiars of
Thunder, against whom living shamans must battle during a ceremony linked to the maturation of maize and the initiation of shamans.
The ambivalence of the Tapirape shaman is a strong version of the
enemy-becoming of the Arawete killer. The shaman is the warrior of
Tapirape society, protecting it against cannibal spirits, souls of the
dead, Thunder, and deceased shamans. But insofar as he is the friend
of the enemies of the living, he is both a protector and a threat: his
visits to demonic beings confer dangerous powers on him and, in a
certain respect, transform him into one of them (Wagley 1977: 182).
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all humans, but they hasten to take into account some Christian
influence.
Shamanism involves possession by spirits of animals, the dead, and
other entities. Only the shamans who controlled certain spirits were
capable of curing the diseases caused by them. The most powerful
animal spirit is that of the jaguar; he penetrates the body of other animals, "jaguarizing" them and making them monstrous. This idea
(which inverts the role of the dead jaguar's spirit among the Arawete)
calls to mind the Mbya monsters, animals with names followed by
the modifier -;agua, jaguar; to each animal species corresponds one of
these solitary exemplars (Cadogan 1959: 104). A Tenetehara "jaguar
shaman" (which no longer existed during the time of Wagley and Galvao's research) would thus be a kind of super-shaman, capable of incorporating the essence of animality. The shaman, finally, is also
exposed to accusations of sorcery, but rarely is he killed, since he
would turn into a vengeful Azang. In any case, he shares the ambiguity intrinsic to the focal masculine role in Tupi-Guarani societies,
shaman or warrior: protective but threatening, associated with the
dead and wild beasts, having a special destiny after death.
The Parintintin materials (Kracke 1978) do not permit a correlation
between posthumous destiny and personal status. All humans are
transformed into aiiang, earthly specters. However, shamans (no
longer present at the time of Kracke's research) had more than one
spiritual principle during life, in contrast to laymen: besides a ra'uv,
soul, they were endowed with a rupigwara, a spiritual double that
was responsible for their power. The destiny of the rupigwara after
the death of its carrier is unknown.?
As for factors that lie at the base of headmanship (in our terminology here, village "chief"), Kracke has demonstrated the operation
of a double ideology: the chief as warrior or as provider (as singerslayer or as owner of the beer, as the Arawete would put it). I would
suggest that the provider aspect is associated with the figure of the
shaman, given that he was a kind of "spiritual father" whose dreams
introduced spirits desiring to be born into the uterus of women. The
ambiguity of the village headman's position-at the same time a
father-in-law and a father (Kracke 1978: 34)-may be correlated with
the pair warrior/shaman.

o
The ethnographic data on the contemporary Guarani (Nandeva, Mbya,
Pai-Kayova) reveal the greatest elaboration among the Tupi-Guarani
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of a theory of the person, developing the distinction between the celestial and terrestrial principles of human beings to the maximum.
Schaden (1969 :136) said that the Guarani conception of the soul was
the "key to the religious system" of this people, a religious system
which in turn dominated social life. Moreover, the Guarani case is
where the most complete operation of the triadic matrix Nature/
Culture/Supernature is found. Finally, it is where the shaman's position sees greater prominence and less ambiguity-but where
ambivalence unequivocally characterizes the cultural state.
The Guarani distinguish between a soul of divine origin and destiny, linked to the personal name, individual "prayers," speech, and
breath, and a soul with an animal connotation and a posthumous terrestrial destiny, linked to individual temperament, eating, the shadow,
and the corpse. The first is given complete at birth; the second grows
with the person and manifests his/her history. These distinctions are
similar in all respects to the two -Q'o we of the Arawete, although
more elaborated.
Accordingly, Schaden says that the ayvu, the Nandeva languagesoul, "is of divine origin, that is, it shares the nature of the supernatural spi~its" (1969: 145); its seat is the chest; it is "given" by the
great god Nanderu ("Our Father"-cf. the Arawete idea of a father
"giving" a child) and at death returns to him. On the other hand, the
atsygutl, the other personal principle, "represents the animal character of the person." Its seat is the mouth: "The atsygutl nourishes itself
from what the person eats." It manifests itself in the resemblances
between a person's physical attributes and conduct and those of the
animal he "incarnates" (it is not "given" by this animal, but, rather,
concerns a resemblance that is literally natural); it develops frqm an
almost-nothing, growing according to the excesses committed by its
carrier. The atsygutl emanates from the corpse when it decomposes,
then it wanders about at night, returning by day to the grave. It "only
walks in the places where the body walked when alive." The separatedayv6 (ayv6-kue), the celestial soul, thus incarnates the person properly speaking, while the atsygutl, becoming an anguery ("ex-shadow")
upon death, incarnates the individual, his history, and his necessary
disappearance (Schaden 1969: 143-51).
Nimuendaju (1978) says that for the Nandeva-Apapokuva, the
ayvykue, the celestial soul that is incarnated in a child, must have its
divine source identified by the shaman, which thus determines the
personal name. Associated with good and gentle sentiments and with
vegetable foods, it is opposed to the asyigutl, "animal soul," the source
of bad or impetuous sentiments and the appetite for meat. When the
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person has an asyigua of a predatory animal, this will predominate
entirely over the ajrvykue. Such was the case with the Kaingang, the
Apapokuva's enemies, who not merely had, but were, pure asyigua of
jaguars. Transformed after death into anguery, the animal portion is
very dangerous and must be killed by lesser shamans (while the principal shaman has the task of identifying the divine soul at birth and
leading it back to the sky at death).
The potential for reincarnation by th~ ajrvykue manifests the presence of the celestial souls among the Nandeva in its strongest form
and is due to the tenacious grip of the person to his life and his relatives. Note that this "adherence" is the opposite of the mechanical
and mortal repetition of the specter: it is a rebirth within the kindred.
Other Guarani tribes do not appear to have such a belief. For the Kayova, the ayvu-portion is the incarnation of ~ tavyterii, one of the
celestial beings who are the supernatural correlates of the living
(Schaden 1969: 155li after death, this soul returns to its origin. The
anguery-portion is released only by adultsj since a child "did not
travel through places," it does not have a history or a specter. The Kayova personology described by B. Melia, F. Grunberg and G. Grunberg
(1976) has the same dualism: the fie'e, "spiritual sou1," or speechname, goes to paradise, and the ii, "body soul," becomes the angue
specter and can incorporate itself into an animal.
Cadogan (1959:chap. 19) describes the same dualism for the Mbya:
on the one hand is the fie'e, soul-breath-speech of a divine originj on
the other, the "telluric or imperfect soul," the result of the life of passions and appetites, the "imperfect way of living"-the human condition in general. This portion of the person becomes the angue, the
assassin specter responsible for the dispersal of the living after a
death. 8
The animal portion of the person is associated with another concept, the tupichua, which for the Piii-Kayova is an animal spirit that
accompanies a man seated on his shoulder and governs his appetites
(its other name is iuru-tau-gue, "ghostly month"). For the Mbya, the
tupichua is a malignant spirit that, incarnated in an individual guilty
of transgressing social norms, converts him into a "jaguar-man, an
eater of raw meat." Cadogan (1962: 81-82 j 1968: 7) also translates
tupichua as the "soul of raw meat," that which is incarnated in a person who consumes meat in this form and which, by inducing him to
copulate with a jaguar-woman, transforms him into a jaguar.
Here we can see how the jaguar-function, which for the Arawete is
incarnated by the MEj', "eaters of raw meat," and for the Tupinamba
by humans themselves qua cannibals, is for the Guarani transferred
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to the pole of Nature, as an active counterpart of rottenness (the
terrestrial specter) and the polar opposite of the personal principle
(soul, name, vegetable, song, skeleton). This derives from the radically anticannibal ethos of the contemporary Guarani, and from the
displacement of transcendence to the ascetic side. The figure and
value of the warrior have disappeared altogetherj shamanism has hypertrophied. The shaman is the foundation of the tribe, the leader of
ceremonies that reunite dispersed local groups, to such a degree that
it has been said that a Guarani society is a religious association unified by the shaman (Nimuendaju 1978 [1914]: 92££.j Schaden 1969: 22,
119). The political arena has become thoroughly overtaken by religion.
Assuming what we know about the Tupinamba to be valid as well
for the early Guarani, it could be said that the father-in-Iaw/warrior,
paradigm of the village chief or, in any case, the leader of the men of
his house in war, disappeared in modern times to be replaced by the
shaman-father ("our father" is also the title of current Guarani leaders). Without necessarily accepting the thesis of H. Clastres (1978) on
the "contradiction between the political and the religious" that was
supposedly the motor of Tupi-Guarani prophetism, it is impossible to
overlook this notable inversion of the functional structure between
the sixteenth-century Tupi-Guarani and the modern Guarani. If for the
former, political power rested on the control over women and on
the symbolism of the warrior (Fernandes 1963: 325££.), the role of the
shaman in its maximal expression, that is, as prophet (carai), was
marked precisely by his physical and social exteriority to the groupand, as H. Clastres observes (1978: 41-45), the status of chief was
incompatible with that of prophet. But the contemporary Guarani
merged these two functions in the figure of the religious chief, and
nothing more remains of the warriors of antiquity.
Helene Clastres has shown how contemporary Guarani cosmology
not only reveals the same desire that propelled early Tupi-Guarani
societies-a rejection of Society as the space of impermanence, a rejection of the mortal human condition-but also conceives of Culture
as an ambivalent position, an ambivalence expressed in spiritual
duality:
Culture is the mark of the supernatural on the imperfect earth, the sign of an election that separates men
from animality ... But at the same time, culture is
also what separates men from the immortals since,
for the Guarani of today as for the Tupi of the past,
the path to the Land without Evil lies in the renunciation of social life ... Between these two poles, men
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occupy a middle position that makes them ambivalent ... They have, therefore, a dual nature ...
Seemingly paradoxical, the place occupied by social
life in Guarani thought is at one and the same time
the sign of their disgrace and the sign of their election: it is defined as the necessary mediation between
a beneath (nature, which is immediacy) and a beyond
(the supernatural, which is a surpassing). Their dual
being thus situates men between two possible negations of society: the first, pointing downwards, so to
speak, consists in ignoring the exigencies of ~ocial
life, in trying to avoid exchange ... it resolves III the
negative sense the ambiguity inherent in man by situating him on the side of nature and animality ... The
other consists, not in disregarding the social order that
defines the human condition, but in surpassing this
condition, that is, in being liberated from the network
of human relations .. . it is the renunciation of
the well-being of this world, the necessarily solitary
search for immortality (H. Clastres 1978: 92-95).
Thus, a regression towards Nature, involving submission to the
terrestrial-animal portion of the person, produced by the infraction
of the norms of culture (use of fire, alimentary reciprocity, sexual
temperance), is counterposed against an ideal ethic of asceticism (abstinence from meat, sexual continence, abundant use of tobacco, absolute generosity, song and dance)-the inverse form of exiting the
human condition, achieved by making the body lightweight, sublimating the flesh, achieving maturation and imputrescibility. As the
author observes, we have here a double ethic: one simply human, consisting of respect for norms, which seeks to avoid animal regressionj
the other, the ethic of the renouncer who seeks to overcome the
mortal condition, progressing towards divinity. In contrast to the
former collective renouncer, the nomadic society created by the prophetic movements, the modern Guarani renouncer is always an individual and individualistic:
The
Relations with the sacred are always personal
individualistic character of Guarani religion
asIt
sumes here the form of an imperious necessity
is the essence of a religion that seeks to make man
into a god and to be a reflection on immortality. And
immortality is conceivable only as a counter-order ...
To be mortal or to be social: two expressions of the
same reality. This means that it is possible to think of
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man's relation to death as unnecessary only insofar as
it is possible to think of his relation to others as unnecessary (H. Clastres 1978: 99-100).

If the world of Nature is solitary death, ferocity, and rottenness, the
world of Supernature is a no less solitary, perfect immortality: they
are symmetrical forms of resolving the ambivalence of the human.
Man is something between two Others, which the Guarani would
posit as the Jaguar and Divinity, the cannibal beast and the masters
of abundant words. The human condition is pure potency and dissimilarity with itself: among the Guarani, as among the Arawete, its
destiny is achieved only elsewhere.
But significant differences lie between the Arawete and Guarani
philosophies: the former does not proceed to a negative moral evaluation of the condition of the living, and its conception of Divinity is
itself ambivalent. For the Arawete, reciprocity is not only something
that can be circumvented on earth, but is above all a mechanism that
establishes alliance with the gods. Consequently, the Arawete gods,
notwithstanding the "extraordinary predominance of the religion in
all spheres of the culture" that Schaden (1969: 49) saw among the
Guarani, are much closer to man than is the Divinity of the latter.
Finally, while the Guarani developed an anticannibalistic ethic, the
Arawete invented a cannibal eschatology-alternative transformations of the cannibal anthropology of the early Tupinamba.

3. My Brother-in-law the Jaguar
Anthropophagy, emblem of the Tupi in the Western imagination since
Montaigne, has alsoseda certain enigma for anthropology- due
less, I believe, toO>hagi reasons than to a sort of logical repugnance.
After all, cannibili~ is like incest, impossible: impossible in the
sense of making bodies and signs, perso~s and names, coincide (Deleuze &. Guattari 1983: 161). The very act of eating transforms what is
eaten into something else: the symbol escapes from under the gesture. If ritual is "essentially the art of the possible" (C. Hugh-Jones
1979: 280), then cannibalism is not a ritual. As the real, it is the art of
the impossible.
Although Tupi-Guarani cannibalism operates within the same field
as the dialectic of Ge identity, so well described by my colleagues of
Central Brazil as the constitution of the "I" through the "Other," I do
not believe it can be placed in a continuum with the play of double
negations that reign among the Ge. Cannibalism is not an extreme or
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literal instance of the dialectic of the subject, but something that extrapolates from it. It is perfectly consistent with the complex of forces
that led many of these societies towards destruction and echoes the
observation of H. Clastres on the impulse that moves Guarani religious philosophy:
A logic that refuses the principle of noncontradiction
appears to operate in this thought, which at one and
the same time opposes the extremes and yearns to
make them compatible or co-possible (1978: 89).
Neither identity nor contradiction, but indeed refusal: a refusal
to choose, fostering an ontological restlessness indeed. In order to
achieve what they intended, the Tupinamba weighed their acts very
carefully, as the Arawete do with their ideas; cannibalism is not a maniacal exaggeration of some symbolic necessity that could be satisfied
in other ways.
To eat the other is certainly to exaggerate, to commit a sacrificial
excess. It establishes a maximal continuity with the victim, creating
an animal immanence between the devourer and the devoured, and at
the same time presupposes a discontinuity, no less absolute and transcendent, between both, since what one eats is by definition the nonself, a "thing" (Bataille 1989: 17, 39). To eat a similar (of course he is
a similar, or else it would not be a ritual cannibalism laden with
precautions and mystic dangers) is precisely to prevent him from
reflecting an image and thereby serving as a support for the eater's
identity. It is a way of breaking the mirror of the imaginary function,
destroying representation. Ritual cannibalism is in no way a "fantasme agi" (Green 1972), like those to be found on psychoanalytic
couches, but a symbolic mechanism of other-becoming. And if the
explicit motivation of Tupinamba cannibalism was vengeance, it is
because vengeance, like cannibalism, is impossible and interminable,
another figure of becoming. It is more than a mediation through alterity, seeking to constitute an identity; it is an inescapable passage
towards alterity. I am the Enemy. This is what the Arawete are saying
through their gods.
Did Cunhambebe say anything different? The Tupinamba chief did
not say that what he ate was not human, that it was a thing, an animal. He said the opposite:
This same Konyan Bebe [Cunhambebel had then a
great vessel full of human flesh in front of him and
was eating a leg which he held to my mouth, asking
me to taste it. I replied that even beasts which were
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without understanding did not eat their own species,
and should a man devour his fellow creatures? But
he took a bite saying, Jau wara sehe: "I am a tiger
[jaguar]; it tastes well," and with that I left him (Staden
1928 [15571:110).

o
Cunhambebe's repartee cited by Hans Staden was certainly a burst of
humor: black or Zen, it was unquestionably Tupinamba. Even if it did
not illuminate the German, it involves a declaration of a revealing
non-sense. Asked about what he was eating, the Tupinamba warrior
defined his perspective: he was a jaguar, because his food was a man.
If the leg he ate was from an enemy, the mouth that ate it (and spoke)
was of the Enemy. "Isn't the cannibal always the other?1I asked
Clastres and Lizot (1978: 126). Indeed, but not simply in the banal
ethnocentric sense: when one is a cannibal like Cunhambebe, one is
the Other-a jaguar, that inedible cannibal. Naturally, a civilized jaguar: he ate cooked flesh-a jaguar with fire. The anthropophagy of
Cunhambebe, thus, was neither an allelophagy (devouring a similar)
as Staden thought, nor an omophagy (eating the raw), to use the vocabulary of Greek cannibalism (Detienne 1972: 235). It was a felinebecoming, but refined by a human cuisine.
Cunhambebe's boutade does not seem to me to be a good candidate
for the anthology of memorable phases of the savage mind, of the sort
"Bororo men are parrots" or "Nuer twins are birds," with which Von
den Steinen and Evans-Pritchard heated up the intellectualist debate
between totemism and mystic participation, metaphor and prelogical
thought. The cannibal-as-jaguar was perhaps a metaphor, since it certainly was not a belief: the postlogical humor of Cunhambebe would
not be a good example for Levy-Bruhl. But more than a mere metaphor: Bororo men and Nuer twins do not fly, whereas the Tupinamba
"jaguars" really did eat human flesh, not being contented with figures
of speech. 9 Nor did it here concern either an imaginary "turning into a
jaguar" or a mere "acting like" a jaguar-jaguars do not cook. But perhaps a jaguar-becoming, where "jaguar" is a quality of the act, not of
the subject (Deleuze & Guattari 19831. Even if the object of the becoming is imaginary, the becoming is real, and the ferocious alterity
is a quality of the verb, not its predicate. Cannibalism replaces the
problem of identification with that of alteration; it is not so much
concerned with predication as with predation.
A metaphor, however, for me. For the "Cunhambebe equation" sug-
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gests to me the idea that Tupinamba cannibalism implied a feral
transformation of society. An eminently cultural phenomenon, it is
not for all that any less a questioning of culture (Pouillon 1972: 16), a
mode of transcending it. The elaborate symbolic machinery of the
rites of capture, captivity, and execution of enemies ended in something which, the more it made hypotheses proliferate, the more it escaped them: cannibalism. One wonders why the Tupinamba ate their
enemies instead of simply killing them, adopting them, or anything
else. Perhaps the Arawete cosmology has begun to clarify the matter.

10 The Anti-Narcissus

1. Vengeance and Sacrifice
Tupinamba eschatology combines the motifs discussed earlier for contemporary Tupi-Guarani societies: although there may
have been a single spiritual principle, the An (Evreux 1929 [1615]:
294), its posthumous destiny was differentiated according to a "good"
or a "bad" death (at the hands of enemies or at home) or according to
the personal status of the deceased (whether he was a manslayer or
not). The souls of "cowards" (nonkillers) went to the Anhanga, the
"demon"; only the brave could enter the world of the ancestors, heroes, and gods (Thevet 1978 [1557]:121; 1953 [1575]:84-86; Lery 1990
[1578]:136). M6traux (1979 [1928]:11) associates this with the numerous trials the dead faced during their trip to paradise, adding that
women were rarely able to enter unless they were wives of great warriors-a transformation of the Arawete theme that only women are
necessarily devoured by the Mf!i',
But it was not only personal eschatology that depended on warfare.
"Since the Tupinamba are very bellicous, all their motives are how
they will make war on their adversaries ['contraries']," Soares de
Souza (1971 [1587]) tersely summarized the situation. Without death
in foreign hands, the perpetuum mobile of revenge would be
paralyzed:
And do not suppose that the prisoner is shocked by
this news [that he will be eaten shortly], since in his
opinion, his death is honorable, and he would much
rather die in this way than at home by some contagious death; because (they say) one cannot take revenge on death, which offends and kills men, but one
can certainly avenge those who have been slain and
massacred in an act of war (Thevet 1953: 196).
\

A perfect complicity between victims and executioners. If for the
former this was a death that overcame death by permitting vengeance,
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from the point of view of the latter, the ritual execution of the enemy
consummated vengeance for past deaths and at the same time guaranteed the access of young men to the status of slayer, that is, a full person, capable of immortality in the afterlife. Once again, past and
future came together in the act of ritual vengeance. Only a killer
could marry and have children, since the Tupinamba, like so many
other peoples, equated the warrior function of a man with the reproductive function of a woman. The rites of the first menstruation
were identical with those of the first homicidej the girls "undergo the
same ritual as executioners" (Thevet 1978: 133): scarification,tatooing, seclusion, abstinence. Both women and killers spilled a blood vital for the reproduction of society. I
Tupinamba cannibalism is but an element of "an infinitely complex system" (H. Clastres 1972: 81) that cannot be reduced to a simple
function. As in any central complex of a culture, it has no privileged
level of explication, since, extrapolating what Levi-Strauss (1977a: 65)
said about myth, it consists "in an interrelation of several explanatory levels." As a restorative cannibalism, it cancels out the "heteronomy" produced by death within society and rescues the group's
relation with its past. As a funerary cannibalism, it is where enemies
serve as transubstanciators, producing the "good dead/' beings who
can be vindicated. Finally, as a productive cannibalism, it impels the
social machine towards the future by creating the spiral of vengeance
and producing complete adults.

D
Much has been written on Tupinamba anthropophagy, most of which
is of mediocre quality. The work truly worth discussing is the sumptuous and impenetrable thesis of Florestan Fernandes (1970 [195211.
Assuming what the chroniclers identified as the motor of Tupinamba
warfare-blood revenge-Florestan (as he is most commonly known
in Brazil), armed with a resolutely functionalist disposition, submitted it to the Maussian theory of sacrifice. He argued that the system
was centered on the deceased members of the group, who occupied
the position of beneficiaries of the "human sacrifice," which was at
the heart of the Tupinamba bellico-religious complex. 2
Florestan argues that anthropophagy, the culmination of Tupinamba warfare, was the logical consequence of this religious drive.
The captives, overdetermined and ambivalent figures, as befits sacrificial victims, were the means of communication between the living
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and the dead (the recent dead, to be avenged, or the mythic ancestors,
to be commemorated):
Everything revolved around the collective communion, promoted by the ingestion of the flesh of the
victim, with the supernatural entity as the beneficiary of the sacrifice ... Tupinamba cannibalism had
a religious function: to promote a collective modality
of direct and immediate communion with the sacred
(Fernandes 1970: 326-27).
Florestan is suggesting that those who ate the captives were the deceased members of the group: the "supernatural entity" refers to the
spirits contained in men's rattles, which supposedly incited them to
war. In them our author sees ancestors, represented by the sacrifier
(society) and incarnated in the sacrificer (the executor). Moreover,
what they ate was their own "substance" (Fernandes 1970: 325). Cannibalism furnished a kind of mystical body to the souls or spirits to be
avenged or commemorated. Essentially funerary, therefore (but not in
the sense alluded to above), Tupinamba cannibalism was a recuperation of the dead, through enemies, by society-a "restoration of the
collective We" (Fernandes 1970: 332, 336, 339).
The determinant relation, the distance to be spanned by the sacrifice, was thus between the living and the dead of the group, putting
into action an "internal dialectic of human sacrifice" (1970: 319).
Death and the dead carried with them what we could call, following
Bataille, "the truth of society," producing an unbearable heteronomy.
In this way,
the sacrifice of the victim was part of the funerary
ceremonies owed [to the deceased] relative, and instead of being a consequence of the imperative of revenge, it was its cause ... Sacrifice was not caused by
the action of enemies, but by the necessity of the
"spirit" of the relative killed by them ... What could
be interpreted as being the "master idea" of the Tupinamba notion of revenge translates essentially as: the
intention of aiding the spirits of a relative killed
under conditions that placed the integrity of his "person" at risk, or to satisfy the necessity for a sacrificial relation on the part of the "spirit" of a forebear
or mythic ancestor (Fernandes 1970: 318-20 j italics
in original).
With this, Florestan gives his interpretation of revenge. It is a scapegoat theory, where the victim both incarnates and placates the de-
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ceased or the ancestor. The latter is the true enemy; it is he who,
imposing on the living the categorical imperative of revenge, keeps
them in a kind of fundamental state of unrest. "It cannot be denied
that in fact the texts reveal the Tupinamba as mentally tormented beings" (Fernandes 1963 [1949]:303). Extending a generalization of
Levy-Bruhl, Florestan attributes to "blood sacrifice" an expiatory
value: "The fear inspired by the spirits of the dead taking revenge,
being much greater than the corresponding fear instilled by the expectation of subsequent revenge by the enemies, is what gives to revenge
the character of an 'essential obligation/l' (1970:345). However, no
source confirms such a threat or authorizes such a conclusion. To find
it, Florestan must resort to theory, since it is essential for the closure
of his model of sacrifice to the ancestors. 3
Fruit of the exigencies of the dead, human sacrifice is "the alpha
and omega of war" (Fernandes 1970: 351), a system of second burial,
similar to Malayan practices of hunting heads to conclude the period
of mourning and placate the soul of the dead (Hertz 1960 [1907]:31,
40). Being a collective communion, it was not a refinement of cruelty,
as Hertz said of exo-cannibalism, contrasting it to the devotional
ethos of the endo-cannibal "sacred feast." To the contrary, it was an
act of filial piety: the death of an enemy was the "immolation" of a
victim-a transference of energies, a recuperation of a vital essencea sacrifice to the dead relative (Fernandes 1970: 210, 324, 332). The
model that orients Florestan is that of an ancestor cult, the central
rite of which is anthropophagy. War, instrumentum religionis, seeks
to restore to the socius the autonomy and coincidence with itself that
were lost upon death. Thus, it is a matter of yet another one of those
machines to suppress time: what was devoured was Becoming; revealing itself as death, it was the Enemy.

o
To what extent does Tupinamba warfare actually conform to the sacrificial Procrustean bed of Hubert and Mauss? ;Florestan never asks
this question; to the contrary, he treats the ethnographic materials
like raw gems, cutting and filing to make them fit into the jewelry
box of theory and shine there as exemplars. Through the shamans,
the "spirits" asked for "victims," inciting warfare. The killer, on the
other end of the chain, caused captives to pass over to the Sacred (the
ancestors); he thus officiated over a funerary rite. The shaman summoned the dead; the killer sent them sacrificed enemies. Voila.
Tupinamba cannibalism presents, no doubt, a type of sacrificial
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logic. It involves a whole play of identifications and substitutions, beginning with the widespread practice of exhuming enemies to smash
their skulls, the last resort in the absence of live enemies (Anchieta
1933 [1565]:236-37). This exhibits the casuistry typical of the sacrificial game,4 in which the wild card of death is alternately played by
the captive, the slayer, and the deceased member of the group, in a
process of reverberation analogous to that described earlier for the
Arawete. But Florestan, in his zeal to make anthropophagy out to be a
"communion with the ancestors," tries to tailor the customer's body
to fit the ready-to-wear suit.

o
The crucial ethnographic source of Florestan's sacrificial theory is the
Franciscan friar Andre Thevet, cosmographe du Roy. Thevet (1953:
193-95) says that a captive, before being brought to the village,
should "renew the grave" of the dead man in whose memory he was
to be executed. s After that, the personal possessions of the deceased
were handed over to him for his use. The deceased's weapons, which
would be passed on to his relatives, were first washed by the prisoner
to free them of "corruption." The nimble friar likened these operations to a sacrifice: the captive acted lias if he were a victim who
should be immolated to the memory [of the deceased]" (Thevet
1953: 193). Thevet also describes a process of substitution that was
occasionally brought about by the capture of a prisoner: he could be
granted to a war widow as compensation until the day of his death
(and would be killed by one of the deceased's brothers, therebyentitling the latter to leviratic succession [1953: 105-106, 194]).
Based on this text, Florestan begins to weave his theory. He argues
that the execution of a victim situated the deceased in the position of
an ancestor, placating his thirst for revenge, and restored his lost
IIsubstance" to him. The deceased's spirit instilled certain IIqualities ll
in the victim, who was thereby both his incarnation and his means of
appeasement. Eating the victim returned to the group the "energies"
lost in the person of the dead relative.
But Florestan overestimates, if not simply assumes, the importance
of the dead as the beneficiaries of the sacrifice. Data regarding the
intervention of spirits of individual dead in the system are nonexistent; the same holds for any relationship between the killer and the
deceased to be avenged. Although shamanism certainly involved
communication with the souls of the dead, in no place in the extensive documentation of the sixteenth century did I find lIimperatives of
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revenge" imposed by the dead. All we have is Staden (1928 [1557]:149)
attributing the desire to eat human flesh to the spirits placed in each
man's rattle by a shamanic transfusion that served as a prelude to war.
Nothing guarantees that this concerns the spirits of the dead. 6 As a
matter of fact, Thevet (1953: 76-78, 81-84, 117-18) clearly distinguishes the spirit "Houioulsira," the source of shamanic powers used
when conducting war expeditions, from the souls of the dead, "Cberepicouare," about whose state in the Beyond the shamans informed
the living. Note that the rattles were called "beloved child" by their
owners, not "ancestor," "grandfather" or something along such lines
(see chap. 8, sect. 2).
In the second place, vengeance does not appear to have been exercised on the basis of a zero-sum reciprocity. The vicarious and global
nature of the retaliation and the generalized evocation of the "dead"
who should be avenged were all parts of the usual manner of conducting war and exercising vengeance. The substitution of one dead for
one captive, as well as the motif of individualized vengeance, seems
to have been the exception rather than the rule. Cannibalism, as the
maximal socialization of revenge, involved the same kind of dispersion, since it included in the potential field of "compulsory revenge"
(Fernandes 1963: 123) the hundreds of people who ate the flesh of a
single captive. Who avenges, who was avenged, and on whom vengeance was exercised, all suggest an element of generality (Carneiro
da Cunha &. Viveiros de Castro 1985). Rather than a juridical system
based on a restorative vendetta, it was a war of ontological predation,
formulated in the idiom of vengeance-the idiom of the social relationship of reciprocity.
Of course, there was always someone to be avenged (perhaps even
those who died peacefully in their hammocks): distant kinsmen, the
kinsmen of one's affines, political allies, and so on. But above all,
there was always someone who bad to avenge, someone who had to
obtain a name on the head of an adversary. As an imperative that was,
in effect, categorical, inculcated since birth, vengeance did not depend
on any specific dead person who required itj to the contrary, everything else depended on vengeance, the embodiment of the three characteristics of an authentic Kantian a priori: it was universal, it was
necessary, and it was independent of experience. To characterize the
ritual execution as a funerary sacrifice, Florestan had to minimize its
productive and initiatory value, suggesting that this was a "derivative
function of human sacrifice" (Fernandes 1970: 201, 215). He had to
subordinate the prospective to the retrospective function, production
to recuperation, the future to the past. To postulate a functionalist cult
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of ancestors, it was thus necessary to reduce vengeance to a mechanism of mystical compensation, a homeostasis of the Imaginary.
We have already seen how homicide was the necessary action to attain the status of an adult man able to procreate, and how courage in
warfare produced the ideal personal status. For the Tupinamba, the
accumulation of names by the death of enemies was "their greatest
honor" (Staden 1928: 148). One killed for vengeance, but also to obtain nameSj these two motives were inseparable. Everyone killed and
ate as many enemies as possible-a prospective vengeance, or a "transcendental induction," where it was the propter boc that created an
ergo post boc. After all, it is up to the enemies, not to us, to find the
reasons for the deaths we inflict on them. Positive predation, accumulation: "Of all the honours and pleasures of this life, none is so
great for this people as to kill and get a name on the heads of their
Adversaries, neither are there among them any Feasts, comparable to
those which they make at the death of those which they kill with
great Ceremonies, which they doe in this manner" (Cardim 1906
[1584]:431).
,
The status of the victim was irrelevant: "to kill a ~hild of five yeere
old, they goe so prepared as for to kill some Giant" (Cardim 1906:
438). Women and children were killed and eatenj if a prisoner became
ill, anxiety spread and a hurried decision was made, "Let us kill him
before he is dead" (Staden 1928: 99li people disinterred enemies to
crack their skulls and take names. 7 Without enemies, there would be
no proud recitation of names, no bodies laboriously marked with
commemorative incisions, no mouths ornamented with precious
stones for authoritative public speech, no honorable destinies in the
afterlife. Without dead enemies, there would be, literally, no one
living: there would be no legitimate children. The restorative function of the cannibal system simply cannot be privileged in the face of
its creative and dynamic function.
Significantly, only one characteristic of enemies (beings whose
main value lay in supplying names) guaranteed that they would be
unharmed: good singers or musicians were pardoned (Soares de Souza
1971: 316 j Cardim 1906: 428). This brings us back to the "oral"
complex and to the pair song/cannibalism. H. Clastres (1978: 41ff.)
interprets these references as applying only to the karai, the prophets,
according to her theory of the extraterritoriality of these personages.
This seems forced to me. It was verbal-musical excellence in itselfthe Tupinamba esteemed highly the "masters of speech," men skilled
in discourse and song-that conferred immunity from consumption.
As Monteiro (1949 [1610]:415) observed incisively, "While their sec-
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ond beatitude is to be singers, the first is to be slayers." Such "beatitudes" are evidently linked: if the latter was the great obstacle to
conversion, the former provided a powerful tactical weapon for the
Jesuits, as history attests. One way or the other, the Tupinamba ended
up dying (and came to an end) because of the mouths of either their
enemies or the fathers of the Society of Jesus.

2. A Rare Bird
The value of the enemy as a source of names illuminates an association that has received little attention, due perhaps to the more
spectacular character of his qualification as a "brother-in-law." The
captive was an avis rara.
Upon entering the village, the captives were received by the women
in a ceremony that inverted the welcome of tears with which they
greeted visiting friends, when they wept over past sorrows. The captives were reminded of their destiny as "future food" (Staden 192.8:
70) in a fierce and graphic manner; they were showered with threats
and blows by their female hosts, who thereby took new names (M.onteiro 1949: 411). As soon as they were led over to their hammocks,
however, "the insults ceased" (Magalhaes de Gandavo 192.2. [1575]:
103). The captives were well treated: they were given women, they
enjoyed a semiguarded libertYJ and they were fed by their owners
(their captor or the one to whom they were given) until their time
came, something which could be delayed for years. Revenge, as the
Brazilian proverb goes, is a meal that is best savored after it has
cooled.
Meanwhile, they were treated like pets, schere inbau ende (or,
more properly, xe-reimbab, "my pet"), as they were jocularly called
(Staden 192.8: 68). This symbolism is strategic for understanding the
captivity. Since their entry into the village, the enemies were subordinated to the feminine portion of society. The captive was brought
there under such a pretext; Staden, for instance, was spared and taken
to the village "so that their women might see me and make merry
with me" (192.8: 64). Received by the women, linked to the group by a
woman, prepared for his death ceremony by the women, the captive,
after being killed by a man, was eaten by everyone-but preferentially by the women, according to the descriptions of the notorious
voracity of the old women (Lery 1990: 12.6), in a ritual for which they
had contributed an essential product, beer.
The favorite pets of the Tupinamba were beautifully colored birds
that furnished feathers for the ornamentation used in the rites of exe-
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cution. The songs that preceded the captive's death compared him to
one of them: "If thou hadst beene a parrot annoying us, thou wouldest
have fled," the women sang. "Wee ate those that make the necke of
the bird to stretch" (Cardim 1906: 435).8 If we search for contemporary parallels, we see that pets, parrots and macaws in particular, are
feminine property. Even if their feathers go to ornament the men,
they are raised and fed by the women. The captives of Tupinamba
wars could have said, with as much cause as Bororo husbands, that
they were parrots-and for some of the same reasons (Crocker 1977).
We may ask, then, what the homologue was of the bird feathers furnished by the enemy. The answer seems simple: names. 9 These were
given in the first place to the executor and secondarily to various
other people: those who had captured him, those who had recaptured
him in a ritual pursuit that preceded the execution, the women who
greeted him, the wife of the killer. Furthermore, if war and killing in
situ can be metaphorically likened to the hunt (as among the Mundurucu; see Murphy 1958: 60), then the imprisonment of enemies
would correspond to the capture of ornamental birds. The enemy
would onomastically adorn his slayer like the feathers of the birds to
which he was compared. 10
Note, however, that pet birds were not eaten, while the prisoners
were. More than a parrot, the captive was a kind of tortoise with
feathers, raised for his adornments (names) and for his flesh. His person underwent a differential appropriation according to gender. The
women could also take names from him, and even kill him when
furious (but they had to call on a man to break his skull [Anchieta
1933: 2.03]); for their part, the men also ate the flesh of their adversary.
But the renown and renaming of the women was clearly secondary in
comparison to that obtained by the killer. On the other hand, the cannibal repast was dominated by the women: it was the form par excellence of their participation in the system of vengeance. The nominal
value of the captive was the part that fell,to the killer; his substantial
value fell above all to the women. Thus, the bones (the skull) and
names went to the men, who had captured the enemies; their flesh
went to the women, who had raised them like pets.
As among the Arawete, there seems to have been an exchange between men and women expressed as meat versus beer. The rites of
Tupinamba childbirth-as in all aspects of their society-mobilized
symbols of war. Boys received bows and arrows and were associated
with jaguars and birds of prey; girls received a necklace of capybara
teeth (the large South American rodent) to make them good chewers
of mash for beer, the ceremonial cannibal drink. Again as among the
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Arawete, certain details suggest a strong sexualization of the beer/
cannibalism complex: women ate the genitalia of the executed enemy (Thevet 1953: 50, 203 j Soares de Souza 1971: 321 j Ramirez 1852
[1528):17).
There are no truly domesticated animals native to Lowland South
America, as is well known. But the Tupinamba apparently developed
a technique of domesticating their enemies: the captive produced
children by the women he was granted, and they would later be killed
and provide new names. The practice of handing over women to captives, considered an honor for the women and their relatives, had this
objective, among others: "On the night that [the prisoners) arrive,
they give him as a wife a daughter of the man who captured him, or
one of his closest female relativesj it is a cause for honor should a
birth result from that marriage, because in having children by a tapuia [enemy), the same names will be taken and with the same solemnity as with the father" (Monteiro 1949: 411 J.ll A partial explication,
insufficient to cover all the significations behind this granting of
women, but it unveils themes that are unequivocally indigenous.
The prisoner's "marriage" should be inserted in a system of multiple finalities. It appears to be associated above all with the linking of
the captive to the feminine domain (Levi-Strauss 1987: 113-17).
After all, the case was just as much a matter of granting a woman to
the captive to serve him, as it was of delivering the captive to a
woman to guard him. What is at play is a relationship between men of
two enemy groups (where the captive is a term and the woman
granted him is a sign, which transforms him into a "brother-in-law"),
as well as a relationship between the men and women of the captor
group by means of the captive. Here the captive is what ends up being
the "relationship"-value. An affine, perhaps, a term, but above all a
relationship-the captive is an anti-affine.

3. On Dialogical Anthropophagy
Honors, names, vengeance-none of this is sufficient to account for
the way the Tupinamba treated their enemies: eating them. Why did
they eat their "pets"? Florestan, criticizing the classic idea of an "incorporation of the virtues" of the enemy, develops a spectrum of explanations: a defensive destruction of the corporal support of the
victimj a recuperation of the "substance" of the deceased person
being avengedj finally, a "communion with the supernatural entity"
leading to a "magical superiority" over the enemy group achieved
through the act of consumption. This is supposed to explain why the
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community was associated with the sacrificial triad captive-killerdeceased, eating from the flesh of the first:
The collectivity was associated with the process of
mystical recuperation, because what it signified for
the supernatural entity, it also signified for the group.
If the former recuperated its integrity, the collectivity
would recuperate its own. This is why the sacrificial
relation, as a form of revenge, would be incomplete
without anthropophagy. The collectivity needed to
participate in the process of mystical recuperation because only such participation could assure it magical
autonomy in the face of a particular hostile group and
provide it with effective magical control over it. The
deceased relative, whose integrity was reestablished
as a consequence of the mystical recuperation, returned to form part of "our group" as a potential
member of the society of mythical ancestors and forebearsj the mystical unity of "our group" was recomposed at the same time as that of the hostile group
was broken. Anthropophagy, returning those who ate
to a state of magical autonomy, conferred upon them
control or magical power over the enemy collectivity
(Fernandes 1970: 327).
This paragraph represents the synthesis of Florestan's theory. Despite what he meant to demonstrate, he ends up revealing the opposite: that the Tupinamba system was in a perpetual disequilibrium.
The "autonomy" of some could only be obtained at the expense of the
"heteronomy" of others-we must not forget that the wars of vengeance and cannibalism were directed mainly towards groups of the
same linguistic and cultural background who recognized a common
origin and who in many cases had recently broken off alliance and
coresidence relations.
Just as Arawete society includes the gods, Tupinamba society
should be understood as including its enemies. It constituted itself
through its relationship with others, in a regime of generalized heteronomy. The "dialectic" of human sacrifice was external, not internal, insofar as it manifested a social form that included its exterior or
was only realized through it. Dead foreigners and death at the hands
of foreigners were inseparable from each other, and both were indispensable to social "reproduction." Fernandes' notion of restoring
group identity via revenge, the ideal of autonomy, relies on a perspective that confounds the local and the global. This treats the
viewpoint of each avenging unit (kindred, village, or bloc of allied vil-
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lages) as if it coincided with the global structure. However, although
necessarily "ego-centered" at the local level, the Tupinamba global
social structure had neither subject nor center, being constituted as a
relation-to-the-enemy: vengeance was its foundation.
Indeed, Tupinamba society seems to have been strikingly amorphous. There were no internal segmentations based on lineages, age
grades, or ceremonies (not that they have not been sought or postulated by generations of anthropologists). No "dialectical" arrangement contraposed parts of a totality that had been posited a priori as
Principle in order to be reconstituted as a system of differences. Their
thorough internal undifferentiation, which so surprised observers (as
did their urbanity and exemplary cordiality among relatives), was
accompanied by a projection of differences "outwards" and the transformation of all alterity into hatred. Yet the Others returned, indispensable unifiers of the socius ("neither are there among them
any Feasts, comparable to those which they make at the death of
those which they kill with great Ceremonies"), and differences became ordered in a ritual exchange of dead bodies. The ceremonial execution of the enemy founded the ever-labile village unity and kept the
global machine of differences operating-an inverse alliance ("antiaffinity"). If society included and implied the Enemy, then this position was necessarily the ground of all that was social, being therefore
a reversible and generalized point of view, the dominant perspective
of Tupinamba social life. One is always, and before all else, the enemy
of someone, and this is what defines the self. The transformation of
the captive into a brother-in-law expresses this paradoxical "internal
exteriority" of enemies, the true place of honor that they occupied in
society: honor in granting a sister to the enemy, honor in killing him,
honor in dying in this fashion. The relationship to the enemy was the
supreme social value.

o
Among the innumerable hypotheses about the reasons for Tupinamba
cannibalism, the one rejected by Florestan, that of an "incorporation
of the qualities" of enemies (Metraux 1979: 82; 1967: 69) seems too
facile, but it is not absurd. H. Clastres notes that it would be consistent with the Tupinamba alimentary analogies, which forbade the
flesh of slow animals to youngsters and prescribed for future shamans
a diet of songbirds and water from cascades (1972: 82). In effect,
"They believe that the nature and condition of what they eat gets
passed on to them" (Monteiro 1949: 419 [emphasis mine)).
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This poses a general question. Consumption, cannibal or otherwise, is just as much an encompassing of the devoured by the devourer (which would bring us back to Florestan's idea of "magical
superiority") as it is a determination of the devourer by the devoured.
What is eaten indeed becomes part of he who eats; but then again, as
the Chinese say, vegetarians repeat, and Amerindians widely maintain, one is what one eats. This dilemma calls to mind the problem
of how logicians interpret the classic attributive proposition: is the
subject included in the predicate, or is the latter an attribute of the
subject? Turning from predication to predation, let us adopt an intensional interpretation consistent with Tupinamba ideas and ask what,
or which qualities, are incorporated through the consumption of the
enemy.
An old idea-the same that Florestan developed at the abstract or
"religious" level-holds that the Tupinamba, in the final analysis,
practiced endo-cannibalism by means of an interposed enemy stomach: we eat those who ate our relatives, therefore ... This goes back
to Montaigne's famous essay, "Of Cannibals," where he cites the song
of a captive about to be executed:
"These muscles," he says, "this flesh and these veins
are your own, poor fools that you are. You do not recognize that the substance of your ancestors' limbs is
still contained in them? Savor them well; you will
find in them the taste of your own flesh" (Montaigne
1943 [1580):89).
We cannot judge the fidelity of this gloss, but it fits very well into the
dialogic complex of the ritual execution and does not serve as evidence for endo-cannibalism. Obviously it portrays a challenge flung
by the prisoner at his captors: the "endo-cannibalism" it implies is an
ironic and insulting final result of the system of exchanging the dead,
not its "emic" motivation. After all, if the question were one of recycling the dead, it would be simpler to eat them directly and better to
die at home.
Thus, the hypothesis of indirect endo-cannibalism hardly seems
tenable; no chronicler ever reported anything that could be interpreted in this sense. Let us consider, therefore, the idea that the aim
of cannibalism was the appropriation of the qualities and virtues of
the enemies as such. Metraux suggests, for exarp.ple, that the cannibal
voracity of the elder women was due to the necessity of "recharging
their energies." Put in such a blunt way, this hypothesis makes one
think of Wittgenstein's observation (1979 [1931)) that Frazer was
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more "savage" than the majority of his savages ... One wonders why
enemies would have such geriatric virtues and why human flesh
would contain such metaphysical proteins.
Although the preferred victim was an adult man of valor, the
Tupinamba killed and ate anyone who fell into their hands. In other
words, all that the victims had in common-their "nature and condition," as Monteiro says-was the fact of being enemies. So let us venture the hypothesis that what was eaten was this condition. The
quality incorporated would thus be the enemy position, not the "substance" of the enemy; he was not extended matter, but intellectual
relation. The nature of what was eaten was an abstraction, a "spiritual" cannibalism. What one eats of man is always a relationship:
manducation can only be "according to the spirit" when what is in
one's mouth is man. 12 It is an incorporation of something incorporal,
of Enmity, and not consumption of the imaginary substance (or a substance that is "imaginary," an image) of an enemy: it is generality and
abstraction. What does the analogic principle of the alimentary theory have to say? That the nature and condition of what is eaten passes
to the one who eats. That is, if someone who eats a slow animal becomes sluggish, then someone who eats an enemy changes into ...
an enemy? The virtue of enemies that was necessary to incorporate
was precisely that of being enemies: this is what was eaten. Instead of
a "magical superiority" obtained by the dissolution of the enemy's
identity in the belly of the society of eaters, such a superiority would
be derived from a determination by the enemy, a cannibal transformation into the enemy. The contrary of an identification-literally,
an identification to the contrary.13
As Sahlins (1983: 88) said, "The problem, of course, is that cannibalism is always 'symbolic' even when it is 'real.'" I would rather
say that it is symbolic especially when it is real. Cannibalism is inevitably a semiophagy.
This hypothesis is consistent with what we have seen among the
Arawete: there, too, the killer becomes an enemy, and this makes him
become immortal. I also suggested that the inexhaustible vigor of the
M!:l.i' is perhaps due to this anthropophagous ambrosia. Likewise,
Tupinamba cannibalism was an incorporation of enmity that sought
immortality-for the eaters and for the eaten.

D
Against death, the Tupinamba adopted the best defense: attack. Making a virtue of necessity and a necessity of virtue, they transformed
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the natural given of death into a social necessity and a personal virtue: warfare vengeance was a method of instituting society. Indeed,
vengeance was not made necessary -because men die and need to be
rescued from the flux of time; rather, it was necessary to die in order
that there could be vengeance-and to die, preferably, in enemy
hands. This was what Anchieta called the "handsome death," unwittingly echoing the kalos thanatos of the Greeks (Vernant 1984); the
stomach of one's adversary was the "bed of honor," says Evreux
(1929). This was in fact a "life-giving death" (Coppet 1981): it permitted vengeance and thus permitted the production of persons, names,
honors. Heteronomy was the condition of autonomy; what is vengeance, if not a mode of recognizing that the "truth of society" lies in
the hands of others? Vengeance was not a consequence of religion, but
the condition of the possibility and the final cause of society.
In this case, the dead were the instrument, not the subject of
Tupinamba religion, a religion of the living in search of immortality.
The dead were the connection to enemies, not the contrary. The sacrificial triangle of Florestan must be reorganized: the enemy was not
the means, but the end-the Other was destiny. Deadness was a
vicarious and fluctuating position, occupied by all the participants of
the warfare-funerary system, and not its center.
An enemy was a dead person in many ways. The process of substitution described by Thevet illustrates how the captive at the same
time cancelled out and underscored the absence of the deceased member of the group. But what he represented was the deceased as such, a
dead being: for this reason, he had to be killed and not simply adopted
as a substitute-he was a kind of ta'o we. In fact, from the moment of
his capture, he was considered to be dead by his group of origin
(Metraux 1967: 52). He could not escape: he would not be taken back
by his own people, who would feel insulted, thinking that this would
make their enemies think they were not capable of avenging themselves (Magalhiies de Gandavo 1922: 1H; Abbeville 1975 [16141:231).
A prospective deceased, existing in the interval between his own
people and his enemies.
Here it may be possible to do something with Florestan's ideas
about the necessity of "placating" the spirit of the deceased in cases
of individualized vengeance. The central duo of the sacrifice, captive
and killer, could be thought of as incarnating complementary facets
of the deceased, unfolding and actualizing the absence and division of
the person produced by and in the deceased. The deceased as a living
being would be represented by the killer-avenger; as a dead being-as
an enemy, then-he would be represented by the captive. The pair
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killer/captive would thus incarnate the two faces and the two phases
of the Tupinambaperson, which is whole, but divided, only in the deceased-in absence. The person thus appears as pure limit, an imaginary congealing of a becoming that is established between the captive
and his slayer. The deceased is a pretext, something that must be
done away with in the end.
A dead person was an enemy in many ways. Concerning the funerary customs, Cardim (1906: 428-291 observed: "After he is dead they
wash him and paint him verie bravely, as they paint their enemies."
That is, the dead of one's own group were painted with the ornamental pattern used on captives for the execution festival. They were thus
transformed into posthumous images of enemies ready to die. Since
death at home was improper, this funerary decoration might suggest
that every person who died (at home) was an enemy. Or rather, it
might imply that every man must die as an enemy, as if he died in a
foreign village, decorated for a public, proper, and handsome death.
Thevet reports that the captive who was delivered to a war widow
spent some time "married" and was then executed by a brother of the
dead warrior; only in this way was the brother qualified to assume
levirate succession. Who, in the final analysis, was being killed in
order to be succeeded-the enemy or the dead man? 14
The treatment of the body of those who died an undignified death
at home, "in the hammock like weak women" (Magalhaes de Gandavo 1922: 105), presented another notable aspect. The corpse was
firmly tied and covered with cotton threads (Cardim 1906: 429; Monteiro 1949: 416). Thevet explains that this was aimed at impeding the
return of the specter, something the Tupinamba feared enormously
(1953: 97). Thus, whereas dead enemies were dismembered in order to
be eaten after a beer festival, the group's own dead were kept whole,
sometimes being buried inside beer cauldrons. Whereas the dead enemy was eaten, the burial of a group member enjoined the daily placing of foodstuffs on the grave (until the flesh disappeared) so that the
Anhang would not disinter and devour the cadaver (Lery 1990: 176).
Someone who died at home was therefore an enemy: painted as one,
feared as one, evoking the Anhang, demons that prefigured a bad death.
But those who died in foreign hands, as enemies of one's enemies,
were esteemed as heroes, since they died a non-natural death. In other
words, they died with meaning-justifying the vengeance that would
justify them-leaving behind the memory of their names among
the living (Fernandes 1970: 255) instead of the bad memory of rotten
flesh, something which, in the Arawete case, generates the specter.
If ritual death is a kalos thanatos, consumption must be seen as a
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direct funerary practice (and not as part of a hypothetical rite of secondary burial). Enemies were the gravediggers of this society, their
stomachs the most secure tombs; the names they took and the marks
they inscribed on their bodies were the most effective memory that a
man could leave of himself. If good enemies are dead enemies, the
good dead are ones who died by the clubs of their enemies.
Tupinamba funerary "exo-"cannibalism depends on a system of beliefs to which this book has alluded several times. Lery, noting that
foodstuffs were placed on the graves out of fear of the necrophagy of
the Anhang (something that was done on a daily basis "until they
think the body is entirely decayed"), draws a parallel to beliefs of "Judaic theologians or rabbis," who maintain that "since our body is created from the mud and dust of the earth ... it is subject to it until it is
transmuted into a spirit" (Lery 1990: 176). So, from the point of view
of the cannibal victim, his consumption was something that would
save him from putrefaction and the Anhang, transforming him directly into a "spirit," as Lery would have it. As cited earlier, Father
Cardim remarked that, for the Tupinamba, "it is a wretched thing to
die, and lie stinking, and eaten with Wormes" (1906: 432). Jacome
Monteiro was even more explicit. Speaking of the "auguries of the
heathens" in their wars, he relates that one of the things that would
cause a war party to desist from the enterprise was the rotting of the
provisions they brought:

If the meat, after being cooked, had maggots, which
occurs very easily because of the great heat of the
land, they say that just as the meat has maggots, thus
their enemies ['contraries'] will not eat them, but will
leave them to become filled with maggots after they
kill them, which is the worst dishonor there is among
these barbarians (Monteiro 1949: 413).
So it was necessary to be eaten; the Tupinamba manifested a horror
of burial. Anchieta wrote:
'
The prisoners nevertheless believe that in this way
they are treated excellently and with distinction, and
ask for such a ... glorious death, inasmuch as they
say that only the weak and cowardly in spirit die and
go, buried, to support the weight of the earth, which
they believe to be extremely grave (1933: 45).
"Extremely grave," in this letter translated from the Latin, means
very heavy (gravissimum), but to be interred is equally grave in the
current sense in Portuguese and English. If the earth is heavy, we
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could say (using an Arawete conceit) that the cannibal death makes
the person light, detaching the soul from its ballast more quickly: it
liberates the spirit from the body's gravity.
As a funerary rite, therefore, Tupinamba cannibalism is inserted
into the Tupi-Guarani problematic of immortalization through sublimation of the corruptible portion of the person. It is the supreme
form of spiritualization: the ideal warrior has no body, since it was
eaten. Such is the Tupinamba mode of accomplishing what the later
Guarani shaman-ascetics strove to gain by rejecting all carnivorous
food, by fasting, and by dancing-divinization as transcendence of
decay.
But the objective of the sublimation of the person could have been
obtained by less violent means, for example, by endo-cannibalism, as
Thevet said that "Tapuia" (non-Tupinamba) did, who ate their dead
because the earth was not fit to rot them, and as so many other
peoples did. But the Tupinamba coupled their horror of the earth with
their passion for war, the will to immortality with the impulse for
vengeance, by positing individual death as the fuel for social life.
Hence the separation between the portion of the individual and the
portion of the group, the strange dialectic of honor and offense: to die
in foreign hands was an honor for the individual, but an insult to the
honor of his group, which enjoined an equivalent response. It was an
honor to be the cause of an offense to one's own group IS-because in
contrast to natural death, this was an offense that could be redressed.
To be eaten was better than rotting in the ground; but one was eaten
out of vengeance, not pity or piety. Honor, in the end, rested on being
able to be the motive of vengeance, contributing to the perseverance
of society in its own becoming. The mortal hatred linking enemies
was the sign of their indispensability. This simulacrum of exocannibalism consumed individuals in order to maintain what was essential to their groups: the vital conatus of vengeance. Between the
death of enemies and one's own immortality lay the trajectory of each
and the destiny of all. Each man's deadly pursuit of vengeance might
well have been guided by an ideal of personal immortality, but
in the end what was actually produced was immortal, endless social
vengeance.

D
The sacrifice of the prisoner operated in two fundamentally distinct
dimensions, one "logical" and the other "phagical." The cannibal anthropology was preceded and prepared by a dialogical anthropophagy,
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a solemn battle of words between the protagonists of the ritual drama
of execution. The captive and his killer undertook a verbal duel that
crowned the numerous discourses exchanged between the enemy and
his captors ever since his arrival in the village.
This dialogue was the culminating moment of the rite. It was moreover what made the Tupinamba famous, thanks to the "chivalrous"
reading of Montaigne, who concentrated on this aspect of the cannibal complex and treated it as a kind of Hegelian combat for mutual
recognition, a death struggle waged through the medium of discourse.
On the face of it, the dialogue does lend itself perfectly to a reading
in terms of honor in warfare, but to little more than this. In the examples recorded by the chroniclers, there are no religious evocations,
no mention of "supernatural entities/' and nothing about the destiny
of the victim's soul after death. On the other hand, all the examples
deal with an issue that nobody seems to have noticed: the production
of time.
The dialogue opened with a harangue by the killer, who asked the
captive if he was indeed one of those who had killed members of his
tribe and if he was prepared to die; he exhorted him to fall as a brave
man, "leaving a memory" (Monteiro 1949: 411). The captive retorted
proudly: he affirmed his status as a killer and a cannibal, recalling the
enemies he had slain in the same circumstances as he now found
himself. A ferocious version of the "acquiescent victim/' he demanded the vengeance that would strike him down, warning: kill me,
so my people may avenge me; you shall fall in the same way.16
The dialogue seems to switch the positions of the protagonists. Anchieta (1933: 224) was astonished: the captive "acts as though he were
going to kill the others rather than to be killed." In fact, "as these captives see that the hour has arrived when they must suffer, they begin
to proclaim and speak great praises of their person, saying that they
had already taken revenge on the ones who were about to kill him"
(Soares de Souza 1971: 326 [emphasis mine]). The verbal combat
stated in a few deadly words the temporal cycle of vengeance, encapsulating it, as it were, inside an absolute present: the past of the victim was that of a killer, the future of the killer would be that of a
Victim; the execution would weld past deaths to future deaths, giving
meaning to time. Compare this discourse, which contains only past
and future, with what H. Clastres said about the sacred Guarani
songs:
[In this sacred language], the one who speaks is at the
same time the one who listens. And if he asks a question, he knows that there is no other answer besides
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his own question ... A question that asks for no answer. Better yet, what the beautiful words appear to
indicate is that both question and answer are equally
impossible. It is enough to pay attention to the tenses
and verb forms: affirmation is only in the past and the
futurej the present is always the time of negation (H.
Clastres 1978: 114-15).
For the Tupinamba, to the contrary, the present is the time of justification, that is, of vengeance-of the affirmation of time. The captive/killer duel indissolubly associates the two phases and two facets
of the warrior figure, which reflect and echo each other (the questions
and answers can be interchanged in time), thereby making possible a
relation between past and future. Only he who is about to kill and he
who is about to die are effectively present, that is alive. This dialogue
is the transcendental synthesis of time in Tupinamba society. The a
priori category of vengeance requires this double schematism, verbal
and cannibal, that makes the temporal dimension intervene. Before
eating, it is fitting to engage in conversation-and these two acts explicate temporality, which emerges from the relationship with enemies. Far from being a device for recuperating an original wholeness,
thus the negation of becoming, the cannibal complex, through this
agonistic exchange of words, brings forth time: the rite is the great
Present.
A semiophagy. The greatest care was taken so that the entity about
to be eaten was a human being, a being of words, promises, and memories. Innumerable details of the rite, culminating in the dialogue,
testify to this effort of constituting the victim as a thoroughly human
and social subject (his transformation into a brother-in-law of his captors should also be interpreted in this sense). In a fine analysis of
Montaigne's essay, Lestringant points out how it reduces cannibalism
to a mere "economy of the word," which conceals the savage dimension so clearly present in the chroniclers' accounts. He argues that
Montaigne proposed a nonalimentary version of Tupinamba cannibalism, thoroughly "idealizing" it. I? Be that as it may, I find that
Lestringant's characterization of the Montaignian shift expresses
beautifully what was really at stake in this moment in the Tupinamba rite, so let me put his words to my service:
The flesh of the prisoner that is going to be eaten is in
no way a food, but a sign ... The cannibal act represents an extreme vengeance ... this [is an] effort to
find in the practices of the cannibal the permanence
of a discourse ... Without lingering over the sequels
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to the massacre, Montaigne stays with the challenge
to honor, the exchange of insults ... He ends up forgetting that the mouth of the cannibal is provided
with teeth. Instead of devouring, it only utters [profere] (Lestringant 1982: 38-40).
There is no doubt that the mouths of the cannibals had teeth, besides tonguesj but Lestringant is unaware of the fact that it was the
Tupinamba who themselves separated the mouth that eats from
the one that utters: the killer was the only one who should not eat
the flesh of the enemy. The discourse, as a representation of vengeance, transformed the flesh that was going to be eaten into a sign:
the dialogical cook did not taste it.
Between the captive and the killer, a process of reverberation was
established analogous to that linking the captive and the deceased.
An entire series of cabalistic gestures performed with the club, the
weapon of death (decorated like the captive and treated like a person
by the women who prepared it) that was passed between the legs of
the captive and the slayer, united these two men. Before the fatal
blow, the victim was given room enough to dodge and retaliatej this
simulacrum of a physical confrontation appears to have been intended to affirm the equality of the antagonists. And finally, there was
the rigorous seclusion of the killer: withdrawing to his house after
the final blow, he not only did not eat the captive, he wore around his
wrist the lips cut from the victim, as if inverting the cannibal relation
(S. Carvalho 1983: 45). Fasting for days in his hammock, with a cotton
thread tied around his chest (like a corpse?), his goods were freely appropriated by everyone-whereas his enemy, during captivity, could
appropriate freely the foods of everyone else if something was denied
him, and appropriated the goods of the deceased whom he "substituted." Finally, the killer was scarified (so that his blood would not
rot in his belly [Thevet 1953: 206]) and submitted to various mystical
precautions against the soul of the victim. This seclusion was a
mourning: the feasts that dosed it were identical to those held by the
relatives of someone who died. And he reemerged with a new nametransfigured, like his victim, for whom, as the chroniclers said, he
had mourned.

4. The Anti-Social Contract
Let us take up a classic problem-the definition of the war captive as
a brother-in-Iaw-and see how this elucidates the fundamental thrust
of Tupi-Guarani cosmology.
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Helene Clastres (1972), hesitating over the explanation for cannibalism ("les Tupi etaient des gens tres compliques"), underlines the
semantic and objective relationship between enemies and brothersin-law, both called tovaja. The objective of Tupinamba warfare, she
notes, was the exact opposite of that usually considered characteristic
of "primitive" societies, the capture of women. Instead of trying to
obtain women without the burden of affinity, the Tupinamba went
after brothers-in-Iaw-enemies to whom they gave women before
killing them. She wonders if this was not a devious way of expressing
the same thing. If so, warfare for the capture of "brothers-in-Iaw" to
be devoured would be a translation of the yearning for an ideal world
where affinity-dependency on others-would not exist. Hence, the
Tupinamba would be carrying out vengeance not against their enemies, but against their affines, or rather, a vengeance against affinity.
This takes us back to the theme alluded to so many times in this
book, the world without affines. Creating a ritual simulacrum of affinity in order to deflect towards it the perverse desire to annihilate
real affines, the Tupinamba practiced a "ritual negation of alliance"
(H. Clastres 1978: 47)-a ritual of rebellion, inspired by the demon of
incest.
This is an intriguing hypothesis, consistent with the ideological
complex of prophetism and the myth of the "Land without Evil" of
the early Tupi-Guarani. The author shows that in their general suspension of social rules (carried out during the Tupinamba's and
Guarani's delirious transcontinental migrations), the prophets spared
only two customs: while work, political authority, and the rules of
matrimonial exchange were banished, warfare and cannibalism were
maintained. It was as if prophetism put into practice that which cannibal warfare only dared to manifest ritually and indirectly: the end of
society, law, and alliance. A vengeance against death, as Thevet observed, and a vengeance against affinity, as H. Clastres suggests,
Tupinamba "vengeance" would thus be a two-pronged combat against
the bases of the human condition: submission to others and to death.
We must ask if it is really possible to read Tupi-Guarani prophetism
through such a bias of negativity. If what its discourse retained was
vengeance and cannibalism, then prophetism was not a negation of
the foundations of society (a negation that H. Clastres believes was an
antidote to the negation lurking in the "State" emerging among the
Tupi-Guarani in the sixteenth century), but an affirmation of what remained essential for this society (Carneiro da Cunha &. Viveiros de
Castro 1985). Fundamentalists more than revolutionaries, what the
prophets announced was a contamination of the entire social body by
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the principle guiding the personal trajectory of each man: access to
the Land without Evil, the horizon of warrior prowess and death.
Prophetism is a denial only insofar as vengeance, that Anti-Social
Contract that makes enemies more necessary than brothers-in-law,
already is.
It is curious that through prophetism and cannibalism, the TupiGuarani made a reality of what other human societies have merely
imagined, either as an impossible dream or as a somber nightmare: to
do away with death and reciprocity, finitude and mediation. Even if
this rel!lization of the impossible found its greatest expression-and
thus its necessary failure-in the maelstrom of prophecy, it never
stopped guiding the plot of life: "All their motives are how they will
make war on their adversaries."
As a "negation" of alliance, the system of cannibal vengeance was
the ritual that united all the Tupinamba, enemies of themselves. Ritual, unquestionably, but not a mere representation: although they did
not kill their real affines, they really ate their symbolic ones.

o
The woman given to the captive (or the other way around, as we have
seen) is variously characterized by the chroniclers: sister or daughter
of the captor, of the future executor, of the chief of the village, or the
widow of a dead man to be avenged. The prisoner maintained a specific relation with the men who would kill him. The paradigmatic
case seems to have been delivering him to the safekeeping of the
killer's sisterj parents usually reserved prisoners for the initiation of
their sons, at the same time that they gave the prisoners their daughters. Thus, the captive was a sister's husbandj the killer, the wife's
brother.
But the prisoner was an affine sui generis. Instead of performing
brideservice, as befell youths who requested wives, he received a
woman for whom he had not asked, and was maintained and fed by
his affines ("who would rather go hungry than fail to ensure that their
prisoners were well treated" [Thevet 1953: 273]). Instead of being the
obligatory participant on war expeditions commanded by the fatherin-law, he was the very war booty itself. Instead of being a provider of
food, he himself was the "future food." And finally, instead of being a
term in a relation of matrimonial exchange, the captive was the object of prestations within his captors' group.
One of the obligations of a newlywed man was to present his young
brothers-in-law with gifts of enemies so they could be initiated or
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avenge their father. The captive was a matrimonial prestation, the
equivalent of the wife his captor had received. But the captive also
served as a present between people who esteemed each other or as
something given to someone to whom one owed a debt. Enemies consolidated many relations: between men and women,I8 relatives, affines, friends. They were, in sum, a precious gift, use value and
exchange value, a thing of honor and a thing of vengeance.
The equation "enemy = brother-in-law" perhaps says more about
the position of the actual brother-in-law (sister's husband) than about
that of captive enemies. Captivity under a woman's surveillance was
the extreme instance of "temporary" uxorilocality to which every
youth was in principle condemned. The man who took a woman to
whom he was not related was at the mercy of his affines, living in a
foreign house, incorporated into the domestic and war economy of the
father-in-law. He enacted an attenuated version of the drama of the
captive, an enemy uxorilocalized without his consent and destined to
die at the hands of the wife-givers. A typical phantasm of an uxorilocal society, it was less a matter of a captive being a "brother-in-law"
than of an in-marrying brother-in-law (ZH) being a "captive." But
each leads into the other: in order to obtain a wife, it was necessary to
have killed an enemy; in order to escape uxorilocal captivity, it was
necessary to offer enemies to one's brothers-in-law (WB). This is, at
least, what Tupinamba ideology asserted.
Monteiro (1949: 408) mentions a curious myth of the origin of cannibalism. A brother once injured his sister, "whose husband, unable
to suffer it, killed him and ate him," and so the primal society split up
and people began to eat each other. An ideological tour de force, this
brief story begins with something unthinkable for Tupinamba
kinship customs, an exchange of insults between brother and sister (a
relationship ideally marked by a "very particular love," as Anchieta
put it); it then sets the sister's husband to eating the wife's brother. In
other words, an inverted incest ends in an inverted cannibalism. Thus
it is understandable why everything falls under the rubric of vengeance: the initial act of cannibalism was of a sister's husband against
a wife's brother; henceforth, it will always be the wife's brother who
will eat the sister's husband.
If the enemy as a generalized nexus was the symbolic foundation of
Tupinamba sociability, uxorilocality was its political foundation.
Here it is necessary to discuss the relation between the two most
famous practices of this people: the cannibal captivity of "brothersin-law" and avuncular marriage. If captivity is the maximal case of
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uxorilocality-at the same time temporary and final, one might saythen marriage with sIster's daughter is the minimal limit of this residential form, or the mode of escaping from it.
Someone who took his sister's daughter as a wife did not have to
leave his residential group. On the other hand, someone who granted
a daughter to his wife's brother was relieved of part of the debt owed
to his affines. Thevet (1953: 130) is explicit: the granting of a daughter
liberated the father from his "servitude." It may be too much to suppose that this prestation of a daughter was the only condition for escaping the uxorilocal situation (much less that it cancelled the duties
of reciprocity among affines). But the granting of a daughter or the
prestation of a captive were the counterparts of a wife; if such prestations were not honored, the woman could be confiscated by her brothers (Rodrigues [1552], in Leite 1956-58, 1 :307).19
All in all, it is as if the structures of Tupinamba matrimonial exchange drifted towards two polar opposites. To one side is a ritual hyperexogamy, where women are temporarily granted to enemies,
paradoxical brothers-in-law; to the other is an endogamous avarice
that is hardly distinguishable from incest (Levi-Strauss 1969a: 448,
454), marriage with sister's daughter. Anti-affinity and counteraffinity: it is as if there were no stable place for affinity in the system. Between the "privileged union" of avuncular marriage and the
"underprivileged" situation of the captive-husband, it is as if affinity
disappeared, torn to shreds between opposites. This may also help to
explain the notorious instability of the terms for cross-cousinsmiddle-distance affines-in Tupinamba terminologies.
Between these extremes of exogamy and endogamy were common
and initial marriages, of a moderate exogamic coefficient: the higher
it was, the more it imposed uxorilocal residence. These marriages,
however, were merely that, common or initial. The entire apparatus
of warrior renown had as a consequence or objective the overcoming
of uxorilocality. The polygamy of chiefs'and eminent killers was an
essential value, implying virilocality as well as the inversion of the
hierarchy between givers and receivers: to grant daughters to chiefs
and heroes was an honor (Abbeville 1975: 223).20
Both the avuncular union and the polygamy of great men thus appear to be forms of escaping the gravitational field of uxorilocality. Far
from being an automatic rule that would allow a calculus of its effects
on the social structure to be derived, uxorilocality was an effect of the
political system (and this, a function of the "cosmology" of vengeance). Each time it was practiced, it represented a negative limit
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that depended on the historical state of the system. In other words,
those who resided uxorilocally were those who had no other way out.
That is why the textbook notions usually applied to the Tupinamba-"temporary uxorilocality," "uxorivirilocality"-are inadequate. They assume a nonexistent mechanical normativity. The
uxorilocal axiom was an initial situation that posed the problem of
how to escape it, something that was not always possible to achieve,
such as cases where the father-in-law was powerful or the kindred of
the son-in-law weak. 21
Fernandes (1963: 215-32) undertook a survey of Tupinambamatrimonial and residential forms reported in the literature. Strict uxorilocality prevailed in the case of youths unrelated to the woman's
family; this suggests that the avunculate was the limit of a broader
endogamous tendency, and that the possible existence of symmetrical
exchange was also intended to repeat ties between kindred groups,
The avuncular union, although being the preferential form (but not
"prescriptive," as we knew from Anchieta), was practiced especially
by primogenitors and residential leaders' sons as a strategy of virilocal
succession. The avunculate was articulated with polygamy, a function in turn of warrior renown. Warfare was inscribed directly in the
marriage system; its effects went beyond the qualifying rite of homicide. Uxorilocality was not "temporary," but temporal-it was the
point of departure that opened up onto the event, generator of a dynamic of differentiation dependent on prowess in warfare (of ego or
his ascendants or both). Here again, I am drawing conclusions from
what Tupinamba ideology seems to have maintained.
Thus the Tupinamba, instead of obtaining the women of enemies,
obtained and accumulated them through enemies (or brothers-in-law,
who yielded sisters' daughters). Instead of killing the male relatives of
the women whom they might take in war, they gave female relatives
to the captured men and, killing them, obtained women of their own
group. Endogamy depended on exonymy and the death of outsiders.
Escaping the uxorilocal "servitude" by renown in warfare, a man
would be capable of imposing this subjugation on his young sons-inlaw, husbands of the daughters generated by his many wives: "And so
whoever has more daughters is honored by the sons-in-law they acquired, who are always subject to their fathers-in-law and brothers-inlaw" (Anchieta 1933: 329). The "uxorilocalization" of the captives
was a dramatic caricature of an internal situation, the means for
everyone to escape it, and the instrument with which to impose it on
others. 22
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Marriage and residence patterns impress me as much more important
for understand~~g Tupinamba society than the sometimes imagined
groups of patnhnear descent, which no information substantiates.
The social units were the malocas (longhouses): the men of each one
formed a core band of warriors; the houses were the production units
for beer and the hosts for cannibal feasts; their leaders formed the
"council of c~iefs" (Fernandes 1963: chap. 5), the maximal political
body of the VIllage. The data suggest that these residential units were
centered on a polygamous family headed by a war leader who was able
to " acqUIre
' " numerous sons-m. I aw and w h 0 at the same time att~mp~ed.to keep some married sons living virilocally. Some informatlO~ mdIcates that marria?e within the same house was possible,
whIch thus sheltered a bIlateral kindred. The political bond that
founded ,thiS uni,t was the dependency of the son-in-law (or an aspirant-bnde serVIce began before marriage) on the father-in-law and
brothers-in-law who were unmarried or living virilocally. The village
was no ~ore than the aggregation of these houses, founded on affinity
and dedIcated to war: "In general, having a great number of sons-inlaw supported the attempts .. '( by certain family heads to found a
new collective house ... This was very important ... since the men
he attracted would constitute a group of warriors subordinated to
him" (Fernandes 1963: 72-73). The village was a unit subordinated to
the c~llec~ive houses; it was an unstable aggregate, merging and exchangmg ItS members with neighboring villages. Fission from internal dissension was common, and many times the fiercest enemies
were adjoining groups that had once formed a single unit and that recognized kinship ties-the opposite of a segmentary organization. The
war between the Tupinamba of Itaparica and those of Salvador, for instance, stemmed from a fission over a woman (Soares de Souza
1971 :301). The peace ceremony between enemy chiefs witnessed by
Father Leonardo do Val~ was possible because "even though they
went to war for a better hfe and as a pasttime, they do not fail to recognize the tranq,uilit,y that is born when their wars cease, especially
because of, the kI~shIP and marriage alliances that exist among them
and the fnendshIp they, had in earlier times" (Vale [1562], in Leite
1956-58, 3: 478). Anchleta was amazed that the war of Piratininga
opposed uncles and nephews, fathers and sons, and cousins (Anchieta
[1563], in Leite 1956-58,3: 551).
But at the same time, the solidarity of the longhouse seems to have
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been uneven. The great matrimonial instability of the Indians, so lamented by the Jesuits, suggests that even the maloca was a fluid
grouping. Its composition, the result of the prevailing bonds of affinity, depended on, or was manifested in, warfare activity. Tupinamba society, considered from an institutional point of view, relied
entirely on the "external dialectic" of capturing enemies for vengeance and renown. War produced the society, at the level of persons,
houses, villages, and blocs of allied villages-the maximal level, created by the cannibal ceremony that qualified all the participants as
possible objects of vengeance by the victim's group.
So what about the famous patrilinearity of the Tupinamba? It is indisputable that they professed the dogma of exclusive patrilateral
conception. The consumption of the sons of enemies attested to this j
the licitness of avuncular marriage was justified along the same idea
(Anchieta 1933: 448-56). But from patrilaterality of conception to patrilinearity lato sensu and from there to the existence of corporate patrilinear groups spans a distance that no source allows us to bridge, It
is useless to try to derive "jural" rules of descent from theories of conception (Goodenough 1970: 39); in various cases, the line of "blood"
and that of "rights" are opposed or independent. In the sixteenthcentury Tupinamba sources, there is a clear disproportion between
the abundance of texts on patrifilial conception and its effect on avuncular unions (which it more likely rationalizes than explains) and the
absence of any indication whatsoever of corporate action on an agnatic basis.
The atom of the unit of warfare was the pair wife's father/daughter's husband (or sister's husband/wife's brother), just as the minimal
pair of vengeance was the killer/captive duo conceptualized in the
same idiom of affinity. Tupinamba vengeance does not point to a "descent theory," but rather to an "alliance theory." The association between vengeance and the manifestation of lineage-based collective
identities must be discarded-but not in favor of the idea of groups
constituted by marriage alliance, where the exchange of women
would be duplicated by the exchange of captives. Even if these prestations were superimposed, they did not define groups internal to the
society. The institutional centrality of warfare may have derived from
the fact that no other mechanism competed with it to assure the
viability of large villages: no unilinear skeleton, no system of perpetual alliance between groups. Without the relationship to the exterior and the omnipresent ontological predation, society would not be
possible. The absence of an "internal dialectic" projected difference to
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the exterior at the same time that it required a passage through this
exterior in order to constitute the "interiority" of the socius.
In short, the enemy was the center of the society, Isn't this what
was expressed in the solemn execution in the central plaza of the village, where the victim stood resplendent, superbly feathered as if he
were the guest of honor? If, as Levi-Strauss showed, the relation of alliance is logically superior to that of filiation, since it rescues the
latter from its continuity with nature and institutes society, here we
have the same thing. The relationship to the enemy is anterior and
superior to society's relationship to itself, rescuing it from an indifferent and natural self.identity-one where others would be mirrors
and reflect back the image of a Subject posited in advance as telos,
Every origin was an answerj every gesture, vengeance. Free and fierce,
inconstant and indifferent, the Tupinamba were servants of warfare:
this pushed them into the future. Inhabitants of a society without
corporations-incorporal, so to speak-and cannibal (thus incorporating), its being was time.

5. Eaters of Raw Flesh
If alliance and mortality define the space of Culture-the first differentiating men from animality, the second exiling them from
divinity-Tupinamba cosmology explored the frontiers of this double
boundary. We have seen how this is still echoed in Arawete thought. If
their gods, immortal mortals, are affines par excellence, Tupinamba
enemies were too: good affines are dead affines, and the good dead
are gods.
Let us consider cannibalism from the perspective of the desire to go
beyond the human condition. The Tupinamba's anthropological cannibalism, the Arawete's divine cannibalism, and the anticannibal religion of the Guarani are all transformations of the same theme: the
instability of Culture between Nature and Supernature. Thus, we can
recuperate the meaning of cannibalism as a sacrificial structure without resorting to the notion of communion with the ancestors.
The presence of the collectivity in the ceremony of execution can
be explained in another way than Florestan did. It must be remarked
that he does not address the problem of the difference between the
conduct of the killer and that of the other participants: why does the
former not eat his victim while the others do? Why is the mouth that
utters not the mouth that eats? And why, after all, does the latter eat?
One aspect of Tupinamba cannibalism should be pointed out that,
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although perhaps exaggerated by the chroniclers and difficult to deal
with, is nevertheless essential. I am referring to ferocity: the orgy of
blood relished by the small children, the infamous gluttony of the old
women, the use of the enemies' flesh as a consolation for the sick and
afflicted (quite like the Trobriand vaygu'al, the rampages of fury, the
vivid hatred for the enemy, the unbridled and brutal climate-qualities that emerge in all the descriptions of the anthropophagic feasts.
The sacrifice of the enemy involved what Florestan mentioned in
passing as the "animal plane" of Tupinamba warfare, which he then
cast aside as useless for explaining the causes of the phenomenon
(1970: 44-47). Useless, undoubtedly, if the idea is taken literally,
since warfare was not hunting and anthropophagy was not alimentary, but ritual. It was nonetheless an alimentary ritual-which implied a "symbolic" animalization.
"The essential rule of [Tupinamba] anthropophagy/, says H.
Clastres (1972: 80), "may be the requirement that everyone participate in it." Only the killer, withdrawn at home, fasting and maintaining absolute silence, is an outsider to the feast. While everyone
crowns the days of drunkenness by staging the maximal display of
collective ferocity, the killer is the image of measure and caution.
Clearly, there is a division of ritual labor in all this. While the executor enters into a "liminal state"-dead, temporarily without a name,
dispossessed of everything he owns, filled with the victim's mystical
blood, which he must purge to lighten his body-the society is in the
midst of full and exuberant activity. But things can also be seen in the
opposite way: it is the slayer who incarnates the part of structure; it is
he who exercises the work of the symbol, supporting the process of
the "reproduction" of society. Operator of the sacrifice, he is the pivot
in the play of images, staging vengeance, mirroring the enemy and
perhaps the deceased relative being avenged, manifesting the central
values of the group: the warrior and the person, the name and the
numen. Meanwhile, liberated from the burden of representation, the
collectivity outside is the opposite of a society, engaging in a destructive and savage cannibalism. While the killer is spiritualizing himself
at home, entertaining an obscure commerce with the soul of his victim, out in the patio the others are "animalizing" themselves-they
are all, as Cunhambebe would say, jaguars. While only a short time
before, vengeance required an elaborate exchange of words between
slayer and victim, whose mouths articulated a dialogue that produced
social time, now vengeance is located in the mouths that eat. The
killer represents; the others pursue the real. But in order for them to
leave, someone has to stay. Cannibalism is possible only because
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someone does not eat. The collective acting out requires that someone take care of the symbol. Quiet and reclusive, the killer is the one
who afterwards will sing and utter his name. Ritually dead, he is the
only one who is truly human during the cannibal feast-the warden
of the Symbolic. While the community "incorporates" itself by incorporating the enemy during this anthropophagic carnival, he is pure
spirit. Those who eat are still the others.
This does not mean that Tupinamba ritual anthropophagy is a re~uperatibn of a mystical or moral substance lost by the group, nor an
Imaginary (that is, "false") assimilation of the enemies' powers. It
consists of an enemy-becoming, which translates alimentarily into
an animal-becoming. What is incorporated is the ontological position
of "Enemy." If war can be seen as vengeance against affinity, the act of
consumption is an incorporation of enmity: a transformation into
Enemy.
The opposition between the killer and the cannibal community is
the axis of the system. The killer enters into a mirror chamber with
his victim and together with him stages the mortal ballet of the
person, producing the attributes of the self. The community incarnates-incorporates-the Other, the enemy as position. The liminalityof the slayer and the death of the victim extract them from
society and direct them towards the side of Supernature; the ferocity
of the community pushes it towards the side of Nature. The ceremony creates a double distancing of Culture. For this reason, it is not
an operation of a Durkheimian religiosity-the restoration of collective moral harmony-but a philosophical enactment: an anthropology. Cannibalism is an animal critique of society and the desire for
divinization.
These extremes meet up. Combes (1987) recently elucidated something that I only suspected regarding the Arawete Mal: that the cannibal diet is itself immortalizing and that therefore the eaters and the
eaten meet up with each other in the end. The chronicles about the
Chiriguano (Tupi-Guarani of Bolivia) attest that cannibalism made
the body become lightweight: "They say it is to make them light."
Human flesh was thus the opposite of those foods that make the body
gravitate towards corruption; its consumption entered into the diet
prescribed by the prophets, capable of rejuvenating elderly women
making them able to procreate-the specifically feminine form of im~
mortality. The victory over death was achieved through cannibalism
from everyone's point of view: the one who killed, the one who died,
the one who ate. Human flesh was the ambrosia of the Land without
Evil. Through Supernature or through Nature, as spirit or as flesh, the
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enemy is a promise of immortality-because through him, one obtains the power tobe the other. Something the M[!j.~ as gods and cannibals, know very well.

D
Let us conclude with an evocation of the ancient Greeks, who also
founded their anthropology on a dual contrast of the human condition
with the beasts and the gods. Marcel Detienne (1972, 1977, 1979,
1989) showed that in Greek thought, the human condition depended
on a politico-religious system anchored in the sacrifice of foods to the
goels. To humans went the flesh, putrescible like themselves, and to
the inhabitants of Olympus, the smoke of calcinated bones and their
perfume, sign of their immortality. On the other end, humans distinguished themselves from animals by having fire and laws, Without
fire, animals are omophagi, eaters of the raw; without dike, justice,
they are allelophagi, devouring each other.
The position of humanity as a function of the sacrificial fire, where
fire distinguished it from animality and where sacrifice evoked their
lost commensality with divinity (Vernant 1989: 27), and the construction of the polis around this fire were factors that came to be
questioned between the sixth and fourth centuries B.c. by four "antisystems," movements to reform or renounce civic and religious life.
Such movements resorted to the language of cannibalism. Thus,
Pythagorism and Orphism intended to break down the line that
separated men from gods by denouncing the carnivorous diet as
anthropophagy and preaching a vegetarian asceticism. Detienne observes that there were two variants of Pythagorism and their followers: the "Pure," rejecting all blood sacrifices and all meat, who
embarked on a radical project to form a sect of renunciators (Detienne
1989: 6; 1972: 239), and the other camp, the reformists, who professed an alimentary casuistry that refused only certain types of
victims (especially the paradigmatic one, the draught ox). The asceticism of the Pythagoreans and followers of Orpheus manifested the
same impulse as the Guarani: the overcoming of the human condition "by the high road," through Supernature, The differentiation internal to Pythagorism resembled the dual Guarani ethic: one followed
by commoners, who were content to maintain their distance from
"the soul of raw meat"; the other practiced by shamans, who sought
the lightness of immortality through mortification of the body (H.
Clastres 1978). The discourse of Guarani prophets, in its antipolitical
radicalism, approximates that of the disciples of Orpheus in their
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total critique of society and their marginality, wandering, and esoteric
theology (Detienne 1989: 7; 1977: 45).
From the other end were the movements that sought to overcome
the human condition "via the low road," through bestiality: Dionysianism and Cynicism. The Dionysian sacrifice, the savage devouring
of the raw flesh of an animal pursued outside the walls of the city,
inverted the sacrificial norm of the polis; legend attested that this
omophagy terminated in allelophagy-in cannibalism (Detienne
1972: 241; 1979: 89; 1989: 8). Dionysius, the god who manifested an
"inveterate oscillation between the twin poles of savagery and paradise regained," received exactly the same epithet as the Arawete gods:
omestes or omddios-"eater of raw flesh" (Detienne 1979: 62, 92).
If it is possible to think of the Pythagoreans and the followers of
Orpheus as Hellenic equivalents of the Guarani, then perhaps it is
possible to see in Tupinamba cannibalism and its eschatological shift
among the Arawete the same impulse towards transcendence, merging the divine and the animal, that Dionysianism manifested. The coincidence of epithets between Dionysius and the M[!j.' is eloquent. But
starting from the same triadic matrix that situates men between
beasts and gods, Tupi-Guarani cosmology approaches the antisystems of Greece, not its official religion. It conceives of the human
condition not only as intercalary, but also as precarious. The space of
Culture is not a bastion to be fortified, but, rather, a passageway, an
equivocal and ambivalent place. We know little, after all, about Tupinamba religion; but prophetism and cannibalism appear to be the two
sides of a synthesis that sought to overcome the human condition
from above and from below. The words of the prophets preached the
abolition of work and incest laws, exhorted people to nomadism and
dance, but maintained and exalted cannibalism, that obsession that
stamped the entire Tupi-Guarani cosmology. We know little about
this religion; but its impulse can still be encountered in the religion
of the Arawete, where only a killer approximates the cannibal and immortal gods. Just as Dionysius, eater of raw flesh, was the central
character in the mythology of the Orphic vegetarian renunciators, so,
too, Arawete Divinity joins extremes: it is both the mouth that devours and the mouth that speaks, cannibal and singer; both raw flesh
and perfume, mortal and immortal, the Golden Age and Savagerythe animal and the divine in a single figure, the extra-human. The
Arawete with their MQi', their perfumed jaguars, preserve the distant
echo of what once belonged to Tupinamba wisdom: the fruth always
lies with the Other and always in the future-which is one and the
same thing,
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Arawete Village by Indian Post (1983)
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Appendix 4
Glossary of Arawete Terms
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The following is a list of the most frequently used Arawete terms in the text.
For botanical and zoological vocabulary, see Appendix 3.

amite: other (of a different kind);
nonrelative
ani: same-sex sibling; relative
Ani: malevolent spirits of the forest
-Q'o we: "spiritual agency," the active manifestation of an absent
being (see tE'o we)
aplni: female friend (of a man)
aplm-pihti: same-sex friend
apmo: male friend (of a woman)
Arantimi: the divinity who raised up
the firmament
aray: shaman's rattle
awaci mo-tiarti: "to make the maize
ripen," the seasonal movement of
dispersing to the forest
awaci titi: "owner of the maize," the
couple who sponsors a mild beer
festival
Awi peye: "shamans of enemies," a
class of divinities
awi: enemy, non-Arawete
Ayaraetti: a terrestrial spirit associated with honey
bIde: human beings, person, Arawete, "we" (inclusive)
Ciye: fear-respect, shame
di: other (of the same kind); sibling
dokti: "to serve," the rite of offering
strong beer to gods and the dead
ha'iwti: mortal illness resulting
from supernatural cause

hado'i (tado'i): brother-in-law
hetiti mi re: "forsaken ones," one
of the epithets for humans and
animals
hiro: body, container, wrapping
howrhti: great, large (also applied to
supernatural correlates of certain
animals)
i: "soul," vital principle, image, representation, shadow
larael: a cannibalistic celestial
spirit, eater of assai with honey
laradi": a terrestrial spirit, owner of
white-lipped peccaries
iha me'e pe: "those who left," one of
the epithets for the Mar
I
iha me'e ri: "those wh"Q will go,"
one of the epithets for humans
ika hete me'e: "really existent (beings)," an expression referring to
beings without culture or transcendence
lraparailJ: a celestial entity into
which an Arawete killer is transformed; also "enemy" in the god's
parlance
irapti: bow, firearm; metaphor for the
penis and the labia of the vulva
lwikatihti: "He-of-the-Iower-side,"
Master of Water and of fish
kaaki hti: consciousness, memory
kamarti: non-Indians

kti'i da: "sour beer," strong maize
beer
kti'i he'e: "sweet beer," mild maize
beer
kti'i titi: "owner of the beer," the
couple who sponsors a strong beer
festival
kti'i mo-ra: "to make the beer sour,"
the ceremonial hunt that precedes
a strong beer festival
koako hti: abstinence
kiyaha: diaphanous, transparent,
exterior; also refers to a psychophysical state
MQi": Divinity, celestial divinities
MQr demi"-do: "food of the gods," a
name applied to ceremonial foods
and to humans
MQi" di: "future god," one of the epithets for human beings
MQi" hete: "real gods," the principal
class of divinities in the pantheon
mara: to put, posit, place, create
marakay: singer (of music during
pirahe and strong beer festivals)
Me'e Nti: "Jaguar-Thing," a divinity
who eats tortoise
me'e E'i": a category of deadly foods
and actions
me'e hehi a re: "eaters of the roasted
(meat)," one of the epithets for

Ani
me'e wi a re: "eaters of the raw
{meat)," one of the epithets for the
Mai"
mO-Q'o: to cause nostalgia, to cause
someone to become estranged
from him- or herself due to sadness and longing
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mO-Qo we: "to disappear," to be
transformed into a specter
--mone: "to carry"; also refers to the
shamanic operation of redirecting
a soul into the body
moropl'nti: killer
titi: owner, master, represent'ative
-odi moMEi·: "to divinize"
odJpi'da kti: the celestial skinchanging bath that the dead
undergo
pepi kti: counterpart, payment, revenge
peye: shaman
peyo: "to stir the air up, to fan"; the
shamanic operation of guiding
gods and the dead to earth to eat
certain foods
pirahe: a type of dance and musical
genre
piri 0: cannibal
pirQwl'hti: "ancients," "ancestors"
-reme: a suffix attached to the name
of a person who is deceased or absent a long time
tQ'o we: a human specter, the terrestrial portion of a dead person
tti titi: "owner of the village," chief
te'a me'e: corpse
teka kati we: "place of good existence," the heavens
tenotti ma: leader
tiwti: potential affine, cross-cousin,
noprelative
TowQho: an ancient enemy tribe
wewe: "lightweight"; also refers to
a psychophysical state

i
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Notes

CHAPTER

1

1. By this, I am not subscribing to the idea of an "elementary form" as the
privileged means of access to the phenomenon. I am simply suggesting that
the Arawete present with greater clarity certain metaphysical tensions that
lie hidden beneath the cosmological bureaucratism typical of other groups
who are linguistically and geographically close to the Arawete.
2. C£' Fernandes (1963: 353-54), who says, "The social organization of the
Tupinamba is strictly subordinated to the tribal religious system," and speaks
of "the predominance of the religious system over the organizational system."
3. P. Clastres (1987: chap. 9) has already pointed this out in the Guarani case.
4. In Brazil, the legal recognition of Indian lands as reservations requires
four steps: interdiction, when a preliminary declaration announces that use
of the area by outsiders is prohibited; delimitation, when boundaries are
charted on a map and officially approved by FUNAI; demarcation, when actual boundary markers are placed on the land; and homologation, when the
reservation is formally ratified by a decree issued by the president of the Republic and published in the Official Register. Powerful economic and political
interests have prevented the overwhelming majority of indigenous lands from
reaching the final stage.
5. Three weeks after I left, a group of Parakana attacked the village and
wounded the FUNAI agent, although most of the Arawete were gone at
the time. One month later, the Parakana attacked again, wounding two
Arawete women and a boy. In retaliation, the Arawete killed a Parakana man
in April 1983.
6. "I have observed among them [the Tupinamba) that just as they love
those who are gay, joyful, and liberal, on the contrary they so hate those who
are taciturn, stingy, and melancholy" (Lery 1990 (1578) :99). In fact, one of the
things that most surprised the Arawete about the behavior of white people
was their inexplicable fluctuations in mood and .spirit. Sadness and "seriousness" are negatively valued. "To not laugh" (pika I) is a euphemism for
rancor, and the notion of "joyfulness"(tori) has profound philosophical resonances. In other Tupi-Guarani languages, the cognates of tori designate ritual
activity.
7. Although the Arawete pay little attention to social formalities, they possess an extensive and subt~e psychological vocabulary; this form of expres-
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sian tends to supplant the sociological vocabulary as a means of explaining
attitudes and behaviors.
8. Baldus observes (1976: 456) that in 1935, the Tapirape who survived contact explained their reasons for abandoning three villages to concentrate in
one not by citing their demographic reduction, but by explaining that they
had no more shamans left in them. This observation is especially interesting
given that the Tapirape developed a ceremonial organization with Central
Brazilian features, which enjoins a population size larger than what is usual
in Amazon societies (Wagley 1977: 32., 39). Nevertheless, it was the lack of
shamans,fiot of a certain number of people, that they cited as an explanation.
9. One night 1 watched a laughing group of women, who were pounding
maize, throw themselves into reproducing the style of pounding (the force
and angle of striking the pestle, the circular movement completing the sequence, the breathing) of various women who had died. Also, as children are
growing up, they are jokingly nicknamed after dead people according to their
peculiarities that recall the deceased. I probably fell into this case when they
compared me to dead people and conferred on me various nicknames that
evoked their memory.
10. Although they exhibit no "thanatomania" or "profoundly religious desire to die," as Schaden (1969: 174) claimed the Guarani do, the Arawete's essential ambivalence in the face of death must be underscored.
11. The citation of direct discourse is characteristic of all Tupi-Guarani
languages, and the verb "to say" is the most commonly used citation marker.
What appears to be peculiar to the Arawete is their emphasis on specifying by
name the person who "said" what is transmitted to someone else.
12.. The Tupi-Guarani literature classically refers to a total "dependence"
of the group on the words of the shaman. But in the Arawete case at least,
certain factors complicate the matter: the coexistence of various shamans, as
well as people's recollection of deceased shamans' words, can transform the
formula "thus spoke such a shaman" into less of a guarantee than a relativizing of the authority of the information.
13. In 1987, the village received four more Arawete who, separated from
the tribe twenty-five years earlier, were captured by the Kayap6-Xikrin of
Catete and released by FUNAI employees. See chap. 2., sect. 4, on the group's
history.
14. These are used as occasional alternatives for their small clay pans,
mortars, and rufflepalrn roots, respectively.
15. The "canteen" system failed with the departure of the person then in
charge at the Post. In 1988, the Arawete sporadically continued to deliver artisanry for sale, but this did not cover the cost of the goods they consumed.
Finally, in August 1988, FUNAI obtained a substantial indemnification from
a logging firm that had invaded Arawete lands and cut a great quantity of mahogany; this money, if indeed applied exclusively to the Arawete, would be
capable of meeting their needs for a few years.
16. I once heard a FUNAI worker suggest that, "If we were to allow it, or if
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they could, all these people would move to the city of Altamira and within
one week no one would hear any more business about the Arawete."
17. I noted in my diary in September 1982., "This voracious exuberance,
this 'predatory expansiveness' that makes them want everything of the
whites all the time and which exasperates the Post employees so much (who
naturally want the Arawete to become 'civilized,' but not so fast nor at their
expense) makes me think that the Arawete have caught by the teeth a prey
much bigger than they can swallow, but haven't yet realized this."
18. lara Ferraz, my former wife, accompanied me on the first trip to the
Ipixuna, where she stayed for a month, returning for another month in February 1982..
19. That is, other people's voices: those who would ask to sing into the recorder did not make much of an issue out of hearing themselves (except for
the children).
2.0. This reaction at times seems to lead to a neoculturalism tempered by
structural analysis from which it is difficult to escape when, as in my case
here, it is a matter of discussing a particular sociocultural configuration. But
postulating a priori a "cosmological" cause for the social order is not an adequate solution for South American ethnology, since this would result in
maintaining (in an inverted forml the distinction between discourse and practice, ideology and organization. Rather, the solution lies in dissolving these
dichotomies into a set of principles informing the various planes that can be
analytically distinguished in social reality.
It should be noted that structuralism is not a method for describing particular societies. Levi-Strauss's differential comparison became more productive
precisely when it abandoned social totalities and moved on to subsystems
(mythology), but it entailed the dissolution of the societies that had been
compared, taking them as accidental moments of stITrctures that were both
more general and less total. As he remarked: "It is high time that anthropology freed itself from the illusion gratuitously invented by the functionalists,
who mistake the practical limitations imposed upon them by the kind of
studies they advocate for the absolute properties of the objects with which
they are dealing. An anthropologist may confine himself for one or more
years within a small social unit, group or village, and endeavor to grasp it as a
totality, but this is no reason for imagining that the unit, at levels other than
the one at which convenience or necessity has placed him, does not merge in
varying degrees into larger entities, the existence of which remains, more
often than not, unsuspected" (Levi-Strauss 1981: 609). If such is the case,
then articulating the Arawete questions with their Tupi-Guarani transformations is more than a mere recourse for filling in gaps in my ethnography. But
this does not mean that all attempts to characterize local problematics are
invalid-in fact, this is precisely what I will be trying to do.
CHAPTER

2.

1. The Pacaja River, which empties into the Amazon between the Xingu
and the Tocantins, should not be confused with the Bacaja, tributary of the
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Xingu and traditional territory of the Arawete. On the history of the Arara,
see Menget 1977.
2. Metraux further proposes that the first migratory wave from the Tapajos
had headed directly for the Amazon and the lower Xingu, resulting in the
Juruna-Shipaya and Takunyape, whose languages then followed an independent evolution. But he is mistaken in connecting the Takunyape to the
Juruna group-the former's language is Tupi-Guarani; the latter's, another
branch of Tupi.
3. "Lingua Gera]" here refers to the lingua franca derived from Tupinamba
used by the mestizo population, the missionaries, and the "reduced" (missionized) Indians of Amazonia from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. See Rodrigues {1986: chap. 101 on the different Brazilian Linguas
Gerais (all originating from Tupi-Guarani).
4. Itiriti {Ischnosiphon obliquus, 1. puberulusl is a type of cane of the arrowroot family from which the outer part is stripped and spliced into strands
used in basketry weaving.
5. On female clothing, see the works of Ribeiro (1981, 1983, 1985). Other
Tupi-Guarani have female clothing, but only the Arawete use a head covering
and an inner girdle. This small piece of thick canvas, which tightly encircles
the thighs from the top of the pubis to about 30 em. below it, is put on at the
first menstruation. It restricts movement considerably, making women adopt
a peculiar gait. Women never stand up straight, even among themselves when
they are naked {i.e., without the girdlel. They bathe in a squatting position
with their legs together. This may be linked to the lengthening of the labia
minora, a central part of their erotic arts. Prepubescent girls, although wearing the outer skirt since childhood, do not mind walking around nude. Between puberty and the birth of the first child, adherence to the norms of
modesty is fluctuating; afterwards, imperative. The men, for their part, show
extreme modesty in untying the string encircling the prepuce.
6. Genipap is a black, resistant tannin made from the bark of the genip tree
(Genipa americana).
7. This is similar to the Guarani synedoche ieguaka-va, designating masculine humanity in Mbya songs (Cadogan 1959: 28f£.). The difference is that,
in the Guarani case, the ieguaka {d. Arawete yiakal is associated with religious dances and marks the function of the pai or shaman, not that of the
warrior (Schaden 1969: 29). This is consistent with the difference between
the Arawete pi-rahe (profane or warrior dance/song) and the Guarani porahei
(sacred song or prayer).
8. Many of the varieties of these plants were introduced by FUNAI employees or obtained from peasants; others were adopted from the Asurini.
9. Balee (1989a: 111 states that "the average surface of Arawete swiddens
covered by maize alone is about 82%, according to my measurements."
10. Stone axes are frequently found in Arawete territory, but people claim
they do not know, and have never known, how to make them. They say that
stone axes were made by the celestial M!y' spirits. Moreover, the Arawete
claim to have "always"{that is, within the memory of the oldest people) used
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iron axes, found in clearings abandoned by other groups and in sites occupied
by Brazilian colonists. Nevertheless, all adult men know how to utilize stone
axes and how to attach the heads to handles.
11. Tinamous: ground-dwelling birds of the Tinamidae family, similar to
partridges, called in Portuguese "inhambu," "jao," "macuco," consumed in
that order of frequency by the Arawete. See Appendix 3.
12. The milk secreted for several days after childbirth.
13. The work of opening up water holes, excavated by hand in humid soil,
is designated not by the verb kara, to dig, but by the verb maya, which is also
applied to sexual deflowering and to the men's manipulation of the female
genitalia (see chap. 7, sect. 1).
14. See the list of botanical and zoological terms in Appendix 3 for precise
identification of each species.
15. Balee (1988: 51) reports that the Arawete also raise bruchid beetle grubs
(fruit-boring weevils) in rotting babassu fruits in their houses. Besides being
eaten, their fat is rubbed on bows to make them more flexible.
16. I even saw men chewing maize for fermented beverages (when their
wives were menstruating), or using a sling-blouse to carry children.
17. Compare this with the Trio assertion, "We can live without meat;
without bread we die" (Riviere 1969: 42). The Arawete speak of an enemy
tribe, the a'i woko (Long Arrows), nomads who live solely off hunting and
flour of babassu mesocarp. They are also called eepe a, "eaters of flour [of
babassul," a practice that, for the Arawete, approaches savagery. Would they
be the Guaja (Balee 19881?
18. As among the Tapirape (Wagley 1977: 60) and the Wayiipi (Grenand
1980:42).
19. For the Kaapor, the pair is manioc-turtle (Huxley 1956: 183-84). The
proper Arawete term for "fat" is Gira. The notion of cewe more properly refers
to the idea of substantiality or nutritive force, which in the case of animal
meat depends on the layer of fat. Another food said to be cewe is honey. The
vagina is cewe, and the sexual act is referred to as eating (0) the woman or the
vagina. Cewe foods cause sleepiness and enervation, and are contraindicated
for shaman initiates. Against this category of foodstuffs are counterposed the
he'e, "sweet foods," such as banana, papaya, potato, pineapple, and mild
maize beer; the 'da, "sour foods," such as strong maize beer, assai, and sweet
potato; the hati, "hard foods," such as the several types of cornmeal, Brazil
nuts, and babassu. It is worth noting that honey and sex are not in the category of sweet foods, but of fatty or substantial foods, contrary to the majority
of human cultures; but they are still categorized together.
20. In conditions of some degree of security, this average was probably four
years, judging by the age difference between people born in the same village.
The Arawete would move when the gardens had to be opened at too great a
distance from the village, which posed risks of enemy ambushes.
21. The Parintintin, Tapirape, and Wayiipi move their villages after many
deaths occurred (Kracke 1978:9; Wagley 1977:88; Grenand 1982:237). The
Kaapor abandon a village when the chief dies (Huxley 1956: 126), which is
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consistent with the Tupi-Guarani conception, perhaps a pan-Amazonian one,
of the leader as the "owner" of the locaf group. Compare with the Piaroa
(Kaplan 1975: 58), the Trio (Riviere 1969 :37,234) and the Maku (SilverwoodCope 1980: 124). Notice the general pattern of death then abandonment of
the village, and its relation to concepts of territoriality and temporality dominant in the region.
22. Thus, for example, the name of the river KiiiiinQd.1-no ni is derived
from the village KiiiiinQd.1-no ri-pii, named after a deceased, that lay in its vicinity. Three large waterfalls of the Ipixuna are named for events that happened nearby: lwiki karii he, "place where people dug" (referring to a hunt
where there were so many mosquitos that the men slept in holes); Araki-ri 0
he, "where chickens were eaten" (during the transference of the group by
FUNAI employees after contact); YiCirepa reiiii he, "where Yicirepa was
abandoned" (by her mother, for being too sick to continue walking during the
relocation of 19761. Notably, the rivers of their former territory in the Bacaja
basin are not known by the names of the dead, but rather, by simple "proper"
names (Electric Eel, Banana Tree, Straight Waters) or by names evoking enemies (River of the Kayapo; River of the TowQho). The Ipixuna does not have a
name-it is simply parani, "the river"-just as the village at the Indian Post
lacks one. Names are given to what is distant in time or in space.
23. This general percentage would certainly fall if all the deceased of recent generations were remembered. It is reasonable to suppose that the losses
from warfare are more readily remembered than deaths by disease, especially
those of small children.
24. The custom of decapitating dead enemies was common among the
Arara, Juruna, Shipaya, and Curuaya (Nimuendaju 1948b: 236). All these
tribes wore long hair, including the Arara, who differed in this respect from
the contemporary Arara.
25. An important distinction exists between di and amite, two terms that
can be translated as "other." Di signifies "similar other," "other of the same
kind" (Tupi-Guarani cognates: yro, irii, etc., for "friend," "companion").
Amite is "different other," "other of a different kind." Both terms are central
in the kinship terminology; the first connotes consanguinity, the second, potential affinity.
26. This is a situation common to various other Tupi-Guarani. The Tenetehara present a great variation in village composition in temporal terms,
and the sentiment of belonging to a particular village "is not strong" (Wagley
&. Galvao 1949: 161. The Parintintin do not take sides according to village affiliation in conflicts arising during ceremonies, despite the fact that "some
rivalry between neighboring local groups seems to be endemic" (Kracke
1978: 63). Finally, the Tapirape, who in 1939 formed a single village composed of the survivors of four others and who maintain a strong memory of
village affiliations (as well as a form of personal identification using the name
of one's village I, nevertheless do not use these affiliations as a foundation for
its factional structure (Wagley 1977: 83-85). It is noteworthy that these last
two tribes have social structures that are intermediate between the extended
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family and the tribe (exogamic moieties and ceremonjal moieties, respectively). The village is not a fundamental conceptual unit, either as a structure
capable of integrating domestic groups or- as a source of territorial identity.
27. The principal source of information on the contact history are the
manuscript diaries of the expeditionist J. E. Carvalho (1977), which Berta
Ribeiro kindly allowed me to consult.
CHAPTER

3

1. This is the same concept written as -ri-pii in the description of the toponymy (see chap. 2). In many Tupi-Guarani words, initial t- and initial hmark, respectively, the indeterminate (absolute) and determinate (relative)
forms of the concept expressed in the root. These change to r- (postnasal: n-)
in certain compound constructions. In Arawete, after a final -J, the initial rchanges to d- or d, although irregularities exist.
2. The nature of the insult (i-ki-rii) that Araniimi's wife made to him is especially enigmatic. She "threw out his footprints" (ipipa mara heti), that is,
undid the marks left by the divinity's feet on the rocks. I was not able to discover why this was offensive.
A conjugal conflict as the cause of the separation of human beings and gods
or culture heroes is recurrent among the Tupi-Gl!arani, such as the Kaapor
(Huxley 1956: 2201, Tenetehara (Wagley &. Galvao 1949: 34), and Guarani (Nimuendaju 1978 [19141:68-69). The woman's original sin was either her disbelief in her husband's magical powers or her incestuous adultery.
3. Hema is a category that includes climbing plants and those that send
out creeping vines or offshoots. Tema ipi are the buds on tuberculates. The
Arawete conceive of the progression of the generations not in the form of a
tree, as we do, but as genealogical "creepers" that spread over the earth.
4. I was also told that the stars (yahi tatii, "moon fire") are fires lit in the
upper worlds. The association of stars with caterpillars is also made by the
Kayabi (Griinberg n.d. [1970): 166) and Shipaya (Nimuendaju 1981 (1922): 16).
To my surprise, the Arawete never seemed to understand my point when I
tried to obtain the names of their constellations. In our long conversations
about the sky, I was not even able to learn the names of the stars or the planets (except for Venus, "the moon's lover"). They related the change of seasons
to the flowering or fruiting of plant species and the songs of birds or insects,
never to the position of the stars. Although the problem was most likely due
to my incompetence, I should point out that the Arawete showed more interest in what happened on the "inside" (haipi til of the sky, domain of the gods,
than in the visible celestial bodies, located "below the sky" (iwii nakape ira).
5. Certain proverbial idioms express the singularity of the sun and the
multiplicity of moons. To signify that one has not forgotten old offenses, one
says, e'e te karahi, "it is the same sun" Ithat shines today and shone when the
affront was committed). When a woman wants to refuse a man's sexual invitations, she puts off her acceptance to the indefinite "tomorrow," saying,
amite yahi, "when there is another moon (I will do what you ask of me)."
6. The underworld is called Mg).' dakape ti mo, "junction, barrier of the
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Mg/." Hakape ti m~ans "to unite" or "to seal off." For instance, houses that
are joined and share a wall are said to be hakape ti mo. Accordingly, the lower
world can be understood as either sealing the cosmic sphere or as being
linked to the celestial worlds through the human tier, which would therefore
be a kind of membrane separating the divine domains.
7. This is a weak version of the theme of the "burnt world," common to
various American cultures (Levi-Strauss 1969b: 2931, which is correlated
with the theme of the universal deluge, a weak form of the "rotten world."
The pygmy owl is called the Mother of Night by the Mbya (Cadogan 1959:
181, and the jealous Lady of Daylight by the Tapirape (Wagley 1977:
8. See the similar Kayabi belief about the menem'i lizard (Griinberg n.d.
[1970]:163). It is notable that the name of the tarayo lizard, which lives by
rivers and resembles a small iguana, is the same as the Mai of the lower
world, Tarayo, who, as we saw, is associated with water. N~vertheless, the
Arawete deny any sort of association between the animal and the homonymous spirit.
The Arawete say the tami hawk has a celestial double that is the source of
rain. They also call this bird a "tapir hawk" because it is always near the
tapir, his "brother." I am not sure whether this bird is Milvago chimachima
or Daptrius ater-both species eat vermin that plague tapir and deer. The
Shipaya consider a "tapir hawk" to be the master of fire and associate it with
the vulture (Nimuendaju 1981: 19). The common Tupian theme of the theft
of the vulture's fire by mankind is not found among the Arawete. On the
other hand, the Shipaya substitution of the vulture by the tapir hawk clarifies
the Arawete association between the latter bird (or one closely related to itl
and the rain-an indirect proof of the "rotten world" seen in the myth of the
universal deluge.
9. See below and chapter 7.
10. The Guarani express the same terror of the sky falling and humanity
being annihilated. Schaden (1969: 175) interprets this as an influence of the
Christian apocalypse via the Jesuits. The Wayiipi say that the weight of the
dead will cause the sky to collapse. They also conceive of an inexorable rotting of the earth (Gallois 1985: 192; 1988 :354-55), comparable to the notion
in Apapokuva eschatology that the earth is old and weary (Nimuendaju 1978
[1914]:91, 149). Such concepts among the Tupi-Guarani articulate a sense of
irreversible time, hence constituting the foundation of an entire theory of
history.
11. Compare this to the Ge, who posit a fundamental difference me/mbru,
human/animal, that is, Culture/Nature (Seeger 1981: 221. Or compare it to
the Piaroa, where the difference gods/humans/animals is produced by the intersecting of two philosophical categories, the "life of the senses" (animals
and humans I and the "life of the spirit" (humans and gods I (Kaplan 1982:
9-10,23).
12. This is one of the few basic terms for which I could not obtain cognates
in other Tupi-Guarani languages. It can serve a pronominal function as the
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first person plural inclusive and appears to be supplanting the classical TupiGuarani form nane.
13. An important race of wild spirits, the Ani (discussed later I were charact~rized as bide only in the co~text of questioning by the anthropologist, stupId enough to think that "Ani" signified "bat" (aniral. The Ani may be
"bide," but before all else they are awi, enemies; this value predominates
over the criteria of anthropomorphism.
14. A similar problem has been raised by Campbell (1982: 236-59; 1989:
104-13). To phrase it this way, however, forces somewhat the notion of peye
(a cognate of the well-known "paW'), which focuses on humans who actualize such a spiritual quality. In addition, the Arawete never defined a class of
beings by the criteria ipeye ha; they merely pointed out such power in one or
another species of being.
_ 15. See chap. 2, note 25, on the difference between ai, "similar other" and
amite, "different other." This contrast will come up again in chapter 6: sect.
3, when categories of relatives and nonrelatives are discussed.
. 16: White-lipped peccaries and howler monkeys, no doubt because they
hve m bands, are a rich source of metaphors for social life, especially for war.
Thus, the Arawete compared the Kayapo tactic of surrounding their enemies
with their own technique used against herds of pigs. They enjoyed mimicking the panic of howler monkeys and peccaries when attacked by hunters: the
animals would screech, "Awi, awi/"
These examples suggest that "enemy" is an active position, connoting the
attacker more than the attacked. Humans do not consider the animals they
hunt to be awi, but the latter conceive their hunters to be such. The exception is the jaguar, since it maintains reciprocal relations of predation with humans and is an awi. Thus, while bide represents the concept of Subject and
awi that of Other, the former does not hold the privilege of agency, nor is the
la.~ter conceived of as the object or recipient of an action. To the contrary, it is
bIde that appears to occupy a passive position. Accordingly, the figure of the
Arawete warrior-killer is paradoxical: being the masculine ideal-type of bide,
he defines himself as the awi of an awi, and so in a certain sense as an awi
himself. Later I will argue that the position of bide is identified with femininity when counterposed against the masculine character of exteriority
(gods and enemiesl.
'
17. In this, I am inspired by Lienhardt (19611, whose characterization of the
Dinka Nhialic would apply well to the Arawete MQi' (omitting the formers'
status as creator of mankind), involving separation celestial location oscilla. between abstraction and concreteness, unity "and multiplicity, principle
tlOn
and substance. I know that the term "god" is rarely, if ever, used by anthropologists in referring to superhuman beings of Amazonian cosmologies-perhaps because of an affected anti-ethnocentricism which ends up subscribing
to. the Western conception of Divinity. The Arawete Mg.i' have nothing to do
WIth a personalized, intangible, creator Absolute, of course. But as Hocart
(1970 [1936]:49) remarked in a similar context, "Why not call them gods?"
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This allows us to measure the distance separating humans from Divinity, in
both our cosmology and the Arawete's, and goes a long way towards understanding what "paganism" is all about. Mgf is a cognate of the Tupi-Guarani
forms Maim, Mbahira, etc.
18. Mg/ oho appears to designate those Mgf hete who are mature males.
But sometimes the term struck me as connoting a singular entity, as "the
great Mgf." The divinity Topi (whose name is a cognate of Tupa, the classical
Tupi-Guarani god) occupies a lesser place in the pantheon.
19. Accordingly, the Mg).' hete receive eloquent appellations: teka pih,
long lived; iwera me'e, flashing; kuca mi re, covered with designs; hewo
me'e, perfumed; temima ria, masters of pet birds; maraka me'e, musicians;
peye, shamans; oili'pi'da ka ria, masters of the skin-changing bath (which rejuvenates). The skin of the gods is white and soft, since it is always being renewed. Against this white background, the black genipap paint is said to
flash. The general notion of the M~i: as celestial and shining beings is another
argument in favor of the translation "god": the Indo-European form *deiwos
also has this double connotation. The complex shininess-whiteness-designsspirituality typical of the Mg).' beings can be found among the Guarani
(Schaden 1969: 155; Cadogan 1959: 26), the Ache (Cadogan 1968: 66; P.
Clastres 1972: 302-3), and the Omagua and Cocama (Espinosa 1935: 56, 90,
140; Metraux 1948: 7021.
20. Oili' is a reflexive pronoun; mo is a causative that verbalizes names;
-owa is a verb signifying "to transform"; -ma is an instrumental dative.
21. The Mar can be called "grandparents" or by affinal terms. Humans address the AriTas "grandfathers," while animals address them by affinal terms.
22. That is, to the Ani we are peccaries, just as to peccaries, we are awi
(d. note 16). Compare this with what Grenand (1980:42) says of the Wayapi
concerning the vision that men have of animals, animals of men, and that
held by the Sun and Moon of both.
23. Compare with the Parintintin cognate pojy (Kracke 1978: 26).
24. The mythic-prophetic theme of a "Land without Evil" played a fundamental role in the Tupi and Guarani migrations in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and possibly also before the European invasion. It continues
to be present among the contemporary Guarani. It concerns a land or a state
of the world in which there exists no death, hunger, work, or incest prohibition. See Nimuendaju 1978; Metraux 1979 [19281; H. Clastres 1978;
Shapiro 1987.
25. The jaguar is a cannibal (piri- 01 and an eater of raw food, in opposition
to humans, who are tata me'e, "(beings) provided with fire." Characterizing
animals and humans by their alimentary regime is common. The vulture, for
instance, is defined as 'de we a, an eater of bad-smelling things. Certain especially despised enemies, such as the Parakana, are called eaters of vultures or
eaters of excrement. Gods without fire (Mg/ ilata-i} is a joking epithet given
to whites, due to their habit of drying slabs of meat in the sun-as the gods
once did.
26. Such a distinction between "good" and "bad" cannibalism can be
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found in various cultures. The criteria of distinction vary: either by the mode
of consumption, the part consumed, who consumes, or who is consumed.
See, for example, Pouillon 1972:17; Guidieri 1972:104; Poole 1983:7;
Clastres & Lizot 1978: 125ff.
27. Compare this with the Apapokuva oiou., "to find," as meaning "to
create" (Nimuendaju 1978: 71).
28. The white-lipped peccaries were not created during this maize beer
feast; they belong to Iaraili; who causes them to be born from babassu buds.
The theme of the transformation of wooden cultural objects into fish and alligators is found among the Parintintin (Kracke 1978: 4) and in the Apapokuva cycle of the adventures of the twins (Nimuendaju 1978: 79-80). The
theme of the transformation of humans into animals at a beer festival is
found among the Siriono (Holmberg 1969: 118) and, beyond the TupiGuarani, among the Piaroa (Kaplan 1981a: 14). For the Piaroa, the human origin of animals lies behind the need to perform a shamanic transformation of
all meats into vegetables before being consumed, since eating meat would be
a form of cannibalism (echoing certain Guarani beliefs) (d. Kaplan 1981a:
7-9; 1982: lOff.).
29. Thus, the Ani as well as the Mg).' are characterized as savages: the first
for not having houses, the second for "not having had" gardens or fire. The
Arawete are aware that they too had no gardens or fire before the owl and
PiIpi' gave them to man and the gods. But the insistence with which they associate the M!ii with this state of Nature is significant.
30. In the sky there are no peccaries, coatimundis, or armadillos. The first
belong to the Master of Peccaries; coatimundis are associated with the Ani,
being their favorite food. I do not know why there are no armadillos, but there
is a celestial "armadillo god" (Aiyirime or Tato-Mai'l.
31. C£' the same associations of yellow among the Myba (Cadogan 1959:
33-41).
32. Apa is "thing." It may enter into genitive constructions as well as possessive ones. As a rule, Mg).' apa means simply "divine," attribute of the gods.
33. The notion of ria (which should not be confused with its homonym
ria, jaguar) is a cognate of the Guarani jam, the Tenetehara zara, the Wayapi
ijar, etc. This notion calls to mind classical themes of Amazonian culture,
such as the "Master of the Animals" and the "owners" of the forest and of the
water. The term ria connotes ideas such as leadership, control, representation, responsibility, and ownership of some resource or domain. The ria is always a human or anthropomorphic being. But other ideas are involved as
well. The ria of something is someone who has this something in abundance.
Above all, the ria is defined by something of which it is the master. In this
last connotation, he is at the same time "the representative of" and "represented by" this something. Such is the case, for example, with the synedoche
yi-aka ria, "masters of the diadem," designating the male community. The
juridical notion of ownership is the least important aspect and not even always present. The Arawete do not have a general conception of the cosmos as
a set of domains possessed by different ria with whom man must come to
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terms or fight-as do the Tenetehara (Wagley &. Galviio 1949: 102-4 or the
Wayiipi [Gallois 19841. At least this is not the emphasis of their cosmology;
recall the previous analysis of the notion ika hete me'e, beings that do not
have ria, i.e., that are not pets of (or trees planted by) spirits. As we will see,
however, there are numerous terrestrial spirits that are ria.
34. The Masters of White-lipped Peccaries do not, of course, come to eat
their pets. What characterizes the "owner" of a species is that he does not eat
this species; he takes care of it [ipQ'i) and controls its reproduction. The ria of
collectively consumed foods, when they exist, are always spirits of our cosmic level.
35. The mystical dangers associated with foods belong to another system,
one involving "arrows" or "shamanic stuff" of the products consumed, which
must be neutralized by the shamans. See chapter 5.
36. During my visit in 1988, a dozen new names of MQi.· appeared.
37. As one informant suggested, "like an outboard motor on a canoe."
38. The tape must not be killed, or else we will fall from trees and die.
Among the Kaapor, it is the animal familiar of the shaman; among the
Tembe, it is linked to sorcery [Huxley 1956: 192-93). For the Apapokuva, it is
the bird of Tupa and is linked to the rain (Nimuendaju 1978: 75).
39. This theme parallels that of two groups of mythic beings who live on
earth, the YiCire pa and the PQ'f, the first associated with the Arawete, the
second with whitemen. These two tribes ate each others' buttocks. The PQ'i
are conceived as being great technologists, masters of iron, machines, and
other crafts.
40. More specifically, this bee is a mamangaba, a very ferocious species of
solitary bee or wasp that makes its nest in rotten tree trunks. The "eternal
bumblebee" lands on the old skins of the souls of the dead that lay stretched
out in the sun while the Mal hete feast on their flesh.
41. "Koropi," "KarQa," IIYiripaili'" are cognates of the Brazilian terms of
Tupi origin, "Curupira," "Caruara," and "Jurupari," respectively. Such words
emerged in the writings of the chroniclers and missionaries of the sixteenth
century about the Tupinamba, designating spirits of the forest, masters of
game animals, and other supernatural beings or principles which became integrated into the cosmology of the rural Brazilian populations, especially in
Amazonia. The "Jurupari" in particular was identified with the devil by the
missionaries in Amazonia (while in the south of the country this function
was preferentially occupied by the "Anhanga" spirits-d. Tupinamba Ariang
and Arawete Ani). Recall that the ceremonial complex of sacred flutes of the
Tukano and Arawak peoples of the Rio Negro is known as the "Jurupari cult"
(S. Hugh-Jones 1979: 3-9). The word entered the Lingua Geral and appears to
have been adopted by peoples of non-Tupi languages to translate divers religious categories, mythical personages, and the like.
42. An identical belief for the same category of spirits, but threatening
young women who are menstruating, can be found among the Mbya (Schaden
1969: 1121.
43. I do not know to what this role of the spirits of the iwira ria type should
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be attributed. A possible hypothesis is that their participation in the couvade
(as a threat I and in homiddes (as helpers) defines the killer as the inverse of a
father.
44. Iwaho is produced by black bees that lack stingers but have a relatively
painful bite when they latch onto people's scalps and sweaty bodies. Their
hives are very large, having the appearance of termite nests and an entrance in
the form of a protuberance (the "penis" of the iwaho), and are located in tall
trees such as courbaril or Brazil-nut trees.
45. The kinkajou (related to coatimundis and raccoons, see Appendix 31, is
also a character of the Kaapor underworld, associated with the blue-boned
monster Ae that reigns there (Huxley 1956: 227, 231-33). He has an equivalent in Arawete cosmology who is associated with the terrestrial souls Qf the
dead: the apoiyiCi, the night monkey. In some regions of Amazonia, it is common to call the kinkajou (in Arawete: yipara) the "midnight monkey," which
suggests some kind of similarity between these two animals, both nocturnal
but of different genera.
46. Despite the terrestrial localization of the Mbahira, these beings, like
the Arawete MQl, are associated with stone. The Mbahira people are less important than the celestial people and are identified with femininity (Kracke
1984b). Kracke points out elsewhere (1984al the difficulty of establishing systematic oppositions among the different cosmic domains such that they
would correspond to the division of Parintintin society into exogamic
moieties. It is clear, however, that the opposition between the Harpy Eagle
and Curassow moieties involves a contrast between "upper" and "lower."
47. The Tapirape system is similar to that described by Carneiro da Cunha
(1981: 165) for the Krah6: (Forest:Village)::(Dead:Living)::(Dead Whites:Dead
Krah6): :(West:East).
48. A similar difficulty was noted by Carneiro da Cunha (1981) for Krah6
eschatology: the importance of "areas open to fabulation," where individual
fantasy reigns, revolving about a restricted structural nucleus. In the Arawete
case, it is not simply the eschatology that suffers (or benefits) from this fluidity; it characterizes the cosmological discourse as a whole. I would suggest
that the difference between the Ge and the Tupi-Guarani lies in the position
occupied by the enunciator of cosmological discourse. Among the former,
shamans are relatively marginal figures, structurally speaking; among the
latter, they are absolutely central. Arawete cosmological creation does not
occur in the areas left over for invention, but occupies a preeminent position
in social and religious life. The Tupi-Guarani parallels are many, ranging
from the citations by chroniclers of "thus speak our shamans," "what our
caraibas saw" (Thevet, apud Metraux 1979 [1928]: 106-7, 1101, to the luxuriant "theologies" elaborated by Guarani religious chiefs as documented by
Schaden (1969, 1982) and Cadogan (1959, 1962, 19681.
49. The Arii are the Anhanga or Aignan of the Tupinamba and the missionaries, a word which was translated as "Devil." Metraux (1979:47-50)
disagrees with the identification of the Anhanga with the wandering souls of
the dead, as proposed by the chroniclers. Relying on myths of the Tupinamba,
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Apapokuva, and Tenetehara, he asserts that the Anhanga are merely characters in mythologYJ harmful terrestrial spirits, and that the identification with
the dead was due to a homonymy between ananga and the terms for the soul
(ang, angueral. Although it is not possible here to resolve the question of the
semantic relationship of these words, the fact is that the contemporary materials do associate the Anhanga with the specters of the dead-even in those.
groups whose languages reveal no similarity between the terms. In Tenetehara, moreover (one of Metraux's examples), azang are in fact the spirits of
the dead (Wagley &. Galvao 1949: 100). Nimuendaju (1978: 73-74, 621, who
distinguishes the Anay, mythological beings, from the anguery, the terrestrial ghosts of the dead, suggests that the first are cast in the same mold as
the Kaingang figure, i.e., the greatest enemy of the Apapokuva. What all this
suggests is that the relation of the Anhanga with the dead is not linguistic,
butlogical: the dead (or rather, their terrestrial specters) are thought of as enemies. Hence, this spirit of death is a mixture of images of savagery, bellicosity, rottenness, and cadaverous appearance. That the concept of ana has
come to connote, besides the spirit associated with the dead, notions such
as the Wayapi's concept of magical force (and even positive magical force),
is simply an indication of the ambivalence of the Other in Tupi-Guarani
cosmologies.
It would be overly fastidious to follow out the trajectories of other Arawete
terms. Suffice it to comment on the path of the notion of KarQa, the cannibal
mountain spirits: the protoform *Karuguara is transformed into the Tapirape
Thunder (Kanawana), the Kayabi Master of Water (Karuat), the Guarani
Rainbow (Karugua), the general term for Supernaturals in Tenetehara (Karowara), and the concept ofa mana-like force among the Akuawa (karowara)
and Kaapor (karuwal.
50. And, moreover, condensing traits of the various Maira with those of
the Tapa of other cosmologies-not just in the association of Tapa with
thunder, but in his frequent relationship to the celestial souls of the dead. For
instance, it is the god of thunder Hyapti guasti who receives the souls of the
Kayova (Schaden 1969: 155).
51. Schaden (1959) mentions the most famous, and most unfounded, etymology of the Tupinamba Mair, suggested by Teodoro Sampaio: mbae ira,
"that which is apart, solitary, lives distant."
CHAPTER

4

1. The equivalent among the Guarani is the avati-mongarai, "baptism of
maize" (Nimuendaju 1978 [1914]: 107-8), the only occasion when an entire
Guarani group convenes down to the very last person. It also corresponds to
the Tapirape Thunder Ceremony and the Tenetehara Maize Festival (Wagley
1977: 195; Wagley &. Galvao 1949: 125-27).
2. Approximately one-seventh of this stored maize is used for seeds.
3. One limitation on the length of these excursions is the quantity of
toasted cornmeal brought along to the forest. Mepi is no longer edible after
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one week. Since the Arawete do not like going without it, rarely do such trips
last longer than this.
4. The shamanic rites of assai and honey in this season are performed in
the village; those of fish can take place in the forest if the fishing site is distant from the village.
5. I do not know why. I never attended a peyo of howler monkey, nor that
of honey or assai; the first was not performed from 1981 to 1983, and the second two occurred in October of 1982 while I was out of the area. The Arawete
say that it is the smoke of the gardens that brings the rains, since it irritates
the Mg)' by clouding their domains.
6. The Tenetehara who assign the planting of manioc to the men, while the
women plant the rest of the cultigens (Wagley &. Galvao 1949: 471. The Maize
Festival is one of two principal ceremonies of the Tenetehara, performed to
protect the maize from the azang; it is opposed to the Honey Festival, which
has the function of providing game. However, the Tenetehara festivals cannot
be superimposed on those of the Arawete. Among the former, the Maize Festival is held at the height of the rains while the maize is maturing; it has a
connotation of adolescent initiation and a strong association with shamanism. The Honey Festival takes place at the end of the dry season and is not
linked to shamanic performances. Among the Arawete, the "Maize Festival"
unfolds into two: the festivals of mild beer and of the strong. The first marks
the end of the rains; the second takes place throughout the dry season. The
shamanry of maize, although beginning at the height of the dry season, extends through the entire rainy season.
7. This form of house is called a hete, "true house." Ribeiro describes it
thus: "A wooden framework is bound to three supports and a crossbeam. The
roof and the side walls, forming an arch, are covered with babassu palm
leaves. The front and back walls, like the door screen, are made of superimposed woven mats. This house, with its rectangular plan, has no separation
between the roof and the side walls, and is characterized by the diminutive
size of the door" (Ribeiro 1983: 14).
8. Nor does the residential section of the current village leader face onto
this medial area, but is turned towards another patio.
9. It contrasts radically with the Ge conception of the village as an entity
that preexists and survives its components. This is well illustrated in the case
of the Bororo village of Pohojari, composed of one single man who reconstructed the village circle and situated his house in the appropriate clan positioni (Crocker 1979: 253).
10. Youths who are still single, even if they live in their own house and
have hunted that day, are never invited nor invite others to eat in this ritualized form. In both cases, they depend on their parents. Children participate
much less in these nocturnal alimentrrYl'Ounds, eating principally from the
family pot. To call (or be called to) a collective meal is a sign of social maturity and is something that recently married youths are embarrassed to do.
11. Compared to the moderation and solemnity of the Asurini communal
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meals or to what the chroniclers said about the Tupinamba, who maintained
a "m;rvellous silence" and composure during meals (in contrast to their unruliness during beer drinking parties [Lery 1990 [1578]:751, the Arawete manner stands out as frankly "savage." But this tumultuous and individualistic
behavior regarding food offered by other patios does not seem to me to be pure
informality; it is too regular to be simple disorder. It is, rather, a modality of
joking relations, a ceremonial structure of hospitality. The MQi", descending
to earth to eat, behave in the same manner: they shove the shaman and devour the food chaotically. It should also be noted that this behavior only characterizes meals that involve more than one patio or section, not the etiquette
of domestic meals.
12. This estrangement of the hunter in relation to his catch is found
among the Kaapor (Huxley 1956: 78-79), and is an attenuated form of the
widespread interdiction against eating what one has hunted (P. Clastres
1987: 114-16,120-221; Riviere 1969:214, note 21, the most significant expression being the Tupinamba rule: the executor of a war captive is the only
one who does not eat the victim.
13. Apart from the most central group around the singer, everybody else
chatters during the song, drifts from the melody, gets out of tune, hums more
than sings, and the like. The overall impression is one of relative confusion,
with the singer being the pole of attraction and organization around which
the rest of the participants lie at varying distances in space and involvement.
Such a system, as well as the lack of "climaticity," is reminiscent of Philips'
analysis (1974) of Warm Springs "Indian time."
14. For example, it may also mark the introduction of a man into another
village or residential section. In 1982, a youth who lived in his parents' section married the daughter of the village headman and moved into her section.
For several nights after he had begun to build his house, the young people of
both sections performed a pirahe in the patio of the wife's section (granted,
without much liveliness). The recently married youth was the singer. This
was what people used to do long ago, I was told, when a man moved to the
village of his wife.
15. In the daily dances of the dry season, the singer is chosen ad hoc every
night from among those who enjoy the position, normally someone with the
"killer" status. The singer for the strong beer festival is determined ahead of
time: he is the one who led the collective hunting expedition preceding the
feast.
16. On the question of collective action, see Wagley (1977: 118-24), who
discusses the problems the Tapirape had in reaching a group decision, given
their ethos of being "egalitarian to an extreme."
.
17. Such a mode of propagation of activities is not restricted to the economic sphere. While I was there, the village seemed to pass through cycles,
concerning matters all the way from superficial fashions in songs or games up
to sociological spheres. Thus, for example, if a youth got married, soon afterwards the whole village began to explore connections between boys and girls
in the age bracket of ten to twelve years. A temporary exchange of spouses,
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creating an apmi-pihii relation between two houses, would produce a paramatrimonial "hemorrhaging" of partners circulating rapidly from house to
house.
18. The difference between cases of "contagion" and those requiring an
initiating action is not all that clear-cut: some actions that, from the point
of view of the village as a whole, are experienced as contagion depend on a
tenotii mo at the lower level, i.e., the residential sections.
19. I always had difficulty in conveying the idea of "chieftainship" to the
Arawete; I know no word equivalent to "to give orders." The closest notion is
mo-kaakf (literally, "to make someone think"), to convince, remind, suggest.
When I wanted to explain the nature of the relation between the head of the
FUNAl Post and the head of the FUNAI office in Altamira, I resorted to the
word tenotii mo; at that, the Arawete lit up: "Ab, yes, so he's the one who
goes in front when the two of them go hunting." The word morQwl'hii, cognate of the Tupinamba morubixaba, "chief," simply means old, adult, or
great (it struck me as a variant of pirQwl'hii, old, ancient, ancestrall; it has the
connotation of authority and knowledge. One cannot, however, be the morQwl'hii "of" any group or person.
20. Arado-hi was the tenotii mo of the women, while her husband was
that of all the villagers. She had in fact a certain ascendence over the women,
but since there was no context in which women act collectively, I never saw
her exercise any initiatory functions. Having a somewhat volatile temperament and a sharp tongue, she was nevertheless capable of getting a number
of "daughters" to help her in tasks such as weaving, husking maize, and
so forth.
21. Maize is planted without separate plots. The titular couple of the garden does not control or limit the supplies of maize taken by each domestic
unit; it is a shared plantation where each man cleared the forest and each
woman planted. Sweet potatoes, yams, manioc, tobacco, and cotton are
planted in sectors, each one under the care of a domestic unit.
22. Similarly, former Arawete villages apparently varied between a situation of maximal cohesiveness and minimal population, on the one hand, and
the current situation of maximal population and minimal cohesiveness, on
the other-in other words, between the uxorilocal extended family, simple or
amplified (married children, unmarried siblings\of the head couple), and the
juxtaposition of equally powerful extended families. If it were possible to determine an ideal type of village, it would consist of a group of married siblings, with a few couples already constituting extended families of two
generations and one of these extended families occupying the position of
"owner of the village." The village on the eastern side of the Ipixuna, abandoned in 1981, was quite close to this model.
23. I refer to dispersal since all the activities requiring a tenotii mo are ones
facing outside the village (except for the pirahe dances). Even the founding of
a new village is oriented this way, since it implies the abandoning of the old
one and, as a rule, the fragmenting of its population. Although a focus of unification, the role of leader nonetheless functions as a coordinator of dispersal.
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24. This does not mean that Yi-riiiato-ro had to sing or be the last to sing
for a collective hunt to be undertaken.
25. Yi-riiiato-ro is the man with the greatest number of uxorilocally married daughters (three, plus a classificatory daughter who lives in the same
patio, although belonging to another agricultural unit) and the greatest number of "sons-in-law" dispersed through the village.
26. The question of ,political chieftainship among the Tupi-Guarani is
thorny, and I do not want to attack it here. The Arawete case has numerous
Amazonian analogies. The idea of the headman as the founder and base of
the local group is found among the Parintintin, the Kaapor, the Wayapi, the
Guiana groups, and the Tukano (Kracke 1978 :33; Huxley 1956: 66-67; Gallois 1988: 22; Riviere 1984: 72f£.; C. Hugh-Jones 1979: 46). The "legitimating" and contagious value of the actions of the Kalapalo anetaw, "owners of
the village," is analogous to the Arawete case, although more formalized
(Basso 1973: 132f£.). The few attributes of the Arawete "owner of the village" contrast with the redistributive and directive functions of the Parintintin ruvihav, who divides up plots of land among group members and
distributes game brought to the village (Kracke 1978: 42-441. The latter's
first function is a weakened and generalized form of the Arawete situation
of the extended family's communal garden, where the head determines one
locale where all of the members of his family (but only them) will work.
The distinction between ta ria and tenota rna may correspond to the Kamayuni difference between the "representative of the land" and the "representative of the people" (Bastos 1978: 61, note 19b it does not, however,
reach the point of constituting a system of co-leadership of the Parintintin
type (Kracke 1978: 40). Nor does the distinction between ta ria and ta nipa
na ha attain the rigidity of the distinction that Levi-Strauss perceived among
the Tupi-Kawahib (1958:3341 between "chief," "bodyguard," and "lesser
functionaries."
All this suggests that, as among so many Amazonian groups, the position
of the Arawete headman results from the coalescence of certain attributesfather-in-law, shaman, warrior-and of a certain personality disposition. No
factor alone is sufficient for determining the position, which thus appears to
be a condensation point of various attributes, not a formal office fulfilled by
mechanical criteria.
CHAPTER

5

1. If the maize is still very green, what is produced instead of mepi is meal,
properly speaking: awaci' kQ'i', made of maize that is first ground raw and
then toasted.
2. They like to compare the long line of pots to a herd of peccaries: "tayaha [JiM!"
3. The same holds while mild beer is being made, but it only lasts one
night. Menstruating women may not chew the maize; if the female owner of
the maize has her period while the kQ'i'da is being made, she asks a sister to
substitute for her temporarily. In July 1981, a large amount of beer, ready to
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drink, was all tossed out because the owner aborted. "Lots of blood in the
beer," they said.
4. When the hunters separate into groups, each camp describes the other as
iwira di: ne ha, "those who are in other trees," a metaphor that evokes the
habit of howler monkeys whereby bands headed by different males occupy
their own trees. This figure of speech (also used to indicate the difference between father and father's brother in relation to ego) assumes additional significance in the context of the hunting parties for beer feasts, in that the male
howler monkey is the prototype of the marakay. If the band of hunters splits
up into gr~ups, one group should follow the leadership of the marakay, while
the other should follow the maraka memo'o ha, the "song teacher."
5. They do so also to take advantage of the husbands' absence. During the
ka'i mo-ra, the women attain a high state of erotic excitement; since the
o;'ner of the beer is under a sexual interdiction, they descend upon any remaining men. The theme of women's jokes during this period always revolves
around metaphors associating beer and semen. Once when two men and I
stayed behind in the village, the girls knocked on our doors, bringing bowls
and asking to have them filled with semen.
6. It is possible, although improper, to hold a feast of mild beer without
performing a peyo; the same is true for tortoises and other foods. The collective consumption of honey and assai requires a peyo, although these two
products can be consumed privately, something that does not happen with
strong beer, which is always drunk collectively-and therefore always prelibated by the gods.
7. It is here, I suspect, that postcontact changes most affected Arawete ritual organization. The multivillage character of the beer festivals and the association of the singer-warrior with the guests (in opposition to the sponsor of
the drink, who occupies a "feminine" position as nourisherl must have had
symbolic resonances that I could not make out. The Arawete beer festival
clearly belongs to the family of Amazonian intervillage ceremonies that deal
with potential affinity, such as the iavari of the Upper Xingu, the reahu of the
Yanomami, the shodewika of the Waiwai, etc.
8. Lery (1990 [1578):75), Cardim (1906 [1584):421), and Abbeville (1975
[16141:2391 all contrasted the moderation and silence of the Tupinamba while
eating with the excesses and singing while drinking (beer), and were surprised
at the mutual exclusion of beer and food (for Europeans belonging to the civilization of table wines, this must have caught their attention). What is worth
emphasizing here is the oral opposition: drink + word (songl versus food +
silence.
9. During the caxiri feast of the Wayapi, quite similar to the beer festival of
the Arawete, the "master of the feast" (the analogue of the singer) is as a rule
a brother of the "hostess owner of the caxiri" and therefore a brother-in-law
of the male sponsor of the drink (Gallois 1988: 154). We have here a stronger
version of the Arawete structure: the drink is directly identified with a
woman, and the "logical affinity" (residential or village exteriority) between
singer and sponsor in the Arawete ritual changes into real affinity.
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10. Following out his analogy, it could be said that the dances performed to
"make the beer heat up" during its production and fermentation correspond
to the role of di ma, "those who help to complete" the fetus, performed by
men other than the main genitor. See chapter 7, sect. 1.
11. The beer has ears. During the phase of its preparation, no one in the
village should pronounce the verb iwa, "to explode, split," or else the drink
may get the idea of doing this to people. The drink is ferocious (nara heti) and
thus related to other beings with sharp and vengeful ears. For instance, one
should not speak about the shamanry of tapir or deer near the smoked carcasses of these animals, or else their spirits will avenge themselves by burning the guilty party. We could say that the fermented (beer) degenerates into
the rotten and "rots" anyone who drinks it, making the belly swell up and
explode like a putrified cadaverj the smoked degenerates into an emitter of
fire, a carbonizer (tapir and deer need a peyo only when they are smokedl.
The miscarriage of the beer hostess in 1981 was attributed to the fermentation of the drink. Pregnant women must not prepare beer, at least during the
first months of gestation, when a great deal of semen is needed to consolidate
the fetus, which is immature (daCi, green) and sensitive to cold. Suspending
sexual relations during the phase of fermentation would make the fetus die of
cold j inversely, the gestation within the woman would remove the fermentive power of the beer in the pots.
12. There is no term specifically for "to ferment." The root 'da can be
translated as "sour," "bitter," "fermented," and "alcoholic." Fermentation is
a "boiling" or "bubbling": i-pipo is the form used to construct the verb mopipo, "to boil" (to cook in water). Because of its peculiarity of boiling without
fire, the fermentation of beer approaches another kind of magical water: the
"basin of souls" in the celestial world. These are circular depressions of stone
(similar to those where fish are trapped during the dry season and killed with
fish poison I filled with effervescent, bubbling water, where the dead are put to
revive and change their skin (discussed at length in chap. 7, sect. 41.
"To digest" is also a general verb, mo-yawe, "to make pass" (as a cloud in
the sky passes, as a headache passes, and so forth). This verb can be used in
the sense of "coming to," reviving, as a synonym of iperay; the Master of the
Vultures blows in the face of the souls who have recently arrived in the sky,
"to mo-yawe," to awaken them.
13. As in so many cultures, the sexual act is conceived as an "eating" (01 of
the woman by the man.
14. This accords with the traditional form of designating the female gender
by its sexual organ: hama, vagina. Thus, if I asked why any two men were
fighting, the answer was, "hama ne," "because of a vagina." The Arawete,
with their Rabelaisian penchant, will resort to other metaphors for vaginas of
the village, but the names of types of honey are the most frequently used.
15. The opposition honey/tobacco, in the context of extracting xupe, assimilates (and consequently separates I the hive full of bees (with one end
spewing smoke like a cigar) to the men at the foot of the tree (as if by smoking
they would get stuffed with ferocious beesl.
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16. Every time a shaman dreams of this divinity or the other celestial jaguars (Na yari or Na nQwl 'ha), he must warn the village in the morning, especially the parents of small children, so that they can put feathers on them.
Harpy eagle feathers repel the jaguars who must certainly be circling the
village. If I understood correctly, this decoration is associated with kanQho
ra '0 we, the spirit of the harpy eagle, which beats its wings and frightens the
j;guars. While jaguars seem to have a preference for children, the harpy eagle
is an animal with a different relationship to fecundity: women who eat its
meat wilIno longer menstruate and will become sterile.
17. Compare this placement with that prevailing in the case of honey.
When honey is shamanized in the village, people are supposed to stay securely inside their houses; in the forest, people should look for a site that is
lower than the campsite and wait for the arrows of the honey to be dispersed,
passing above their heads-a schema that seems to replicate the "higher"
situation of honey in relation to men.
18. This effect is similar to that produced by the spirit of a dead enemy,
who makes the killer's bangs fall out, exposing his forehead. The theme of
hair loss associated with deer meat can be found among the Kaapor (Huxley
1956: 84), where one must not sing or speak while consuming it.
19. The Arawete do not share the widespread Amazonian belief in the "recycling" of the dead into game animals, and of dead animals into human
souls or humanlike agents, although they have the notion of spirits of tapir,
deer, etc. Never having seen the shamanry for these animals, I do not know
their degree of "anthropomorphism" or interaction with the shaman. What is
certain is that there is no relationship between the MQi' and the spirits and/or
Masters of animals. The spirits of shamanized animals (those of deer and
tapir, which we eat, as well as those of snakes or scorpions, which bite us)
must be killed by the shaman, not placated or gratified, as happens, for example, in the Mundurucu ceremonies in honor of the "Mothers of the Game"
(Murphy 1958: 58-611. Nor is there any notion of the theft of human souls by
game animals, as among the Mundurucu (Murphy 1958: 251 and the PakaaNova (Vila<;a 19891. The Arawete system can be usefully compared with the
Bororo case, where the bari shaman offers meat to the bope (celestial and cannibal spirits, but different from the MQi; who synthesize the bope and aroe
aspects of Bororo cosmology) so that they will consume and "spoil" them,
i.e., make them comestible for humans (see Viertler 1976 j Crocker 1985).
20. The sexual nature of honey is clear in the food taboos of the Parintintin, who say it is the only food with malignant effects that can be passed
through sexual relations (Kracke 1981: 117). Levi-Strauss points out the association honey = menstrual blood in American mythology (19731, but
Kracke's data (1981: 121-221 and mine show that honey is equally associated
with sperm.
CHAPTER

6

1. Piha may be analyzed as pi-ha, "that which is together [with Xl·"
2. Although the expression "he piha" ("my companion") can be used to
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refer to the spouse irrespective of sex, men rarely use it. Women are never
designated teknonymically as the pihii of their husbands.
3. A son, however, never calls his genitor the "partner of [mother's name]";
he always uses the vocative papiiy and the term of reference he TO, or names
him by the form "father of X." He can refer to his mother's husband (not his F)
by the first term, even if this man is ego's FB. But even here the tendency is to
use kin terms as vocatives, not personal names. One's father and mother are
the people least often designated by personal names.
4. Heray he re, a term also applied to the firstborn.
5. With the arrival of the "new" Arawete in 1987, one of the girls of the
village had her name changed, since she carried the childhood name of one of
the newcomers, in whose memory it had been chosen (and whom everyone
thought had died long ago). Some people gave me the usual explanation, that
the homonym was painful to the ears of the adult woman; others told me that
the child would not grow if she kept that name (as if two people could not
occupy the same "onomastic space" at the same time).
6. 1£ a child, while growing up, reminds others of a deceased person, the
latter is not necessarily his eponym. Resemblances with the dead, frequently
pointed out, serve as a basis for joking nicknames (often the teknonym of the
child's deceased look-alike I, but these have nothing to do with his or her true
name and eponym.
7. The relationship between personal names and terms from the enemy or
divine series is always recognized. The situation is different for the rest of the
classes. When I tried to confirm that a name really was the same as, shall we
say, a tree, they told me, "No, it is different." That is, it was a personal name,
conferred in memory of a deceased; the tree was irrelevant. Nevertheless,
jokes were frequently made that designated an animal or object by the teknonym of the adult who carried the "homonymic" childhood name. An aray
rattle was called J/lriwipay-TO," since Aray was the childhood name of this
man; the wind was sometimes called "grandson of Madipay-hi," since the
childhood name of this woman was Iwito-iari, "Grandmother Wind" (the
name of a divinity). No restriction is imposed on the use of one's own "name"
when it designates an object; Iriwipay-ro used the word "aray" like everybody else. The restriction applies to uttering the name, not the word. That
one's own name can be stated in cited discourse suggests that the Arawete
"problem" is to avoid the coincidence between the subject in the utterance
and the subject who does the uttering.
8. Here I am referring to tendencies, since there are firstborns with names
given according to the other criteria, and vice versa (as is indicated by the
quantitative distribution). I did not undertake a detailed statistical study of
the matter. Nor did it ever occur to me to discuss these tendencies with the
Arawete, who never talked about them as rules.
9. The use of mythical personages who are tema ipi ("origin of the creeping vines," d. chap. 3, sect. I), such as Miri-aka and Moikato, is the only instance when the expression ]YirQw1'hii ne could be translated as "after an
Ii
"
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ancestor," and the only one that can mean that one of these personages is
being evoked, not a deceased eponym. Such names are frequently used, but
they are few in number, and it is not always clear whether they concern a
mythical ancestor, an enemy, or a being who became a divinity.
10. Although about 50 percent of childhood names are given after enemies
or gods, only about 10 percent of adult teknonyms have roots that were
chosen according to these criteria.
11. Thus Levi-Strauss (1977b: 73) contrasted systems in which names and
identities come from within and systems "of traditional headhunters," in
which their fundamental motive is the capture of souls and names from outside society.
12. The classic explanation by Metraux of the change of name after the
execution-a protection against revenge by the dead-is in my opinion precarious. The question was less a change of name than an accumulation of
names; and these were taken to inspire fear (Staden 1928: 1461, not out of
fear.
13. Such an inversion is consistent with another: Yanomami spiritual exocannibalism is correlated with a funerary osteophagy. Those who consume
the ashes of the dead assert their right to exercise vengeance (Albert 1985).
Among the Tupinamba, those who ate the war prisoner out of revenge did so
to assert themselves as potential objects of revenge by the enemy group (Carneiro da Cunha &. Viveiros de Castro 1985).
14. Ani is clearly a cognate of the Tupinamba anama, "relative," but tiwii
is more difficult to analyze. Although it recalls the Tupinamba complex of
the brother-in-Iaw/enemy (tovajal, it is more likely a cognate of the form
atuasaba (tuasap, atour-assap) and the Guarani tyvasa, which have been
translated as "ally," "partner," or "compadre." Lery 11990 [1578]:184-85)
states that it is a vocative used between a certain kind of formal friends
linked by relations of mutuality (with belongings in common), but between
whom matrimonial exchange is prohibited. Evreux (1929 [1615]) speaks of
tuasap as a guest; this was what the Tupinamba called the resident French
interpreters who enjoyed sexual access to their hosts' daughters or sisters.
Among the Apapokuva, tyvasa are compadres linked by name-giving (Nimuendaju 1978: 1091. Finally, tiwii resembles the Kamayura term for "crosscousin": yatuhap (Oberg 1953: 1121 or yatiwahap (Bastos 1992). Levi-Strauss
(1943) has pointed out the connection between the complex of ritual affinity
and such "tiwii" positions.
15. One of the innumerable joking forms for speaking about any female
cross-cousin or tiwii is to designate her parents by the kinship term that links
them to her, followed by the expression do pi ri i, "whom I haven't yet eaten
[but am going to]." Among the Kayabi, the standard term for cross-cousins of
both sexes has been translated as "thing-eat-{futurel-(perfective)" {Weiss
1985: 1161.
16. Once while I was discussing a marriage between classificatory siblings,
I asked someone if this was not incorrect. The interlocutor, who had an indi-
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rect interest in the affair, argued with scholastic shrewdness that the couple
was in an "ex-sibling" relation: everybody knows that siblings do not marry,
ergo they were not siblings. An unassailable syllogism ...
17. This is exactly like the Parintintin case, where, although oblique
unions are not permitted, bilateral symmetrical exchange is conceived of as a
short cycle, of the type associated by Levi-Strauss with patrilateral and avuncular marriages: in ceding a sister to someone else, a man acquires a right over
her children as spouses for his own children (Kracke 1984a: 113,119,1241.
The Arawete matrimonial ideology has clear parallels with the Guianese
social landscape. Their emphasis on the BIZ bond to the detriment of that
between WB and ZH (which makes the Arawete conform more to Yahnan's
[1962, 1967] and Riviere's [1969] view than to that of Dumont [1983] and Kaplan [1975], butccf. Dumont 1983: 153), seems to me to be derived from the
symbolic unmarkedness of affinity in favor of the system of sexual friendship,
and is consistent with the uxorilocal bias of the Arawete.
18. There are three different types of "Hawaiianization" of Dravidian terminologies in Lowland South America. In some cases, this neutralization
affects the entire terminology, but it is not thereby anything more than a contextual encompassment of distinctions internal to the cognatic field, as in the
Kalapalo case (Basso 1970). In other cases (such as the Pemon and Waiwai:
Riviere 1984: 67-69), such neutralization seems to have the purpose of resolving contradictions in the system of attitudes; the Hawaiian equations are
unambiguated by reference to the bifurcation of G+ I, and the ideal of marriages that are close and specified as "cross" relations is maintained. Finally,
in other cases (Tapirape, some Jivaro, Kulina, Upper Xingu-see Shapiro
1968, Taylor 1990, Pollock, 1985, Viveiros de Castro 1977), neutralization
mayor may not accompany a "matrimonial Hawaiianization," that is, a positive concept of genealogical distance as a condition of marriageability.
19. The suffix hete, "true," attached to a term can denote, for example, actual siblingship, but also close classificatory siblingship (FBS versus FFBSS or
the son of father's aplhi-pihti), or it can emphasize that a person so designated
behaves in a manner compatible with his kinship position. The suffix -pe,
meaning "ex-," can be employed to stigmatize a bad relative. Also, it is always possible to specify a genealogical relation covered by the category term
through descriptive circumlocutions: "made by a to ai," "coming from the
belly of a hi ami," etc.
20. To the 45 houses in the village in 1982, there corresponded 23 gardens,
13 of them opened by more than one conjugal family. Of these 13, 8 involved
11 affinal relations of the type WF+WM/DH. Of these 11 relationships, 6
were conceived as being based on the WM/DH relation (in which cases the
WMH, although an owner of the garden, was not a WF), and 2 on the WF/DH
relation. The associations based on other criteria occurred in 6 gardens: 6
F+ MiS relations, of which only 1 was conceived as being based on the F/S tie;
4 on the MIS tie (where MH was not the F); and 1 on the double tie F+M/S.
Only 2 agricultural associations were based on BIB ties, and 1 on the MB/ZS
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tie. The situation thus attests to the tendency towards "agricultural uxorilocality," confirmed in 11 .cases, against 6 where the married sons remained
working in the garden of their fathers (or mothers); and of these 6, 4 involved
virilocalized wives who were orphans without mothers. Of the 10 remaining
gardens, all were adjacent to others (collective or conjugal ones!; this proximity was based on ties of siblingship or horizontal affinity and only in 2
cases on relations of vertical affinity (WM/DH). See above (sect. 3), on the relation between types of residential sections and types of connections among
gardens. .
21. Compare this to the Parintintin term for incest: oii'u. "to eat oneself"
(Kracke 1984a: 123, note 41, which is also how the Maku define it (Silverwood-Cope 1980: 152).
22. Note that the type of sharing called by the same name, oyo pepi, results in women going to the house of their apmo for a few days. In such cases,
it is the men, in effect, who "exchange" wives, but in the case of a definitive
exchange, it is the men who will change their residence, ideally speaking
(given uxorilocality).
23. " ... a new marriage renews all marriages concluded at other times,
and at different points in the social structure, so that each connexion rests
upon all the others and gives them, on its establishment, a recrudescence of
activity" (Levi-Strauss 1969a: 65).
24. Thus, for example, the terminological relations among three men, as
one of the (#1) justified it, was as follows:

"apIhi"

"apIhi"

~------a------~
5

a~(----~

3

"brother"

~----)~a
"brother"
2

This would explain the presence of #2 (physically handicapped and unmarried) in the section headed by # 1. In turn, #3 is at the same time a "brother"
to # 1 and a "son" to the latter's wife. Note that #2 and #3 do not call each
other "brother." The terminology of kinship and friendship is not transitive.
25. Translator's note: see Levi-Strauss 1969a [1949]:497, where the original French "vivre entre soi" was misleadingly translated as "[to] keep to oneself," giving the phrase an individualistic connotation.
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7

1. Ta'i, the male term for "son," is also the generic form for children offspring of animals, buds of plants; -re is one of the marks of the no~inal
preterit that are affixed to all terms for parts of the body thought of "in themselves" or separated from the body.
2. Hopi'is a spatiotemporal marker with a linear-durative aspect: pe ropi',
"along the path, walking"; i-wahe nopi' we, "from the moment of arrival
upon arriving [and for a while afterwards]."
'
3. The coexistence of patrilateral notions of conception with the bilateral
recognition of a community of abstinence (I prefer to not speak here of"substance") can be found among other Amazonian groups-Yawalapiti and Suya,
for example (Viveiros de Castro 1977: 206; Seeger 1981: 150)-and perhaps
even among the hyperpatrilateral Tupinamba (Monteiro 1949 [1610]:413).
4. The mixture of human seed with that of spirits, as indicated earlier,
ca~ses the mother to miscarry and die. Among the Tapirape, the excessive
mIxture of seeds leads to infanticide (Wagley 1977: 134); among the Kamayura, to twinship, which also entails the death of the children (Bastos
1978: 35). The Arawete, who do not accept multiple births either, attribute
them to the fact that the mother, as an adolescent, had eaten too many eggs of
tortoise, turtle, and alligator. The Tenetehara attribute twinship to unnatural
coitus with the "evil forest demon, Marana ywa" (Wagley & Galvao 1949:
70). The notion of oyo pitiwii, "to work cooperatively" in a sexual sense, is
also found among the Ache, where ;apetyva refers to the secondary husband
the marginal contributor to the child's substance (P. Clastres 1972: 22- 23):
5. The practice of raising a spouse is mentioned for the Tenetehara (Wagley
& Galvao 1949: 78,90), the Tapirape (Wagley 1977: 157), and the Wayapi (Grenand 1982: Ill), but only in the last case is it associated with marriage to FZ
or MB. Among the Tupinamba, where the "raising" of wives was a privilege
of powerful men (Soares de Souza 1971 [1587]:305), the role of the cutter of
the navel cord fell to the F in the case of sons, and to the MB in the case of
daughters, within the context of ZD marriage (Fernandes 1963 [19491:17476,218-191. The marital right of the cutter of the navel cord is found in an
inverse form among the Ache: both the "one who lifted up" (upiaregi) the
child and the "one who cut the navel cord" (;ware) are types of godfathers,
sexually forbidden to their chave, whom they must nevertheless feed (P. Clastres 1972: 45-47). The intervention of the Parintintin MB occurs on the occasion of naming the child, when he secures his right over the child, but on
behalf of one of his children (Kracke 1984a: 112-13).
6. This does not mean that right after ingesting the iwirara'i tea, the parents start eating this animal; it is forbidden until the navel cord of the child
dries up. The Asurini and the Kaapor also do not eat red-footed tortoise, Geochelone carbonaria, during the couvade; the Guaja prohibit this species and
~o.the.r, the yellow-footed tortoise, G. denticulata; the Tembe do not prohIbIt eIther one; and the Kaapor prescribe the meat of G. denticulata as the
only edible meat for menstruating women, parents of newborns, and pubes-
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cent girls (Balee 1985 and personal communication, 1989). The Arawete, who
proscribe the yaaci' kati- (G. carbonaria), do not appear to prescribe the consumption of the other species; however, since parents in seclusion usually eat
tortoises they have in stock, and since they must follow numerous other alimentary prohibitions, the tendency would be towards the preferential consumption of yaaci' etQ'i' (G. denticulata). There appears to be a Tupi-Guarani
system of "tortoise transformations" at work, which should be further explored. I thank W. Balee for having called my attention to this point.
7. This affinity between a child and the burnt can also be found in cases of
convulsiOll.s caused by the Master of the Mumbaca Palm (see chap. 3, sect. 3).
Four children who were thus afflicted fell into the fire and died of burns.
8. The dangerous capacity of the fathers of newborns to attract snakes,
however, does form part of a system. Among the Kaapor, if a pregnant woman
sees someone bitten by a snake, "she loses her hair, her flesh also falls away,
and she dies" {Huxley 1956: 2061. The husband of a pregnant woman, in the
Wayapi case, may not kill snakes, otherwise the fetus "loses its skin" and
dies; in turn, the seclusion of the parturient is due to fear of mayo, the anaconda Master of Water, who abhors the smell of blood and kidnaps the child's
soul (Campbell 1982:273-74; 1989: 129, 135). Among the Nandeva and the
Kayova, od;epota, transformation into an animal (the punishment for those
who venture out into the forest during the couvade and menstruation), is
mainly attributed to karugua, the Rainbow, which, among the Arawete, Wayapi, and Ache, is a snake with great olfactory sensitivity. Then again, among
the Mundurucu, a woman who bathes during her first menstruation or shortly
after childbirth will have her soul stolen by a pit viper (probably Bothrops,
possibly Lachesis [Murphy 1958: 26]).
Two themes are interwoven here: the relationship between sexuality and
odor (of blood and sex), which attract snakes, and the theme of skin loss,
which brings to mind a contrario the capacity for skin renewal that snakes
have {the classic Amerindian symbol of immortalityl. The falling away of the
fetus' skin, or of the hair and flesh of a pregnant woman, is a deadly foreshadowing of the process of the celestial resurrection of the dead through a
change of skin-a theme encountered among the Wayapi and Kaapor. Among
the Tapirape, the theme is inverted and lacks the snakes: it is only after the
"postnatal skin" falls away (the layer adhering to the annatto with which the
neonate is coated) that the parents leave the couvade (Wagley 1977: 1401.
Among the Ache, the capacity to attract wild animals marks the bay;a
state of the father of a newborn; he takes advantage of this to go out to the
forest to hunt. But he also attracts jaguars as well as the Rainbow snake, who
falls into a cannibalistic rage. Childbirth and menstruation lead to bay;a (P.
Clastres 1972:26-28,37-38,1791.
For the Arawete, there is no direct relationship between menstruation and
snakes. But the Master of Water, who elsewhere is a snake {anaconda I, represents a threat to menstruating women and babies. The Rainbow snake, in
turn, detests the smell of sex, attacking shamans who venture into the sky
bearing this blemish. Two other ideas appear to be linked to this complex: if
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someone points his finger at the rainbow, his mother will die; also, the rainbow becomes "furious" when there are pregnant women in the village. Finally, one more transformation is noteworthy: shamans who have been bitten
by a bushmaster are attributed with the power, not at all appreciated, to cause
torrential rains every time a peyo is held. Thus, it is just as much aquatic
snakes (anacondas I as terrestrial and venomous ones (bushmasters, pit vipers)
that connect water, sex, blood, and odor. Also, compare the Arawete term
peye, shaman, with its cognate among the Ache, who have no shamans: for
the latter, paje are men who are immune to snake venom (P. Clastres
1972:2681·
9. The key word of this "milk nostalgia" is mO-Q'o. It can be glossed as "to
become estranged from oneself because of the absence of something desired."
10. Howard (personal communication 1990) was also told by the Waiwai
that they practice this technique.
11. The practice of handing over young girls to elders in this manner does
not reflect any gerontocratic privilege, but is, rather, a form of pairing people
who are before and beyond their full reproductive capacity. The elderly and
the handicapped thus form conjugal units with prepubescent girls and remain
integrated into the ideal system where each adult must live with a spouse in a
conjugal house. Reference to "raising" the spouse is also made of the less frequent unions between young men and elderly women.
12. The Suya and Kayapo, who use male lip plugs, are also the only peoples
in the region among whom the stretching of the labia of the vulva has been
recorded (Seeger 1981: 83; Lea 1986: 238), but there it does not seem to have
the same symbolic weight as among the Arawete. At any rate, considering the
extreme modesty of Arawete women in exposing the labia-the equivalent of
exposing the glans, also a cause of great shame-it might be possible to see in
the complex of labia majora/girdle a device of emphasis and control over female sexuality, like its Kayapo masculine analogue, the penis sheath (see Turner 1969, 1980).
13. I observed that such independence of husband and wife was contradicted several times. During the influenza epidemic of 1982, many people,
whose spouses were fevered, had their own heads shaven (in order to cool
down their bodies). This may suggest the widespread idea that spouses, after a
long period of living together, end up creating bonds of substance (Da Matta
1982:56).
14. A probable cognate of ha'iwa is the Ache concept of baivwa, a mortal
illness caused by the direct handling of a skeleton or by the consumption of
coatimundi flesh (a funereal animal), undiluted honey, or pure human flesh
prepared and served without vegetable foods (P. Clastres 1972: 163, 300, 3281.
Another cognate may be the Mbya a'yv6, which Cadogan (1959:66) translates as "to foretell misfortune," and analyzes as "to wound [the soul] with an
arrow."
IS. Two days before I left Ipixuna in 1983, Arado-hi succumbed to a malaria pre-coma. "Why?" "She just wanted to leave"j "She wanted to be the
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wife of a M{!j""j "She wanted to make us nostalgic"; "Someone has been stirring up the bones of Awara-hi, spreading me'e rahi and hahi we." Finally
someone declared he had seen fire in the- sky, so everyone concluded that
"iwa na'iwa ha," the sky had stricken Arado-hi (who escaped by a miracle,
and a little bit of quinine with adrenaline).
16. It should be noted that a paradigm seems to be operating: ha'iwa, disease; ho'ira, sadnessj ha'ira, desirej to which ho'ima, hunger, could be added.
I will not risk tracing their etymologies beyond pointing out that ho'ira and
ha'ira appear to contain the root of the verb for "becoming emaged," mo'ira
(the nominal form nara can be derived from the reflexive form). The verb that
describes the state of angry covetousness or envy, with a clear sexual connotation, belongs to this family: oyi mtra. The translation of nara as "anger"
is imperfect, since nara also refers to the positive impetus to incorporate
something. Two different case markings clarify this: one may be nara with
someone (nara X-rehe) or nara because of, as a function of, someone (nara XreI. A man expresses his sexual desire by saying he is nara nama ne, "angry
because of a vagina." The presence of the concept of an aggressive impulse in
the word "sadness," ho'ira, suggests the idea that sadness is an active passion, not completely distinct from rancor. The similar verb hero-ira (herobeing a causative-comitative), which signifies "to scorn," "to abandon" (a
wife, an offer), signifies the rancor provoked by the object of scorn.
17. The Ache posthomicide rite involves coating the killer with the white
down of vultures to make him lightweight, but the concern here is not the
loss of the soul, but the invasion of the killer's body by the cannibal soul of
the victim (P. Clastres 1972: 259).
18. It is worthwhile to contrast this "burial under grills" with the wellknown Tupinamba burials in "urns," i.e., pots for beer. We can also see in this
funerary form a transformation of the Ge theme of the four-de-terre earth
oven (a cooking pit where heated stones are placed beneath and atop the food
and covered with earth and leaves), where Levi-Strauss (1981 :612-17) elaborates in the context of a Tupi/Ge opposition: against the exo-cannibalism and
the ceramics of the Tupi are contrasted the Ge earth oven with its funerary
symbolism and their myths of MB/ZS solidarity. Here, elaborating on a previous deduction (1969b: 143), Levi-Strauss shows how the Ge and the Tupi classify culinary values differently: for the former, the rotten and the raw connote
nature, in opposition to the culturally cooked; for the latter, only the rotten
belongs to nature, while the cooked and the raw signify culture. The system
is confirmed in the first instance among the Arawete, given that the "grill of
the .Ani"-roasted, a more "natural" mode of preparing meat-is associated
with the rotten (the natural transformation of the raw), while the "eaters of
the raw" are in fact eaters of the boiled (the cultural transformation of the
raw). Undoubtedly, relative to the Ani, the MQi" are "culture" in opposition to
"nature."
19. The idea that rain, passing between the poles of the rack, accelerated
the decomposition of the body suggests that this method of burial is a com-
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promise between the system of exposing the corpse on wooden racks, found
among the Siriono (Holmberg 1969: 232), and the system of accelerating the
process of rotting through irrigation, of the Bororo type.
20. In contrast to the majority of other Tupi-Guarani, the Arawete never
buried their dead inside the house, but always in the forest, even when the
village was definitively abandoned (the exception being the death of children). On the other hand, I believe that they are the only ones who name a
village after someone who died there.
21. The semantic domain of Arawete eschatology makes heavy use of
nominal markers of time: -pe or -we, for the past, and -ri (-nil, for the future.
All Tupi-Guarani languages exhibit this conceptual form of construction,
which underscores the difference between the pure state, in itself or in the
present, of the lexemic concept, and its temporal realization, that is, the nonpresent. The past suffixes frequently indicate states of separation (actual or
logical: terms for parts of the body, for example, are affixed with these markers when thought of as separate from their whole); the future suffix indicates
intentionality and potentiality.
22. This does not signify any insubstantiality or "symbolism" of these
spiritual meals. When the Arawete say that something is eaten ipeye hii iwe,
"by shamanic means," they are expressing the idea that the i of things are
converted into essences: it is a sacramental operation, not a trope.
23. As Vernant (1983 :308-9) states, "A double is not at all the same thing
as an image. It is not a 'natural' object, but nor is it simply a product of the
mind. It is not an imitation of a real object or an illusion of the mind or a
creation of thought. The double is something separate from the person who
sees it, something whose peculiar character sets it in opposition, even in appearance, to familiar objects in life's ordinary setting. It exists on two contrasting planes at the same time: at the very moment that it shows itself to be
present it also reveals itself to be not of this world and as belonging to some
inaccessible, other, sphere."
24. The theme of exposing the forehead is recurrent. The Ani have such a
characteristic, as do the Kayapo and killers of enemies (whose bangs fall out).
It is ugly to expose the forehead: whites, enemies, and the god Araniimi are
called "big face" (see Cardim's reference to the Tupinamba's hairstyle a la
Saint Thomas [1906 (15841:423]).
25. Thus, a series of animals are linked to the specters of the dead: coatimundis, opossums, and night monkeys. The association of coatimundis with
the dead is found among the Ache, who say they are the ones responsible for
leading the ave soul to the sky, being themselves ove (P. Clastres 1972: 163).
Melia et al. (1973:91) attribute this function to the anteater. For the SurUl,
the coatimundi is a funereal animal (Laraia, personal communication, 1984).
The "coatimundi tooth" is a magical instrument of the Akuawa shaman and
is endowed with karowara power (Andrade 1984). Earlier (chap. 3, note 451,
the role of the kinkajou among the Kaapor was mentioned. Huxley (1956:
227££.1 refers to myths in which this animal appears linked to moonlight and
the eating of flowers; the Arawete also say that night monkeys "eat flowers"
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(actually they feed on flower nectar, among other thingsl. The Kaapor link the
kinkajou to jaguars of the underworld, and oppose jaguars to opossums (according to the mythological pair Mair's Son/Opposum's Son-Mair being the
Master of Jaguars). The Wayapi associate the kinkajou and the sloth with the
dead and the underworld. The Ache take jaguars to be cannibal incarnations
of the dead.
This system appears to be organized around two central oppositions: raw
versus rotten and jaguar versus opossum. The latter animal has several combinatory variants: the coatimundi, the kinkajou, the night monkey, and the
two edentates, the anteater and the sloth. The terrestrial specter of the Arawete belongs to the world of opossums, coatimundis, etc. We can thus expect
the jaguar-function to belong to the sky-to the cannibalism of the Mai'-if
the reader will permit such a "transcendental deduction."
The Arawete eat coatimundis, but not kinkajous, opossums, or night
monkeys.
26. With this in mind, I believe that the idea of the definitive abandonment
of a village after any death should be qualified. None of the villages bear
names of children, while the dead whose names identify villages are always
remembered by the group, even when they had not been "owners of the village," shamans, or killers; many are women. See Gallois (19841 on the Wayapi, who move from a village whenever several people died there, or when a
"prominent individual" passes away.
27. The notion of "the living," "alive," is expressed by the word hekawe
(d. Tupinamba ikabe), the participial form of the verb "to exist." The living
are "those that exist," those who are present. The celestial souls belong to
this category, the terrestrial specters do not.
28. Besides deer, tapirs, howler monkeys, trairao fish, and poisonous creatures (see chap. 5, sect. 3), other animals have hQ'a we that can be dangerous
in certain contexts. The spirit of the trumpeter bird takes revenge on anyone
who does not eat the bird roasted, causing ha'iwii; the word "egg" (hapfuii)
should not be pronounced near the flesh of coatimundi or fish with sharp
teeth, or else these animals will bite one's belly; the euphemism "thing"
(apa) should be used instead. This pertains to the complex of verbal taboos,
which apply to maize beer, the Master of Water, Iarac{ tapir and deer, and
certain songs.
29. Briefly, I will mention the Ache ian-ve and a-ve, principles liberated
after death; the Wayapi iii, the soul of a living person, which bifurcates into
te-an-wer and t-ai-we in death; ma-au, "to dream," in the same language;
the Parintintin concept of ra'uva and the verbal form -ra'uv, which refer to
actions in dreams and to the specter of the dead, in contrast to the "shadow,"
'ang; in Tenetehara, the verbal suffix -'u for "dreaming" or "conjecturing,"
the noun me'e ra'u for "something ominous," and t-a'u-wer for "phantasm,"
and again, ang, for "soul-shadow"; in Akuawa, i-unga and a-wera, soul of the
living and of the dead; the Tapirape i-ynga and in-vuera for "soul" and "soul
of the dead"; in Guarani, the concept of fum t-au-gue, "ghostly mouth," the
telluric part of the soul; and the Mbya verb ra'u, "to dream." See: P. Clastres
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1972:303 j Cadogan 1962:60,62, 69 j 1978:42-4 j Gallois 1984 j Campbell
1982: 270-72 j 1989: 127 j Grenand 1982: 222 j Kracke 1983 j Boudin 1978 j
Andrade 1984 j Wagley 1977: 168, 181 jBaldus 1970: 351-52jDooley 1982: 310.
30. Note the significant ambiguity of the expression bide ri, used for paternal semen and the celestial soul: semen is to the living what the living are to
the soul. The living are thus potential divinities. This supports the idea that
humans are to the gods as children are to adults (see chap. 3, sect. n and this
is why only death fully actualizes the potential contained in bide.
31. I would speculate that the localization of the i in the trachea (where
the larynx is inserted into the chest) is linked to two notions: this is an open
site, a sort of fontanel that never closes, and it might have something to do
with the melodious quality of souls.
32. This place evokes the ka'aorowapy, "the surface of the trees of the
jungle/' the secondary paradise of the Guarani of Amambai (Cadogan
1962: 70).
33. The name of the bath where the skin is changed is derived from pi'da,
to peel. This is a classic theme of South American mythology. The association of the Mg.i' with stone and the change of skin belongs to the theme of
immortality and the briefness of life (Levi-Strauss 1969b: 149-63). The rejuvenating bath in effervescent water is found in a Kayabi myth (Grunberg
n.d. [1970]:186-87). Among the Tapirape, it is a pot of truly boiling water
that makes the mythical twins grow (Wagley 1977: 179-80). The bath in
Mair's "magic water" confers immortality through a change of skin in a Kaapor myth (Huxley 1956: 200-20n where another Arawete motif is found:
the "lengthening" of the dead, an operation that Mair makes them undergo.
The Arawete hg'o we, upon leaving the body, is as small as a rat; the Master
of the Vultures "stretches" it (ipiha). The gods are much taller than humansj
the magic bath makes them grow-recall that "we are children." Among the
Wayiipi, we have a modernization of the theme of boiling without fire: upon
arriving in the sky, the dead "are dirty and rotten, but there they take a bath
with soap and become just like people" (Gallois 1985: 183, citing an Indian).
34. "I( after burying the deceased, they hear some distant peals of thunder,
they say it is some phantoms who feed upon dead bodies and who thus have
gathered to eat this one" (Montoya 1951: 274). Also see the Ache pichua, meteorological signs of the souls of the dead (P. Clastres 1972:231).
35. The shamanic act of bringing the deceased is described as rno-pirii (yipe
iwi ihe), "to cause to step (again on earth)." This can be compared with the
Guarani rno-pyra, the incarnation of a divine word-soul in a child (Cadogan
1950:244).
CHAPTER

8

1. This corrects what was said in the Brazilian edition (Viveiros de Castro
1986: 519), that the dead-turned-divinities eat the souls who have just arrived. Everyone with whom I took up the question again in 1988 was insistent that the celestial hg'o we are not cannibals. It is necessary to distinguish
between the dead who exist as the dead (those who appear in songs) and those
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who blend into that undifferentiated mass of the divine population and who
are not exactly ha'o we, since they no longer exist in the group memory. The
celestial dead who interest the living are-the recent dead-hence, the dead
are not cannibals.
2. I know very little about Arawete dreams. "To dream" is ice yu, ice
kiyaha yu, ice rg '0 yu: ice is the verb for "to sleep/' -yu is the suffix for "eternal" or "transcendent" (see chap. 3, sect. 2), kiyaha is the state of "translucence" (to be discussed later in this section,) and rg'o is the verb aspect that
indicates immateriality or unrealized potentiality, and appears to contain the
root -.s{o (see chap. 7, sect. 3).
3. See Wagley (1977: 191-92, 198-210) on identical collective sessions of
intoxication intended to induce dreams in Tapirape shamanic candidates, and
on how shamans are resuscitated after being knocked down by Thunder: "We
die and tobacco brings back life. Without tobacco Thunder would kill us"
(1977: 208). The first thing the Mgi ask for from the shaman is a puff from his
cigar.
4. This does not mean that the Mgi do not reveal themselves as real beings,
hiro, during shamanic sessions. But for beginners, the gods are always hiro,
that is, completely exterior.
5. Cigar butts should never be thrown away, or else one will become lost in
the forest. See the same belief among the Shipaya (Nimuendaju 1981: 12).
Perhaps this implies that tobacco is something that guides us to divinity.
6. Even though women are the ones who weave the rattle's inner structure,
they must not shake it once it is completedj it rouses the gods, who might
kill the imprudent woman.
7. The bow/rattle opposition is pertinent. The bow is fabricated entirely by
men and presupposes the sexual disjunction within the couple: during the
carving and the bending of the piece, sex is interdicted, lest the vagina break
the weapon literally and metonymically. The rattle requires the technical
collaboration of the couple, but subsequent sexual activity is a metaphorical
breaking of the aray: what is broken is communication with the gods.
The bow is obtained through the separation of a piece of wood from a massive matrix, the trunk of a Tabebuia tree, felled by the manj the rattle is
produced through the composition of a dispersed matrix (itiriti cane I, usually
collected by women. The bow is the support (hi-pii) of the arrows, which are
designated by the double synecdoche kano pepa, "harpy eagle feathers," applied even to those using curassow feathers. The rattle is the support of
macaw feathers: its name is probably derived from arii, "macaw." The harpy
eagle is a masculine birdj killed or captured, it is owned by men, and its feathers are used only in the fabrication of arrows; women who eat harpy eagle
will cease to menstruate. Tame macaws, the source of the feathers for rattles,
are always female property, and their feathers serve as adornments for both
sexes. Also, whereas macaws are the most striking symbol of the village, a
feminine world, harpy eagles are symbols of the celestial and masculine
world of the gods.
8. Concerning the ethnographic singularity of the Arawete aray, I have re-
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cently run across information on a very similar object belonging to another
Tupi-Guarani group. Such an object can be seen in a watercolor of Hercule
Florence (an artist accompanying the Expedi~ao Langsdorff of 1821-1829),
which shows a "Village of the Apiaka," a Central Tupi-Guarani tribe living
on the Rio Arinos, Mato Grosso. One of the men depicted in the watercolor is
carrying in his hand something that Nimuendaju (1948c:3141 characterizes
as "a kind of scepter made of six macaw tail feathers with their bases covered
with down." Since "scepters" are objects that are not especially common
among the Tupi-Guarani, and since no other information corroborates such
an interpretation, 1 would suggest, given the notable resemblances between
the two, that this object is a shaman's rattle of the same type as the aray (see
Expedi~ao Langsdorff 1988: 76-791.
9. I attended several killings of the hQ'o we of spiders and stingrays, accomplished without shamanic songs, and the capture and killing of four Ani
that penetrated the village one night. The Ani sang through the shaman's
mouth (who alternated this song with another that brought the MQi') about
how they had run all night long through the forest and had killed three anteaters. A neighbor shot the Ani as they took refuge in a clump of sisal.
10. This is not always easy to distinguish. Thus, for example, the opiwani
movement, the forceful stamping of the shaman's right foot while he dances
bent over and huffing, is a sign of the gods' presence. One time when a shaman brought a deceased daughter, marked by a resounding opiwani, someone
commented that "Iwane is making her father stamp his foot forcefully." The
verb prefix that was employed suggested that the action was caused through
participating in it, not that Iwane had "possessed" her father. The notion of
possession is foreign to Arawete thought; souls may exit but they do not enter other people's bodies.
11. There were some who disagreed with this interpretation, suggesting instead that the girl was addressing not the soul of her FB, but the man himself,
sleeping in a nearby house. Likewise, at least one person speculated that the
girl who sang was not Kaiiipaye, but a classificatory daughter of the shaman
who had died more recently. "Only Kaftipaye-ro and his wife know who it
was." This does not mean that the main enunciator cannot be named.
12. Notably, none of the dead named in the song are designated as "deceased" or as "X-rQ'o we," but as existing in the present. The only one who is
"deceased" is the shaman.
13. Or this may refer to the shininess of the harpy eagle feathers. One of
the shamanic names of this bird is ia'i iwa. neha., "that which resides next to
the face (leaves) of the Brazil-nut tree," an expression that also serves as a synecdoche for "arrows" and alludes to warfare.
14. [mane songs may have a content that is entirely foreign (in superficial
terms) to the problematic of the operation. Songs for alimentary peyo always
bring the divinities associated with the relevant food. An imone is undertaken at the shaman's initiative, not the patient's.
15. It may be objected that peyo rituals for food, involving the arrival of
specific gods, exhibit an external constraint. This may be so, but it applies to
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the gods, not to the dead who occasionally descend with them. Besides, several times peyo were not performed because no shaman managed to become
inspired on the preceding night: "The gods didn't come." At any rate, I do not
know the exact relationship between dreams and songs; what is certain is
that the shaman does not dream the song; rather, he sings the dream, that is,
interprets it, in both senses of the term. Also, I know that shamans can sometimes sing without having dreamed, by inducing visions and speech through
the massive ingestion of tobacco.
16. The importance of the conjugal unit in shamanism is found among
other Tupi-Guarani, such as the Tapirape (Wagley 1977: 195, 201, 203, 2081
and Guarani (Nimuendaju 1978: 51, 1051. There is also a clear relationship
between shamanism and leadership of an extended family among these
peoples. The association of shamanism and conjugality also appears among
the Bororo (Crocker 1985: 2101.
17. This term refers only to the Arawete slayer. Cognates with the same
signification are found in Ache (brupiarel and in Parakana (moropiarera) (P.
Clastres 1972: 248; C. Fausto, personal communication, 1989). In the Lingua
Geral, marupiara designates a good hunter who does not miss his mark. This
term is complex; it should be compared to the form rupia given by Montoya
(1876 [1640], glossed as "adversary (contrary), enemy, harmful thing," and
nominalized as rupiara. See also Boudin 1978, Vol. 2.
18. Women, who do not sing while they dance, may freely repeat war
songs, doing so in the same falsetto register they use when repeating MQi"
maraka.. Dance songs do not make use of vibratto; they play with the duration of syllables and a system of cuts or intervals that "break" the words in
half, and use an almost hypnotic repetition.
19. These include (1) AciCi reiyi pe ("Howler Monkey Entrails"): associated with the Monstrous Howler Monkey, it cannot be sung during the phase
when maize is ripening (when, besides, no pirahe is performed, since everyone is in the forest), or else it will not grow; (21 Na. n~mf-na. ni ("Future Victim of a Jaguar"): this is the song of jaguar killers; it also prejudices maize
while it is sprouting, and cannot be sung by boys; (3) Yato wi ("Yato's
People"l: a group of enemies who dispersed; it has deleterious effects on
maize; and (4) the "Centipede," "Monstrous Spider Monkey," and "Gigantic
Tortoise" songs, and those of the mythical enemies Itakadl, Ta'akati, Madapi:
all these are lethal, ha'iwa. ha., and singing them is quasi-suicidal. I never
heard any of them.
Also, the original enunciation of a song commemorating the death of an
enemy may not be accompanied by prepubescent boys, much less by women.
20. Notice that there is an incongruence: the Parakana wear very short
hair, hence the image of "long hair" is somewhat improper. This suggests
that the song must have appropriated some traditional figure of speech,
probably from some song referring to the TowQho, a tribe described as "longhaired people."
21. Compare this with the cannibalism of the Yanomami killer, who
vomits his victim's fat and hair, a sign that he has eaten his soul; also com-
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pare how the Yanomami killer is possessed by his victim's "vital principle,"
which torments him and drives him crazy, in a manner analogous to the "arrival" of the awi ng'o we in the Arawete case (Lizot 1985: 5, 176).
22. The Maku also think of the young as "green" and "raw" (as opposed to
those who are older, "mature," as we also say) (Silverwood-Cope 1980: 140).
The Shipaya offer an attenuated and humorous variant of the warrior's invulnerability in the Beyond: only the souls who arrive wearing a necklace of human teeth are spared a beating (a "cooking"?) administered by the spirit who
greets them (Nimuendaju 1981 :30). The Arawete theme, in turn, is a weak
variant of the Tupinamba dogma that only killers gained acess to immortality
(discussed later).
.
23. However, while enemies were eaten, jaguars were not. A jaguar, as a
symbol of cannibalism, was treated as if he were a human: his head was
smashed. An enemy, on the other hand, was treated as if his captors were jaguars: he was eaten.
Among all the Tupi-Guarani groups, I believe that only the Ache eat jaguars, which might be linked to two ideas: the ave-soul of an "important
man" is transformed into a cannibal jaguar, and the dead are eaten so that
their souls do not eat the living, penetrating their bodies. The killer is also
cannibalized by the Victim, who penetrates him through the anus and eats his
entrails; this ianve-soul must be vomited. The Ache method of avenging a
natural death by executing another person of their own group (a child)
produces a sui generis torsion in the game of identification between the deceased and the killer: the assassin of the child was adopted by the latter's
mother (P. Clastres 1972: 242-43,250-51,259-60,275,302,332-33).
24. Compare this with the role of trophy skulls for the Shipaya and with
the spirits of Kayapo killed by the Tapirape, who become the shamans' "familiars" and warn them of attacks by living Kayapo (Nimuendaju 1981: 2324; Wagley 1977: 184-85).
25. One time when I asked whom the gods were speaking about in a
peyo-concerning an Iraparadi' who smoked a lot-they told me, "about
you." The term can also be used as an accusation, as in the case of a song in
which a dead woman asked for "her lraparaiJi'''; everyone understood that she
was speaking about her husband, who let her be captured by the Parakanii as
he fled in cowardice. By means of this ironic sketch, the husband was defined
as his wife's "killer."
CHAPTER

9

1. As Kant's argument goes (1958 [1787):192): "In the analytic judgment
we keep to the given concept, and seek to extract something from it. If it is to
be affirmative, I ascribe to it only what is already thought in it. If it is to be
negative, I exclude from it only its opposite. But in synthetic judgments I
have to advance beyond the given concept, viewing as in relation with the
concept something altogether different from what was thought in it. This relation is consequently never a relation either of identity or of contradiction;
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and from the judgment, taken in and by itself, the truth or falsity of the relation can never be discovered."
2. This helps us understand the Kaapor idea (where shamanism is a value
subordinated to war) that the opossum is a shaman (Huxley 1956: 221). The
fact that the specters of the Arawete shamans sing, thus displaying a greater
"animation" than common specters, may be an inversion of the "antiopossum" status, that is, jaguar-like and imputrescible, of the celestial souls
of slayers.
3. Earlier I mentioned in passing the Guarani "cult of bones" (H. Clastres
1978 [1975):20-21) and the theme of kandire, the nondecay of the skeleton,
linked to that of aguyje, maturation-perfection, the transcendence of f'raw"
human matter on the way towards the divine. The association between specter and flesh is also seen in the Kaapor Anyang, which has green skin (rotten)
and does not have bones (Huxley 1956: 1801. This can be compared with the
Timbira mekaro, which has only skin and bones; in contrast to the Arawete
case, this indicates its lack of vitality. Permanence for the Timbira is located
in the actual skeleton and in names (Carneiro da Cunha 1978: 145). The Bororo, among whom these oppositions are highly developed, present an interesting transformation of the theme of the skin of the dead. The hide of a
jaguar killed by an aroe maiwu, a substitute of the deceased that avenges
him, must be offered to the clan relatives of the defunct. He is a kind of final
perigraphe or circumscription of the person of the deceased (Novaes 1981).
Among the Arawete, it is the "jaguar" gods who keep the skins of devoured
souls as trophies.
4. In this version, the common dead inhabit abandoned villages, mechanically repeating their lives; their souls suffer a regressive transmigration into
smaller and smaller animals (see also Murphy 1958: 26 on the Mundurucu)
until they are extinguished.
5. Shamans have sexual relations with female white-lipped peccaries,
thereby spawning the pigs. This belief inverts the Guarani complex of odjepotQ, transformation into an animal through sexual contagion after eating
raw meat. It also suggests an "animalization" of the Tapirape shaman, his extrasocial position. The death of a shaman makes the celestial Jaguar send jaguars to earth (Wagley 1977: 185): instead of being linked to opossums, as in
the Kaapor case, the shaman here is a "jaguar-fUnction."
6. This holds also for the Siriono: the souls of "good" men do not return to
haunt the living, but those of "bad" men do (Holmberg 1969: 243). Holmberg
declares emphatically that there is not posthumous Beyond, but he mentions
two types of spirits of the forest, the kurUkwa and the abacikwaia, both identified with the'~pecter of the deceased.
7. This term has many cognates in Tupi-Guarani languages: the Tenetehara piwara, Wayiipi ompiwan, Kayabi ngarupiwat, designating animal
spirits or spiritual powers of shamans. It is the same as the Guarani tupichua,
which Montoya (1876) derives from rupi + guara, and which translates as
"(spirit) familiar of sorcerer." -Guara is an agent-marker; the form rup or
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they killed their opponents and ate them." (Blazquez [1559) in Leite 195658, 3: 137). Staden is concise: "Their treasures are the feathers of birds"
(1928: 147).
11. The custom of killing and eating the children of captives borne by
women of the group scandalized the Europeans. The child could be eaten by
its mother and grandparents (Soares de Souza 1971 :325). Thevet explains this
by the patrilateral theory of conception: children of enemies were enemies;
they were killed "so they would not turn into enemies" (1953: 139-40).
12. Translator's note: the terms used here allude to theological debates in
the Christian church about the nature of the Eucharist and transubstantiation of the host. According to the O.E.D., "manducation" refers to the action
of eating (e.g., carnal, literal, spiritual manducation) the host, which may be
understood as "according to the flesh" or "according to the spirit."
13. Note that "contrary" was the word for "enemy" in sixteenth-century
Portuguese, as well as in Tupinamba (tovaja: "brother-in-law," "enemy,"
"something opposite from oneself," "something facing oneself").
14. Thevet (1953: 283-84) even implies that the captive took the name of
the deceased whom he "substituted" in relation to the widow.
15. As we have seen, Florestan says that ritual death "put the integrity of
the 'person' at risk," requiring a sacrifice in reparation (Fernandes 1970: 3201.
This is based on an obscure observation by Magalhaes de Gandavo (1922: 85)
that "their dead will go through a future life wounded or cut in pieces or in
the condition in which he left this life." Besides sounding strange when compared to all the other texts that affirm how "handsome" ritual death is and
how horrible it is not to be eaten, this passage leads down a false path by confounding individual destiny and collective response.
16. Lery (1990: 124-25) reports the following typical dialogue between
slayer and victim: "'Are you not of the nation ... which is our enemy? And
have you not yourself killed and eaten of our kinsmen and friends?' The prisoner, more fearless than ever, replies ... "Pa, che tan tan, ajouca atoupave:
that is, 'Yes, I am very strong, and have slain and eaten a great many ... 0, I
have never hesitated: how bold I have been in attacking and seizing your
people, of whom I have eaten time and time again,' and so he goes on. 'And for
that reason,' says he who is standing there ready to slaughter him, 'since you
are now here in our power, you will presently be killed by me, then roasted on
the houcan and eaten by all the rest of us.' 'Very well,' replies the prisoner ...
'my kinsmen will avenge me in turn."'
17. He thereby anticipated, Lestringant continues, the symbolic reading of
modern anthropology, which only reappeared after a long hiatus of naturalization. The naturalizing tendency was already represented in Montaigne's
time by Cardan, a sort of truculent and proteinic forebear of Marvin Harris.
18. Thevet narrates the story of a widow who, outraged by the cowardice of
her husband's kin, goes to war and brings back enemies so that her children
can avenge their father. Becoming accustomed to this role, she ends up assuming the appearance of a man and becomes celibate. In the absence of prisoners, women would turn into men: this seems to be the moral of the story.
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19. It is interesting to compare this system with the logic of naming
among the Ge-Timbira peoples: there, the sister's husband settles part of his
debt by producing an alter-ego of his wife's brother-his son will be named
for (and by) the latter (Ladeira 1982: 81). The Tupinamba gave a daughter in
exchange for a wife, or a captive in exchange for themselves-a captive who
would bring names to the wife's brother when the latter killed him and,
moreover, enable him to obtain a wife. If the Timbira sister's son is a double
of his mother's brother, the Tupinamba captive is an equivalent of the sister's
daughter, .or of the sister's husband himself (his comestible version, so to
speak) for the wife's brother. Names, enemies, children, and women circulate
through the same channels.
20. The relationship between avuncular marriage and political power can
still be seen today among the Kaapor (Balee 1984: 1831.
21. Riviere (1969: 272-751, in discussing the Trio, questions Kirchoff's interpretation of avuncular marriage as a way of avoiding brideservice. This
may also be a valid point for the Tupinamba, but my point concerns uxorilocality. Among the Tupi-Guarani, as in the Guianas, avuncular marriage
is part of a general strategy of endogamy, which creates residential solutions a
posteriori, always starting from an "uxorilocal attractor" at base from which
one wants and one may (if one can) escape.
Here, I wish to take the opportunity to diverge from Laraia's hypothesis
(1971; 1972 :34-36) of a patrilinear and patrilocal horizon for the Tupi, with
matrilocality supposedly being the fruit of historical changes. The immense
majority of Amazonian peoples (including the Tupi-Guarani) present complex systems of residence; Ge uxorilocality and Tukano virilocality, with
their normative and (quasi-)universal functioning, are more exceptions than
the rules. The Amazonian rule, if it is possible to speak of one, is this: within
a general tendency towards uxorilocality, the powerful and their sons do not
live according to this residential solution. This applies to the Parintintin
(Kracke 1978: 35ff.), Kayabi (Griinberg n.d. [1970): 113, 120), Guarani (Schaden
1969: 95), Wayiipi (Grenand 1982: 136; Gallois 1980: 40), Tenetehara (Wagley
&. Galvao 1949: 25-29), Tapirape (Wagley 1977: 93-96), Siriono (Holmberg
1969: 128, 148), and Kaapor (Balee 1984: 162ff., 176). Besides the Tupi, witness the Upper Xinguanos, with their difference between the "elite" and
"commoners" residentially significant (Bastos 1978: 34, 61); the Pareci, where
only the sons of chiefs stay at home (Costa 1985: 99-this would be "Arawakan" in general; d. Schmidt n.d. [19171:48f£.); the Mundurucu (Ramos
1978); the Jivaro (Descola 1982: 311); the Yanomami (Ramos &. Albert 1977:
7-8,21); and naturally the Guianas (Riviere 19841. Even the uxorilocal Suya
and Shavante allow exceptions for chiefs. In the Tupinamba case, prowess in
warfare was seemingly the sociological clinamen that favored escape from
the uxorilocal drift; in other societies, it is more stable forms of hierarchy.
22. I must add here a retrospective cautionary note in light of some recent
discussions concerning Amerindian warfare. I do not think that the Tupinamba data support in any way whatsoever the pseudo-Darwinian speculations (embellished by a doubtful statistical apparatus1 of Chagnon (1988,
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rupia could be the same that enters into the Arawete morQPl'na, killer, and
would mean "enemy." See chapter 8, note 16.
8. Another name for this specter is takykueri gua (Cadogan 1959: 104),
which can be analyzed as "that which stays behind," that which remains (d.
Dooley 1982: 29, akykue). This literally repeats the Arawete notion that the
specters "stay behind us" (see chap. 7, sect. 4).
9. It is, in other words, "a meaning which transcends the distinction between the real and the imaginary: a complete meaning of which we can now
hardly do more than evoke the ghost in the reduced setting of figurative language. What looks to us like being embedded in praxis is the mark of thought
which quite genuinely takes the words it uses seriously, whereas in comparable circumstances we only 'play' on words" (Levi-Strauss 1966: 265).
CHAPTER

10

1. As Sahlins (1983: 83) remarked, "In the global system of sacrifice [in
Fiji], raw women and cooked men have the same finality. Both are reproductive, 'life-giving': the woman directly, the sacrificial victim as means of the
exchange of mana between men and gods. Here, then, is another expression
of their equivalence: a barren wife is not strangled to accompany the soul of
her husband to the afterworld (Buiu), ancestral source of human and natural
reproductionj and as for the deceased warrior who had never killed, never
brought home a human sacrifice, he is condemned to endlessly pound a pile
of shit with his warclub, through all eternity
It is, as the Maori say, 'the
battlefield with men; childbirth with women'
The Aztecs formed and
acted on the same representation of social reproduction." Indeed, see SahagUn
(1969 [1577]:167) regarding the Aztecs: "And when the baby had arrived on
earth, then the midwife shoutedj she gave war cries, which meant that the
little woman had fought a good battle, had become a brave warrior, had taken
a captive, had captured a baby." From Classical Greece to the Anggor of New
Guinea, through the Jivaro and the Yanomami, this same correlation can be
seen between feminine states or attributes-menstruation, birth, or marriage-and aggressive masculine actions (Vernant 1988: 34 j Huber 1980: 48 j
Taylor 1985: 161 j Albert 1985).
2. I do not believe it necessary to discuss either the "discoveries" of Arens
(1979), who reveals a profound ignorance about the Tupinamba (see Forsyth
1983, 19851, nor the ethnocentric lucubrations of Girard (1977: 274-79); Florestan is more substantial about (and as) the scapegoat. A useful summary of
Tupinamba sources and interpretations is found in Metraux 1967.
3. In postulating a "cult of the dead" as the basis of the war complex, Florestan repeats a theory of Steinmetz (and E. Rhodel. It derives the juridical
penalty from blood revenge, and this in turn from fear of the dead, the basis of
their cult. Mauss (1969 [1896]:681), in a meticulous critique, observes that
the cases of revenge demanded by the spirits of ancestors are empirically rare,
therefore incapable of supporting the universality required by Steinmetz's
theoryj he also notes that they emerge "where the patriarchal family is per-
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fectly organized, where the ancestor is a god and acts as such." But this is
exactly what Florestan intended to demonstrate by examining Tupin~mba
sacrifice, thus committing a petitio principii.
Nothing is intrinsically wrong with linking "ancestralization" and human
sacrifice. It is valid, for example, for the Melanesian Fataleka (Guidieri 1980)
or the Amazonian Yagua (Chaumeil 1985: 153). But nothing is intrinsically
necessary about this link either, and the Tupinamba materials do not lead in
this direction.
4. This is also encountered among the Jivaro: in the absence of human
heads to make the tsantsa, those of sloths are used (Harner 1973: 148). Each
people, one might say, has its oxen and cucumbers.
5. This seems to indicate that even those who died at home must be
avenged (see also Leite 1956-58, 1 :307)-a very liberal interpretation of
"blood revenge" and lex talionis.
6. Lery describes a form of communication between the dead and the
living that involves a reference to war, but I do not believe that this passage
authorizes the idea that the dead impose an "imperative of revenge" or require a sacrificial offering of captives. His remarks concern beliefs about a
particular kind of bird: "But the mystery that I want to mention is this: his
[the bird's] voice is so penetrating ... that our poor Tupinamba, who hear
him cry more often in the night than in daytime, have the fantasy imprinted
in their brain that their deceased relatives and friends are sending them these
birds as a sign of good luck, and especially to encourage them to bear themselves valiantly in war against their enemies. They believe firmly that if they
observe what is signified to them by these augurs, not only will they vanquish their enemies in this world, but what is more, when they die their souls
will not fail to rejoin their ancestors behind the mountains and dance with
them" (Lery 1990: 91).
7. A few enemy women were spared and taken as concubines; after their
death, however, their skulls were ritually split open. Their captors thus took
advantage of them twice over.
8. Thevet (1953: 193-941 relates that the captive was feathered and the
women showered him with parrot feathers as he entered the village "as a sign
of his death." The executor, for his part, imitated a bird of prey approaching
its quarry (Cardim 1906: 436).
'
9. Since I have just mentioned the Bororo, it is interesting to note that the
famous aroe concept, which means, among many other things, "personal
name," was analyzed by the Salesian encyclopedists as originally signifying
"feathers" (Albisetti & Venturelli 1962: 100-108). I thank Terence Turner for
directing my attention to this reference.
10. Father Antonio Blazquez was delighted with the signs of Christianization among the Tupi of Bahia: "They also sold all of their featherwork used to
clothe themselves and their women, an occurrence which most certainly is a
sign of the Holy Spirit having touched their hearts. Because these feathers of
theirs are the finest adornments that they have, and they wore them when
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1990) about Yanomami blood revenge, the differential reproductive success of
killers, and so forth. As regards the Yanomami, my position is wholly on the
side of Albert (1985, 1989, 1990) and Lizot (19891. What I have been analyzing
here is Tupinamba cosmology (such as it can be apprehended from the chroniclers' accounts) and its probable influences on social organization considered as an ideological order. The data do not allow us to make any estimates
about actual rates of "violent" deaths, ritual or otherwise; the available documents suggest that they were not exceptionally high. Tupinamba battles, as
described by the chronicles, involved a great deal of shouting, boasting, and
gesticulating. War parties would sometimes travel up to two hundred miles to
assault an enemy village and then return with just one captive, leaving no
victims behind. The capture of this prisoner, who could live for yeats among
his captors before being put to death, benefited many different people (the
captors, the women, the executioner). When ritually killed, the body of a
single enemy was eaten down to the last bit by hundreds of people (the ene- '
mies' flesh was thus symbolically; if not actually, scarce). As regards the polygamy of chiefs and famous warriors and the ideal status of the chief as a
renowned warrior, it is hard to distinguish what may be an idealized view
from a faithful representation of reality; bearing in mind what can be seen in
contemporary Amerindian societies. I think the Tupinamba situation fits
well into the general picture of "brideservice societies" given by Collier and
Rosaldo, especially concerning their suggestion that the correlation between
polygamy and war prowess may have been more ideological than objective
(1981: 294,312). This said, one cannot ignore the numerous data that point to
the high value attributed to martial proficiency, vengeance, the qualifying nature of ritual killing, as well as to the connection between warfare and marriage. Be that as it may, although the Tupinamba were doubtless extremely
bellicose, they do not impress me as having been particularly "violent" (a
word we should be wary of when speaking about alien social forms). The
chroniclers and missionaries portray their communal life as remarkably
joyous and urbane. And, as I have already argued, their hatred of enemies and
the entire complex of captivity, execution, and cannibalism were predicated
on a thorough acknowledgement of the humanness of the Other-which had
nothing to do, of course, with any "humanism." In sum, instead of putting
society and its ideological products to the service of death, as Western cultures have done all too often, the Tupinamba have put death to the service of
society.
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